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Summary

A Study of Valency in Modern Irish

SUMMARY

The main aim o f this thesis is to characterise the factors that underpin the syntactic and 

semantic valency of the Irish verb in terms o f a functional approach that is sensitive to 

aspectuality in the Aktionsarten sense o f Vendler (1967). Our concern is with the relationship 

between the semantic representation o f a verbal predicate in the context o f a clause and its 

syntactic expression through the argument structure o f the verb. One o f our intentions is to 

demonstrate that there are semantic motivations to syntax. We will defend the hypothesis that 

an account o f semantic and syntactic valency requires the consideration o f  event structure as a 

vital mediating component. In particular, we claim that incorporating event structure into the 

semantic representation provides for a unified account o f causation, reflexivity, and each o f 

the passives o f Irish. In articulating our hypothesis we will expand on the role o f event 

structure at the syntax/semantic interface over a number o f constructions (causatives, 

reflexives, personal passive, impersonal passive) to characterise the core participants in each. 

We will relate how the participants in the semantic representation find expression in the 

argument structure o f the verb in the clause in the syntax.

We will establish the relevant situation type distinctions for Irish verbs in the sense of 

Vendler (1967). In doing this, we will modify a set o f  diagnostics from the literature and 

apply these to examples o f Irish verbs in their clauses to determine what situation type 

distinctions are significant for Irish verbs. This will establish crucial parts o f the logical 

structure representation that will be deployed throughout the study. We determine the number 

o f participants at the level o f the semantics as represented by the logical structure, and link 

these participants into argument structure in the syntax, thereby making visible the valency. 

We provide an account o f causation in Modem Irish. We examine lexical, periphrastic and 

morphological causatives. For periphrastic constructions we claim that the underlying schema 

is one o f caused motion, and that the schema is sensitive to interpretation as a prototypicality 

structure. We provide evidence to support this claim with a range o f examples o f the verb cuir 

‘put’. We will provide evidence that supports our argument o f the caused motion schema. In 

addition, we will demonstrate that rinne ‘make’ constructions create a new entity or affected 

object. A subtype o f this rinne construction is the a dheanamh constructions which are 

manipulative in purpose. For causative constructions, we will claim that the maximum 

number o f  participants in the logical structure o f a predicate is three, and the maximum
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Summary

number o f arguments in the syntax is also three. We claim that this is true with three place 

predicates in causative constructions, irrespective o f their situation type. We suggest that this 

is indicative o f strategies available within the language to create complex clauses containing 

additional predicates, such that the density o f NP arguments in the syntax are distributed, and 

the valency requirement at the semantics and syntax managed to stay below the maximum 

number o f participant NPs.

We will provide an account o f reflexivity that does not depend on a c-command approach, 

which we posit is problematic for languages with a VSOX word order. We will suggest an 

alternative based on obliqueness within a binding domain and, using this, we will provide an 

account o f constructions that use the marker fe in  in situations that are reflexive, emphatic, or 

neither, such as the possessive-reflexives. We will identify the conditions necessary for 

reflexivity, and also the conditions for emphatic constructions with the marker fe in  ’se lf . We 

will demonstrate that, within modern Irish, reflexivity weakens the transitivity and hence the 

valency, but it does not reduce it.

We will provide a unified account o f each o f the passive constructions, o f  which modern Irish 

(a VSO language) has two primary forms, the personal passive together with its variants, and 

the impersonal passive. For the impersonal passive construction we provide evidence that this 

construction has an indefinite actor at the level of the semantics and that the impersonal 

passive verb expresses this as a third person indefinite pronoun in the syntax via a synthetic 

post-verbal suffix rendered on the matrix verb. We will pose an empirical question as to 

whether a third passive form exists within the language, that o f  a functionally defined GET- 

passive. We will provide evidence that a particular subset o f  constructions precisely exhibits 

the characteristics o f the GET passive under strictly defined constraints, and we will claim 

that there is a functionally defined GET passive in modern Irish. To deliver a unified analysis 

o f the various passive constructions, we claim that a perspective that takes account o f the 

complete event is necessary. We suggest that the commonality underpinning the passive 

constructions, including the functionally defined GET passive, can be explained in terms o f a 

functional analysis with an event frame perspective sensitive to interpretation as a 

prototypicality structure.

This study will deliver evidence that predicates are specified for event structure in the lexicon, 

and not for thematic roles. We suggest that this lexical specification is via a logical structure 

representation that reflects the aspectual decomposition o f the verbal predicate and this 

determines, with an actor/undergoer hierarchy, the mapping into the syntax via the linking 

system.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 The Aim of this Thesis

In this thesis we aim to provide an analysis o f verbal valency in modem Irish within a 

functional account. Our aim is to provide a semantically motivated syntactic analysis 

that reveals the important role o f event structure in determining the core participants 

o f a verb’s semantic structure and their mapping into syntactic argument structure. 

One major advantage o f this approach is to allow a unified account o f a range of 

grammatical processes affecting the verb, including causatives, reflexives, and 

passives.

To date, most linguistic accounts o f Irish based within modern theoretical approaches 

have been undertaken from a generative grammar perspective. In particular, there 

have been no functional accounts of Irish grammar. Even within the typological 

literature, many studies o f Irish and Celtic have had a generative orientation, for 

example the papers by Tallerman (1998a, 1998b) in the Eurotyp series o f 

publications. We aim to show the advantages o f a non-derivational, semantically 

motivated account o f verb valency.

An important background to this study is the compositional approach in the tradition 

of Vendler (1967) and Dowty (1986, 1991) that allows us to characterise the 

interrelationship between the lexical semantics and syntax o f verbs. We also rely 

heavily on the insights o f Role and Reference Grammar (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997). 

Amongst other advantages, this theory allows us to navigate a path through the well- 

documented problems that are associated with the use o f thematic roles in describing 

argument structure. This choice ensures that our analysis does not depend on a 

taxonomy o f discrete thematic roles. One important feature o f RRG is the 

identification o f an Actor-Undergoer hierarchy in the linking system between 

semantics and syntax.
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Because we need to describe the semantics o f a verb predicate and its syntactic 

expression in a clause while also describing the underlying state o f affairs, we need a 

metalanguage that provides these while also providing for an aspectual decomposition 

for Vendler classes with the event participants. The paradigm we will work in 

provides us with such a well-motivated metalanguage that supports an account o f 

event structure mediation with the semantic/syntactic interface. The metalanguage 

will enable us to provide a more formal-functional account o f language phenomena.

While motivating our characterisation of the syntax/semantics interface as mediated 

by an event perspective, we also motivate accounts o f valency behaviour at the 

interface, i.e. causative, reflexive, personal and impersonal passive constructions. That 

is, we provide an account o f how valency increasing and valency decreasing 

operations are motivated.

We provide unified accounts o f the following in a thematically coherent approach 

within the functional framework. For causation, a valency increasing operation, we 

provide a characterisation o f the causative counterparts o f the Vendler aspectual 

classes. We also provide an account o f lexical causatives, for which we describe three 

types in a unified approach. The notion o f force and purpose as factors in causation is 

described in a number o f its manifestations. For reflexives, usually considered as 

valency-reducing operations, we provide a unified account o f the weakened 

transitivity found with these constructions. For passive constructions, a valency 

reducing operation, we deliver a unified account o f the personal passive, the 

impersonal passive and a functionally defined GET passive.

1.2 The Structure of the Thesis

This thesis will proceed according to the following organisation.

Chapter 1. this introductory chapter, serves a number o f purposes. It first identifies the 

aims o f the thesis. Secondly, it outlines the primary hypothesis relating to the crucial 

role that event structure plays as a mediating factor between semantic and syntactic 

expression in relation to valency. Next, it outlines the development o f ideas in the 

literature with regard to the explication o f event structure. It then provides an
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introductory discussion o f modem Irish and highlights a number o f important 

typological facts about the language that will be o f relevance within the actual 

analysis.

Chapter 2 outlines the methodology and approach taken within the analysis. In 

particular, it outlines the important elements o f the functional framework that we will 

draw upon. This chapter discusses the use of verb decomposition as a tool for 

determining the Vendler aspectual classes. Verb decomposition requires the use o f  a 

suitable metalanguage and we discuss the choice of the metalanguage used within the 

analysis o f this thesis. Functional linguistics is a broad church and we outline why we 

draw upon the insights o f the Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) dialect o f 

functionalism.

Chapter 3 discusses the motivation for our analysis o f situation types and states o f 

affairs. We examine the four basic aktionsarten distinctions o f state, activity, 

accomplishment and achievement. Determining the precise situation type o f a clause 

can be difficult and we identify a number o f diagnostic tests that can provide 

assistance. After this, we then proceed with the analysis o f the basic situation types as 

they are found in Modern Irish. This chapter identifies the core arguments o f each o f 

the situation types.

In chapter 4, 5 and 6 we examine the valency changing operations over a number o f 

construction types. In chapter 4 we analyse causation as a means o f increasing the 

valency o f a predicate in the context o f a clause. We examine the causative 

counterparts o f each o f the basic situation types and characterise the causative 

construction into an inner event and an outer event. We provide an account o f lexical 

causatives over a number o f  verb types. A number o f factors that influence causation 

are analysed, including external force and purpose.

In chapter 5 we provide an account o f reflexivity as a valency reducing operation. In 

the generative tradition, reflexives are explicated in terms o f c-command and binding 

theory. As modem Irish is a VSOX language, the analysis o f reflexives using c- 

command is problematic. We motivate our analysis within a functional framework. 

The reflexive occurs in transitive constructions with the reflexive marker fein , which
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can also be used non-reflexively but emphatically. Lexically reflexive verbs have an 

understood object. We demonstrate that the impact o f event structure on the situation 

types o f the predicate in the clause has a bearing on our understanding o f  reflexive 

constructions, with some implications for valency.

In chapter 6 we provide an account o f the personal passive construction and its 

variants and the impersonal passive construction. The impersonal passive construction 

is to be found with every verb paradigm in Irish, across each o f the tenses, including 

the substantive verb. It is not, however, found with the copula verb. We also posit the 

existence o f a third type o f passive construction, a functionally defined GET passive, 

and discuss evidence in support of this. We provide a unified account o f  the 

commonality underpinning each o f the passives that draws upon prototypicality 

structures and a framing o f the ‘windowing o f attention’ in the sense o f Talmy 

(1996a, 1996b). In this regard, the first section o f chapter 2 looks at some o f the 

background topics, that is, issues including event structure that form the background 

to this study.

In chapter 7 we review the evidence uncovered in the previous chapters and provide a 

unified account o f these factors in support o f the aims and hypothesis of the thesis.

1.3 Modem Irish 

1.3.1 Background

Irish, or Gaeilge as it is known in the Irish language itself, is, together with Scottish 

Gaelic and Manx, a member o f the Q-Celtic grouping o f Insular Celtic. The date o f 

the introduction o f the language into Ireland is unknown and many theories have been 

proposed, for which see O Dochartaigh (1992:1 Iff) for details. One theory recounted 

by O Dochartaigh attempts to derive the language from some supposed invasion by an 

Indo-European warrior aristocracy in the first millennium BC as part o f the large- 

scale expansions o f the earlier Bronze Age from the heartland o f central Europe. The 

earliest evidence for Q-Celtic in Ireland, however, dates from the period o f Ogam 

inscriptions o f around the first century AD. The position o f the Irish language within 

the Celtic family o f languages is indicated in figure 1-1.
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Insular Celtic

Q -Celtic 

G aelic (G oidelic) 

------------
W estern G aelic Eastern Gaelic

Dialects
Munster 
Connacht 
Donegal Ulster

I
Pictish

P-Celtic

_J___
Brittonic (Brythonic)

 L

 1
Irish (G aeilge)] Manx Scottish Gaelic

1
N orthern Brittonic Southern Brittonic

_

W elsh C ornish Breton

Figure 1-1: The Relationship Between the Celtic Languages (Macaulay 1992: 6)

Within Modern Irish, there are three distinctive dialect areas, generally called 

Munster, Connacht, and Ulster or Donegal Irish (6  Siadhail 1989) after the regions in 

which they are found. Within the verbal system, 6  Dochartaigh notes that the main 

diagnostic of dialect is the use of synthetic forms in the Munster dialect, with the 

other dialects having a preference for analytic constructions with the subject pronoun 

appearing as a separate morpheme (1). For a morphological and phonological analysis 

covering all dialects see 6  Siadhail (1989).

(1) Synthetic________________________Analytic

a Chuiris. vs. Chuir tu.

Puf.V-PAST+you;PN-2SG Put;V-PAST you:PN-2SG

You put. You put.

Togfad. vs. Togfaidh me.

Lift;V-FUT+I:PN-lSG Lift:V-FUT I:PN-ISG

I will lift. I will lift.

The earliest Irish linguistic references are to be found in Auracepit na n-Eces (Calder 

1917), a work dating from the 6th century and which proposes an early account of the 

origins of Irish. Eco (1995:16) notes in relation to Auracepit na n-Eces that this was a 

blatant attempt on the part of 6th century Irish grammarians, to defend spoken Irish
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over learned Latin. Part of their argument was that the Gaelic Irish language 

constituted the first and only instance o f a language that overcame the confiision o f 

tongues and “7/ was the first, programmed language, constructed after the confiision 

o f  tongues, and created by the seventy-two wise men o f  the school o f  Fenius. ... shows 

the action o f  the founding o f  this language ... as a ‘cut and p a s te ’ operation on the 

other languages that the 72 disciples undertook after the dispersion”.

We quote some excerpts from the Auracepit na n-Eces following in this section, 

before outlining the sentence structure o f modem Irish as a prelude to the analysis in 

chapter 3. These excerpts “describe” the origin o f the language and the naming o f the 

parts o f speech. The language o f Auracepit na n-Eces is middle Irish, but the basis is 

the language o f the Old Irish period and the work was probably begun in the late 6'*’ or 

early 7*'’ century. It was not, however, completed until nearer the l l ‘̂  century. The 

translations into English are due to Calder.

(2) Auracepit na n-Eces (Calder 1917)

“Don tebi rotebed isin Gcedilg, uair is ed  toisseach arricht la Fenius iar tiachtain din scoil 
gusna berlaib ammuich : gach son forrdorcha robce in gach  bescno & in gach berlu, is ed  
doradadh isin Gcedilg, conadairi as fo irleithiu quam gach berla. " (Calder \9 \1 .2 ff)

“To the selection that was invented in Gaelic since this is the beginning which was invented  
by Fenius after the coming o f  the school with the languages from  abroad, every obscure 
sound that existed in every speech and in every language was pu t into Gaelic so that fo r  this 
reason it is more comprehensive that any language. "

Asberat araili immorro is noi n-adhbair nama badar isin tur i ere uisgi, aland Scfuil, ros & 
cel & sechim  & tin  & bitumain, de quibus dicitur 

Cre, uisgi, o land is fuil,
Ross is cel is lin lanchuir,
Sechim, bitumain go mbuaidh 
Nai n-adhbair in tuir Nemruaidh. 

i ainm  & promomen, & briathar & doibriathar 8l ranngabthach  & comfhocul & 
reimshuidhiughudh & interiacht a n-anmanda-seo : Nomen, pronomen, uerbum, 
aduerbium, participium, coniunctio, prepositio, interiectio ..."  (Ca\der 1917:22^^

“Others say, however, that only nine materials were in the Tower, to wit, clay and water, 
wool and blood, w ood and lime, acacias, fla x  thread, and bitumen, de quibus dicitur : - 

Clay, water, wool, and blood.
Wood, lime, and fla x  thread o f  a fu l l  twist,
Acacias, bitumen with virtue.
The nine materials o f  N im rod’s Tower 

to wit, noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, particle, conjunction, preposition and interjection are 
their names: Nomen, pronomen, verbum, adverbium, participium, conjunctio, prepositio, 
interjunctio. .. ”.

“Who invented this speech, and in what p lace  w ai it invented? Not hard. Fenius Farsaidh  
invented it at the Tower o f  Nimrod at the end o f  ten years after the dispersion in every
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direction from  the Tower, and it was every one speaking the same language that went there 
unto its territory, and not every one o f  the same stock, e.g., Cai Cainbreathac, pupil o f  
Fenius Farsaidh, one o f  the 72 scholars o f  the school. ...

Then was selected their language out o f  the many languages, and it was attributed to one 
man o f  them so that it is his name which is upon this language. That man was Gaedel, son o f  
Angen, so that Gaedil, Gaels, is derived from  him, ... It was there accordingly that this 
language was regulated.

What was best accordingly o f  every language and what was widest and finest was selected 
fo r  Gaelic; and fo r  every sound fo r  which no characters were found  in all the other 
alphabets, characters were found for them in the Beithe Luis Nin o f the Ogham, ... For every 
element fo r  which there was no name in the other languages, names were found  in Gaelic, ut 
est, grus, curds; cloch, stone; and linn, pool.....
What was best, widest and finest o f every language was put by them into Gaelic, to wit, what 
was easier and pleasanter to say, to wit, they thought having vowels and mutes in it easier 
and pleasanter than semi-vowels, mutes and vowels as the Latinist has. " fCalder 1917:78j(/9

In the next section we outline the sentence structure o f modem Irish.

1.3.2 Some Aspects of Modern Irish Sentence Structure

In this section, we introduce some aspects o f the sentence structure o f modern Irish. 

This section is provided for clarification purposes and as a background to the analyses 

proposed in later chapters. For this reason, the discussion focuses on simple 

declarative sentences. We consider the nature o f  the verbal complex including the 

copula and substantive verbs o f ‘to be’, the verbal noun and verbal adjective. The 

primary references within this section are due to Ward (1974), 6  Siadhail (1989), 6  

Dochartaigh (1992), and Macauley (1992). Irish is a VSO language and therefore, in 

common with the other Celtic languages, the order o f elements in the structure of 

transitive sentences is verb-subject-object. A basic intransitive sentence (3) consist of 

a verb and subject, in that order.

(3) Thit se.

Fall:V-PAST he:PN 

He fell.

A simple transitive sentence (4) has a verb, subject and a direct object, in that order.

(4) Chonnaic s i Aisling. 

See;V-PAST she:PN Aisling;N 

She saw Aisling.
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Ditransitive sentences (5), which may be categorised as transactional (Levin 1993) by 

virtue o f the meaning sense o f the verb, have an indirect object, which occurs after the 

verb, subject, and direct object.

(5) Thug me an leabhair do Mhdire.

Give:V-PAST I:PN the:DET book:N to:PN Maire:N 

I gave the book to Maire.

A verb always has the grammatical subject (noun or pronoun) immediately following 

it. Any additional arguments, direct and/or indirect object, follow the subject in that 

order. These indirect object are always governed by a preposition.

(6) Thug me an leabhair do Sean inne.

Give:V-PAST I:PN the;DET book.N to;PP Sean.N yesterday:ADV 

1 gave the book to Sean yesterday.

(7) Chuala me Sean ins an t-seomra.

Hear:V-PAST I:PN Sean:N in:PP the:DET room:N

I heard Sean in the room.

The one exception to this order is where the direct object is a pronoun. When the 

direct object is a pronoun then, for that pronoun, the unmarked position is at the end 

o f the clause.

(8) Thug me do Shedn inne e.

Give:V-PAST 1:PN to:PP Sean:N yesterday:ADV it:PN 

I gave it to Sean yesterday.

(9) Chuala me ins an t-seomra e.

Hear:V-PAST I:PN in.PP theiDET room:N him:PN 

1 heard him in the room.
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1.3.3 The Coding of ‘To Be’ in Irish

Irish has two verbs that encode the meaning of ‘to b e \  Each is sanctioned for use in 

specific but different contexts. The first verb o f ‘to be’ is the copula, which generally 

takes the form o f is ‘to be’. The other is the substantive verb. This has the form o f td 

‘to be’, in the present tense and bhi ‘to be’ in the past tense.

1.3.4 The Copula Verb o f ‘To Be’

The copula provides for four specific functions or purposes, that o f classification, 

identification, expression o f ownership with the preposition le ‘w ith’, or to indicate an 

emphasis.

1.3.4.1 Classification via the Copula

In the classification sentence we have a copula, predicate and subject, in that order. 

The predicate reflects the information given about the subject, or the information 

looked for (Christian Brothers New Irish Grammar 1997:122), while the copula is the 

grammatical link between subject and the predicate. The normal order o f the words is 

copula, predicate followed by subject. The predicate in a classification sentence 

cannot be a definite noun or personal pronoun.

(10) Is fear e.

Is:COP man:N him;PN 

He is a man.

(11) Copula Predicate Subject
a. Is fear Liam.

b. An leabhar e sin?

c. Ba ri Cormac.

Liam is a man (as used to denote a class). 

Is that a book?

Cormac was a king.

1.3.4.2 Identification via the Copula

Identification sentences indicate who (or what) a person (or thing) is.

(12) Is mise Aisling.

Is:COP me:PN-Emp AislingiN 

I am Aisling.
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(13) Is e Sean an dochtiiir.

Is:COP him:PN Sean:N the:DET doctor:N 

Sean is the doctor.

In (12), mise ‘m e’ and Aisling  are held to have identical reference. A constraint on an 

identificational sentence requires that the subject o f an identification type sentence be

definite, and the predicate always a definite noun or pronoun. The predicate may be a

phrase with definite meaning which functions to identify the subject as a particular 

entity.

1.3.4.3 Expression of Ownership

Actual ownership o f an entity and possession o f a nominal entity are coded differently 

in modem Irish. This distinction is not related to the alienable/inalienable distinction 

found in many languages. Ownership is coded with a) a copula construction and b) 

the preposition le ‘with’, followed immediately by a NP that denotes the owner o f the 

entity. Possession is expressed by use o f a) substantive verb construction (and not the 

copula) and b) the preposition ag ‘at’, followed immediately by a NP that denotes the 

possessor o f the entity in question. The possessor o f the entity may not necessarily be 

the actual owner of the entity. O Dochartaigh (1992:41) notes that traditionally the 

difference between the copula and substantive verb has been that the copula indicates 

a permanent state while the substantive verb is indicative o f a more transitory or 

temporary condition. In addition, the specific deployments o f the prepositions le 

‘w ith’ and ag  ‘at’ serve to configure a particular spatial relationship to underpin the 

ownership/possessor distinction. The expression of ownership is demonstrated with 

example (14) and (15). Examples o f possession with substantive verb constructions 

are illustrated in Section 1.3.5.2 following.

(14) Is le Mdire an leabhar.

Is:COP with:PP Maire.N the:DET book;N 

Maire owns the book.

(15) Copula Predicate Subject

a. Is le Sean an rothar. Sean owns the bicycle.

b. Is le Tara an leabhair. Tara owns the book.
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(16) Schemata for Ownership

COP + /gpp Owner NP + Possessed NP

1.3.4.4 Expression of Emphasis

In the expression o f emphasis using the copula use is made o f an embedded relative 

clause.

(17) Is anseo atd se.

Is:COP here:ADV that;REL+be:SUBV-PRES he:PN 

Lit: ‘It is here that he is’.

He is here.

1.3.5 The Substantive Verb of ‘To Be’

The substantive verb has the form tdlhhi and is used to express existence, position, 

state or condition.

1.3.5.1 The Expression of Existence, Position, State or Condition

The order o f elements in the substantive construction is verb, subject followed by 

additional elements such as adjectives, adverbs or prepositional phrases that may 

include verbal nouns.

Existence

(18) Bhi ri ann fado.

Be:SUBV-PAST kingiN there:ADV past:ADV 

Once upon a time there was a king.

Position

(19) Bhi siad ar an aonach.

Be;SUBV-PAST they:PN on:PN the:DET fair:N 

They were at the fair.
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State or Condition

(20) Td se fuar inniu.

Be;SUBV-PRES if.PN cold;N today.ADV 

It is cold today.

A distinction can be usefully illustrated between usages o f the copula and the 

substantive. The example in (21) uses the copula to indicate the class to which the 

entity belongs, whereas with the substantive verb in (22) we receive information that 

indicates that the entity now possesses those qualities associated with manhood. This 

construction is used when a speaker wishes to express that which is temporary or 

something that is not always the case.

(21) Is fear e.

Is:COP man:N him:PN 

He is a man.

(22) Td se ina fhear.

Be;SUBV-PRES he:PN in:PP+his;PN-POSS man.N 

He is a man.

1.3.5.2 The Expression of Location

The substantive verb can be used to express the location o f the subject o f the clause

(23). It does this by using a prepositional phrase that appears immediately post 

adjacent to the subject.

Location

(23) Bhi an rwmhaire ar an______tdbla.

Be;SUBV-PAST the;DET computer:N on:PP the:DET table;N

The computer was on the table.

1.3.5.3 The Expression of Possession

Possession, as against ownership, is represented by use o f a substantive verb, the 

subject, the preposition ag ‘at’ and the possessor NP.
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Possession

(24) Bhi cupla carr a s  Sean an ud.

Be;SUBV-PAST severaliQTY car.N at.PP Sean.N the.DET time;N

Sean had a couple of cars at that time.

(25) Td leabhair as Tara.

Be:SUBV-PRES book:N at:PP Tara:N

Tara has a book.

Schematically this is indicated in (26).

(26) Schemata for Possession

SUBV + Possessed NP + agpp + Possessor NP

1.4 The Data

In this section we provide some background information on the data collection used.

Our approach to the data has been to use independent authentic data as much as

possible, as well as using elicited data where necessary. All spoken examples are of 

native speakers and are unmarked. This gives us a range from spoken data to various 

levels of written Irish. The sources of written data are included in the references at the 

end of the thesis. These sources were selected because they enabled this study to

collect data that encapsulated regional variation and associated dialects, language

differences over time, i.e., the written sources range from the early 20'*’ century to the 

present time, and a number of language styles including formal, literary, magazine 

and newsprint.

The commonly cited references include:

MacMaolain, Sean. (1993). Cora Cainte as Tir Chonaill.

MacGrianna, Seosamh. (1925). Dochartach Dhuibhlionna.

MacGrianna, Seosamh. (1933). Ben-Hur.

MacGrianna, Seosamh. (1935). Seidedn Bruithne / Amy Foster.

MacGrianna, Seosamh. (1936). Pddraic O Conaire agus A istiE ile.

MacMeanman, Seaghan. (1924). Fear Siubhail.

MacMeanman, Seaghan. (1954). Mdm Eile as an Mhdla Cheadna.

MacMeanman, Seaghan. (1955). Crathadh an Phocdin.

MacMeanman, Seaghan. (1955). Rdcdil agus Scuabadh.
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N( Dhuibhne, Eilis. (2000). Dunmharu sa  Daingean.

6  B ailie, Ruaidhri. (1989). Dunmharu ar an D art.

6  Baoill, Donall, P. (1996). An Teanga Bheo: G aeilge Uladh.

6  Ci'osog, M icheal. (1997). Annagael.

6  Direain, Mairtin. (1961). Feamainn Bhealtaine.

6  Domhnaill, N iall. (1952). N a G liinta Rosannacha.

6  Domhnaill, N iall. (1932). Scairt an Duthchais.

6  Gallchobhair, Padraig. (1934). Cditheam h na dTonn.

O Ghrianna, Seamus. (1940). Thiar i dTir Chonaill.

O Ghrianna, Seamus. (1942). N uair a  Bhi M e Og.

O Ghrianna, Seamus. (1942). Rann na Feirste.

6  Ghrianna, Seamus. (1945). Saoghal Corrach.

6  Ghrianna, Seamus. (1945). Sceal Ur agus Sean-Sceal.

O Ghrianna, Seamus. (1955). An C ldr is an Fhoireann.

6  Ghrianna, Seamus. (1967). Le Clap-Sholus.

6  Ghrianna, Seamus. (1977/1925). M icheal Ruadh.

6  M aoileoin, Padraig. (1960). Na hAird O  Thuaidh.

6  Rabhartaigh, Tadhg. (1937). Mian na Marbh.

O Se, Diarmuid. (1995). An Teanga Beo: C oirce Dhuibhne.

Several native speaker informants were used and we provide summary information on 

these, following. The names o f these individuals are not included in this thesis but the 

list o f their names is kept in the Centre for Language and Communication Studies 

(CLCS) at Trinity College. We refer to them instead here by use o f a coded reference.

Person A: Age: Late-60s

Gender; F

Dialect o f Irish: Galway

Native or non-native Speaker: Yes, Native

Person B: Age: Mid-40s

Gender: F

Dialect o f Irish: Donegal

Native or non-native Speaker: Yes, Native

Person C: Age: Late-20s

Gender: M

Dialect o f Irish: Kerry

Native or non-native Speaker: Yes, Native
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Person D: Age: Early-40s

Gender; F

Dialect o f Irish: Monaghan

Native or non-native Speaker: Yes, Native

Person E: Age: Early-40s

Gender: M

Dialect o f Irish: Dublin

Native or non-native Speaker: Yes, Native

In the next chapter we outline the theoretical framework used in our analysis. We 

discuss the need for a suitable metalanguage, the advantages o f a decompositional 

account o f verbal semantics, and the use o f thematic roles. In order to explain the 

linking between lexical semantics and syntax it is necessary to determine what are the 

correct primitives over which this linking should be stated. On the semantics side, it 

has become apparent that thematic roles are inadequate tools for the task (Jackendoff 

1987, Levin and Rapoport 1988, Dowty 1991, Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). As a 

consequence o f this, a number o f more sophisticated representations o f thematic 

information have appeared (Foley & Van Valin 1984, Dowty 1991, Van Valin and 

LaPolla 1997), including proto-roles and actor-undergoer polarities.
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2 Theoretical Framework 

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we outline the specifics o f the theoretical framework used in our 

analysis. We discuss the reasons why we need a metalanguage to describe the 

phenomena we expect to find. We outline and discuss the advantages o f providing a 

decompositional account o f verbal semantics. We examine the use o f thematic roles 

and discuss some problems associated with them. Specifically, in order to explain the 

linking between lexical semantics and syntax it is necessary to determine what are the 

correct primitives over which this linking should be stated. On the semantics side, it 

has become apparent that thematic roles are inadequate tools for the task (Jackendoff 

1987, Levin and Rapoport 1988, Dowty 1991, Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). As a 

consequence o f this, a number of more sophisticated representations of thematic 

information have appeared (Foley & Van Valin 1984, Dowty 1991, Van Valin and 

LaPolla 1997), including proto-roles and actor-undergoer polarities. In the conceptual 

semantics paradigm, much research has been undertaken on the role o f events and the 

nature o f event structure that is o f considerable interest to functionalists (Talmy 1975, 

1976, 1978, 1985, 1988, 1996a, 1996b, 2000). We will make use o f the insights o f 

Talmy in later chapters in relation to the windowing o f attention on events and its 

correlates in syntax.

The analysis presented here in this research will provide convincing evidence that a 

unified account o f valency changing causative, passive and reflexive constructions in 

Modem Irish can be achieved by integrating event structure (the “windowing o f 

attention”) into the semantic representation. This functional account is framed around 

Vendler’s aspectual notion o f ‘Aktionsart’, and Van Valin and LaPolla’s Role and 

reference Grammar (RRG) in a manner that could not be achieved within a 

Chomskyan ‘Formal’ paradigm. A major advantage of RRG over the other 

functionalist paradigm is that it allows this to be achieved without any dependency on 

a taxonomy o f thematic roles.
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2.2 The Role of Events in Understanding Valency Behaviours

Event structure works at the intersection o f semantics and syntax and mediates 

between these at their interface. Recent research (Tenny 2000, Tenny & Pustejovsky 

2000, Van Hout 2000, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997, Rosen 1996) indicates that, given a 

suitable aspectual decomposition of a verb predicate in the context o f a clause, the 

necessary participants in the lexical representation o f an event may be determined. We 

demonstrate this in chapter 3, and subsequent chapters, in this study. A well defined, 

principled linking theory can map these lexical representations into the syntax. This 

potentially delivers to us an analytical toolset to characterise the number o f 

participants at the semantic level and to account for how these map into the syntax. 

An understanding o f valency behaviours, at a minimum, therefore requires an 

appreciation o f the treatment o f events in the literature and the linking between 

semantics and syntax. In this section we examine events in linguistic theory, from 

Vendler (1967), and some o f the issues that arise from a consideration o f this, not 

least o f which is the need for a rigorous linking theory.

2.2.1 Events in Linguistic Theory

In current work on the syntax-semantics interface, researchers who have focused on 

the lexical meanings o f individual words have found it necessary to look at the verb in 

the context of the syntax o f the clause in order to characterise the actual effects o f a 

verb’s event structure. In addition, to represent grammatical facts that depend on 

event-related properties o f particular verbs syntacticans have found it necessary to 

work from the sentence back to the semantics o f the verb in the lexicon (Tenny 2000, 

Tenny & Pustejovsky 2000, Van Hout 2000, Rosen 1996, Talmy 2000). Many 

syntacticians, not only those working within the functional paradigm, have discovered 

phenomena in which the semantics o f events can be seen to interact with syntactic 

structures, and have had to turn to lexical semantics for representations o f these event 

properties. As a consequence, the mapping between syntax, semantics and event 

structure has emerged as an important area o f research.

The idea that the grammar o f natural language represents events has had currency 

from the publication o f Davidson (1967) in which he proposed that predicates o f 

natural language predicate over events and explicitly take an event as one o f their
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arguments (Bach 1981, Dowty 1989). Over the years, the shape o f the research that 

has emerged indicates an event with internal parts, organised around the semantic 

categories o f change, causation, and temporal structure (Talmy 1975, 1976, 1978, 

1985, 1988, 1996a, 1996b, 2000). This picture has also indicated the necessary 

required minimum participants within an event.

2.2.2 Verb Meanings with Aspectual Structure

The idea that a verb meaning has aspectual and temporal structure has been with us 

since Aristotle wrote in his Metaphysics about a typology o f events based on their 

internal temporal structure (Lawson-Tancred 1998). The interest in this topic in the 

contemporary linguistics literature was simulated by the publication o f Vendler 

(1967) which proposed a four-way typology o f aspectual verb classes based on 

properties such as temporal duration, temporal termination, and internal temporal 

structure.

In the Vendler classification, verbs may denote states, activities, accomplishments or 

achievements. States have no internal structure, or change, during the span o f time 

over which they are true. An activity is an ongoing event with internal change and 

duration, but no necessary temporal endpoint. Accomplishments are events with 

duration and an obligatory temporal endpoint. Achievements have an instantaneous 

endpoint or culmination and do not have any effective duration. These four classes 

have been organised by various authors into different subgroups, the most basic 

distinction being made between statives and non-statives (or events). The use o f the 

term events prompted Bach (1981) to coin the term eventualities to include all 

aspectual types, both stative and eventive. Pustejovsky (1991) distinguishes three 

different aspectual primitives: states, processes and transitions. Pustejovsky (1995) 

has adopted the use o f event as the cover term for Bach’s eventuality.

The property o f an event having (or not) an endpoint in time has been referred to in 

the literature as the bounded/unbounded distinction (Verkuyl 1972, Jackendoff 1990), 

the culminating/non-culminating distinction (Moens and Steedman 1988), the 

telic/atelic distinction (Smith 1991), and the delimited/non-delimited distinction 

(Tenny 1994). Dowty (1979) refers to accomplishment and achievement verbs as 

distinct change o f state predicates. The distinction between telic/atelic events can be
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defined also in terms of homogeneity or cumulativity. The idea o f homogeneity in the 

domain of events has an analogue with the distinction between mass and count nouns 

in the domain of nominal entities. An activity or a state can be considered a 

homogenous event because it may be divided into any number o f temporal pieces, 

each of which will still be an event of the same type, given reasonable assumptions 

relating to the granularity of analysis of homogeneity. An accomplishment is not a 

homogeneous event, but is telic and non-punctual. Telicity has to do with whether a 

verb depicts a state of affairs with an inherent terminal point or not. Dowty (1979) 

proposes a simple adverbial test for the telic/atelic distinction based on whether the 

verb in the clause occurs with adverbials of manner and pace (1) such as, for instance,

‘quickly’, or frame adverbial (2) such as ‘in  In addition, accomplishments would

not be expected to occur with durative adverbials such as ‘fo r  An achievement is

both telic and punctual. We apply these diagnostics in Chapter 3, Situation Types and 

the Irish Verb.

(Niall 6  Domhnaiil; Scairt an Diithchais: 9)

(1) Shiuhhaileadh se go mall hrodamhail imeasc na madadh beag.

Shiuhhaileadh se go mall hrodamhail

Walk;V-HAB-PAST he:PN to:PP slow:ADJ proud:ADJ

imeasc na madadh beag.

amongst:ADV the:DET dogs:N littlerADJ 

He used to walk slowly with pride amongst the little dogs.

(O Ciosog; Annagael: 216)

(2) Ghlaoigh si orm i dtosach mhi na Nollag.

Ghlaoigh si orm i

Call-V-PAST she:PN on:PP+me:PN in:PP

dtosach mhi na Nollag.

start:N month:N the:DET Christmas:N

She called on me in the beginning of the month of December.
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The Vendler typology is the most widely used aspectual typology for verbs, although 

Dowty (1979) and Van Valin and LaPolla (1997) have proposed a number of 

revisions to the typology. Also, it is now generally accepted that one must talk about 

the aspectual properties o f the clause, rather than simply the aspectual properties o f 

the verb alone. This is because many factors interact with the initial, lexically defined, 

aspectual properties o f the verb. One such factor is adverbial modification, discussed 

earlier. Another factor is whether the undergoer participant, the clause object, is 

elaborated by a mass or count nominal.

It is important to ensure that tense, which deals with locating an event in time, be 

distinguished from aspect, which deals with the internal temporal structure o f events. 

The inherent aspectual properties o f the verb are generally referred to as Aktionsarten 

or situation type. The more general distinction is with aspect and the morphosyntactic 

working o f temporal shape o f which perfectivity is one possible category. 

Aktionsarten is about lexical properties, while aspect operates in the syntactic domain.

2.2.3 Predicate Decomposition and Events

The taxonomy o f aspectual classes suggested by Vendler provides a powerful tool for 

analysing verb meaning. In the years since Vendler (1967), a large body o f research 

on the structure o f verb meanings has emerged. This research has evolved the idea 

that the meaning o f a verb can be analysed into a structured representation o f the 

event that the verb designates, and that complex events have an internal structure.

Research has converged on the idea that complex events are structured into an inner 

and an outer event, where the outer event is associated with causation and agency, and 

the inner event is associated with telicity and change o f state. According to Whaley 

(1997: 191), for instance, “a  causative is a linguistic device by which the relationship 

between two events is explicitly captured within a single clause'". For Song (1996; 

135) in relation to the causative, the:

''^traditional typology is based crucially on the form al distance between 

[Vcause] and [Veffect]. In a lexical causative, these two terms are 

amalgamated into a single verb beyond recognition; there is no form al 

distance between [Vcause] and [Veffect]. In the morphological causative, the
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element o f  [Vcause] is realised as an affix bonded to the element o f  [Veffect]; 

there is a morphemic boundary between [Vcause] and [Veffect]. In the 

syntactic causative, these two elements appear as separate words in the 

subordinate clause; there is a clause boundary between [Vcause] and 

[Veffect]."

Song (1996: 142) also notes that “three components o f  causation emerge: (i) 

perception o f some desire or wish; (ii) a deliberate attempt to realise the desire or 

wish; and (Hi) accomplishment o f  the desire or wish"" such that (i) (ii) (iii) 

where = progression of time. DeLancey (1985) describes the chain of causality 

in the form of VOLITION/GOAL ^  EVENT ^  RESULTING STATE. Shibatani 

(1976: 1-2) provides a definition of causation to the effect that: “Two events quality as 

a causative i f  (a) the relation between the two events is such that the speaker believes 

that the occurrence o f  one event, the ‘caused event has been realised at t2, which is 

after tl, the time o f the ‘causing event ’; and i f  (b) the relation between the causing 

and the caused event is such that the speaker believes that the occurrence o f  the 

caused event is wholly dependent on the occurrence o f  the causing event; the 

dependency o f  the two events here must be to the extent that it allows the speaker to 

entertain a counterfactual inference that the caused event would not have taken place 

at that particular time i f  the causing event had not taken place, provided that all else 

had remained the same'.

In the metalanguage used to code lexical structures, Levin and Rapoport (1988) use a 

CAUSE predicate relating a causer argument and an inner expression involving a 

change of state. The change of state is represented by the predicate BECOME, as in 

Levin and Rapoport (1988: 284): ‘[x CAUSE [y BECOME (AT) z]]’. Jackendoff 

(1990), as part of the primitives in his metalanguage of lexical conceptual structures, 

introduced references to events and their structure. Causation, for example, is coded 

by Jackendoff (1990: 43ff) in his metalanguage of lexical conceptual structures (LCS) 

as [EVENT] ^  [ e v e n t  CAUSE ([{THING/EVENT}], [EVENT])]. This “elaborates 

an Event as the Event-function CAUSE plus two arguments. The first argument, i f  a 

Thing, is Agent; i f  an Event, is Cause. The second argument, an Event, is the Effect."' 

Under these views, a canonical accomplishment predicate can be represented as 

composed of an inner and an outer event. The inner event is the telic event in which
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the undergoer entity NP undergoes a change o f state in a definite amount o f time. The 

outer event is the event in which an actor entity prototypically acts agentively. 

Because the outer event causes the inner event, the outer event is associated with 

causation.

(Seamus O Grianna: Le Clap-Sholn.s: 255)

(3) Bhuail Michedl Ruadh smitm orm a chuir greadfach ionnam.

Bhuail Michedl Ruadh smitm orm.

Hit:V-PAST MicheahN Ruadh:N blow:N on:PP+me:PN 

a chuir greadfach ionnam

thatiREL put:V-PAST pain:N in;PP+me:PN 

Lit:‘Micheal Ruadh hit a blow on me that put pain in m e’.

Micheal Ruadh hit me a blow that caused me pain.

2.2.4 Some Issues for the Choice of Lexical Representation

When considering the particular type o f lexical representation appropriate to a body o f 

research, one must determine what are the different predictions that can be made from 

its use. Will it, for instance, allow for the accurate situation type decomposition o f an 

event? Will it allow for the participants crucial to the unfolding o f an event to be 

determined at the level o f the semantics? Can these be related in some meaningful 

way to the syntax?

A related question concerns the kinds or classes o f verbs and what type o f 

representations they should receive. The canonical verb having a complex structure is 

the accomplishment verb that prototypically involves an agentive change o f state, 

where an actor does something to cause a change o f state in some undergoer 

participant. Authors differ on how achievement verbs differ from accomplishment 

predicates. In Vendler’s original classification, achievement predicates differ from 

accomplishments in that they denote events with no duration. A lack o f temporal 

duration seems to correlate with a lack of agentivity, and vice versa. Because o f this, 

simple achievements are identified as non-agentive, instantaneous, inchoative change 

of state predicates, as against, for instance, causative achievements. In Chapter 3, 

Situation Types and the Irish Verb, we will undertake an exploration and analysis o f 

situation type distinctions exhibited by Irish verbs in the sense o f Vendler (1967). In
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Chapter 3 we modify and apply a set of diagnostics to examples of Irish verbs in their 

clauses to determine what situation type distinctions are significant for Irish verbs.

That cause and agentivity have some kind o f grammatical correlation is widely 

accepted because causers and actors are usually mapped to the subject position in the 

syntax in many languages. To characterise this mapping in a principled way requires a 

well-defined linking theory concemed with how the arguments of a verb are linked to 

syntactic subject or object positions. Semantically, causer and agent are independent 

in the sense that they can occur independently of one another in the lexical semantics 

of a verb. We can have an event without a causer, as in activity verbs where nothing is 

caused but the actor participant takes some agentive-type action. In achievements, we 

can have a causer without an agent (4), if we have nonvolitional or nonagentive 

causers, i.e. effectors. Causers and agents do coincide (5) and this also must be 

represented in the lexical representation of the clause and mapped to the syntax 

according to the principles o f the linking theory. Dowty (1979), in respect of his 

representation of the Aktionsarten classes, uses two separate predicates DO 

(representing agentivity) and CAUSE (for causation) to effect these distinctions.

( Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh: Mian na Marhh: 150)

(4) Chuir an troid sin deireadh liom-sa.

Put:V-PAST the:DET fight:N thatrDET end:N with:PP+me:PN+EMP 

LIT: ’The fight there put an end to me’.

That fight put an end to me.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Glunta Rosannacha: 108)

(5) Chuir se Michedl O Cleirigh anall go hEirinn. 

Put:V-PAST he;PN Micheal 6  Cleirigh:N across;ADV to:PP Ireland:N 

He sent Micheal 6  Cleirigh across to Ireland.

2.2.5 Linking Semantics to Syntax

The problem of explaining the generalities of mapping the semantic arguments o f a 

verb into syntactic structure is simply another way o f describing the problem of 

linking the arguments in a lexical semantic representation to syntax. Providing a 

generalised account o f the behaviours of predicates and their arguments in syntactic 

structure has been a central problem at the interface o f lexical semantics and syntax.
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In particular, why do specific thematic roles get linked to the specific syntactic 

positions o f subject or object and why is it an overwhelming cross-linguistic 

generalisation that agents prototypically are subjects and themes are objects? This 

question is made more difficult by the lack of an agreed complete set of thematic roles 

and a thematic hierarchy. We address this issue in Section 2.5.2, The Problems with 

Thematic Roles.

2.3 The Choice of the Functional Framework

Our analysis takes the perspective that language is properly viewed as a social and 

communicative functional system. Analysing the communicative functions of 

grammatical structures plays a crucial role in grammatical description and theory. 

What distinguishes this perspective is the view that grammatical structure can only be 

understood and explained with specific reference to its semantic and communicative 

functions. Syntax, therefore, is not autonomous but an integrated part of human 

language capability, along with semantics and discourse-pragmatics. Syntax is held to 

be semantically motivated.

A functionalist approach is one that is sensitive to linguistic typology and providing 

theoretical accounts based on actual language data, that is, it provides a balanced 

intersection between a purely bottom-up data-driven approach and a top-down 

formulaic, theory-driven approach.

Some terminological clarification is in order at this point in relation to the term 

‘construction’. This term is widely used within functional grammar, RRG and 

Construction Grammar. Trask (1997; 53) defines a construction as any grammatical 

structure which appears systematically in some language, or any particular instance 

o f  i f \  In Construction Grammar, the term ‘construction’ is used for the abstract 

representation o f the properties of the grammatical form, and the term ‘construct’ is 

used for the grammatical form itself. In the generative Head-driven Phrase Structure 

Grammar (Pollard and Sag 1994), which shares many features with Construction 

Grammar, constructions in this sense are called ‘signs’. Role and Reference Grammar 

uses the term ‘construction’ for the grammatical form and ‘constructional template’
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for the abstract representation o f the properties o f the form. These are the senses in 

which these terms are used within this body o f research. The RRG constructional 

template is equivalent to the ‘construction’ as used in Construction Grammar and the 

HPSG ‘sign’. (For a discussion o f the use o f constructions in the Dik School o f 

functional grammar see: Dik 1997, Part 2: 93-169.)

In Construction Grammar and RRG, it is proposed that grammatical structures are 

stored as constructional templates, each with a specific set o f morphosyntactic, 

semantic and pragmatic properties, which may be combined with other templates to 

form more complex structures. In Construction Grammar it is assumed that there is 

one structural store containing constructions, lexical items and morphemes. In the 

RRG approach to constructional templates, it is assumed that there is a set o f syntactic 

templates representing the possible syntactic structures in the language, which are 

stored in the ‘syntactic inventory’, and that there is a separate lexicon containing 

lexical items, morphemes and other types o f lexical entries. Each o f the templates can 

be specified by immediate dominance rules as they are formally equivalent and 

represent a part o f the structure o f a possible sentence in the language under 

examination. Researchers, however, have argued that grammatical constructions are 

not reducible to simple rewriting, movement or placement rules. That is, they have 

specific semantic and pragmatic properties that must be captured (Fillmore, Kay and 

O’Connor 1988, Goldberg 1996). In a full description a constructional template may 

carry specific semantic, pragmatic and other types o f information. For Irish, figure 2.1 

on page 45 is an example o f a template that represents the syntactic structure o f the 

finite construction. While syntactic templates have a universal basis in the layered 

structure o f the clause within RRG, the templates in the syntactic inventory o f any 

particular language will reflect the properties o f clauses in that language. These 

templates can combine in a principled manner to form more complex structures in a 

way that is formally equivalent to applying the various immediate-dominance rule 

options to create structures. Template combining is also subject to the same semantic 

constraints as immediate-dominance rules, i.e. the resulting combinations must be 

able to be linked to a semantic representation by means o f a set o f very constrained 

linking principles. Within RRG, the conception o f grammatical relations is 

‘construction-specific’. This means that a privileged argument may be identified for
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each construction. This subsumes the notion o f syntactic pivots, discussed in more 

detail in Section 2.6.2, Grammatical Roles and Linking.

2.4 The Need for a Metalanguage

A metalanguage is required to provide an internally coherent and explicit means of 

describing a range o f different types o f constructions. If successful, such a 

metalanguage will help us create generalisations on the linguistic data that are 

comparable across constructions in the same language and across descriptions o f 

different languages. Such a metalanguage will help the creation and development of 

higher level rules and inferences such as typological predictions. A metalanguage is 

therefore both a descriptive and an analytical tool. For our present purposes, a 

metalanguage is required to enable us to undertake verb decomposition and show the 

participants in the verbal action in the context o f the clause. According to Givon 

(1983:31), the functional realm o f prepositional semantics ^'pertains to specific 

information couched in propositions, which are coded syntactically as sentences. This 

involves primarily two aspects o f  the proposition: (1) Its characterisation as state, 

event, or action; and (2) The character isation o f  the participants ( ‘arguments ’, ‘case 

roles ’) in the proposition as to their semantic roles vis-a-vis the predicate. Roughly 

(}) and (2) combined tell us ‘who did what to whom, where, why, how, e tc ”

A suitable metalanguage will facilitate the analysis and enable us to capture this 

information. Such a metalanguage must therefore enable an analysis to decompose a 

verb predicate in a clause into its Vendler class. This verb decomposition within the 

metalanguage is necessary to enable us to characterise and motivate our account o f  the 

semantic-syntax interface in a way that recognises the role and influence o f event 

structure in determining the participants in the event. Verb decomposition is also 

necessary to motivate the linking o f semantic participants to the grammatical 

argument structure of the clause. We will be looking at the issue o f the metalanguage 

in Section 2.7, The Choice o f Metalanguage.
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2.5 Semantic Functional Relations

2.5.1 The Importance of Semantic Functional Relations

Semantic functional relations are important because they capture the basic structure o f 

the events denoted by the verb, that is, between a predicate and its arguments. They 

are a way o f talking about who did what to whom. We are saying something about the 

events in the world that a particular verb could be used to express when that verb is 

associated with, for example, an agent argument and a patient argument. Such an 

event would require two participants, a human animate participant who intentionally 

instigates the event, and a participant affected in some way by the event. Because we, 

as people, can easily describe events and states o f affairs, there must be some 

relationship between the structure o f  the event and the linguistic encoding o f it. There 

must be some mediation or recognition o f the event in the semantic representation o f 

the event and the subsequent syntactic expression o f that event. Semantic functional 

relations are sometimes called participant roles because they can be regarded as the 

linguistic encoding o f the parts that the central participants, or players, play in the 

event. They are a central component o f the semantic structure o f the clause. Semantic 

functional relations have a variety o f names in different theories, being known 

variously as: semantic roles (Katz 1972, 1977), case roles (Fillmore 1968), thematic 

relations (Gruber 1965, Wilkins 1988), theta-roles (Chomsky 1981, Wilkins 1988), 

thematic roles (Frawley 1992, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997) and participant roles (Van 

Valin & LaPolla 1997).

2.5.2 The Problems with Thematic Relations

Thematic relations describe the semantic function o f an argument with respect to the 

predicate in a clause. The problems surrounding the use o f thematic relations as an 

analytical tool are (a) the level o f generality that they should capture and (b) the 

correct inventory o f thematic relations for use in language analysis.

A resolution o f these issues needs an approach sensitive to macro-functionality, that 

is, higher level generalisations o f typological patterns o f language. The determination 

o f the resolution actually requires one to examine the grammatical facts o f languages 

to see if  they are treated the same or different. An experiencer who undergoes a
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change o f state is generally treated quite differently in syntax from, for instance, a 

volitional instigator o f some action. Because thematic relations act as an element of 

the interface between lexical semantics and syntax, the distinctions must be justified 

on grammatical grounds alone. Thematic relations are semantic in nature because they 

are related to the meaning of the verb. They are also related to the lexical semantic 

representation of the verb. Thematic relations also have grammatical implications, 

particularly in relation to, for instance, an account of the personal passive construction 

(Givon 1990b: 565J^and Shibatani 1988; ^2\ff).

The solution to the problem of the correct inventory of thematic relations varies across 

theories with some having a small number of thematic roles and others having a larger 

repertoire. The quantitative size of the inventory depends on the tasks to which 

thematic relations are assigned. They can be part of the system of lexical 

representation where they represent part of a verb’s meaning, but, the more 

distinctions o f verb meaning required, the more thematic roles that are required to 

name those contrasts. They can also play a role in the statement o f grammatical rules, 

principles and constraints and in this case, then only as many will be needed as the 

syntax requires, giving a smaller number. The thematic roles that are most likely to be 

included in the repertoire include;

(1) Thematic Roles (Van Valin 1996: 100)

Agent

Experiencer

Instrument

Force

Patient

Theme

A wilful, purposeful, volitional instigator o f an event. 

Entities that experience internal states, such as perceivers 

and emoters.

Usually inanimate entities that are manipulated by an agent 

in the carrying out of an action.

The involuntary participant which, unlike an instrument, 

cannot be manipulated.

Entities that are in a state or condition, or that undergo a 

change of state or condition.

Entities which are located or are undergoing a change o f 

location via motion.
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Recipient An entity who gets something. They are usually animate.

Goal A destination, similar in many respects to recipient, but

inanimate.

Source The origin of an event or action, such that;

Transfer R ecipient

S o u r c e  X[^j{jQ | position ^ o b j e c t  __________________^  ^

M otion Goal

If there is a transfer of Y then Z is a recipient.

If Y is in motion, then Z is a goal.

In either instance, X is the source and Y is the theme. 

Locative A location, path, source, and goal can be viewed as an

elaboration of different aspects of locatives. Locatives 

contrast with these by referring to a situated location.

Path A route.

2.5.3 Generalised Thematic Relations -  The Macrorole

A more general type of semantic role, a macrorole, has been proposed in Foley and 

Van Valin (1984) and Van Valin and LaPolla (1997). These semantic macroroles are 

generalised semantic relations that subsume groups of specific thematic relations. 

There are two macroroles, actor and undergoer. The actor and undergoer are the two 

primary arguments of a transitive predication, and correspond to the agent and patient, 

respectively. They correspond to what is commonly called ‘logical subject’ and 

‘logical object’. Either of these macroroles can be the single argument o f an 

intransitive clause. Macroroles are motivated by the fact that in grammatical 

constructions, groups of thematic relations are treated in a similar way. In an active 

clause, for instance, the actor is linked to the grammatical subject via the linking 

system, and the undergoer is mapped to grammatical object, while in a passive 

construction, the undergoer is linked to subject and the actor is omitted or demoted. 

We discuss the macroroles in more detail in relation to the linking system in the next 

section 2.6, The Functional Approach of Role and Reference Grammar.
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2.6 The Functional Approach of Role and Reference Grammar

Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) operates within the functionalist paradigm and 

presents a monostratal theory that posits only one level o f syntactic representation, the 

actual form of the sentence. It arose from a desire to determine, in a functionalist 

context, (a) what a linguistic theory would look like if it were based on a language 

other than English, and (b), how the interaction of syntax, semantics and pragmatics 

(and aktionsart) can best be captured. The theory as it presently stands shows that it is 

possible to have a rigorous, typologically sensitive grammar, which takes semantics 

(and pragmatics) as central features. Syntax is not viewed as autonomous, but is 

viewed as an integral part of the system.

RRG maintains that a theory o f clause structure should capture all o f the universal 

features o f clauses without imposing features on languages in which there is no 

evidence for them, for example, the VP as a universal feature of clauses. This is 

particularly relevant for Irish with its VSO word order. As the S is immediately after 

the V, where does the VP fit? As Stenson (1981:40) indicates, ‘‘"because o f  the basic 

word order, with the subject intervening between the verb and object, the notion ‘verb 

phrase ’ as a syntactic category is meaningless for Irish”. RRG distinguishes within 

clause structure between predicating and non-predicating elements, and between the 

semantic arguments of a predicate and those that are not.

(2) Clause Structure Schema

Predicate + Arguments Non-Arguments

The syntactic unit containing the predicate is called the nucleus and the unit 

containing the nucleus and the predicate arguments is called the core. Predicate 

arguments within the core are therefore called core arguments. The non-arguments, 

the adjuncts, are encapsulated within the periphery. A clause consists o f the core and 

the periphery, that is, the predicate, its arguments and the non-arguments. Clauses are 

considered to have a layered structure and each layer is semantically motivated.
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(3) Layered Structure o f the Clause Schema

Nucleus Periphery

Sentence

LDP Clause
Constituent

Projection

PCS CORE Peripheral

Nucleus

Pred Arg Arg Arg

ADV NP\vh-q NP NP PP/A D VNP

Nucleus
Operator

Projection— Core

TNS-Clause ___

Evidential-Clause

Illocutionary-Clause

Lesend

LDP: Left Detached Position 

PCS; Pre-core slot

Figure 2.1: The Structure of the Finite Clause of Irish in RRG.

RRG also has operators which represent a different projection o f the clause from the 

predicate, argument and non-argument/adjuncts. Included within these are aspect (i.e., 

perfective, imperfective, progressive, perfect), negation, tense and illocutionary force 

(i.e., is the utterance a statement, question or order). Operators have scope over 

different layers of the clause. Aspect is a nuclear operator that only modifies the
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predicate. Tense and illocutionary force are clausal operators. Negation can be an 

operator modifying any o f the three layers. The layered structure o f clauses in Irish is 

indicated in the figure 2-1. The kernel o f the RRG approach to grammar, and the 

component that is o f special relevance to this study, is the system o f lexical 

representation and semantic roles. We describe this in the next section. Figure 2-1 

represents the VSOX word order within the RRG functionalist model o f the sentence 

and the clause.

2.6.1 Lexical Semantic Structure

The system o f lexical representation is based on Vendler’s (1967) Aktionsart 

classifications o f verbs into states, activities, accomplishments and achievements. 

Each o f these also has a causative counterpart. Examination o f the verbal systems o f a 

number of languages had led, over the years, to the conclusion that this set of 

distinctions is one o f the fundamental organising principles o f verbal systems in 

human language.

The RRG theory o f semantic roles is different from that o f other theories, in that it 

posits two types of semantic roles. The first are specific thematic relations, the 

traditional notions o f agent, theme, patient, experiencer, etc. The second are 

generalised semantic macroroles and have no analogue in other theories. The action 

tier o f Jackendoff (1990) and the proto-roles o f Dowty (1986, 1991) have a 

resemblance in spirit.

RRG defines thematic relations in terms o f positions in logical structure 

representations. All thematic relations are defined in terms o f argument positions in 

state and activity logical structures. All of the other logical structure types are 

composed o f them, along with primitives such as CAUSE, BECOME, INGR. The 

primitive INGR is abbreviated from ingressive and codes for instantaneous changes 

such as one finds with an achievement situation type. In this approach thematic 

relations have no independent status and are treated as mnemonics for specific 

argument positions in logical structure.

The system o f lexical decomposition directly builds upon Dowty (1979) but RRG 

treats the classes o f state and activity predicates as basic. The lexical representation of
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a verb or other predicate is its logical structure. Causation is treated as an independent 

parameter ranging across the basic and other derived aktionsart classes. The semantic 

representation of an argument is a function of its position in the logical structure of 

the predicate and the RRG linking system refers to an elements logical structure 

position. Thematic relations play no direct role in the theory and where used, the 

traditional thematic role labels are simply used as a ‘shorthand’ for the logical 

structure argument positions.

Macroroles act as the primary interface between the logical structure and syntactic 

representations. There are only two macroroles, actor and undergoer, corresponding to 

the two primary arguments in a prototypical transitive relation. They are called 

macroroles because each subsumes a number o f specific thematic relations. The 

relationship between the macroroles and the argument positions in logical structure is 

captured in the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy in Figure 2.2, which encapsulates a larger 

inventory of thematic roles for illustration purposes. In this regard and given the 

logical structure representation for a verb, the most agent-like argument will be the 

actor and, in the default case, the most patient-like argument will be the undergoer. 

Macroroles are thus not equivalent to grammatical relations. The lexicon plays an 

important role in the theory. Lexical entries for verbs are built around logical structure 

representations. In RRG, no syntactic subcategorisation information is included in 

lexical entries. All o f the relevant information is derivable from the logical structure 

of the verb, such that the syntactic subcategorisation of a verb is predictable from its 

semantic representation. All o f the major morphosyntactic properties of verbs and 

other predicates follow from their logical structure together with the linking system 

(Van Valin & LaPolla 1997; Chapter 7.3.2).
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The Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy 
Actor Undergoer

Argument

of

DO

1̂ ‘ Argument 

of do’(x...

1 argument of 

pred’(x, y)

2"̂ * argument 

of pred’(x, y)

Argument of 

state pred’(x)

Agent Effector Location Theme Patient
Mover Perceiver Stimulus Entity
Emitter Cogniser Content

Performer Wanter Desire
Consumer Judger Judgement

Creator Possessor Possessed
Speaker Experiencer Sensation

Observer Emoter Target
User Attributant Attribute

Performance
Consumed
Creation

Locus
Implement

Figure 2.2: The Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997).

2.6.2 Grammatical Roles and Linking

RRG has argued that grammatical relations like subject and direct object are not 

universal across languages and cannot be taken as the basis for adequate grammatical 

theories. In place o f these notions, RRG employs the notion o f ‘syntactic pivot’, 

sometimes called the Privileged Syntactic Argument (PSA), instead of subject. The 

PSA for most constructions is the traditional subject. Individual languages have 

selection hierarchies to determine the PSA. The other arguments in a clause are 

characterised as direct or oblique core arguments and there is nothing in the theory of 

RRG that corresponds to direct or indirect object. Syntactic functions like pivot/PSA 

and direct core arguments represent the syntactic pole of the system, while logical 

structures represent the semantic pole.
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In every language with grammatical relations, there is an accessibility to the pivot 

hierarchy for verbs with multiple arguments. This is the actor-undergoer hierarchy o f 

Figure 2.4 and it is interpreted from the left, i.e. the actor end. In a syntactically 

accusative language like Irish, the highest-ranking macrorole is the default choice for 

pivot. That is, the unmarked choice for syntactic pivot o f a transitive verb is the actor, 

with the undergoer being the marked choice possible only in a passive construction. In 

more traditional functionalist terms, the actor maps to subject and the undergoer to 

object, except in the passive where the undergoer maps to subject. With an intransitive 

verb, the hierarchy is irrelevant, as the single macrorole functions as pivot/subject 

regardless of whether it is actor or undergoer.

2.6.3 The Linking System

The linking system is bi-directional in that it maps from syntax to semantics and from 

semantics to syntax. The linking between semantics and syntax has two phases. The 

first phase consists o f the determination o f semantic macroroles based on the logical 

structure o f the verb (or other predicate) in the clause. The second phase is concerned 

with the mapping o f the macroroles and other arguments into the syntactic functions.

As previously mentioned, the traditional grammatical relations have no particular 

status in RRG in that the theory posits a single construction-specific grammatical 

relation called the pivot or Privileged Syntactic Argument, (PSA), o f the construction. 

The non-PSA syntactic arguments in the clause are referred to as direct or oblique 

core arguments. The PSA for most constructions is the traditional subject. Individual 

languages have selection hierarchies to determine the PSA. The pivot is construction 

specific because it may be identified for each construction. The notion o f pivots 

subsumes that o f controllers, the triggers for verb agreement, and the antecedents o f 

reflexive constructions.

For a syntactically accusative language such as Irish, the highest ranking direct core 

argument in terms o f the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy (AUH) is default, that is, the 

leftmost argument in the AUH. Case and agreement rules are also formulated with 

reference to the linking system. For an accusative language like Irish, the highest 

ranking core macrorole takes nominative case, other core macroroles take accusative 

case and non-macrorole direct core arguments take dative as their default case. The
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agreement rules work in a similar manner for Irish with the finite verb agreeing with 

the highest core macrorole in person and number. As we shall see, for Irish this must 

take into account the synthetic and analytic forms o f the verbs. The default PSA can 

be overridden and a different argument can be selected to function as PSA. For 

instance, it is possible for another macrorole argument o f a transitive verb, the 

undergoer, to function as the PSA in a personal passive construction with the default 

choices for PSA treated as oblique adjuncts, appearing in a prepositional phrase.

The linking system o f RRG is divided into two parts, (Figure 2.3) one o f which is 

labelled “universal” with the other “language specific” . RRG claims that what it calls 

the first or lexical phase o f the linking, the determination o f the macrorole 

assignments based on the lexical structure o f the verb, is virtually universal and 

subject to limited cross-linguistic variation. The second phase, the syntactic phase, 

deals with the mapping o f the macroroles and other arguments into the syntax and, as 

such, is subject to considerable cross language variation. As we have seen in our 

earlier discussion in this section, many, if not most, linking theories go directly from 

thematic relations to grammatical relations and posit universal constraints on the 

linking to the effect that ‘highest ranking thematic relation maps to the grammatical 

subject’. The RRG linking system has two, therefore, discrete steps: first, relate 

logical structure to macroroles and second, relate macroroles to syntactic functions. 

By achieving the linking in this manner RRG captures a number o f generalisations 

across languages that are not possible with other approaches (Van Valin 1993, Van 

Valin & LaPolla 1997). There is a particular and principled reason why the lexical 

phase o f the linking system o f RRG is universal. The aktionsarten distinctions 

underlying the decomposition are universal in that, as far as can be determined, all 

languages have them. The actor and undergoer notions are also valid across languages 

and the relationship between macroroles and logical structure is governed by the 

Actor-Undergoer hierarchy and associated principles.
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BECOME p red ica te ’(x) or (x, y)

Active Accomplishment do ’(x. [p red ica te’(x, (y))] & BECOM E p red ic a te ’(z, x) or (y) 

Causative a  CAUSE p, where a ,  P are logical structures o f  any type

Figure 2.3: The System Linking the Semantic and Syntactic Representations 

of Irish in RRG (After Van Valin & LaPoila 1997).

This figure serves to illustrate the relationship between the Actor-Undergoer 

Hierarchy o f Figure 2.2 and the logical structure into which the Vendler classes are 

decomposed. The relationship between these two components is that o f the linking 

system o f RRG, explained in Section 2.6.3. The lexical decomposition o f Irish verbs 

within clauses is discussed in detail and applied in Chapter 3 Situation Types and the 

Irish Verb.

Most cross-linguistic variation is found in the syntactic phase and the factoring o f  the 

RRG linking into two phases, one lexical and the other syntactic, allows the linking 

system to handle this and universally work. The scope o f predication for the matrix 

verb o f a clause in relation to the binding domain is the logical structure o f the core, in
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RRG terminology. We will use the RRG approach in our analysis. We support the 

view that Role and Reference Grammar provides “a  coherent framework in which 

linguistically significant generalisations about the relationship between the semantic 

argument structure o f  the verb and the morphosyntactic realisation o f  the arguments 

can be readily captured and explained" (Van Valin 1998). To connect with the wider 

functional and linguistic literature, we will mostly use the terminology o f subject, 

object and indirect object rather than pivot or privileged syntactic argument. This is 

somewhat o f a deviation from RRG, in terms o f use of terminology at least. In Irish, 

however, the privileged syntactic argument, generally the leftmost actor in the Actor- 

Undergoer Hierarchy, links to what is normally considered as the grammatical 

subject, with the undergoer linking to grammatical object. The advantage o f doing this 

is that this thesis and the analysis of Irish constructions contained herein will be 

readily accessible by those within the broad functionalist community.

2.7 The Choice of Metalanguage

The functional approach of RRG recognises that the utilisation o f thematic roles as a 

tool for language analysis presents a number o f difficulties. There is no doubt that 

thematic roles are a significant part of the semantic frame of a predicate, but there are 

real problems in determining the number, definitions and actual boundaries of 

individual thematic roles. We discussed these issues in this chapter, in Section 2.4, on 

Semantic Functional Relations. The RRG approach avoids the problems usually 

associated with thematic roles while also providing a linking theory that motives the 

semantic-syntax interface. The macroroles o f RRG are very similar to the proto-roles 

of Dowty and the advantage they provide to us in this analysis is that these macroroles 

each subsume a number of thematic roles. They thus avoid the problems with defining 

and naming the inventory of thematic roles, generalising these into the architecture of 

the Actor-Undergoer hierarchy o f Figure 2.2. In relation to thematic roles, Dowty 

(1991: 552, 575) has the following to say:

"From the semantic point o f  view, the most general notion o f  thematic role 

(type) is a set o f  entailments o f  a group o f  predicates with respect o f  the 

argument o f  each. (Thus a thematic role type is a kind o f  second order 

property, a property o f  multiplace predicates indexed by their argument
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positions.)

[...] semantic distinctions like these entailments ultimately derive from  

distinctions in kinds o f events found ‘out there’ in the real world; they are 

natural (physical) classifications o f events, and/or those classifications that 

are significant to human life. There is no reason to believe that all such 

classes must have discrete boundaries.

[...] It is certainly not obvious that in ordinary reasoning and conversion 

people directly pay attention to or worry about whether something really was 

or was not a Theme or a Source or an Agent (in some sense o f  ‘Theme etc., 

exactly defined by Jackendoff or some other linguist): but we do concern 

ourselves all the time, both in everyday life and in courts o f  law, and 

sometimes to a painstaking degree, with whether an act was really volitional 

or not, whether something was really caused by something or not, whether 

somebody was really aware o f an event or state or not, or had a certain 

emotional attachment to it, whether something was moving or stationary, 

whether something changed in a certain way or not, whether an event was 

finished or not, and whether an act produced something as a result or not. ”

As RRG is a functionalist paradigm, its metalanguage operates in a functional context 

and provides a coherent, unified and motivated approach to the thematic role issues 

and the linking between the semantics and syntax. In addition, the RRG metalanguage 

is sensitive to the decomposition of predicates into situation types while identifying 

the participants within an event. These can then be linked into the syntax o f the 

clause. We use this metalanguage in this analysis. In the next chapter, in Section 3.3 

on the Four Basic Situation Type Distinctions, we describe the detail o f the 

metalanguage in the context of how the situation type distinctions can be represented 

in logical structure.

In the next chapter we undertake an exploration and analysis o f situation type 

distinctions exhibited by Irish verbs. We will modify and apply a set of diagnostics in 

order to determine what situation type distinctions are significant for Irish verbs. The 

next chapter will seek to establish crucial parts of the logical structure representation 

that we will deploy throughout the study.
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3 Situation Types and the Irish Verb 

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we undertake an exploration and analysis of situation type distinctions 

exhibited by Irish verbs in the sense of Vendler (1967). We modify and apply a set of 

diagnostics to examples of Irish verbs in their clauses in order to determine what 

situation type distinctions are significant for Irish verbs. This chapter therefore 

establishes crucial parts of the logical structure representation that we will deploy 

throughout the study. On the basis of this, we classify the situation types. A major 

goal is to determine the number o f participants at the level of the semantics as 

represented by the logical structure, discussed in Chapter 2, and to link these 

participants into argument structure in the syntax, thereby making visible the valency. 

We will demonstrate the capability of the logical structure metalanguage to deliver the 

following: (a) conclusively showing that Irish verbs do fall into different classes that 

are identifiable by the diagnostics; (b) capturing this important linguistic fact within 

the logical structure representation; (c) identifying the valency requirements o f verbs 

in the clause at the level of logical structure, and (d) identifying the valency 

requirements of verbs in their clauses within the syntax. In later chapters we provide 

an account o f operations that modify the perspective on these basic distinctions, and 

where the semantic and/or syntactic valency is increased or decreased in a variety of 

ways.

It is necessary at this point to clarify our use of terminology with respect to states of 

affairs, situation types and aktionsart because o f the diverse ways in which these same 

terms are deployed in the literature. Some authors like to distinguish between real 

situations in the world, and call these situation types, and keep the term Aktionsarten 

for the linguistic classification in the verbal semantics. Others cannot conceive o f real 

situation types without a language to think about and describe them, and so make no 

distinction (Binnick 1991). Dik (1997, part 2: 124), for instance, defines states of 

affairs as ‘‘‘’the conception o f  something which can be the case in some world. ... the 

constitution o f  a SoA is not only determined by what is said, but also by how what is 

said is moulded into the predicate frame. These points boil down to the view that SoAs
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are not things which exist in reality, but are themselves interpretations or 

representations o f  reality. They present a certain codified ‘view ’ o f  reality rather than 

being part o f  reality themselves”. Also, Dik (1997, part 2: 105) writes that this 

'‘‘definition implies that an SoA is a conceptual entity, not something that can be 

located in extra-mental reality, or be said to exist in the real world".

In contrast, the position of Van Valin & LaPolla (1997: 83j/7), the position taken in 

this study, is to define state of affairs as referring to phenomena in the world and 

propose four basic types:

(1) a. Situations: static non-dynamic states of affairs which may involve the 

location o f a participant, the state or condition o f a participant, or an 

internal experience o f a participant.

b. Events: states of affairs which seem to happen instantly.

c. Processes: states o f affairs which involve change and take place over 

time. The change may involve change of state or condition, location, or 

change of internal experience of a participant.

d. Actions: dynamic states of affairs in which a participant does 

something.

These states o f affairs vary along a number o f dimensions; amongst them are (1) how 

many participants are there; (2) whether there is a terminal point; and (3) whether the 

state of affairs happens instantaneously or is induced. The participants in the states of 

affairs have roles and these are referred to as participant roles. According to Van 

Valin & LaPolla (1997: 90), '"Since verbs and other predicating elements express 

(aspects of) states o f  affairs, an adequate theory o f  lexical representation ought to be 

able to represent explicitly the crucial distinctions which differentiate the different 

types o f  states o f  affairs, e.g. taking place over time, being dynamic or having a 

terminal point. Moreover, since the role o f  a participant is a function o f  the state o f  

affairs it is involved in, the semantic function o f  an argument referring to a 

participant should follow from the representation o f the verb or any other predicate 

coding the state o f  affairs.”
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The system of lexical decomposition to be employed is based on the distinctions in 

Aktionsart proposed originally in Vendler (1967). As we mentioned earlier, he argued 

that verbs and other predicating elements could be classified in terms of their inherent 

temporal properties, and proposed four basic classes: states, achievements, 

accomplishments and activities. Each of these Aktionsart types corresponds to one of 

the basic state-of affairs types.

(2) State-of-Affairs type________Aktionsart type

Situation State

Event Achievement

Process Accomplishment

Action Activity

The aktionsart types refer to properties o f linguistic predicates and not to properties of 

states o f affairs. The distinctions amongst the four basic Aktionsart types may be 

represented formally in logical structure representations.

Saeed (1997; 107) proposes an account o f sentence semantics based on the 

dimensions of situation type, tense and aspect. Situation type is “a label fo r  the 

typology o f  situations encoded in the semantics o f  a language"'. Speakers use their 

knowledge to draw distinctions of situation type and to classify situations. The 

category of situation type, for example, "‘incorporating semantic distinctions like 

static/dynamic, durative/punctual, telic/atelic, allows fo r  a basic classification o f  

situations into states, activities, accomplishments and achievements” (ibid; 133). For 

Saeed (1997: 124), the situation types listed above are synonymous with the 

aktionsarten types of Vendler. In this analysis we will use the terms situation type and 

aktionsarten in these senses.

3.2 The Motivation for the Analysis of Situation Types

The primary motivation for the analysis in this chapter is to provide a decomposition 

of verbs into the classes represented by each of the situation types. We claim that the 

interaction of event structure with a semantically motivated syntax informs the 

valency requirements in the semantics and the syntax by identifying the number of
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participants required for the description of the basic event. Later, operations such as 

causation will increase the number of participants required in the semantic logical 

structure representation and this will have an impact on grammaticalisation processes 

within the syntax. Similarly, passivisation will modify the semantic logical structure 

representation such that the actor participant is backgrounded or deleted, thereby 

reducing the participant roles at this level. This, also, will have an implication for the 

grammaticalisation of the arguments in the syntax. The account of these valency- 

changing operations on the basic situation types will be discussed in later chapters.

In our use of the logical structure representations, we will need to differentiate 

between the two verbs ‘to be’ - the copula is and the substantive td/bhi. In general we 

will be more concerned with the substantive verb because o f its wide deployment in a 

variety of important constructions, including the progressive activity and the personal 

passive. Our semantic representations will capture the use o f prepositions in core and 

non-core argument positions in the clause. In a number o f predicates, prepositional 

pronouns are deployed in core argument positions. These prepositional pronouns are 

central to our understanding of NPs and consist of a conflation o f a preposition and a 

pronoun, for example, orm ‘on+me’.

We will differentiate between the predications of a verb and a verbal adjective 

through the logical metalanguage because of its importance to our appreciation of the 

coding of resultative states pertaining to an undergoer nominal. This will be of 

particular interest to our account of passivisation, in a later chapter. For similar 

reasons we differentiate between the predication of a verb and that of a verbal noun. 

Again, this is of interest to us in understanding progressive activity and also the 

grammaticalisation of personal passive constructions.

Because the difference between a mass noun and a count noun has an effect on the 

contribution of the undergoer participant on the aspectual interpretation of a verbal 

predicate in the context of clause, we devote some time to understanding the 

distinction. We use this to inform our discussion on atelicity/unboundedness and 

telicity/boundedness in relation to activities. Bounded activities terminate as an 

accomplishment whereas atelic activities do not terminate.
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3.3 The Four Basic Situation Type Distinctions

The distinctions in situation types were originally proposed by Vendler (1967) in 

which he argued that verbs, and other predicating elements, could be classified in 

terms of their inherent temporal properties. Vendler proposed four basic classes: 

states, achievements, accomplishments and activities. The four Vendler classes can be 

defined in terms of whether the action denoted by the verb in the clause is static or 

not, punctual or not, and telic or not. The distribution of these qualities over the 

aktionsart classes is indicated following.

(3) State static non-telic non-punctual

Activity non-static non-telic non-punctual

Accomplishment non-static telic non-punctual

Achievement non-static telic punctual

States are static non-dynamic situations involving the location, state or condition of a 

participant, or an external experience o f a participant. These states are characterised 

by having no inherent terminating point. Activities or actions are defined as dynamic 

states of affairs in which a participant does something. An action is inherently 

unbounded. Accomplishments are states of affairs that involve a bounded process of 

change that takes place over time. Typically these encode a change of location, state, 

condition, or internal experience of a participant. These accomplishment processes 

have an inherent termination point. Achievements are states o f affairs that seem to 

happen instantaneously, being conceptualised as immediate events. This category is 

inchoative in nature, and has an inherent termination point. Telicity has to do with 

whether a verb depicts an activity o f some kind with an inherent termination point, or 

not. States and activities lack inherent terminal points and are therefore atelic, or non- 

telic. Punctuality distinguishes telic events with internal duration from those that lack 

it.

The four basic situation type distinctions can be represented in logical structures 

according to the table below. Following Van Valin & LaPolla (1997: 102), predicates 

are presented in bold typeface + prime, whereas variable elements are presented in 

normal typeface. The elements in bold+prime, i.e., pred’, are part o f the vocabulary
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of the metalanguage used in semantic decomposition. The elements in capitals are 

modifiers of the predicate in the logical structure. The policy we adopt is this study is 

to represent the predicates underpinning the Irish data in a form that closely resembles 

the verbs within the clause, while respecting the fact that these are metalanguage 

representations. Our reason for taking this approach is that it enables us to more 

accurately reflect the underlying logical structure relationships in a way that does not 

depend on a translation into an English-centric meta-representation. The only 

exceptions that we allow are the primitives DO, CAUSE BECOME and INGR which 

have the usually accepted meanings.

(4) Verb Class Logical Structure

State predicate’ (x) or (x, y)

Activity do’ (x, [predicate (x) or (x, y)])

Achievement INGR predicate’ (x) or (x, y)

Accomplishment BECOME predicate’ (x) or (x, y)

3.4 Tests for the Situation Type of a Verb

How do we know the situation type encoded by a verb in a clause? The literature 

suggests a number of diagnostics (Vendler 1967, Dowty 1979, and Pustejovsky 1995). 

For our purposes we may adopt a series of tests based on those identified in Van Valin 

& LaPolla (1997:94^ and summarised in the table below. The issue then is to apply 

these diagnostics to example clauses so that we may determine if these hold true for 

modem Irish. We do this in this chapter.

(5) Diagnostics for Determining the Vendler Aktionsarten Classes

Occurs with: States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

1. The progressive no no yes yes

2. Dynamic action adverbs no no no yes

3. Pace & manner adverbs no no yes yes

4. Durative adverbials yes no n/a (yes) yes

5. Frame adverbials no no yes no

6. Other adverbials no yes yes yes
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In general, these states o f affairs (state, achievement, accomplishment and activity) 

differ with respect to issues such as: the number of participants involved, whether 

there is a terminal point, and whether the state of affairs is spontaneous, or occurs 

over an extent in time or space. The important issue of termination point relates to 

whether a state of affairs comes to a conclusion. For each of the four basic situation 

types we can summarise the termination coding as:

(6) Situation Type Quality Termination coding

Activity/Action dynamic, participant does something no inherent termination point

3.5 The Perfectivity-lmperfectivity and Mass-Count Analogue

While not directly related to the situation type decomposition into the Vendler classes, 

it is useful to recognise the aspectual distinction between perfectivity and 

imperfectivity. These verbal distinctions have an analogue in NPs in relation to the 

distinction between mass and count nouns. This mass/count distinction is important 

for the determination o f the situation type o f a transitive clause. We first examine 

perfectivity and then look at the issue of mass and count nouns.

3.5.1 Perfectivity and Imperfectivity

Perfectivity and imperfectivity are semantically represented in logical structure as 

follows:

(7). Imperfective

State static, non dynamic

Achievem ent happen instantly

Accom plishm ent involve change over time

no inherent termination point 

inherent termination point 

inherent termination point

do’(x, [pred’(x)])

(8) Perfective

do’(x, be’(..., [ag’ (pred’ (x)] ) )
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Imperfectives are to be found in the simple present, but not with the progressive. An 

imperfective process describes the extension through time o f a stable situation. 

Imperfectives therefore describe the continuation through time o f a static 

configuration. A perfective process portrays a situation as changing through time. 

Progressives encode perfectivity. Example (9) encodes the state or condition o f being 

in a situation that is changing through time. This is an important characteristic of 

Irish and is diagnostic o f the use o f prepositions with states in the language. Evidence 

for this can be taken from the fact that the verbal noun in Irish is atemporal and 

preceded by the preposition ag ‘at’, i.e., it is a verbal process converted into a 

nominal. The required tense and agreement of the activity is recorded directly on the 

substantive verb as the verbal noun, as a nominal, cannot encode this information.

The substantive verb can encode all tenses, including the present tense, in this 

perfective construction. Some languages, for instance English, do not allow the use of 

the perfective in simple present tense (Langacker 1991b;85). Irish allows the use of 

the present tense in a progressive construction encoding perfectivity with the 

particular stative quality noted above. [A detailed discussion o f the perfect in modem 

Irish is to be found in 6  Se (1992) and Green (1979)].

(9) Td me ag rith.

Be:SUBV-PRES I:PN at:PP runningiVN 

I am running.

do’(m e , be’(me, [ag’([rith’(me)])]))

(10) Td Eamonn ag 61.

Be:SUBV-PRES Eamonn:N at:PP drinking;VN 

Eamonn is drinking beer.

do’(Eamorm, be’(Eamonn, [ag’([61’(Eamorm, 0)])]))
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3.5.2 The Mass and Count Noun Analogue

A similarity between the perfective/imperfective (active/static) contrast for verbs and 

the count/mass distinction for nouns has been observed (Langacker 1991b, 

Mourelatos 1981). Langacker records this similarity as follows:

(11) Imperfective and Perfective processes (adapted from Langacker (1991b:87)

a. The component states of an imperfective process are construed as all 

being effectively identical. An imperfective process is indefinitely 

expansible or contractible in that any series of component states is 

itself a valid instance of the category.

b. A perfective process is specifically bounded in time within the scope 

of predication. Replicability (repetitive aspect) is possible for 

perfective processes.

(12) Mass and Count nouns (adapted from Langacker (1991b:87)

a. The region profiled by a mass noun is construed as being internally 

homogenous. A mass is indefinitely expansible or contractible in that 

any subpart is itself a valid instance of itself

b. The region profiled by a count noun is specifically bounded within the 

scope of predication in its primary domain. Replicability (pluralisation) 

is possible for count nouns.

3.5.3 Mass Nominals

Nominals are held to have internal structure that can be described under a number of 

headings, which, taken together uniquely described the entity denoted, what it is made 

of, the type of role(s) and behaviour that it can expect to exhibit.
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3.5.3.1 The Treatm ent of Mass Nominals by Pustejovsky

Pustejovsky (1995) proposes one such account of the treatment o f mass nominals in 

his Qualia Theory. The headings under which he attempts to capture the attributes and 

behaviours of mass nominals are: constitutive, formal, telic, and agentive. The manner 

in which they relate together is indicated in (13).

(13) Qualia Theory

a. Constitutive role Qc: The relation between an object and its constituents, or

proper parts

1. Material

2. Weight

3. Parts and components

b. Formal role Q f: That which distinguishes the object within a larger domain

1. Orientation

2. Magnitude

3. Shape

4. Dimensionality

5. Colour

6. Position

c. Telic role Q j: Purpose and function o f the object

1. Purpose that an agent has in performing an act

2. built-in function or aim that specifies certain activities

d. Agentive role Q \: Factors involved in the origin or “bringing about” o f an

object

1. Creator

2. Artefact

3. Natural kind

4. Causal chain

The theory (Pustejovsky 1995) requires that the lexical entry for a noun contain a set 

of qualia {Qc, Qf, Qt, Qa}, which represent its primary semantic properties, much

like a logical structure represents the semantic properties of a verb. A more complete
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semantic representation is available when the verb and noun lexical entries are 

combined, as in example (14).

(14) a. Oscail an doras ‘The door opened’.

b BECOME (oscair(an doras’(x), {Qc, Qf, Q t, Qa} ))

3.S.3.2 The Treatment of Mass Nominals in Logical Structure

An alternative treatment to that of Pustejovsky to the issue of how to reconcile the 

coding of mass nominals is found in Van Valin & LaPolla (1997). The solution they 

propose is to appeal to the category o f the verb under discussion, as per Levin (1993), 

and use this category as a means of denoting the endpoint termination trigger.

In the following examples we use the solution suggested by Van Valin & LaPolla 

(1997) to this problem of mass vs. count nouns in informing the interpretation of 

event structure. In (16), the verb ith ‘eat’ is a verb of consumption and therefore, the 

endpoint trigger for the termination of the action is represented by the logical 

operators BECOME consumed’(y). The activity reading (15) does not have these 

logical operators in its representation. We can illustrate the activity/accomplishment 

readings with the following example pairs.

Activity

(15) D ’ith se spaigiti ar feadh deich noimead. 

PVP+eat:V-PAST he:PN spaghetti:N on:PP untihADV ten:NUM minutes:N 

He ate spaghetti for ten minutes.

ar’(feadh’(deich noimead, [do’(se, [ith’ (se, spaigiti)])]))
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Accomplishment

(16) D ’ith se pldta spaigiti / deich noimead. 

PVP+eat;V-PAST he:PN plate:N spaghetti:N in:PP ten:NUM minutes:N 

He ate a plate of spaghetti in ten minutes.

i’(deich noimead, [do’(se, [ith’(se, plata spaigiti)] &

BECOME [consumed’(plata spaigiti)) ] ])

or, in our preferred form

i’(deich noimead, [do’(se, [ith’(se, plata spaigiti)] &

BECOME [ith’(plata spaigiti)) ]] )

Activity

(17) D ’ol se beoir ar feadh uair.

PVP+drink:V-PAST he:PN beer:N on:PP untihADV hour:N 

He drank beer for an hour.

a r ’(feadh’(uair, [do’(se, [6l’(se, beoir)])]))

Accomplishment

(18) D ’ol se an

PVP+drink:V-PAST he:PN the:DET 

He drank the beer in an hour.

in’(uair, [do’(se, [61’(se, an beoir)]) & BECOME [consumed’(an beoir)]])

or, in our preferred form

in’(uair, [do’(se, [6I’(se, an beoir)]) & BECOME [61’(an beoir)]])

These accomplishment examples appeal to the verb category i.e. verbs of 

consumption, as a means to allow logical structure to represent telicity via BECOME 

consumed’(x). We will however employ an Irish-like meta representation o f the 

predicate.

beoir in uair. 

beer:N in:PP hour:N
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3.5.3.3 Use of the Definite Article as a Diagnostic of Mass or Count NP

The use of the definite article is often used as a diagnostic of whether a nominal is a 

mass or count noun. This is somewhat more complex with regard to Irish owing to the 

simple fact that Irish does not have an explicit indefinite article. The definite article is 

an ‘the’ (singular) and na ‘the’ (plural). Absence of the definite article to the left of 

noun implies that the noun is indefinite by default.

3.5.3.4 The Nature of the Undergoer Participant

The influence of quantised (count) vs. non-quantised (mass) participants on the 

situation type interpretation (where quantised -> telic and non-quantised ^  atelic) 

confirms that a compositional approach to aktionsart is necessary and appropriate. In 

the situation type decomposition approach that we are pursuing the participant must 

be overt and explicitly stated in the logical structure representation as a macrorole 

participant. It is only when that macrorole participant in logical structure is elaborated 

that it is available to the syntax as an argument. Whether the undergoer participant 

represents a mass or count noun is crucial for the aspectual interpretation and, as such, 

represents important knowledge.

3.6 Applying the Diagnostics

Taking these standard tests from the literature and reflecting them for modem Irish 

will yield the following diagnostics that we will refer to in the chapter as the standard 

diagnostic set;
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(19) The Vendler Class Diagnostics for Modern Irish

Diagnostic States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

1. Occurs with 

progressive 

Tq X np ag Yvn 

‘X is Y-ing’

no no yes yes

2. Occurs with dynamic 

action adverbs like go 

brwmhar, 

‘vigorously’, etc.

no no no yes

3. Occurs with manner 

and pace adverbs like 

go tapadh ‘quickly’, 

go mall “slowly”, etc.

no no yes yes

4. Occurs with durative 

adverbials such as ar 

fe a d h __‘fo r__ ’

yes no n/a

(yes)

yes

5. Occurs with frame 

adverbials such as i 

__‘in __ ’

no no yes no

6. Occurs with

adverbials such as 

ionann ‘almost’, 

cmosach ‘fairly, sdch 

‘sufficiently’

no yes yes yes

3.6.1 Diagnostic-1: The Progressive Construction

In this section we test for verbs that code for the progressive and determine their 

situation type reading according to the following diagnostic. The results o f this are 

summarised at the end o f this section. We will see that accomplishments are not found 

with the progressive with this diagnostic, but that activities are found.
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(20) Diagnostic States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

Occurs with progressive no no yes yes

Td Xf^p agYvN

‘X is Y-ing’

3.6.1,1 Diagnostic-1 Analysis

(Padraig O Gallchobhair: Cditheamh na dTonn: 169)

(21) Bhi grian dhearg shamhraidh ag spreacharnaigh in imeall an uisce agus ag 

rinnce go meidhreach i mbrollach na dtonn.

Bhi grian dhearg shamhraidh ag spreacharnaigh

Be:SUBV-PAST sun:N red:ADJ summer:N at;PP sparklingiVN 

in imeall an uisce agus ag rinnce 

in;PP rim:N the:DET water:N and:CONJ at;PP dancing:VN 

go meidhreach i mbrollach na dtonn. 

to;PP merry:VN in:PP breast:N the:DET waves:N

LIT; ‘The red summer sun was sparkling on the rim o f the water and dancing 

merrily on the breast of the waves.’

The red summer sun was sparkling on the water and dancing merrily on the 

crest o f the waves.

[be’(dhearg shamhraidh’(griani),

[in imeall an uisce’(ag’(spreacharnaigh’(griani)

&

[go meidhreach’(i mbrollach na dtonn’(ag’(rinnce’(griani))))]

This is a substantive verb construction that contains two verbal noun phrases linked 

by conjunction, each o f which codes for a distinct activity. The second of the verbal 

noun phrases is qualified by a manner adverbial phrase go meidhreach ‘merrily’. 

From diagnostic 3, we can note that this adverb type can occur with an activity. The 

logical structure has a single participant, the actor, and the syntax has one argument, 

the subject.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Dtithchais: 25)

(22) Rachadh siad a chainnt go duthrachtach, go meallacach.

Rachadh siad a chainnt 

Went:V-PAST they:PN at:PP talking:VN 

go duthrachtach, go meallacach. 

to.PN fervent:ADJ to:PN charmingly:ADJ 

They went on talking fervently and beguilingly.

[go diithrachtach’(go meallacach’(

do’(siadi, [rachadh’(siadi, [ag’(chainnt’(x2)])])]

The intransitive clause codes for an activity. This activity reading is made more 

pronounced by use o f the preposition and verbal noun combination a chainnt ‘at 

talking’ that codes for a progressive activity, in addition to the matrix activity verb. 

This intransitive clause contains two adverbial phrases o f manner, both placed at the 

end of the clause. The logical structure has a single participant, the actor, and the 

syntax has one argument, the subject.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 42)

(23) Chuaidh se sin a chaoineadh go siothchdnach. 

Went:V-PAST he:PN then:ADV at;PP crying:VN to:PP quiet:ADJ 

LIT: ’He then went crying to quietly’.

He then started crying quietly.

[sin’(go siothchanach’(sei, [chuaidh’(sei, [ag’(chaoineadh’(xi)])])]

This example is an intransitive clause coding for an activity. In addition to an activity 

main verb, the clause also contains a preposition plus verbal noun combination a 

chaoineadh ‘crying’ that is a marker for a progressive activity. The clause has a 

manner adverbial go siothchdnach ‘quietly’ that reinforced the activity reading. The 

logical structure has a single participant, the actor, and the syntax has one argument, 

the subject.
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Constructions with an underlying schema o f Td X  ag Y are acceptable as activities 

according to the grammaticality judgements of informants. However, they are not 

acceptable when the situation type codes for a state, achievement, or accomplishment. 

We can see both grammatical and ungrammatical examples o f these following that 

reflect the judgements of the informants. The examples following test the 

acceptability o f diagnostic-1 with respect to states. The examples in (24) and (25) are 

perfectly acceptable. The examples in (26) and (27) are not acceptable because instead 

they both have the verbal adjective occuring after the preposition ag ‘at’. The 

speakers expected to have a verbal noun after this preposition. The verbal adjective 

cannot occur after this preposition.

(24) Td an fuinneog briste.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET windowiN broken:VA 

The window is broken.

(25) Td an doras oscailte.

Be:SUBV-PRES the.DET door:N open:VA 

The door is opened.

(26) *Td an fuinneog ag briste.

Be:SUBV-PRES theiDET windowiN at:PP broken:VA 

The window is at broken.

(27) *Td an doras ag oscailte.

Be;SUBV-PRES theiDET door:N at;PP open:VA 

The door is at opened.

The examples following test the acceptability to informants of diagnostic-1 with 

respect to achivements. Examples (28) and (29) are not acceptable because they 

contain an incorrect form of the verb after the preposition ag ‘at’. The informants 

expected a verbal noun form to occur here.
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(28) *Td an fuinneog ag bhris.

Be:SUBV-PRES theiDET window at:PP break;V 

The window is at broke.

(29) *Td an doras ag bhris.

Be:SUBV-PRES the.DET door.N af.PP break.V 

The door is at broke.

The informants found example (30) to be unacceptable and ungrammatical because a 

finite verb form was placed after the noun. The sentence therefore has two verbs, a 

substantive verb and a misplaced finite verb. Instead of the finite verb, a verbal 

adjective was expected to describe some attribute of the noun.

(30) *Td an fuinneog bhris.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET window break:V 

The window is broke.

Example (31) got a similar judgement to the previous example from the informants in 

that a finite verb form occurred after the subject of the substantive verb. In addition, 

this misplaced finite verb had, in turn, a noun as its subject. This example was 

completely unacceptable to the informants.

(31) an fuinneog bhris an fuinneog.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET windowiN break:V the:DET window:N 

The window is broke the window.

With respect to example (32), the judgement of the informants was that this would be 

an acceptable sentence if it was not fronted by the substantive verb. In its present 

form, however, it is completely ungrammatical and unacceptable because o f the 

substantive verb and finite verb occuring “back-to-back”.

(32) *Bhi bhris Sean an fuinneog.

Be;SUBV-PAST break:V Sean:N the:DET window:N 

Was broke Sean the window.
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The examples following test the acceptability of diagnostic-1 with respect to 

accomplishments. The informants found examples (33), (34) and (35) to be not 

acceptable because of the use of in uair ‘in an hour’. In addition, the informants found 

example (34) to be ungrammatical because it did not contain the preposition ag ‘at’ in 

its expected position in the clause. Example (35) is ungrammatical because it contains 

a substantive verb followed immediately by a finite verb.

(33) *Bhi Brian ag 61 tae in uair.

Be;SUBV-PAST Brian:N at:PP drinking:VN tea:N in:PP hour:N 

Brian was drinking tea in an hour.

(34) *BM Brian 61 tae in uair.

Be:SUBV-PAST Brian:N drinkrV tea:N in:PP hour:N 

Brian was drink tea in an hour.

(35) *BM 61 Brian tae in uair.

Be;SUBV-PAST drink;V Brian:N tea:N in:PP hour:N 

Was Brian drank tea in an hour.

With an activity, however, the use of ar feadh uair ‘for an hour’ is acceptable, as we 

can see from example (36 ) following.

(36) BM Brian ag 61 heoir ar feadh uair.

Bhi Brian ag 61 beoir

Be:SUBV-PAST Brian:N at:PP drinking:VN beer;N

ar feadh uair

on:PP while:ADV hour:N

Brian was drinking beer for an hour.

While example (37) is acceptable and grammatical to the informants, example (38) is 

not because it does not contain the preposition ag ‘at’ in its expected position within
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the clause. The informants found example (39) to be only marginally acceptable 

because a particular interpretation can be retrieved from it.

(37) Bhi Aifric ag rince trasna an gairdm.

Be:SUBV-PAST Aifric:N at:PP dancing:VN across: ADV the:DET garden:N

Aifric was dancing across the garden.

(38) *Bhi Aifric rince trasna an gairdm.

Be:SUBV-PAST Aifric:N dance:N across: ADV the:DET garden:N

Aifric was dance across the garden.

(39) 7 Bhi rince trasna an gairdm.

Be:SUBV-PAST dance:N across:ADV the;DET garden:N 

A dance was across the garden.

3.6.1.2 Diagnostic-1 Summary

The result of this section is that accomplishments are not found with the progressive 

with this diagnostic, but that activities are found. We can therefore revise the 

diagnostic accordingly as follows.

(40) Result States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

Occurs with progressive no no no yes

To Xmp ag Yvn

‘X is Y-ing’

3.6.2 Diagnostic-2: Dynamic Action Adverbs

In this section we look at the deployment of adverbs of dynamic action and determine 

the situation type of the verbs in the clauses in which they occur, that is, we use 

diagnostic-2. This standard diagnostic is given following and the results of the testing 

with the diagnostic are to be found at the end of the section.
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(41) Diagnostic States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

Occurs with dynamic no no no yes

action adverbs like go

bnomhar.

‘vigorously’, etc.

3.6.2.1 Diagnostic-2 Analysis

(O Ciosog: AnnagaeI: 100)

(42) Shiuil SI tharam go bnomhar.

Walk;V-PAST she:PN over-to:PP+me:PN to;PP vigorously:ADV 

She walked over to me vigorously.

[go briomhar’(do’(si, [tharam’(shiuil’(si)))]))]

This intransitive clause codes for a situation type of activity. The clause contains an 

adverb of dynamic action go bnomhar ‘vigorously’ positioned clause final. The 

diagnostic expects this to be valid with an activity and here we see evidence that this 

is indeed the case.

The example in (43) contains two clauses linked by conjunction. The first clause is 

intransitive and codes for an activity. It has no adverbs that may be used as a situation 

type diagnostic. The second clause contains a substantive verb construction along 

with a preposition and verbal noun combination that signals a progressing activity. 

The actor of the clause is an pobal ‘the community’, a plural nominal. Because of the 

use of le cheile ‘with each other’, the clause is reciprocal in that the members of the 

community work together and are each affected by the activity. The second clause 

contains two adverbials of dynamic action that occur together in clause final position, 

i.e., le fuinneamh agus dochas ‘with energy and hope’. The second clause therefore 

codes for a progressive activity in line with the diagnostic.
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(6  Ci'osog: Annagael: 199)

(43) Tiocfaidh fuinneamh agus m art i gcursai eacnamaiochta, agus beidh an pobal

go leir ag gmomhu le cheile le fuinneamh agus dochas.

Tiocfaidh fuinneamh agus

Come:V-FUT energy:N and:CONJ

neart / gcursai eacnamaiochta,

strength:N in:PP course:N economics:N

agus beidh an pobal go leir

and:CONJ fate:V-FUT the:DET community:N to:PP all:QTY

ag gmomhu le cheile

at:PP acting:VN withiPP each+other:PART

le fuinneamh agus dochas.

withiPP energy;N and:CONJ hope:N

Energy and strength will come in the course of economics and the community 

will all be working together energetically and hopefully.

[do’(fuinneamh agus neart,

[i gcursai eacnamaiochta’(tiocfaid’(fuinneamh agus neart))])]

& [le fuinneamh agus dochas’(be’(an pobal go leiri,

[ag’(gniomhu’(le cheilei))]))]

(6  Ci'osog; Annagael: 222)

(44) Bhruigh si uaithi me go mall fuinneamhach.

Bhruigh si uaithi me

Press:V-PAST she.PN from;PP+her;PN me.PN

go mall fuinneamhach.

to'.PP slow.ADJ forceful;ADJ

She pressed me from her slowly and forcefiilly.

[go mall fuinneamhach’(do’(si'i, [bhruigh’(si'i, (uaithii’(me2))]))]
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This example (44) contains both an adverbial o f pace and dynamic action. The clause 

is transitive. The actor of the clause is si ‘she’ and the undergoer is me ‘me’. These 

link to grammatical subject and object, respectively. The verb encodes for forceful 

translational motion with the undergoer participant moving in a direction or trajectory 

denoted by the prepositional pronoun uaithi ‘from her’. The situation type reading is 

for an accomplishment. Even though the clause contains a dynamic action adverb, the 

construction is transitive with an undergoer elaborated in the logical structure and 

expressed in the syntax. The action of the verb is bounded by the presence o f the 

undergoer. In addition, the adverb of pace is predicted from the diagnostic-3 to be 

sanctioned with accomplishments as well as activities. What this means is that when 

an adverbial o f dynamic action occurs with a transitive clause the situation type 

reading carmot be limited to an activity, and must include an accomplishment.

Speaker grammaticality judgements confirm that dynamic action adverbs are not 

acceptable with states and achievements, but are acceptable with accomplishments 

and activities. The examples (45) -  (51), following, record the informant judgements 

on the use o f o f adverbials of dynamic action with constructions that code states.

(45) Td an pictiuir dearg.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET picture:N red:ADV 

The picture is red.

(46) *Td an pictiuir dearg go tapadh.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET picture:N red:ADV to:PP quick:ADJ 

The picture is red quickly.

(47) Td Brian tuirseach.

Be:SUBV-PRES BrianiN tired:ADJ 

Brian is tired.

(48) Td an eisc marbh.

Be:SUBV-PRES theiDET fishiN deadiADJ 

The fish is dead.
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The informants found examples (45), (47) and (48) to be very acceptable, but (46) to 

be unacceptable. They felt uncomfortable with (49), (50) and (51) because of the use 

of the dynamic action adverbs le fuimmeanh ‘energetically’ and go brwmhar 

’vigorously‘ and deemed these to be unacceptable.

(49) *Td Brian tuirseach le fuinneamh.

Be:SUBV-PRES Brian:N tired:ADJ with:PP energetic:ADJ 

Brian is tired energetically.

(50) *Td an eisc marbh le fuinneamh.

Be;SUBV-PRES the:DET fish:N dead:ADJ with.PP energetic.ADJ 

The fish is dead energetically.

{5\) *Td an oraiste blasta go briomhar.

Be;SUBV-PRES the:DET orange:N tasty:ADJ to:PP vigorous:ADJ 

The orange is tasty vigorously.

With examples (49), (50) and (51), the informants indicated that use of adverbials of 

dynamic action with achievements were not acceptable. The informants felt 

uncomfortable with examples (52) and (53) because of the use o f the dynamic action 

adverb and deemed these to be marginally acceptable or borderline.

(52) *Bhris Tara an fuinneog go brwmhar.

Broke:V-PAST Tara:N theiDET window:N to:PP vigorousrADJ 

Tara broke the window vigorously.

(53) *Stad an ceol le fuinneamh.

Stop;V-PAST the:DET music:N with.PP energetic;ADJ 

The music stopped energetically.

When an adverb o f pace is employed, however, instead of a dynamic action adverb 

then the acceptability and grammaticality judgement is positive. The adverb of pace is 

a component part o f diagnostic-3 and we cover this next.
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(54) Bhuail Aifric an madra go mall fuinneamhach.

Hit:V-PAST Aifric:N the:DET dog:N to:PP slow:ADJ forceful:ADJ 

Aifric hit the dog slowly and forcefully.

3.6.2.2 Diagnostic-2 Summary

We summarise the results of using diagnostic-2. This diagnostic involved examining 

the deployment of adverbs of dynamic action and the situation type of the verbs in the 

clauses in which they occurred. We found that dynamic action adverbs occurred in 

clause with an activity situation type, as long as the clause was intransitive or was a 

substantive verb construction with a preposition plus verbal noun combination coding 

for a progressing activity. When the clause is transitive, the adverb may occur with an 

accomplishment.

(55) Results States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

Occurs with dynamic no no yes yes

action adverbs like go

brwmhar.

‘vigorously’, etc.

3.6.3 Diagnostic-3: Adverbs of manner and Pace

In this section we test for verbs that allow adverbials of manner and pace and 

determine their situation type reading according to the following diagnostic-3. We 

have already seen some of these adverbials used with the progressive earlier with 

activities. The results of this are summarised at the end of this section.

(56) Diagnostic States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

Occurs with manner no no yes yes

and pace adverbs like

go tapadh ‘quickly’,

go mall “slowly”, etc.
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3.6.3.1 Diagnostic-3 Analysis

Many of these adverbs are introduced by the preposition go ‘to’ and a complement. 

Not all phrases introduced by this preposition are adverbs of manner or pace. Some 

are simply locatives and, as such, do not contribute to the situation type reading. An 

example of such a case follows in which a clause contains a locative phrase headed by 

the preposition go ‘to’.

(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh; Mian na Marhh: 21)

(57) D'eihgh si go dti an doras.

PVP+rise;V-PAST she:PN to:PP come:VN the:DET dooriN 

LIT: ‘He rose to the door.’

He went to the door.

[do’(si, [go dti an doras’(eirigh’(sf))])]

This intransitive clause codes for a simple activity. The preposition go ‘to’ here codes 

for a locative phrase and not an adverbial of manner, pace or dynamic action. It 

merely indicates the trajectory of the action by the actor and cannot contribute to the 

situation type reading of the clause. In contrast, the clause following contains an 

adverbial of pace and a locative adverbial phrase. This adverbial of pace can be used 

as a diagnostic.

(Niall O Domlinaill: Scairl an Dulhchais: 9)

(58) Shiubhaileadh se go mall brddamhail imeasc na madadh beag.

Shiubhaileadh se go mall brddamhail

Walk;V-HAB-PAST he:PN to:PP slow:ADJ proud:ADJ 

imeasc na madadh beag.

amongst:ADV theiDET dogs:N little:ADJ 

He used to walk slowly with pride amongst the little dogs.

[go mall br6damhair(

do’(se, [imeasc na madadh beag’[shiubhaileadh (se)])))]
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The clause is intransitive and qualified by an adverb o f pace. The adverb o f pace 

occurs immediately after the sole participant and before the locative adverbial phrase. 

The clause codes for an activity. There is only one participant in the logical structure, 

the actor. The syntax has a single argument in subject position.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Diithchais: 12)

(59) Ghlac Buck leis an ropa go ciuin brddamhail.

Ghlac Buck leis an ropa

Accept:V-PAST Buck:N with:PP the:DET rope:N 

go ciuin brddamhail. 

to:PP quite:ADJ pleased:ADJ 

Buck took the rope quietly pleased.

[go ciuin br6damhair(do’(se, [ghlac’(se, [Ieis’(an ropa)])])))]

The clause in this example is transitive and codes for an accomplishment. There are 

two participants in the logical structure, an actor Buck and undergoer leis an ropa

‘with the rope’ that is encapsulated within a prepositional phrase, headed by the

preposition leis ‘with’. This preposition leis encodes the fact of ownership o f the rope 

indicating the accomplishment of the action, that is, the rope was grasped. A different 

preposition, for instance ag ‘at’, would deliver a reading as an activity. The double 

adverbial of manner is placed at the end o f the clause.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Di'ithchais: 36)

(60) Luigh se leis an obair go fonnmhar.

Luigh se leis an obair go fonnmhar.

Incline:V-PAST he:PN with:PP the:DET work:N to:PP eager:ADJ 

LIT: ‘He lay with the work eagerly.’

He fell into the work eagerly.

[go fonnmhar’(do’(sei, [Iuigh’(sei, [leis’(an obair)])]))]

& [do’(xi, [rinne’(xi, [a’(dhi'thcheall)]
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This construction also uses the preposition lets ‘with’ along with a different main 

verb. In contrast to the previous example, here the prepositional phrase does not take 

an argument position in the syntax. In this case it codes for an unbounded activity. 

The clause is intransitive and contains an adverbial o f manner.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 22)

(61) Shndmh se thart go bacach.

Swim:V-FAST he:PN round:ADV to;PP weak:ADJ 

LIT: ‘He swam round to weakly’.

He swam over badly.

[go bacach’(do’(se, [thart’(snamh’(se))]))]

This example (61) is of an intransitive clause that contains an adverb of manner. This 

clause is ambiguous between a reading of activity and a reading of accomplishment. 

Either reading would be legitimate. The difficulty resides with the interpretation of 

thart with the senses o f ‘round’ or ‘over (across)’. With the interpretation of thart as 

‘round’ it delivers an activity. With the interpretation o f thart as ‘over (across)’ it 

encodes an accomplishment in virtue of denoting a place or location successfully 

arrived at by the actor of the clause. The diagnostic o f use with an adverbial o f 

manner or of pace is no help in this regard as they are predicted to apply to either an 

activity or accomplishment and either of these situation type readings is valid here.

Example (62) has an adverbial o f pace in an impersonal passive with no syntactic 

subject. The syntactic object is elaborated by the pronoun e ‘him’. The action o f the 

verb is foregrounded in virtue of the use of the impersonal passive construction and 

the situation type reading is of an accomplishment caused by an unknown actor upon 

an undergoer. The undergoer maps to the grammatical object. The impersonal passive 

construction is discussed in detail in a later chapter.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 22)

(62) Annsin teilgeadh go tobann ar an talamh e ar a chloigeann's ar a bhrollach.

Annsin teilgeadh go tobann

Then:ADV cast;V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST to:PP sudden;ADJ 

ar an talamh e 

on:PP the;DET ground:N him:PN

ar a chloigeann's ar a bhrollach.

on:PP his:PN-POSS skullrN andrCONJ on:PP his:PN-POSS chest:N 

Then (someone) cast him suddenly on the ground on his skull and on his chest. 

[annsin’(go tobann’(do’(xi, [teilg’(xi, 62] CAUSE

BECOME [ar an talamh ar a chloigeann ar a bhroIIach’(e2)])))]

(Niall O Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 37)

(63) D'fhoghluim Buck go furas.

PVP+learn:V-PAST Buck:N to;PP easy:ADJ 

Buck learned easily.

[go fu ras’(do’(Bucki, [fhoghluim’(Bucki, X 2 )] ) ) ]

& BECOME [fhoghluim’(Bucki)

The matrix verb fhoghlaim  Team’ is lexically an accomplishment but, in this instance, 

the entity learned is not specified in the clause. The clause is therefore syntactically 

intransitive while semantically transitive. That is, the undergoer argument is not 

instantiated in the syntax as a grammatical object. The clause contains an adverb of 

manner positioned clause final that is valid for an activity or an accomplishment 

reading.

The intransitive clause (64) contains a manner adverbial positioned clause final and 

codes for a situation type of activity. The clause also contains a locative phrase 

indicating where the actor o f the action is heading. This locative phrase (ch)un an 

bhaile ‘to the town’ does not take an argument position in the syntax. We can 

compare the construction in the example o f (64) with that o f (65).
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(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh: Mian na Marhh: 15)

(64) Phill si 'un an bhaile go trom-chroidheach.

Phill si 'un an bhaile.

Return :V-PAST she:PN towards :PP the:DET town:N 

go trom-chroidheach 

to;PP heavy;ADJ+hearted;ADJ 

She returned to the town heavy-hearted.

[go trom-chroidheach’(do’(si', [chun an bhaile’(phiir(si'))]))]

(65) Phill si abhaile go trom-chroidheach.

Phill si abhaile.

Retum;V-PAST she.PN home.N

go trom-chroidheach 

to:PP heavy:ADJ+hearted:ADJ 

She returned home heavy-hearted.

[go trom-chroidheach’(do’(si, [phiir(si, abhaile)]))]

In this example (65) we have a transitive clause with the manner adverbial positioned 

clause final. The construction codes for an accomplishment. In this example, the 

undergoer participant in the logical structure indicates the place to which the actor 

successfully returned. At the moment of return the action ceased as the journey was 

accomplished. This participant abhaile ‘home’ does take an argument position in the 

syntax, that of grammatical object. A comparison of the logical structure o f this 

example with the previous clearly demonstrates that the undergoer here is a genuine 

participant, whereas in the previous clause the locative phrase does not take a 

participant position in the semantics or an argument position in the syntax.
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair: Cditheamh na dTonn: 186)

(66) D'amharc Maghnus go gear air.

PVP+Look:V-PAST Maghnus;N to:PP sharp:ADJ on:PP+him:PN 

Magnus looked sharply at him.

[go gear’(do’(Maghnus, [am harc’(Maghnus, [a r’(se)])]))]

This example (66) is of a transitive clause with Maghnus as the actor participant and 

the prepositional pronoun air ‘on+him’ as the undergoer participant. Both o f these 

participants take an argument position in the syntax as subject and object respectively. 

The clause contains a manner adverbial go gear ‘sharply’. The clause codes for an 

accomplishment situation type.

(CBS: New Irish Grammar; 140)

(67) Bhris se a chos go han-dona.

Break:V-PAST he;PN his:PN-POSS foot:N to:PP very:ADV+bad:ADJ 

He broke his foot very badly.

[go’(han-dona’([do’(sei, [bhris’(sei, [a i’(chos)])])]))]

& INGR [be’(bhris’(a ,’(chos)))]

versus

[go’(han-dona’([do’(sei, [bhris’(sei, [a2 ’(chos)])])]))]

& INGR [be’(bhris’(ar(chos)))]

This clause (67) is transitive with two participants in the logical structure. The first 

participant se ‘he’ is the actor and this maps to grammatical subject. The second 

participant a chos ‘his foot’ is the undergoer and grammatical object. The clause is 

ambiguous having two readings relating to nature of the possession. Under the first 

reading the undergoer is an intrinsic body part o f the actor as in ‘he broke his own 

foot’. On the second reading the actor broke somebody else’s foot. This ambiguity 

could be clarified pragmatically by the context, or syntactically by use of the reflexive 

particle fein  ‘se lf , if  appropriate, immediately post adjacent to the undergoer
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participant in the syntax as in a chos fein  ‘his own foot’. Reflexives and possession 

are discussed in detail in a later chapter.

This transitive clause contains an adverb o f manner go han-dona ‘very badly’ and 

codes for an achievement situation type. We can observe that the diagnostic with an 

adverb of manner is not usual for achievement according to the standard diagnostics, 

but we can attest it with an achievement here in this example. We can further illustrate 

this by substituting a different adverb of manner and another of pace and find that the 

reading for the situation type of achievement still holds.

(68) Bhris se a chos so fur as.

Break:V-PAST he:PN his:PN-POSS foot:N to:PP easy:ADJ 

He broke his foot easily.

(69) Bhris se a chos so tapadh.

Break:V-PAST he:PN his:PN-POSS footiN to;PP quick;ADJ 

He broke his foot quickly.

(70) Bhris se a chos so mall.

Break:V-PAST he:PN his:PN-POSS foot:N to:PP slowiADJ 

He broke his foot slowly.

(71) Bhris se a chos so curamach.

Break:V-PAST he:PN his:PN-POSS foot:N to:PP carefuliADJ 

He broke his foot carefully.

(Korky Paul & Valerir Thomas; Citi sa Gheimhreadh: 5)

(72) Go tobann, bhuail smaoineamh Citi.

To:PP quick:ADJ hit:V-PAST thought:N CitirN 

Quickly, a thought hit Kitty.

[go tobann’(do’(smaoineamh) INGR (bhuail’(smaoineamh, Citi)))]
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This transitive clause contains an adverbial of pace. The actor participant is 

smaoineamh ‘thought’ and the undergoer is the animate human Citi ‘Kitty’. These 

map to grammatical subject and object respectively. The clause represents an 

achievement situation because the action of the verb occurs instantaneously. What is 

interesting about this clause is that we have an achievement deployed with an adverb 

of pace, a context that is not represented within the original diagnostic, but which is 

valid for modem Irish.

Diagnostic-3 finds that adverbs of pace or adverbs of manner do not occur with states. 

The examples following record the acceptability judgements o f the informants. In this 

regard, none of these examples were acceptable to the informants. Example (73) 

denotes a static state and the informants could not accept the use o f an adverb of pace 

with this as acceptable under any interpretation or reading.

(73) *Td Brian tuirseach go mall.

Be:SUBV-PRES Brian N tired:ADJ to:PP slow:ADJ 

Brian is tired slowly. [Adverb of pace]

This judgement applied regardless o f the whether an adverb o f pace or manner was 

used, as in examples (74) -  (80). Once a static state was coded, the informants noted

that these adverbials were found to be not acceptable for use.

(74) *Bhi an gluaistedn cailte go mall.

Be:SUBV-PAST therDET car;N lost;VA to:PP slow;ADJ

The car was lost slowly. [Adverb o f pace]

(75) *Bhi an gluaistedn cailte go tapadh.

Be:SUBV-PAST the:DET car;N lost:VA to:PP quick:ADJ 

The car was lost quickly. [Adverb o f pace]

(76) *Td an ceapaire deas go fonnmhar.

Be;SUBV-PRES the.DET sandwichiN nice.ADJ to.PP eager.ADJ 

The sandwich is nice eagerly. [Adverb of manner]
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(77) *Td an ceapaire fluich go furas.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET sandwich:N wet;ADJ toiPP eager:ADJ 

The sandwich is wet easily. [Adverb of manner]

(78) *Bhi an talamh fluich go bacach.

Be;SUBV-PAST the;DET ground:N wet:ADJ to:PP eager:ADJ 

The ground is wet weakly. [Adverb of manner]

(79) IBM mo chos briste go curamach.

Be;SUBV-PAST my.POSS-ADJ footiN broken.ADJ to.PP careful.ADJ 

My foot was broken carefully. [Adverb of manner]

(80) *BM an talamh fluich go bog.

Be:SUBV-PAST the:DET ground;N wet:ADJ to:PP soft:ADJ 

The ground is wet softly. [Adverb of manner]

3.6.3.2 Diagnostic-3 Summary

The result of this section is that accomplishments and activities are found with this 

diagnostic. In addition, we find that achievements are also found. We can therefore 

revise the diagnostic accordingly as follows.

(81) Results States Achievement A ccompiishment Activities

Occurs with manner no yes yes yes

and pace adverbs

like go tapadh

‘quickly’, go mall

“slowly”, etc.

3,6.4 Diagnostic-4: Durative Adverbial

In this section we use diagnostic-4 to test the situation types of verbs that sanction the 

durative adverbial. The results of this are summarised at the end of this section. The 

diagnostic is:
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(82) Diagnostic States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

Occurs with durative yes no n/a yes

adverbials such as ar (yes)

fea d h __‘fo r__ ’

3.6.4.1 Diagnostic-4 Analysis

We start with a complex example containing two clauses.

(Niall 6  Donihnaill: Scairl cm Duthchais: 17)

(83) Ar feadh an dd oidhche agus an da Id sin nior ith Buck aon ghreim agus nior 

61 se aon deoch.

Ar feadh an dd oidhche agus

On.PP while:ADV the:DET two:NUM nights;N and;CONJ 

an dd Id sin

the:DET two.NUM days:N those.DET 

nior ith Buck aon ghreim agus

not:NEG eat:V- PAST Buck:N any:QTY piece:N and:CONJ 

nior 61 se aon deoch.

notiNEG drinkiV- PAST he:PN anyiQTY drink:N

LIT: ‘For the two nights and the two days there Buck did not eat one thing and 

did not drink one drink’.

For those two nights and days Buck did not eat or drink anything.

[ar feadh an da oidhche agus an da la sin’(NOT’

(do’(Bucki, [ith’(Bucki, aon ghreimj)]))

& BECOME (ith’(aon ghreim2))

AND (NOT’(do’(sei, [6J’(sei, aon deocha) ])))

& BECOME (61’(aon deochj))]

In this example, the adverb of duration has scope over both of the clauses and is 

positioned in the syntax at the front of two clauses prior to the first verb of clause one.
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Both clauses are transitive. The actor participant of the first clause is Buck and this 

maps to the grammatical subject. The actor participant of the second clause is se ‘he’ 

which is coreferential with the actor of the first clause. We reflect this fact in the 

logical structure by use of indices. The undergoer in the first clause is aon ghreim, 

‘one/a thing’ and aon deoch ‘one/a drink’ in the second clause. Both of these 

undergoer participants link to the grammatical object in their respective clause. In 

addition, both of these nominals are count NPs in virtue of the use of aon ‘one/a’. 

Without this qualification of the NPs, they would be interpreted as mass NPs. Because 

the undergoer participants are count NPs the situation type reading of both these 

clauses is for an accomplishment.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 122)

(84) Thug na madaidh leim ar strapai an uchta, tharraing go righin ar feadh 

chupla bomaite, agus sheasuigh annsin.

Thug na madaidh leim ar strapai an uchta,

Give:V- PAST the.DET dogs;N jump;N on: straps:N the:DET chest:N

tharraing go righin

stay:V- PAST to:PP deliberate:ADJ

ar feadh chupla bomaite

on:PP while:ADV couple:QTY moments:N

agus sheasuigh annsin

and:CONJ stand:V- PAST then:ADV

LIT: ‘The dogs gave a jump on the straps of the chest, (they) pulled 

deliberately for a couple of moments and then stood.’

The dogs gave a jump against the straps of the harness, stubbornly pulled for a 

couple of moments and then stood.

[do’(na madaidh, [thug’(na madaidhi, [ar’(strapai na uchta’(leim))])])] &

[ar feadh chupla bomaite’(go righin’([do’(xi, [tharraing’(xi)])]))] & 

[annsin’[do’(xi, [sheasuigh’(xi)])]]

This example is complex in that it contains three clauses of which the second clause 

contains both an adverb of manner and an adverb of duration. The first clause is
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ditransitive with three participants and codes for an accomplishment. The second 

clause is intransitive in the syntax with one argument but semantically in the logical 

structure is transitive with two participants. The additional participant in the logical 

structure of the clause co-refers to the actor participant o f the first clause. This clause 

contains an adverb o f duration and an adverb o f manner. Both the manner and 

durative adverbials are positioned at the end of the clause, as against the front prior to 

the verb. The situation type is that o f an activity. The third clause is atransitive in the 

syntax with no arguments elaborated. In the semantics o f logical structure, however, 

this clause is intransitive. The single participant, while not expressed in the syntax, is 

coreferential with the actor of the first clause. The situation type o f this clause is also 

an activity.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Scairt an Dulhchais: 202)

(85) Ar feadh dhd Id agus dhd oidhche 'na dhiaidh sin mor fhdg  Buck an campa ar 

chor ar bith.

Ar feadh dhd la agus

On:PP while:ADV two:QTY days:N and:CONJ 

dhd oidhche 'na dhiaidh sin

twoiQTY nights:N in:PP+the:DET after:ADV that:DET 

nior fhdg  Buck an campa

not:NEG leave:V-PAST Buck;N the:DET camp:N 

ar chor ar bith 

on. PP reason. N  on:PP all:PART

LIT: ‘For two days and two nights after that Buck did not leave the camp for 

any reason at all’.

For two days and two nights after that Buck did not leave the camp at all.

[Ar feadh dha la agus dha oidhche 'na dhiaidh sin’(NOT’(

[do’(Buck, [fhag’(Buck, [ar chor ar b ith ’(an campa)])]) &

ENGR (fhag’(Buck, an campa))]

The transitive clause o f this example contains an adverbial o f duration. Even though 

the clause contains two arguments in the syntax and two participants in the logical
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structure, the situation type is that of an activity in virtue of the deployment o f the 

durative adverbial. What is interesting about this is that without the durative adverbial 

the situation type would be an achievement. The reading for an achievement is 

constrained by the durative adverb as this removes the inchoative sense from the 

clause.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Dulhchais: 203)

(86) D'fhanadh se ar shiubhal as an champa ar feadh chupla Id.

D'fhanadh se ar shiubhal as an champa

PVP+stay:V-PAST he:PN on:PP walking:VN from:PP the:DET camp:N

ar feadh chupla Id.

on:PP while;ADV couplerQTY days:N

He stayed walking from the camp for a couple o f days.

[ar feadh chupla la’(

do’(se, [fhanadh’(se, [as’(an campa, [a r’(shiubhal)])])])]

This example is o f an intransitive clause with the durative adverb positioned clause 

final. It contains one argument in the syntax, the clause subject, and one participant in 

the logical structure, the actor. No undergoer is specified. The clause codes for an 

activity. The situation type of activity is reinforced by the use of the preposition plus 

and verbal noun combination ar shiubhal ‘at walking’ which is indicative o f a 

progressive activity.

(Niall O Domhnaill: Scairt an Dulhchais: 211)

(87) Mhair se mar sin ar feadh leath-lae.

Live:V-PAST he:PN like:ADV that:DET on;PP while:ADV half-QTY+day;N 

He lived like that for a half-day.

[ar feadh laeth-lae’[mar sin’[do’(se, [mhair’(se)])]]]

This clause is intransitive with one argument in the syntax and one participant is 

logical structure, that o f an actor that links to grammatical subject. The situation type
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reading is for an activity. The activity o f the clause is bounded by the durative 

adverbial positioned clause final.

(Niall O Domlinaill: Na Glunta Roscmnacha: 55)

(88) Ar feadh chupla blian rinneadh iascaireacht mhorthairbheach timpeall na n- 

oiledn.

Ar feadh chupla blian 

on:PP while:ADV couple:QTY years:N

rinneadh iascaireacht mhorthairbheach

make;V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST fishing:VN hugely:ADJ+profifible:ADJ 

timpeall na n-oiledn. 

around:ADV theiDET islands:N

For a couple o f years one made very profitable fishing around the islands.

[Ar feadh chupla blian‘[do’(xi,

[rinne’(xi, (timpeall na n-oilean’(m horthairbheach’(iascaireacht))))])

This example (88) contains an impersonal passive clause with only one argument in 

the syntax, the clause object. The logical structure, however, indicates that it is 

semantically transitive. The actor participant is indefinite but visible to the syntax. 

The evidence for this is that the undergoer participant retains its link to grammatical 

object, rather than subject. The clause codes for a situation type o f an activity that is 

bounded by a durative adverbial positioned at front of clause, instead o f clause final. 

Instead, an adverb of location is positioned at the end of the clause. The activity 

reading is reinforced by use of the impersonal passive form by the speaker, which 

backgrounds the actor participant while foregrounding the action. The grammatical 

object is elaborated by a verbal noun used as a NP and which represents the activity of 

fishing as a nominal entity. The impersonal passive construction is discussed in detail 

in Chapter 6, on Passive Voice Constructions.

This transitive clause (89) contains has a durative adverb positioned at the front o f the 

clause. The first participant, the actor, is siad  ‘they’ and the second participant, the 

undergoer, is the prepositional phrase / bport ins na Rosa ‘ in port in the Rosses’. This
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second participant denotes the actual termination point of the action and represents a 

physical geographical location. The situation type is that of an accomplishment.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Glunla Rosanncicha: 63)

(89) Ar feadh tamaill thigeadh siad i bport ins na Rosa.

Ar feadh tamaill 

on.PP while.ADV period-of-time;N

thigeadh siad i bport ins na Rosa. 

arrive;V-PAST they;PN in.PP portiN in.PP the.DET Rosses'.N 

After a time they arrived in port in the Rosses.

[Ar feadh tamaill’(do’(siad, [thigeadh’(siad, [i’(bport’(ins’(na Rosa)))])]))] 

(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Na Gh'mta Rosannacha: 66)

(90) On am sin amach bhi an pobal Protastunach ag imeacht, ach mhair an pobal 

Caitliceach ag meadu ar feadh thriochad blian.

On am sin amach 

From:PP timeiN that:DET outrADV

bhi an pobal Protastunach ag imeacht,

be:SUBV-PAST the:DET people:N Protestant:N at;PP going:VN 

ach mhair an pobal Caitliceach ag meadu

butiCONJ live:V-PAST the:DET people:N Catholic:N at: enlarging:VN 

ar feadh thriochad blian. 

on;PP while:ADV thirty:QTY years:N

LIT: ‘From that time out the Protestant people were going, but the Catholic 

people lived at enlarging for thirty years’.

From that time on the Protestant community were going, but the Catholic 

community remained enlarging for thirty years.

[On am sin amach’(be’(an pobal Protastunach, [ag’(imeacht)]))

& [ar feadh thriochad blian‘[

do’(an pobal Caitliceach, [mhair’(an pobal Caitliceach, [ag’(meadu)])])]]
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In this example (90) with two clauses, the adverbial of time at the front o f the first 

clause denotes the depictive time at which the action starts. The durative adverb at the 

end of the second clause denotes the boundary in time o f the action of the second 

clause. The first clause uses the substantive verb to code an unbounded progressive 

activity. The second clause is intransitive and codes for an activity bounded by the 

durative adverbial. In this clause the combination of a preposition plus verbal noun ag 

meadu ‘at increasing’ is also used to denote a progressing activity. This activity is 

secondary to the activity o f the main verb.

Example (91) is o f a transitive clause that contains a durative adverbial that bounds 

the activity o f the matrix verb in the primary clause. The durative adverb is positioned 

at end of the clause to delimit the scope of the adverb in relation to the additional 

adverbial phrases found later in the clause which further qualify the activity by 

providing a reason why it diminished. The actor participant is complex and elaborated 

by a number o f animate humans, siadfein agus a lucht leanuna ‘Themselves and their 

charge o f followers’. The undergoer participant is an cogadh ‘the fight’. The actor and 

undergoer map to grammatical subject and object respectively.

The sentence in (92) uses a substantive verb construction to code for a progressive 

activity bounded by a durative adverb positioned clause initial. We have already seen 

the progressive in diagnostic-1 as a determinant o f an activity. The durative adverbial 

also is a diagnostic o f an activity. The situation type o f this clause with a single actor 

participant, the grammatical subject, is that of an activity.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Na Glunta Rosannacha: 113)

(91) Choinnigh siad fein agus a lucht leanuna an cogadh ar bun sa dr chuil ar 

feadh thri mbliain ar a laghadh i ndiaidh an bhriste ag Scarbh Sholais.

Choinnigh siad fe in  agus 

Keep:V-PAST they:PN self:PART and:CONJ 

a lucht leanuna

a:PN-POSS charge:N followersiN

an cogadh ar bun sa dr chuil

the:DET fight:VN on:PP bottom:N in;PP+the:DET country:N back:ADJ 

ar feadh thri mbliain

on:PP while:ADV three:QTY years:N

ar a laghadh i ndiaidh an bhriste

on;PP at:PP weakening:VN in:PP after:ADV the:DET break;N 

ag Scarbh Sholais. 

at:PP Scarbh SholaisiN

LIT: ‘Themselves and their charge o f followers kept the fight on the bottom of 

the back country for three years on at weakening after the break at Scarbh 

Sholais’.

Themselves and their charge of followers maintained the fight in the bottom of 

the backcountry for three years until it weakened after the break at Scarbh 

Sholais.

[ar feadh thri mbliain’[do’(siad fein agus a lucht leanuna,

[choinnigh’(siad fein agus a lucht leanuna,

[ar a laghadh i ndiaidh an bhriste ag Scarbh Sholais’( 

ar bun sa tir chuil’(an cogadh))])])]]
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Na Gliinta Rosannachcr. 147)

(92) Ar feadh thri gcead go leith blian ina dhiaidh sin bhi galloglaigh ag teacht as 

oiledin agus sleibhte na hAlbain.

Ar feadh thri gcead go leith blian

On;PP while:ADV three:NUM hundred:NUM to:PP half:QTY year:N 

ina dhiaidh sin 

in:PP after:ADV that:DET

bhi galloglaigh ag teacht as oiledin

be:SUBV-PAST foreigh-soldiers:N at:PP coming:VN from:PP islands:N 

agus sleibhte na hAlbain. 

and:CONJ mountains:N the:DET Scotland:N

For three hundred and fifty years after that there was foreign soldiers coming 

from the islands and hills of Scotland.

[Ar feadh thri gcead go leith blian ina dhiaidh sin’( 

be’(gall6glaigh, [as oileain agus sleibhte na hAlbain’[ag’(teacht)]]))

(Tadhg O Rabhartaigh: Mian na Marbh: 123)

(93) D'oibir muid sa pholl sin ar feadh thri mbliadhan.

D'oibir muid sa pholl sin

PVP+work:V-PAST we:PN in:PP+the;DET hoIe:N that:DET 

ar feadh thri mbliadhan,

on;PP while:ADV three:NUM years:N 

We worked in that hole for three years.

[ar feadh thri mbliadhan’(do’(niuid, [sa pholl sin’(oibir’(muid))]))]

This intransitive clause (93) codes for a simple activity situation type o f activity. This 

activity is bounded by the durative adverbial positioned at the end o f the clause. The 

clause also contains a locative phrase that denotes the place where the action of the 

verb took place. This does not take an argument position.
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(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh; Mian na Marhh: 144)

(94) D'eirigh se tostach ar feadh cupla bomaite agus annsin labhair se arais.

D'eirigh se tostach

PVP+rise:V-PAST he:PN silent:ADJ

ar feadh cupla bomaite

on:PP while;ADV couple:QTY moments:N

agus annsin labhair se arais.

and;CONJ then:ADV speak:V-past he:PN again:ADV

He grew silent for a few moments and then he spoke again.

[ar feadh cupla bomaite’(do’(se, [eirigh’(tostach’(se))]))] &

[annsin’(do’(se, [labhair’(arais’(se))]))]

This example (94) contains two clauses. The first clause is intransitive with a durative 

adverbial at the end o f the clause denoting a boundary on an action o f the verb. 

Because the adjective tostach ‘silent’ denotes a resulting state o f the verbal action, the 

situation type reading is for an accomplishment. The duration of this silence is 

denoted by the durative adverbial ar feadh cupla bomaite ‘for a few moments’. The 

second clause is also intransitive and denotes an unbounded activity. This activity 

starts when the action of the first clause is completed, i.e., is accomplished.

This example (95) contains three clauses. The first is an impersonal passive that is 

semantically transitive with its undergoer retaining its linking to the syntactic 

argument position as object. This clause codes for an accomplishment that is bounded 

by a durative adverbial phrase appearing at the beginning of the clause. The second 

clause is an intransitive inchoative. An adverbial of time indicates when the event 

took place, that is, isteach i nDeireadh Foghmhair ‘during October’. The third clause 

is intransitive and codes for an unbounded activity.
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair: Cditheamh na dTonn: 64)

(95) Ar feadh chupla seachtmhain, rinneadh obair mhaith ach isteach i nDeireadh 

Foghmhair bhris an aimsear agus chuaidh an fhairrge ar an daoraigh.

Ar feadh chupla seachtmhain,

on;PP while:ADV couple:QTY weeks:N

rinneadh obair mhaith

make:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST work:N good:ADJ

ach isteach i nDeireadh Foghmhair

but:CONJ inside:ADV in:PP October:N

bhris an aimsear agus

break:V-PAST the:DET weather:N and:CONJ

chuaidh an fhairrge ar an daoraigh.

went:V-PAST the:DET sea:N on:PP the:DET rage:N

LIT; ‘For a couple o f weeks one made good work but inside in October the 

weather broke and the sea went on the rage’.

For a couple of weeks one had good work but during October the weather 

broke and the sea went into a rage.

[Ar feadh chupla seachtmhain’(do’(xi, [rinne’(xi, (maith’(obair)))]))]

&

[insteach i nDeireadh Foghmhair’(

do’(an aimsear, INGR [bhris’(an aimsear)]))]

&

[do’(an fhairrge, [chuaidh’(an fhairrge)]))]

& BECOME [daoraigh’(an fhairrge)]
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair: Caitheamh na dTonn: 119)

(96) Ar feadh oidhche agus lae, mor fhdg an caiptin e fein an droichead.

Ar feadh oidhche agus lae,

On;PP while;ADV nightiN and:CONJ day:N 

mor fhdg an caiptin e fein

not:NEG leave:V-PAST the:DET captain:N him:PN self:PART 

an droichead

the:DET bridge :N

LIT; ‘For a night and day, the captain did not leave himself the bridge.’

For a night and a day, the captain himself never left the bridge.

[Ar feadh oidhche agus Iae’(NOT

(do’(an caiptfni, [fhag’(ei’(feini), an droicheadi)])))]

This clause (96) is ditransitive having three participants in the logical structure and 

three arguments in the syntax. The clause codes for an accomplishment that is 

bounded by a durative adverbial. In addition, the clause is reflexive because of the 

coreference between the theme and the actor which acts as its antecedent. The 

reflexivity is marked by use of the reflexive particle fein  ’self in immediate post-

adjacent position to the pronoun e ‘him’. This pronoun is marked as the grammatical

object in the syntax. Reflexivity is discussed is detail in Chapter 5. The third 

participant is an droichead ‘the bridge’.

The example in (97) codes for a progressive activity bounded by a durative adverbial 

positioned at the end of the clause. The clause is syntactically intransitive but 

reciprocal, in that the plural participants act on each other. The reciprocity is signalled 

in the syntax by the use of the marker a cheile ‘at each other’. The phrase containing 

the marker a cheile ‘at each other’ is the object of the verbal noun ag bualadh ‘at 

beating’. Reciprocity is discussed in Chapter 5 Section 5.4.1.2 on Reflexive and 

Reciprocal within the same Construction.
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(Seamus Mac an Bhaird: Troid Bhaile an Droichid: 18)

(97) Bhi an da thaoibh ag bualadh a cheile ar feadh uaire go leith an chluig.

Bhi an da thaoibh ag bualadh

Be:SUBV-PAST the;DET two:NUM sides:N at:PP beating:VN 

a cheile

at:PP each+other:PART

ar feadh uaire go leith an chluig

on:PP while:ADV hour:N to:PP half:N the:DET clock:N

LIT: T h e  two sides were beating at each other for an hour and a half of the

clock’.

The two sides were beating each other for an hour and a half

[ar feadh uaire go leith an chluig’(

be’(an da thaoibhi, [ag’(bualadh’(a cheilei))]))]

(Seaghan Mhac Meanman: Crathadh an Phocdin: 125)

(98) Sheasochadh se annsin ar feadh na siorraidheachta.

Sheasochadh se annsin

Stand:V-HAB-PAST he:PN thererADV 

ar feadh na siorraidheachta.

on:PP while:ADV the:DET etemity:N 

He used to stand there for an eternity.

[ar feadh na siorraidheachta’(annsin’(do’(se, [sheasochadh’(se)])))]

This example (98) o f an intransitive clause demonstrates an activity bounded by a 

durative adverbial. The durative adverbial is positioned at the end clause. We have 

seen examples of the diagnostic-4 where the durative adverbial is used with activities. 

The diagnostic also predicts that states will also allow the durative adverb. In the 

following example we demonstrate this.
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(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh: Mian na Marhh: 30)

(99) Bhi si saidhbhir go deo.

Be:SUBV-PAST sheiPN rich:ADJ go:PP everiADJ 

She was always rich.

This example (99) is o f a substantive verb construction containing an adverbial of 

duration go deo ‘for ever/always’, Because the substantive verb construction does not 

contain the preposition plus verbal noun combination that marks a progressive 

activity, the construction represents a simple state.

For diagnostic-4, informant judgements indicate that durative adverbials are not 

acceptable with an achievement. Durative adverbials are perfectly acceptable with an 

activity. The following examples record the intuitions o f the informants with respect 

to achievements and diagnostic-4.

(100) Bhris Aifric an gloine.

Broke:V-PAST Aifric.N the.DET glass;N.

Aifric broke the glass. [Achievement]

The informants found example (100) to be acceptable but not example (101). This is 

because o f the use o f durative adverbial ar feadh cuplabomaite ‘for a few minutes’ 

with a clause that described something instanteous, i.e., with no duration of 

consequence. Identical acceptability judgements were received for the two pair 

examples (102), (103) and (104), (105) for the same reason. The durative adverbial 

was perfectly acceptable for use when the clause described an event that has internal 

duration, as in example (105).

(101) * Bhris Aifric an gloine ar feadh cupla bomaite.

Broke:V-PAST Aifric:N the:DET glassiN on:PP while:ADV few:QTY moments:N 

Aifric broke the glass for a few moments.

(102) Chonaic Aisling an pictiiiir.

Saw.V-PAST AislingiN the.DET picture:N

Aisling saw the picture. [Achievement]
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(103) *Chonaic Aisling an pictiuir ar feadh nomdid. 

Saw;V-PAST Aisling;N the;DET picture.N on.PP while.ADV minute;N 

Aisling saw the picture for a minute.

(104) Feach Aisling ar an pictiuir.

Look:V-PAST Aisling:N on:PP theiDET picture:N 

Aisling looked at the picture. [Activity]

The durative adverb is perferctly acceptable when used to bound an activity.

(105) Feach Aisling ar an pictiuir ar feadh nomdid.

Look:V-PAST Aisling:N on:PP the:DET pictureiN onrPP while:ADV minute:N

Aisling looked at the picture for a minute.

3.6.4.2 Diagnostic-4 Summary

In this section we used diagnostic-4 to test the situation types of verbs that sanction 

the durative adverbial. The results of this are summarised as follows.

(106) Results States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

Occurs with yes no yes yes

durative adverbiais

such as ar feadh__

‘for

We also found that a situation type reading is constrained to interpretation as an 

activity when the durative adverbial is present in the clause.

3.6.5 Diagnostic-5: Frame Adverbiais

In this section we use diagnostic-5 to test the situation types of verbs that sanction the 

frame adverbial. The results of this are summarised at the end of this section. The 

diagnostic is;
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(107) Diagnostic States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

Occurs with frame no no yes no

adverbials such as i

_ ‘i n _

3.6.5.1 Diagnostic-5 Analysis

(O Ciosog: Annagael: 216)

(108) Ghlaoigh si orm i dtosach mhi na Nollag.

Ghlaoigh si orm i

Call;V-PAST shetPN on;PP+me;PN in.PP

dtosach mhi na Nollag.

start:N month:N the:DET Christmas:N

She called on me in the beginning of the month of December.

[i dtosach mhi na Nollag’(do’(si, [ghlaoigh’(si, [ar’(me)])]))]

This (108) is a transitive clause with two arguments in the syntax and two participants 

in the logical structure. The actor participant is si ‘she’ and the undergoer participant 

is orm ‘on+me’. These map to grammatical subject and object, respectively. The 

clause contains a frame adverbial positioned clause final. The reading for situation 

type is for an accomplishment, in line with the expectations of the diagnostic.

The complex clause in (109) contains a primary clause with a polysemous matrix verb 

caithfidh that can mean ‘throw/spend/oblige/spin’ according to context. In this 

example the meaning has the sense o f ‘obliged to’ or simply ‘must’. This verb has two 

arguments in the syntax, the subject mise ‘me’ and the object cldr ‘programme’. 

These are the actor and undergoer in the logical structure. The clause also contains a 

verbal noun chur ‘put’ that describes the action that the actor is obliged to carry out. 

The undergoer of this verbal noun is the undergoer of the primary clause. The frame 

adverbial / gceann uair an chloig ‘in exactly one hour’ relates to the action described 

by the verbal noun and not to the verb of the primary clause and this is reflected by
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the logical structure representation. The situation type reading is o f an 

accomplishment and this is in line with diagnostic-5.

(6  Ciosog'. Annagael: 164)

(109) Caithfidh mise cldr a chur amach ar an teilifis i gceann uair an chloig.

Caithfidh mise cldr a chur amach

Oblige:V-FUT me:PN-EMP programme:N to:PP put:VN out:ADV 

ar an teilifis i gceann uair an chloig 

on:PP the:DET television:N in:PP headiN hour:N the:DET clock:N 

I must put a programme out on the television in exactly an hour.

[do’(misei, [caithfidh’(misei,

[i gceann uair an chloig’(ar an teilifis’(chur amach’(clar2)]

(O Ci'osog; Annagael: 71)

(110) Beidh orm a bheith ar ais sa Bhruiseil i gceann ocht la.

Beidh orm a bheith ar ais sa

Be:SUBV-FUT on;PP+me:PN to:PP fatediV on:PP back:N at:PP 

Bhruiseil i gceann ocht la

Brussels:N in:PP head:N eight:NUM days:N 

I must be back in Brussels in eight days.

[i gceann ocht la’(be’(ar’(me, [a bheith’(ar’(ais’(sa’(Brussels))))])))]

This example (109) is o f a substantive verb construction that delivers a situation type 

reading o f a state. The actor is orm ‘on+me’, a prepositional pronoun that takes an 

argument position and is the clause subject. The clause contains a frame adverbial i 

gceann ocht Id ‘in exactly eight days’ positioned clause final. This use o f this 

adverbial is not predicted for a state by the diagnostic. The adverbial frames the 

period for which the state will hold true.
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The examples following of speaker acceptability judgements indicate that frame 

adverbials do not occur with achievements. The informants interpreted the example in 

(111) as indicating the depictive time after which the event occurred and, as such, is 

acceptable. It could not be read as meaning the length o f time over which the breaking 

occurred. Our informants regarded such a use as unacceptable, as in example (112).

(111) Bhris A ifric an gloine tar eis uair an chloig.

Bhris Aifric an gloine

Broke:V-PAST Aifric:N theiDET glass:N 

tar eis uair an chloig

overiADV after:ADV hour:N the:DET clock:N 

Aifric broke the glass after an hour.

(112) * Bhris Aifric an gloine i gceann uair an chloig.

Bhris Aifric an gloine

Broke:V-PAST Aifric:N the:DET glass:N 

i gceann uair an chloig 

in:PP exactly:ADV hour:N the:DET clock:N 

Aifric broke the glass in exactly an hour.

We get the same acceptability judgements with the following. Example (113) shows 

an achievement with depictive time, and as such, is acceptable to our informants.

(113) Stad Aisling an ceol. [Achievement]

Stop:V-PAST Aisling:N the:DET musiciN

Aisling stopped the music.

The example in (114) again codes the depictive time and, under this reading, is 

acceptable to the informants.
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(114) Stad Aisling an ceol tar eis uair an chloig.

Stad Aisling an ceol

Stop:V-PAST Aisling:N the:DET music:N 

tar eis uair an chloig

over:ADV after;ADV hour:N theiDET clock:N 

Aisling stopped the music after exactly an hour.

In contrast, the example in (115) does not use the depictive time and therefore is not 

acceptable to the informants.

(115) *Stad Aisling an ceol i gceann uair an chloig.

Stad Aisling an ceol

Stop:V-PAST Aisling:N the:DET music;N

i gceann uair an chloig 

in:PP exactly:ADV hour:N the:DET clock:N 

Aisling stopped the music in exactly an hour.

3.6.S.2 Diagnostic-5 Summary

We used diagnostic-5 to test the situation types o f verbs that sanction the frame 

adverbial. The results o f this are summarised following. We discovered that while the 

frame adverbial is generally deployed with clauses that have an accomplishment 

situation type, it could also occur with a substantive verb construction denoting a 

state.

(116) Results States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

Occurs with yes no yes no

frame adverbials

such as / __‘in __
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3.6.6 Diagnostic-6: Other Adverbiais

In this section we use diagnostic-6 to test the situation types of verbs that sanction 

other kinds of adverbial. The results of this are summarised at the end of this section. 

The diagnostic is:

(117) Diagnostic States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

Occurs with no yes yes yes

adverbiais such as

ionann ‘almost’,

cuiosach ‘fairly.

sdch ‘sufficiently’

3.6.6.1 Diagnostic-6 Analysis

The primary clause in example (118) is a transitive achievement with two participants, 

an experiencer/actor and an undergoer that map to subject and object in the syntax, 

respectively. The clause also contains an adverbial ionann ‘almost’. Within this

adverbial phrase is embedded a relative clause. The situation type of the primary

clause is an achievement.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Scairt cm Duthchais: 96)

(118) Bhain seisean geit as a ghuailneacha ionann's a rddh go rabh siad buailte.

Bhain seisean geit as a ghuailneacha

Take:V-PAST he:PN-EMP frightiN from:?? his:?N-POSS shoulder:N

ionann 's a rddh

almost:ADV and:CONJ that;REL said:V-?AST

go rabh siad buailte.

to:PP be:SUBV-PAST them:PN beaten:VA

He received a start from his shoulder-blow almost as he said that they were 

beaten.

[ionann's a radh go rabh siad buaiite’(

do’(seisean, [as’(a ghuailneacha’[bhain’(seisean, geit)]))]
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(Seamus Mhac Grianna: Nuair a Bhi Me Off. 10)

(119) Td brisH ar Sedrlai Neill Mhoir le tri mhi, agus ionann aois duinn.

Td bristi ar Sedrlai Neill Mhoir

Be;SUBV-PRES trousers:N oniPP Searlai Neill Mh6ir:N

le tri mhi,

with:PP three :NUM months

agus ionann aois duinn.

and:CONJ almost:ADV age:N us:PN

There are trousers on SNM for three months and (he) almost the same age as 

us.

[be’(bristf, [le tr i m hi’(a r’(Searlai' Neill Mhoir) &

[be’(ionann’(aois), duinn)]

This example (119) demonstrates a substantive clause construction that denotes a 

recently occurred state. We have already seen evidence o f the application of 

diagnostic-4 with durative adverbs with simple states. The first clause here provides 

another example of this. A second substantive clause that is linked by conjunction to

the first clause contains the adverb ionann ‘almost’. This adverb qualifies the state of

the second clause in a certain way, that is, it weakens it such that the comparative 

state of the first participant is not exactly the same as that pertaining to the second 

participant, but almost the same.

(Padraig O Gallchobhair: Cditheamh na dTonn: 191)

(120) Bhi Seamus Eoghain Mhoir aige go cinnte.

EM Seamus Eoghain Mhoir aige

Be:SUBV-PAST Seamus:N Eoghain Mh6ir:N at:PP+him:PN 

go cinnte. 

to:PP definite:ADJ

Seamus Eoghain Mhoir was definitely at him.

[go cinnte’(be’(Seamus Eoghain Mhoir, [ag’(se)])]
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The substantive verb construction codes a simple state with two participants, Seamus 

Eoghain Mhoir and the prepositional pronoun aige ‘at+him’. Both take an argument 

position in the syntax. The clause contains the adverbial go cinnte ‘definitely’. What 

is interesting about this example is that it breaks the standard diagnostic-6 by allowing 

the use of the adverbial with the situation type o f state.

In this regard, and also breaking the diagnostic-6, the adverb ionann ‘almost’ is also 

found frequently with copular constructions that encode a more permanent state than 

that found with substantive constructions. We look at some examples o f this 

following.

The copula construction in (121) describes a non-volatile state and uses the adverb 

ionann ‘almost’. It makes a comparative assessment between the state that holds with 

respect to the first participant and that of the second, and weakens the comparison in a 

way similar to that found in (119) with the substantive verb.

(Seamus Mhac Grianna: Le Clap-Sholus\ 6)

(121) Is ionann aois domh fein is do Mhichedl.

Is ionann aois domh fein

Is:COP almost:ADV age:N to:PP+me:PN selfiPART

is do Mhichedl.

is:COP to:PP MhicheahN

Michael and myself are almost the same age.

[iScop’(ionann’(aois), [dom h’(fein) & (do’(Mhicheal)))])]
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(Seamus Mhac Grianna: An Clar is an Fhoireann: 150)

(122) Togadh sa dor as ag a cheile tad agus b'ionann aois diobhtha.

Togadh sa doras ag

Take:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST from:?? door:N at:?? 

a cheile iad.

with:?? each+other:?ART them:?N 

agus b'ionann aois diobhtha

and:CONJ is:CO?+almost:ADV age:N them:?N-EM?

LIT: One took them from the door together and they are almost the same age.’ 

They came through the door together and are just the same age.

[do’(xi, [tog’(xi, [sa’(doras’(ag’(a cheile)))]

This example (122) has two clauses linked by conjunction. The first is an impersonal 

passive construction while the second is a copula construction. The copula 

construction describes a non-volatile state and uses the adverb ionann ‘almost’. It 

makes a comparative assessment between the state that holds with respect to the first 

participant and that of the second, and weakens the comparison in a way similar to 

that found above with the substantive verb.

(Seamus Mhac Grianna: Sceal Ur agus Sean-Sceal: 44)

(123) Is ionann aois dibh.

Is:CO? almost:ADV age:N to:??+you:?N 

You are almost the same age.

[iScop’(ionann’(aois), di'bh)]

This next example (123) also uses the copula verb in the construction and makes a 

comparative assessment between the state that holds with respect to the first 

participant and that of the second, and weakens the comparison in a way similar to 

that found above with the substantive verb.
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(CBS: New Irish Granimar: 140)

(124) Is beag ndr eirigh leis.

Is:COP almost:ADV not:NEG rise:V-past with:PP+him;PN 

He almost succeeded.

[iScop’(beag, [nar’(do’(se, [eirigh’(se, [le’(se)])]))])]

& not BECOME (eirigh’(se, [le’(se)]))

Example (124) uses the copula construction and additionally contains an embedded 

accomplishment within the clause, coded via a downstream verb eirigh ‘succeeded’. 

The adverb used here is beag ‘almost’. The use o f this adverb removes the sense of 

accomplishment from the clause, that is, the action o f the downstream verb eirigh 

‘succeeded’ was never accomplished.

(CBS: New Irish Grammar; 140)

(125) Chuaigh se rdfhada.

Went;V-PAST he:PN too;ADV+far;ADJ 

He went too far.

[rofhada’([do’(se, [chuaigh’(se)])])]

This intransitive clause codes for a simple activity and it deploys the adverb rdfhada 

‘too far’ in the construction.

(CBS: New Irish Grammar: 139)

(126) Chodhail me cuiosach maith.

Speep:V-PAST I:PN fairly:ADV welhADJ 

I slept fairly well.

[cuiosach maith’[do’(me, [chodhail’(me)])]]

This intransitive clause codes for a simple activity and it deploys the cuiosach maith 

‘fairly well’ in the construction.
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3.6.6.2 Diagnostic-6 Summary

In this section we used diagnostic-6 to test the situation types of verbs that sanction 

other adverbials. The results of this are summarised as follows.

(127) Results States Achievement A ccomplishment Activities

Occurs with yes yes yes yes

adverbials such as

ionann ‘almost’.

cmosach ‘fairly.

sdch ‘sufficiently’

We also found that a situation type reading of an achievement is constrained to an 

activity when the durative adverbial is present in the clause.

The result of applying diagnostic-1 is that accomplishments are not found with the 

progressive, but that activities are found. The results of diagnostic-2 indicated that 

dynamic action adverbs occurred in clause with an activity situation type, as long as 

the clause was intransitive, or the clause was a substantive verb construction with a 

preposition plus verbal noun combination coding for a progressing activity. When the 

clause is transitive, the adverb may occur with an accomplishment. The result of 

diagnostic-3 showed that accomplishments and activities are found with this 

diagnostic, as expected but, in addition, achievements are also found. The results of 

diagnostic-4 showed that the situation types of states, accomplishment and activities 

are to be found with the durative adverbial. We also found that a situation type 

reading of an achievement is constrained to an activity when the durative adverbial is 

present in the clause. With diagnostic-5 we discovered that while the frame adverbial 

is generally deployed with clauses that have an accomplishment situation type, it can 

also occur with a substantive verb construction denoting a state. Diagnostic-6 

delivered the same results as the standard set.

3.6.7 Summary of Situation Type Diagnostics

In this chapter we applied the diagnostics and noted the results. The revised diagnostic 

set for modem Irish is therefore:
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( 128) Revised Diagnostics States Achievement Accomplishment Activities

1. Occurs with 

progressive

Tg X np ag YyN 

‘X is Y-ing’

no no no yes

2. Occurs with 

dynamic action 

adverbs Hke go 

bnomhar, 

‘vigorously’, etc.

no no yes yes

3. Occurs with 

manner and pace 

adverbs like go 

tapadh ‘quickly’, 

go mall “slowly”, 

etc.

no yes yes yes

4. Occurs with

durative adverbials 

such as ar feadh 

_  ‘for _ ’

yes no yes yes

5. Occurs with frame 

adverbials such as 

i __‘in __

yes no yes no

6. Occurs with

adverbials such as 

ionann ‘almost’, 

cmosach ‘fairly, 

sdch ‘sufficiently’

yes yes yes yes
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3.7 Summary o f Analysis o f Situation Types

In this analysis we have established the relevant situation type distinctions for Irish 

verbs in the sense o f Vendler (1967). We modified a set o f diagnostics from the 

literature and applied these to examples of Irish verbs in their clauses to determine 

what situation type distinctions are significant for Irish verbs. We established crucial 

parts of the logical structure representation that will be deployed throughout the study. 

In using this logical structure representation with the diagnostics, we classified the 

situation types. We determined the number of participants at the level of the semantics 

as represented by the logical structure, and linked these participants into argument 

structure in the syntax, thereby making visible the valency. In this chapter we 

conclusively showed that Irish verbs do fall into different classes that are identifiable 

by the diagnostics and we captured this within the logical structure representation. 

The logical structure representation that we used enabled us to identify the valency 

requirements of verbs in the clause at the level of logical structure, and also to relate 

these to the valency requirements of verbs in their clauses within the syntax.

We recorded the results of each of the diagnostics and found that in many instances it 

was necessary to modify this set to take account of the situation types found with each 

diagnostic. We discussed the implications that arise when the undergoer participant in 

a clause is a mass noun and reviewed two approaches by which a mass noun may be 

coded in logical structure. The combining of the lexical entries for the matrix verb of 

the construction with the entries for the nominals deliver the appropriate situation type 

reading. A by-product o f using our metalanguage to represent each o f the situation 

type classes in a logical structure is that the generalisations underpinning these 

constructions become visible to inspection. One o f the important generalisations is 

that the number of core participants involved in an event and the role that these 

participants play in the verbal action, become evident. This is an important product of 

the framework and validates the representation method encapsulated within the 

metalanguage.
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4 Causation as a Valency Changing Operation 

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we provide a characterisation of causation in modem Irish. We identify 

three types of causation: lexical, periphrastic and morphological. In terms of the 

relative weightings of each type, the morphological causative is the least productive. 

Its use appears to be highly constrained to two very specific domains and it is 

signalled by particular morphological affixes. Lexical causatives are more productive 

than the morphological causative. By contrast, periphrastic or analytical causatives are 

highly productive and wide-ranging in their deployment. We start the analysis of this 

chapter with lexical causation and follow this with periphrastic causatives. Because of 

their productivity, a significant apart of the chapter is concerned with periphrastic 

causatives and their syntax. A claim of this chapter is that periphrastic causative 

constructions are modelled on an underlying schema of caused motion. Within this 

schema, we find that different types of NPs occur to code the end state of the clause, 

thereby licensing different types of clause structures. We finish the analysis with a 

brief look at some data on morphological causation.

We will demonstrate in this chapter that there are a number of significant 

generalisations in the causative constructions that would otherwise be missed, or 

difficult to find, without the logical structure formalism. In particular, we deploy this 

decompositional representation to bring out various uses of the verb cuir ’put’ and in 

so doing we uncover significant evidence to support our contention that motion is a 

factor in causation along with the primitives of CAUSE, BECOME and INGR. We 

provide a unified account of periphrastic causative constructions of modem Irish that 

encompasses this factor. Periphrastic causation is concemed with causative motion 

within the event frame.

We also discuss a related constmction with the verb rinne ‘make’. A variant of this 

constmction uses the verbal noun form a dheanamh ‘for making’. These both cause 

something to come into existence and, as we will see, have interesting typological 

templates. This type of constmction can be characterised as a special form of
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causative where the undergoer is manipulated, by an actor, to carry out some action, 

such that a new entity comes into existence.

Following the analysis of each of the causative constructions we look at the number of 

NPs found within a causative clause. Surprisingly, we find evidence which suggests 

that there is a limit on the number o f NPs allowed within such a clause. In addition, 

we find evidence that a number o f strategies are available to the speaker to circumvent 

this limit in a typologically interesting way that respects the limit. Causation 

therefore, rather that increasing the valency of a clause, triggers these strategies to re

arrange the syntax in order to maintain the NP limit.

4.2 Lexical Causatives

With some causatives, the notion o f cause is intrinsic to the lexical specification 

underlying the verb’s semantics. We can identify two distinct subtypes of lexical 

causatives. The first o f these requires no modification in the verb in order to allow it 

to express causation. The second subtype utilises a different verb completely. Each of 

these subtypes is examined.

4.2.1 Causatives That Allow The Inchoative Alternation

In this section we provide an analysis of a number of lexical causatives verbs that do 

not require any modification of the verb to express causation and which allow the 

causative/inchoative alternation. Specifically, we are interested here in verbs that 

express the spontaneous change o f state o f the undergoer. This expression of the 

spontaneous change o f state of the undergoer happens only with verbs that have an 

achievement situation type. We can speak therefore of verb pairs displaying the 

causative/inchoative alternation. In the causative part of this alternation, the causative 

verb explicitly codes for the causing actor participant. This actor role is excluded from 

the inchoative construct and, within this construct, the event is expressed as if  its 

occurrence was o f a spontaneous nature. Some examples o f this are examined in the 

verb pairs below.

Example (1) is causative with an achievement situation type, that is, the state o f the 

door is that it is open, or it is not. The clause is transitive having two arguments
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coded. The first of these arguments is elaborated by an animate human actor, and 

maps to clause subject. The second participant, the undergoer, maps to direct object of 

the sentence. The undergoer is an inanimate entity. The innermost event codes the 

inchoative element with the change of state of the undergoer. This is caused by an 

actor and represented by the logical structure fragment do’(x) CAUSE.

(1) D ’oscail me an doras.

PVT+open:V-PAST I;PN-lsg the.DET door.N 

I opened the door.

do’(me) CAUSE INGR [oscaiI’(an doras)]

(2) D ’oscail an doras.

PVT+open:V-PAST the:DET door:N 

The door opened.

INGR [oscail’(an doras)]

The counterpart of the causative example (1) is to be found in (2) which codes for an 

instantaneous, inchoative and non-causative intransitive construction, with only one 

participant position specified, that of the undergoer of the action an doras ‘the door’, 

a concrete count NP. No actor is coded in the logical structure representation and the 

undergoer links to subject in the clause. An additional example pair follows that 

exhibits, in the first instance, causative achievement, and in the second instance, the 

corresponding inchoative alternation.

(3) Bhris an cailm an bata.

Break:V-PAST the.DET girl.N the.DET stickiN 

The girl broke the stick.

do’(an cailm) CAUSE INGR [bris’(an bata)]
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(4) Bhris an bata. 

break;V-PAST the.DET stick.N 

The stick broke.

INGR [bris’(an bata)]

These examples reinforce the fact that the causative/inchoative alternation only ever 

makes use of verbs with an achievement situation type, that is, clauses which have the 

logical structure of [INGR p red ’( . ..)] in the non-causative base. O f particular interest 

here is the fact that we have two examples using the same verb, one example non

causative and the other causative. In comparing the two examples, we can observe 

that the event of (5) is contained within the logical structure o f (6) as an inner caused 

event in the sense of Shibatani (1976: 1-2), Song (1996: 142) and Whaley (1997: 

191)‘.

(5) Bhris an gloine.

Break:V-PAST the:DET glass:N 

The glass broke.

INGR [bris’(an gloine)]

(6) Bhris Oisin an gloine.

Break:V-PAST 6ism :N the:DET glass:N 

Oisin broke the glass.

do’(6ism ) CAUSE INGR [bris’(an gloine)]

Each of the component event parts has participants identified. The causer, represented 

by do’(Oism) CAUSE, codes the entity that initiates the caused action while the 

caused event is concerned with termination and the boundary o f the event. In the

' See Chapter 2 Section 1.4 on Predicate Decomposition and Events for the relevant 

quotations.
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caused event, that is, INGR [bris’(an gloine)], we have the entity that undergoes the 

action coded by the verb and which provides a teHc boundary for the event. The event 

described for (5) did not indicate any actor, as the clause is intransitive. The 

conjunction of a causer o f the event with a caused event therefore increases the 

valency by one.

The verb please ‘explode’ is lexically a causative achievement. In its usage in this 

example it codes for the spontaneous explosion of laughter amongst the participants. 

The actor role in the example clause is elaborated by siad  ‘they’, the clause subject. 

The undergoer is na gdiri ‘ the laughs’. The sense o f this sentence is ‘they caused 

themselves to explode with laughter’.

(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair; Cditheumh na dTonn: 80)

(7) Phleasc siad leis na gdiri.

Explode:V-PAST them;PN withrPP the:DET-pl laughs:N 

They exploded with laughter.

[do’(siadi) CAUSE INGR [pleasc’(siadi, [Ieis’(na gain'2)])]]

The following schema represents the logical structure of the verb in this example:

(8) [do’(xi) CAUSE INGR [pleasc’(yi, [leis’(z2)])]]

The logical structure codes for three participant roles including an actor and an 

undergoer. As a lexically causative achievement the logical structure codes for a 

caused event that denotes the spontaneous end result. This caused event consisting of 

fNGR [pleasc’(yi, [leis’(z2)])] is a two-place predicate that codes the entity that 

exploded and the output o f the explosion. The actor has co-reference with the 

undergoer o f the inner two-place predicate and is expressed in the syntax as the clause 

subject. The output of the explosion, na gdiri ‘the laughs’ functions as the syntactic 

object. The syntax in this example has two arguments even though the semantic 

representation has three participants, indicated by use of the indices on the logical 

structure participants. In a situation where the co-reference between the actor and the 

undergoer o f the caused event does not exist then the valence requirement of the
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syntax will necessitate three distinct arguments that function as subject, object and 

indirect object, respectively, as in schema (9). Our representational model enables us 

to capture the valence increase and link the participants of the logical structure to the 

syntax.

(9) [do’(xi) CAUSE INGR [p l^ sc ’(y2 , [leis’(z3)])]]

Each of these constructions lends themselves to a reformatting by a speaker using a 

verbal noun form of the main verb, including the inchoative alternation with the 

causative.

(10) Ta siad ag phleascadh leis na gdiri

Be;SUBV-PRES they:PN at:PP explode:VN withiPP the:DET-pl laughs:N 

They are exploding with (the) laughter.

{W) Td na gdiri ag phleascadh amach.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET-pl laughs:N at:PP explode:VN out:ADV

LIT: ‘Laughter is exploding out’.

Laughter is breaking out.

(12) Phleasc na gdiri amach.

Explode;V-PAST the;DET-pl laughs:N out:ADV 

LIT: ‘Laughter exploded out.’

Laughter broke out.

4.2.2 Causatives That Do Not Allow The Inchoative Alternation

Example (13) is a lexical causative accomplishment. The verb bruith ‘cook’ is a two- 

place predicate specified for an actor and undergoer. The actor is si ‘she’, an animate 

human that links to subject in the syntax. The undergoer is iad ‘them’, the 

grammatical object of the clause and elaborated by a count NP. The undergoer entity 

is most likely inanimate. In this clause, a third argument encodes what the undergoer 

was cooked in. The undergoer entity is placed i soitheach uisge ‘in some water’. The 

clause codes for both control and intent by the actor.
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(Seaghan MacMeanman: Fear Siiibhail: 95)

(13) Do bhruith si iad seo i soitheach uisge.

PVT cook;V-PAST she.PN them;PN this.PN in.PP some.QTY water.N 

She cooked these in a little water.

do’(si) CAUSE BECOME [b ru ith ’(si, [i’(soitheach’(uisce’(iad)))])]

Example (14) is similar to the previous construction but more complex in that the 

trigger start time of the event is coded explicitly and, following the event, the resultant 

state is denoted within a substantive verb construction. It has an accomplishment 

situation type with a concrete count noun pota predtai ‘pot o f potatoes’ as the 

undergoer participant.

(Seamus 6  Grianna: Le Clap-Sholus: 211)

(14) Nuair thdinig am suipedra bhruith mo mhdthair mhor pota predtai, agus 

bhi sgaddin lira aca.

Nuair thdinig am suipedra bhruith

When:Q arrived;V-PAST time:M supper:M cook:V-PAST 

mo mhdthair mhor pota predtai, agus

my;PN-POSS mother:N large:ADJ pot:N potatoes:N and:CONJ 

bhi sgaddin ura aca.

be;SUBV-PAST herringiN fresh;ADV at;PP+them;PN 

When suppertime arrived my grandmother cooked a pot o f potatoes and we 

had fresh herring.

[nuair’(thainig’(am suipeara, [ do’(mo mhathair mhor)

CAUSE BECOME [b ru ith ’(mo mhathair mhor, pota preataf)]))]

& be’([u r’(scadain)], [ag’(siad)])

Each of these constructions lends themselves to a reformating by a speaker using a 

verbal noun form of the main verb but not to an inchoative alternation. The reason for 

this is that the underlying logical structure contains a BECOME primitive, indicating
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an accomplishment situation type. The causative inchoative alternation requires a 

situation type o f achievement.

(15) Bhruith mo mhdthair pota predtai.

Bhruith mo mhdthair pota predtai.

Cook:V-PAST my:PN-POSS mother:N pot;N potatoes:N 

My mother cooked a pot of potatoes.

(16) Td mo mhdthair ag bruithe pota predtai

Td mo mhdthair ag bruithe pota predtai.

Be;SUBV-PRES my;PN-POSS motheriN at;PP cooking.VN pot.N potatoes.N 

My mother is cooking a pot of potatoes.

(17) Td pota predtai ag bruite ag mo mhdthair.

Td pota predtai ag bruithe

Be;SUBV-PRES pot:N potatoes:N at:PP cookingiVN 

ag mo mhdthair.

at:PP my:PN-POSS motheriN 

A pot of potatoes is being cooked by my mother.

O f the verbs discussed, bhris ‘break’ and please ‘explode’ are achievements (that is, 

contains INGR in the logical structure), while bhruit ‘cook’ is an accomplishment 

(that is, contains BECOME in the logical structure). These verbs are inherently 

causative. The logical structure representation representing the situation types 

identifies the number o f participant roles and these are linked to the syntactic subject 

and object.

4.2.3 Lexical Pairs

The second subtype consists of semantically related pairs o f a causative and a non

causative verb, for example, the non-causative verb d'ith  ‘eat’ pairs against the
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causative verb bheataigh ‘feed’ in which the matrix verb changes to reflect causation 

within the situation type.

4.2.3.1 Verb Pair -  D Hth vs. Bheataigh

We indicate below an example pair in which the first example (18) is a non-causative 

activity. The logical structure representation has two arguments coded, an animate 

actor and an inanimate undergoer. These are, respectively, subject and direct object in 

the sentence. Even though the clause is transitive, the activity is unbounded as the 

undergoer is elaborated by a mass nominal, with no obvious logical or durative 

termination point. Both Van Valin and LaPolla (1997) and Pustejovsky (1995) 

indicate a lower level of internal structure with respect to the undergoer entity, its 

qualia structure. The logical structure of the verb interacts with the lexical definition 

of the nominal such that it satisfies one of the verb’s arguments while mediating the 

situation type as an accomplishment or an achievement.

(18) D ’ith Tara ponairi.

PVP:eat:V-PAST Tara:N beans:N 

Tara ate beans.

do’(Tara, 0) ith’(Tara, ponairi)

(19) Bheataigh Tara ponairi do Aisling.

Feed:V-PAST Tara:N beans:N to:PP Aisling:N 

Tara fed beans to Aisling.

do’(Tara, 0) CAUSE [beathaigh’(p6nairf, [do’(Aisling)])]

The example in (19) is a causative activity. Three argument positions are coded for in 

logical structure. Of these, the actor is elaborated by Tara and linked to the syntax as 

the sentence subject. The participant ponairi, the theme of the clause, is the inanimate 

entity in motion and a concrete mass NP. Grammatically, this is the direct object. The 

undergoer participant role is elaborated by Aisling, an animate human recipient, as the 

indirect object. The activity is unbounded as the theme is elaborated by a mass 

nominal, ponairi, with no obvious logical or durative termination point to inform the
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interpretation o f the event. Therefore, the only reasonable interpretation is for a 

causative activity. This causative construction is interesting because o f the important 

factor of the coding of caused motion, and the inanimate entity in motion is a concrete 

mass NP.

4.2.3.2 Verb Pair -  Thit vs. Lag

The example in (20) is a non-causative accomplishment. In the clause, there is no 

actor specified as no agency is coded. This example therefore exhibits directed 

translational motion with the undergoer as the syntactic subject of the intransitive 

clause.

(Seamus 6  Grianna: Sceul Ur agus Sean-Sceal: 182)

(20) Thuit s i marbh i n-dit na mbonn.

Fall:V-PAST she:PN dead:VA in:PP place:N the:DET enclosure:N 

She fell dead in area of the enclosure.

[i’(ait na mbonn’[‘do(si, [thuit’(sf)])])] & [INGR [be’(si, marbh)]]

The undergoer is s i ‘she’, a concrete count NP elaborated by an animate human. The 

verb is a one-place predicate and the clause is intransitive. No actor, agency or force is 

coded within the construction. The resulting state of the undergoer is coded by the 

verbal adjective marbh ‘dead’. The location at which the event occurred is coded by i 

n-dit na mbonn ‘in the enclosure’. This location is not a core argument o f the 

predicate as it merely indicates where the event occurred and not a core actor or 

undergoer participant. As such, it is coded in logical structure as having scope over 

the whole event.

In (21) we have a more complex example of a causative accomplishment that has an 

embedded relative clause containing a substantive verb construction. The matrix verb 

in the primary clause has no actor coded but does have an undergoer participant an 

dochas ‘the faith’, an abstract mass NP, which maps to the clause subject. The 

substantive verb construction in the relative clause encodes the state that existed prior 

to the event. The state that results after the accomplishment is the absence o f this pre

state and it is recorded on the participant encapsulated in the prepositional pronoun
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aige ‘at+him’ within the substantive construction. The participant o f the matrix clause 

has no independent existence apart from the participant o f the embedded substantive 

construction. This is reinforced by the use o f the reflexive marker fe in  ‘se lf , coded as 

a location headed by the preposition as ‘from’ from which the undergoer participant 

departs as a consequence of the causation.

(Seosamh MacGrianna: Seicledn Bndthne / Amy Foster; 60)

(21) Laguigh an dochas a bhi aige as fein.

Laguigh an dochas

Demolish:V-PAST the:DET faith:N 

bhi aige as

be:SUBV-PAST at:PP+him:PN from 

The faith that he had was demolished

[be’(ag’(sei, an dochasi)] &

[do’(x3) CAUSE BECOME [lag’(x3 , [as’(feini, an dochas2)] &

-I [be’(ag’(sei, an dochas2)]

This clause is interesting in that, while causative, it has middle voice qualities. While 

the causing actor is not specified in the syntax, it is represented within the semantics 

of logical structure as an unknown. If it were expressed in the syntax, it would map to 

clause subject. In its absence, as we can see, the subject is elaborated by the undergoer 

participant. The controlling agentive force is therefore not specified, but is implicit in 

the construction. The clause therefore appears to indicate that the inanimate non

human undergoer motivated the action o f its own accord. These two attributes, the 

syntactic expression o f the undergoer as subject and the affectedness o f the undergoer, 

conform to the attributes o f middle constructions, as noted by Klaiman (1991:27), in 

that ‘’'’the middle, in contrast to the active, signals the subject’s coincidence with the 

locus o f  the action’s principal effects” and, in (1991: 105), that ‘‘"the middle, in 

contrast to the active, correlates with valence reduction or detransitivisation ... and 

... the middle implicates the logical subject’s affectedness’\

a:REL

fein.

:PP self:PART 

from him.
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In this particular example, the valence in the logical structure representation is one 

more than that found in the syntax. The valence o f the predicate in the syntax remains 

one less that the logical structure because the actor is not elaborated. The extra 

participant is implicit in the construction. The important factor here with respect to 

causation is that the clause exhibits an underlying schema of fictive motion of an 

abstract count NP, coding for an abstract state, from a location represented in the 

syntax by a concrete count NP.

4.3 Periphrastic Causation

In this section we characterise periphirastic causation. By periphrastic causative 

constructions we mean constructions that involve the use o f additional words in the 

clause to encode the causation, such constructions not being lexical or morphological 

causatives. We claim that the periphrastic causatives of modern Irish are built on a 

schema of caused motion (22) of an entity and encompass the taxonomy o f NP types 

in (23). We will provide evidence that the periphrastic causative construction of 

modem Irish is sensitive to interpretation as a prototypicality structure and that the 

schemata represent the extensions over this prototype from the base in (22a).

Underlying Schemata of Caused Movement

(22) a: X CAUSES Y to MOVE to LOCATION

b: X CAUSES STATE to MOVE to Y coded as LOCATION

c: X CAUSES Y to MOVE to LOCATION coded as STATE

d: X CAUSES Y to MOVE to STATE

We will demonstrate that the schema allows for a wide range o f causation 

constructions, from the caused motion of a concrete entity to an actual location, across 

to the caused motion of an individual into an abstract state. We will provide evidence 

in our analysis to support this claim and will demonstrate that the participants denoted 

as X and Y range over the NP types indicated above. Similarly, we will demonstrate 

that a location may be coded by either a common or proper NP, and that a state may 

be coded by an abstract mass NP or an abstract count NP, irrespective o f whether the 

state is coded as a location. In the periphrastic causative construction, the nominals
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can represent a) actual people, b) things, and c) locations, through to d) abstract states 

coded as locations.

(23) Taxonomy of nominals found with the caused motion schema

N

Common N

Count N Mass N

Abstract N Concrete N Abstract N Concrete N

The structure o f this section is as follows. After a general discussion in the next 

section on elements of the syntax of the construction with the verb cuir ‘put’, and the 

role that particular prepositions play in licensing different situation types, we proceed 

with the analysis detail. We divide the analysis into four subsections, each 

characterising a particular schema (22). Throughout the analysis o f this section, we 

will see that each of the basic Vendler classifications has a causative counterpart 

giving a causative state, causative activity, causative accomplishment and causative 

achievement. This is evident when the clauses are expressed in their underlying 

logical structure format. This supports the claim that the event perspective is 

necessary for an understanding o f interaction between the semantics and the syntax. 

Finally, at the end o f this section we summarise the evidence found.

4.3.1 The Template of the Cuir Verb and General Characteristics

The syntax of clauses that contain the cuir verb as a periphrastic causative has a 

number o f distinct typological attributes. In this section we give a preliminary 

example of such a clause and follow this with a discussion on its general 

characteristics. In the sections following we discuss the range of constructions 

involving caused motion found with this causative.

The example in (24) is typical of the caused motion construction in which an actor 

causes the undergoer to move into a state denoted by an abstract mass NP. This 

example o f a causative achievement uses the verb cuir ‘put’.
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(Seaghan Mhac Meanman: Mam Eile as an Mhdla Cheadna: 125)

(24) Chuir a chuid cainnte an-iongantas go dec orm.

Chuir a chuid cainnte

Put-V-PAST his-.PN POSS parf.QTY talk.N 

an-iongantas go deo orm.

much:EMP+wonder:N to:PP ever:ADV on:PP+me:PN 

Lit:’His pieces of talk put much amazement on me for ever’.

His talking caused me endless amazement.

[do’(ai’(cuid cainntc2 )) CAUSE INGR [be’(an-iongantas3 , [ar’(mc4 )])]]

The first participant is a concrete count NP, a chuid cainnte ‘his pieces of talk’, and is 

the instigator of the action. As such, it has the actor role in the logical structure and is 

the clause subject. The NP denotes the fragments of talk of an unspecified individual, 

an animate human. The undergoer of the action of the verb is encapsulated within the 

prepositional pronoun orm ‘on+me’ as a concrete count NP. This animate human 

participant is the clause object. The third participant in the logical structure denotes 

the abstract state an-iongantas ‘much wonder’, an abstract mass NP, into which the 

undergoer participant will move. This is the clause indirect object.

The verb cuir ‘put’ is used productively in many instances of causative achievement. 

The underlying schemata for the argument structure in the syntax and the 

corresponding logical structure is:

(25) [Chuir NP NP [PPar NP]] Argument Structure

(26) [do’(x) CAUSE ESIGR [be’(y, [ar’(z)])]] Logical Structure

where x: Actor participant

y: Theme (Undergoer if z is non human)

z: Undergoer participant if the participant is animate and human, 

otherwise theme.
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From the example constructions presented in this chapter using the verb cuir, we can 

see that there appears to be a tendency for the constructions to deliver an inchoative 

interpretation o f INGR, that is, an achievement, when the preposition is ar ‘on’. This 

also holds when the corresponding prepositional pronoun is used as a conflation of the 

preposition ar ‘on’ with an appropriate pronoun as [ar+PN], When the construction 

uses a different preposition (or prepositional pronoun), for instance i ‘in’ or leis 

‘with’, then the aspectual interpretation tends to be BECOME, that is, an 

accomplishment. The use o f the construction with the preposition go ‘to ’ also tends to 

deliver an accomplishment. This particular preposition, when used, indicates the path 

o f motion in the caused motion construction.

(27 )  [Chuir NP NP [PPj/ieis/go N P ]] Argument Structure

(28 )  [do’(x) CAUSE BECOME [be’(y, [i’(z )])l] Logical Structure

(29) [do’(x) CAUSE BECOME [be’(y, [leis’(z)])]] Logical Structure

(30) [do’(x) CAUSE BECOME [be’(y, [go’(z)])]] Logical Structure

In all instances, the verb is a three-place predicate. As a template for a causative 

construction, one finds that it used commonly, the participants being elaborated as 

appropriate. In the next section we examine examples o f this construction with 

particular reference to the types o f motion and nominals involved. We will 

demonstrate, for example, how the undergoer is caused to move to a location, caused 

to move to a state, how the undergoer is the location into which some state is placed, 

and how the undergoer is placed into a state that is represented as a location.

4,3.2 Caused Movement to a Location

In this section we examine clauses that demonstrate caused movement to a location. 

4.3.2.1 Analysis

This example demonstrates caused motion by an actor in which a proper N P  moves 

from a present, but unspecified, location to another actual location represented by a
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proper NP. The change involved as a consequence of the caused motion is an actual 

change of location, not o f state.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Glunta Rosciimachcr. 108)

(31) Chuir se Michedl O Cleirigh anall go hEirinn.

Put:V-PAST he:PN Micheal 6  Cleirigh:N across:ADV to:PP Ireland:N 

He sent Micheal O Cleirigh across to Ireland.

[do’(se,0) CAUSE BECOME [be’(Micheal 6  Cleirigh, [go’(Eireann)])]

In this example we have three participants in the clause. The first participant, se ‘he’ 

is an animate human actor coding for agency. The next participant Michedl O 

Cleirigh, a proper NP, is also animate and human and is the undergoer o f the verbal 

action. The path of motion of the action is coded by the preposition go ‘to’ and the 

third participant is Eireann ‘Ireland’, the goal. In this causative accomplishment 

construction we need to assume arrival at the goal even though this is not explicitly 

coded. While the actor was dispatched, we have no indication of arrival. We have 

therefore no specific confirmation o f the achievement end condition o f arrival in the 

new location.

In example (32) the undergoer is caused to move to a location. This sentence is 

complex and contains three clauses that exhibit a complete causal chain o f events. 

Clauses one and two are not causative but contribute to a causal chain. The most 

interesting of the clauses for this analysis is the third causative clause, as we will see.
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(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh; Mian na Marhh: 150)

(32) Thug me aon leim amhdin orthu agus chnag me comh gasta sin iad agus gur 

chuir me an bheirt 'un talaimh i gcuideachta a cheile.

Thug me aon leim amhdin orthu agus

Give:V-PAST I:PN one:QTY jump;N single:QTY on;PP+them:PN andiCONJ 

chnag me comh gasta sin iad agus

bump:V-PAST I;PN so:ADV hard:ADV that:DET themiPN and:CONJ 

gur chuir me an bheirt 'un talaimh

to:CONJ put:V-PAST I:PN theiDET two:NUM to:PP+the:DET ground.N 

i gcuideachta a cheile.

iniPP partsiN them:PN_POSS other:N

I gave one single jump on them and I bumped them so hard and (that) I put 

them two to the ground beside each other.

[do’(mei, [thug’[mei, [ag’(siad3 , aon leim amhain2 ))] &

[comh gasta sin’[do’[mei, [cnag’[mei, iads]]]]] &

[do’[mei] CAUSE

BECOME [be’(i gcuideachta a cheile’(an bheirta), [a r’(an talaimh^)])]]

The first clause has three participants in the logical structure. The first participant is 

an animate human me ‘I’, the subject o f the clause. The second participant is an 

inanimate non-human entity aon leim amhdin ‘one single jum p’, the theme o f the 

clause. The third participant is orthu, ‘on+them’, the undergoer and direct object of 

the clause. This clause is not causative and simply denotes an activity.

The second clause has two participants and denotes an activity that is inherently (i.e. 

lexically) inchoative in that it codes for a moment of direct physical contact between 

the two participants. In the logical structure we can see that the first participant me ‘F, 

a concrete count NP and the animate human actor, is the volitional instigator o f the 

action and the clausal subject. The second participant iad ‘ them’, is a concrete count 

NP and the undergoer. In the syntax this has accusative marking and is the direct 

object of the clause. The clause is not causative.
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The third clause has four participants. The first participant is me ‘I’, a concrete count 

NP. In the logical structure representation of the clause we can see that this is the 

instigating actor of the event. This participant is animate and human, and is the clause 

subject. The second participant, an bheirt ‘the two (people)’, a concrete count NP, is 

the undergoer of the clause and the direct object in the syntax. The third participant 

talamh ‘ground’, a concrete count NP, denotes the location at which they were placed 

as a result o f the verbal action. This participant is the object o f the preposition chun 

‘to+the’. The fourth participant cuideachta a cheile ‘beside each other’ follows post 

adjacent to the preposition i ‘in’ and codes the configuration that the participants 

found themselves in. The verb cuir is transactional and, as such, requires three 

participants. In this clause we have four, that is, one more than is necessary. Either of 

the two prepositional phrases (but not both) could be omitted and the clause would 

still be syntactically acceptable. The location and the configurational state o f the 

undergoer participants in this clause are as a direct consequence o f the action of the 

verb in this clause. They are also a consequence of the causal chain formed by the two 

events o f clause one and clause two such that:

(33) [Clause l ]A c t iv i ty  & [Clause 2]A ch ievem en t

CAUSE BECOME [Clause 3]Accompiishment

In this example o f caused motion the undergoer, a concrete count NP, moves to a 

location, represented by a concrete count NP, in a particular spatial configuration.

In example (34) below, the undergoer is caused to move to an actual location. The 

example in this clause contains three participants in its logical structure and three 

arguments in the syntax. The first participant is si ‘she’, a concrete count NP and an 

animate human actor that is the sentence subject. The second participant is 

coiriughadh ‘ornament’, a concrete count NP and an inanimate non-human entity. 

This participant is the undergoer and direct object. The third participant, the indirect 

object, is the goal at which location the undergoer is placed. In this example, we have 

a commitment to the end condition that results upon termination of the action. The 

situation type is inchoative in nature as the undergoer entity, coiriughadh ‘ornament’, 

is either on an dreisiur ‘the dresser’, a concrete count NP, or it is not. In this
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ditransitive construction it is evident that there is an inner inchoative event, denoted 

by INGR [ ... ] and a causing actor of the inner event, coded by do’(si) CAUSE in 

logical structure. This construction is a causative achievement.

(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh: Mian net Marhh: 20)

(34) Chuir si coiriughadh ur-nuaidh ar an dreisiur.

Chuir si coiriughadh ur-nuaidh

Put:V-PAST she:PN omament:N fresh;ADJ+new:ADJ

ar an dreisiur.

on;PP the:DET dresser:N

She put a new  ̂ornament on the dresser.

[do’(si') CAUSE INGR [be’[ar’(an dreisiur, [ur-nuaidh’(coiriughadh)])]]

In example (34) above we have caused motion where the actor causes the undergoer, a 

concrete count NP, to move to an actual location elaborated by a concrete count NP.

In (35) we have caused motion by an actor whereby the theme, an abstract count NP, 

moves to the undergoer, coded as the arrival destination point or location. This 

ditransitive clause has three participants in the logical structure representation and 

three arguments in the syntax.

(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh; Mian na Marhh: 95)

(35) Chuir se cuil an diabhail air fein.

Put:V-PAST he:PN back;N (of) the devil:N on:PP+him:PN self:PART

He put the devil’s back on himself.

[do’(se) CAUSE BECOME [be’[ar’(se’(fein), cuil an diabhail)]]

The first participant is se ‘he’, an animate human actor and sentence subject. The 

second participant cuil an diabhail ‘the devil’s back’, an abstract count NP, is the 

theme, and the third participant, air fein  ‘on him self a concrete count NP, is the

undergoer and direct object of the clause. The clause is reflexive through the use of
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the reflexive marker fe in  ‘se lf used in a post adjacent position to the undergoer 

participant. This codes for coreference between the direct object of the clause and the 

sentence subject, also a concrete count NP, which acts as its antecedent. These two 

arguments in the syntax therefore have identical attributes, that is, the direct object 

must have the same attributes as the subject argument, animate and human. The clause 

codes for a causative accomplishment.

A question can be raised as to whether all uses of cuir are equal, or are there two 

separate lexical entries involved? We can pose this question with reference to the 

examples in (34) and (35) which respectively have logical structure representations 

that contain [... CAUSE INGR ...] and [... CAUSE BECOME ...]. Since verbs and 

other predicating elements express aspects of states o f affairs, an adequate theory of 

lexical representation should represent explicitly the crucial distinctions which 

differentiate the different types of SoAs, e.g., taking place over time, being dynamic 

or having a temporal endpoint. Moreover, since the role o f a participant is a function 

of the SoA it is involved in, the semantic function o f an argument referring to a 

participant should follow from the representation of the verb or any other predicate 

coding the state of affairs. In this regard, we employ the RRG system of lexical of 

lexical representation for predicates and their arguments. That is, the approach to the 

depiction o f the lexical meaning is lexical decomposition, which involves 

paraphrasing verbs in terms of primitive elements in a well defined semantic 

language, as we discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4 The Need for A Metalanguage. 

The semantic representation o f the predicate in the nucleus is the kernel o f the 

semantic representation of the clause as a whole, and as such, the two representations 

are related. It is, however, necessary to distinguish the lexical meaning of the verb 

(which is found in its lexical entry in the lexicon) from the meaning it has in a 

particular clause in which it occurs. The motivations for the interpretation o f the 

appropriate Aktionsart type are contained in Chapter 3, Situation Types and the Irish 

Verb.

The example in (36) is complex in that it contains two clauses, both o f which are 

achievements. Both clauses exhibit causative motion whereby an undergoer is caused 

to move to a location. The sentence denotes a causal chain such that:
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( 3 6 )  [Clause 2]Achtevement CAUSE INGR [Clause 1 ]Achievement

(Padraig O Gallchobhair; Cditheamh na dTonn: 35)

(3 7 )  Baineadh stad as a rabh istoigh nuair a chuir se a cheann is teach ar an doras.

Baineadh stad as

(Someone) Take:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST start:N from:PP 

a rabh istoigh

that:REL be:SUBV inside:ADV

nuair a chuir se a cheann isteach

whenrCOND that;REL put:V-PAST he:PN his:PN_POSS head:N insideiADV 

ar an doras. 

on:PP theiDET door;N

A start was taken from all inside when he put his head inside the door.

[do’(sei) CAUSE INGR [be’(a i’(cheann2, [isteach’(a r’(an doras^))]))]] 

CAUSE [do’(bain’(xi, [as a rabh  isteach4’(stad5)]))] &

CAUSE INGR [be’(stads, [as’(a rabh isteaclu) ])]

The first clause is an example of caused motion whereby the theme stad ‘fright’, an 

abstract count NP, is caused to move from the undergoer, a concrete count NP that is 

schematically expressed a location. This second clause is also an example of caused 

motion where the undergoer is caused to move to a location. The undergoer and the 

location are both elaborated in the syntax by concrete count NPs.

The first clause contains a verb in the impersonal passive voice and an embedded 

relative clause. The first clause contains two arguments in the syntax. The first 

argument is stad  ‘start/fright’, an abstract count NP, and the second argument is as a 

rabh istoigh ‘from all (the people) that were inside’, a concrete count NP. Because of 

the impersonal passive verb deployed, no syntactic subject is coded and the direct 

object is stad  ‘start/fright’. The verb bain ‘take’ is transactional and as such can code 

for two or three arguments. In this example we have two arguments in the syntax, but 

three participants in the logical structure. The ‘extra’ participant is the impersonal 

actor. This is represented at the level of the semantics but does not find direct
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expression as an argument in the syntax. It is visible to the syntax however in that 

there is no clause subject and the object retains the same grammatical relation. For the 

impersonal passive, the valency level of the syntax is one less than is found in the 

semantics. The second clause is a causative achievement with three participants in its 

logical structure and three arguments in the syntax. The first participant in this clause 

is se ‘he’, a concrete count NP and an animate human actor that is the clause subject. 

The second participant a cheann ‘his head’, is a concrete count NP, and denotes an 

inalienable body part of the actor. The third participant of this clause is contained 

within a prepositional phrase isteach ar an dor as ‘inside on the door’ and codes the 

location at which the second participant will reside upon termination of the action of 

the verb.

4.3.3 Caused Movement of a State onto an Undergoer Coded as a Location

In this section we examine clauses that exhibit caused movement of a state onto an 

undergoer that is coded as a location.

4.3.3.1 Analysis

This clause in (38) is an example of caused motion caused by an actor where the state 

elaborated by the abstract count NP is moved onto the undergoer, a concrete count 

NP. The undergoer is specified as a location.

This sentence has two clauses. The first clause uses the verb cuir ‘put’ and is therefore 

a three-argument predicate. The clause has three arguments and the logical structure 

representation of the verb has three participant roles. The first argument in the syntax 

immediately following the verb is si ‘she’, a concrete count NP and the clause subject. 

This has the first participant role in the logical structure as the actor. The undergoer 

participant is conflated with a prepositional pronoun based on the pronoun ar ‘on’. 

This is the clause object. The third participant in logical structure is the NP 

draoidheacht ‘magic’, an abstract count NP that denotes the end-state that will be 

moved to the undergoer upon termination of the verbal activity. The time that the 

event occurred at an chead uair ‘the first time’ is coded with the relative clause 

containing a lexical achievement predicate connaic ‘see’.
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(Seamus 6  Grianna; Le Clap-Sholus: 45)

(38) Agus gan bhreig gan didhbheil chuir si draoidheacht arm a' chead uair 

a chonnaic me i.

Agus gan bhreig gan didhbheil

And;CONJ without:PP lie:N without:PP exaggeration:N

chuir si draoidheacht arm

put:V-PAST she:PN magic:N on:PP+me:PN

a'chead uair a chonnaic me i.

the.DET+first'.NUM time.N that;REL see;V-PAST 1;PN her.PN

And without lie or without exaggeration, she put a spell on me the first time

that I saw her.

[Agus gan bhreig gan aidhbheir(do’(si'i,

[an cead uaire’(do’(me2 , [connaic’(mc2 , 1'l)]))]))

CAUSE INGR [be’(draoidheacht3 , [ar’(me2 )])]]

The second clause in (38) has two arguments and the verb connaic ‘see’ is inherently 

inchoative. The logical structure representation of the verb has two participant roles 

coded. The first participant is me T’, an animate human experiencer and actor. The 

second participant is the undergoer of the action and the syntactic direct object within 

this clause. In this sentence we therefore have a lexical achievement causing a 

downstream achievement. The undergoer of the achievement of first clause is the 

instigator of the causation within the second clause.

4.3.4 Caused M ovement to a State Coded as a Location

In this section we examine clauses that code caused movement to a state coded as a 

location.

4.3.4.1 Analysis

Example (40) is complex and contains three clauses. The first clause is a caused 

achievement. The second clause is an inherently bounded activity and therefore an 

accomplishment. The third clause is a caused accomplishment. Together they 

represent a causal event chain in which one event follows the other and where the
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second and third events are made possible by their respective immediately preceding 

events. The first event does not cause the second event or the second event cause the 

third event, The downstream events are instead allowed or facilitated because of the 

previous occurrence of the upstream events. In this sentence we have a chain of 

facilitated events indicated by the following;

( 3 9 )  [C lause IjAchievement [ClaUSC 2 ] A c c o m p l i s h m e n t  [ClaUSe 3 ] A c c o m p l i s h m e n t

In this complex example we have, in clause 1, a caused motion whereby the actor 

causes a state, an abstract count NP, to move onto the undergoer, a concrete count NP. 

In clause 2, the actor causes an abstract count NP to move from an actual location, a 

concrete count NP. In clause 3, the actor causes the undergoer, a concrete count NP 

to move into a state denoted by an abstract mass NP. The state in this instance is 

schematically expressed as a location.

The first clause is ditransitive with three participants in its logical structure and three 

arguments in the syntax. The first participant of this clause is the human and animate 

actor Seamus, a proper NP. The second participant is beo ‘life’, an abstract count NP, 

and the third participant, the actual undergoer is the non-human and inanimate entity a 

pMopa ‘his pipe’, a concrete count NP.
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair: Cditheamh na dTonn\ 97)

(40) Chuir Seamus beo ar a phiopa, agus bhain toit no dho as,

gur chuir se fd  ghal i gceart e.

Chuir Seamus beo ar a phiopa, agus

Put:V-PAST SeamusiN life:N on:PP his:PN_POSS pipe:N andiCONJ

bhain toit no dho as,

take:V-PAST smoke:N oriCONJ two:QTY from:PP

gur chuir se fd  ghal i gceart e.

that:CONJ put:V-PAST he:PN undenADV smoke:N in:PP correct:VN it:PN

Seamus put life on his pipe, and took a smoke or two from it,

and put it under smoke properly.

[do’(Seamusi) CAUSE INGR [be’( beo2 , [a r’(a ,’(piopa3 ))]] &

[do’(proi, [bain’(proi, [as’(pro3 , toit no dho)])])] &

CAUSE INGR [be’(toit, [as’Cproj)])] «fe

[do’(sei) CAUSE BECOME (be’(i’(gceart’(fa’(ghal4’(e3))))))]

The second clause is semantically ditransitive with three participants coded in its 

logical structure representation but syntactically, only one argument is present. The 

first and third participants are indicated in the logical structure by pro| and pro3 , 

respectively, which co-refer to entities in the first clause. The undergoer is toit ‘(a 

draw of) smoke’, an abstract count NP. The third clause contains three participants of 

which the first is a pronoun that refers to the animate human actor o f the first clause. 

The same participant is the actor o f this clause and clause subject. The undergoer and 

second participant is e ‘it’ and this refers to the inanimate smoking pipe of the clause. 

The third participant is gal ‘smoke’, a concrete mass NP, and this codes the final end 

condition o f the causal chain.

We show in the example in (41) how an abstract state, represented by the abstract 

mass NP, is caused to move by the actor onto the undergoer, a proper NP. The 

undergoer is schematically expressed as a location.
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair; Cdifheamh na dTonn: 184)

(41) Chuir rinnce na greine i mbrollach na mara mine draoidheacht eigin 

ar Mhaghnus.

Chuir rinnce na greine

Put;V-PAST dancingiVN the;DET-pl sun:N 

i mbrollach na mara mine

in:PP bosomiN the;DET-pl sea:N smooth.ADJ 

draoidheacht eigin ar Mhaghnus. 

magic:N some:QTY on Maghnus:N

LIT:’The dancing of the sun in the bosom of the smooth sea put 

some magic on Maghnus’.

The dancing of the sun on top of the calm sea put some spell on Maghnus.

[do’(i’(brollach na mara mme’(ag’(rince’(na greine)))))

CAUSE INGR [be’(draoidheacht eigin, [a r’(Maghnus)])]]

This example has a construction using the verb cuir ' p u t a three-place predicate. The 

syntax has three arguments. The first argument is the effector/instigator o f the action 

and is therefore the actor. The first argument, rinnce na greine i mbrollach na mara 

mine ‘the dancing o f the sun in the bosom of the smooth sea’, is complex and consists 

o f a single argument verbal noun coding a progressing activity and its internal subject 

argument along with a location, denoted by the preposition i ‘in’, where the 

progressing activity occurs. The verbal noun is a single argument predicate. The first 

argument therefore has the following schema.

(42) [ [V N  NPsubjec] [PPlocation N P ]  ]

The undergoer participant of the logical structure o f the clause is Maghnus, a proper 

NP and an animate human. In the syntax, this participant elaborates the argument 

within the prepositional phrase fronted by ar ‘on’ as its object. The third argument is 

draoidheacht eigin ‘some magic’, an abstract mass NP representing an inanimate non

human entity that is instantaneously caused to move onto Maghnus as a consequence 

of the action of the verb. This argument represents the end state. The clause codes for
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a causative achievement situation type that has an unbounded progressing activity as 

its instigator.

The example in (43) following demonstrates an undergoer caused to move into a state 

expressed in the syntax by an abstract mass NP and schematically represented as a 

location.

(PMraig 6  Gallchobhair: Cditheamh na dTonn: 58)

(43) Chuir sin Mdire a mheabhru arais ach nil fhios ach ag Dia agus a id  fe in  ce 

na smaointe a reath fr id  a cionn.

Chuir sin Mdire a mheabhru arais ach

Put:V-PAST that:DET Maire at:PP remembering:VN backiADV but:CONJ 

nil fhios ach ag Dia agus

notiNEG know:V-PAST but:CONJ at:PP GodiN andrCONJ 

a id  fe in  ce na smaointe

at:PP+her:PN self:PART what.Q the;DET thoughts;N 

a reath fr id  a cionn.

that'.REL run;V-PAST through.ADV her.PN POSS headiN

That put Maire remembering back but no one knows except God and herself 

what thoughts ran through her head.

[do’(sin) CAUSE BECOME [be’[ag’(m eabhru a ra is’(Maire))]]] &

[ach nil fhios ach ag Dia agus a id  fein  ce na smaointe a reath fr id  a cionn].

This construction is complex. The first clause contains an argument of unspecified 

reference sin ‘that’ which serves as the effector initiator o f the action, the actor 

participant of the logical structure and is the clause subject. The second argument is 

Mdire, an animate human undergoer o f the action of the verb and a proper NP. The 

verbal action that Mdire undergoes is denoted by the verbal noun phrase, a mheabhru 

‘at remembering’, that is, the state into which Mdire was caused to move by the actor 

is denoted by the verbal noun as though it was a location. Mdire is therefore the 

subject of the verbal noun. The inanimate non-human actor o f the first clause causes a
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progressive activity coded by the use o f the verbal noun. This inner event is the 

progressing unbounded activity o f which Mdire is the undergoer. The cause o f this 

inner event, sin ‘that’, is coded as the actor of the clause. A consequence of the coding 

of the causer is a rearrangement of the grammatical relations in the syntax. We have 

already indicated that sin ‘that’ is now the subject. The displaced subject of the inner 

event is now presented in the syntax as the direct object. Causation therefore increases 

the valency in the logical structure by one as a consequence o f coding the instigator 

and it rearranges the grammatical relations of the affected participants.

The example in (44) is o f a caused motion whereby the actor, a concrete count NP, 

causes the undergoer, a concrete count NP, to move to a state, an abstract mass NP, 

that is schematically expressed as a location.

(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair; Cditheamh na dTonn: 141)

(44) Chuir sin ag smaointeadh e ar an tamall a bhi caithte i Meiriced aige.

Chuir sin ag smaointeadh e ar an tamall

Put;V-PAST that:DET at;PP thinking:VN him:PN on:PP the:DET time:N 

a bhi caithte i Meiriced aige.

that:REL be:SUBV-PAST spentiVA in:PP America;N at;PP+him:PP 

LIT:’That put him thinking on the time that was spent by him in America’.

That set him thinking about the time that was spent by him in America.

[do’(sini) CAUSE BECOME [be’(ag’(smaointeadh’(e2 , [a r’(an tam alb)]))] 

REL [be’(caith’(pro3 , [i’[Meircea4 , [ag’(se i)]]))] ]

or alternatively,

[do’(sini) CAUSE BECOME

[be’(ag’(smaointeadh’(c2 , [a r’(an tamall, [be’(caith’(pro3 , [i’[Meircea4 , 

[ag’(se2 ) ] ] ))])]))]

This sentence is complex in that it contains a verbal noun with an embedded relative 

clause that contains a personal passive construction. The primary clause has the verb
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cuir ‘put’ that is a three-place predicate requiring three participants in its logical 

structure and three arguments in the syntax, a subject, object and indirect object. The 

primary clause is a caused accomplishment that contains an embedded progressing 

activity and a passive voice construction.

The actor participant and sentence subject sin ‘that’ is a concrete count NP and an 

non-human entity o f unspecified reference. The animate and human second 

participant, the undergoer and direct object of the syntax, is e ‘him’, a concrete count 

NP. The third participant o f the logical structure and indirect object is smaointeadh 

‘thinking’, an abstract mass NP. This participant is a verbal noun, the object of the 

preposition ag ‘at’, and which signifies entry into a state o f progressing activity. The 

subject of the verbal noun is the second participant e ‘him’. Because this participant is 

elaborated by a pronoun with accusative marking it is not left positioned in its 

expected canonical template position but occurs in clause final position before the 

oblique phrases. This second participant is the object o f the verb cuir ‘put’. This is a 

common feature o f object pronouns (Tallerman 1998a: 29ff, 1998b: 6\6ff). The object 

o f the verbal noun is the NP tamall ‘time’. This NP is contained within a prepositional 

phrase as its object ar an tamall ‘on the time’. The verbal noun therefore has its own 

argument structure with a subject and object. It also contains the embedded relative 

clause, a personal passive construction. This passive construction uses a substantive 

verb and the verbal action is represented in the syntax by the verbal adjective caithe 

‘spent’. The demoted actor o f this clause is downstream in an oblique position and 

contained in the prepositional pronoun, as a conflation o f preposition and pronoun, as 

aige ‘at+him’. The object of the personal passive construction is an tamall ‘the time’. 

This appears in left shifted position as the object of the preposition ar ‘on’, as 

discussed above.

This type of periphrastic construction with the preposition ar ‘on’ is very commonly 

used. We demonstrate this with a cluster o f examples that have the same underlying 

schema and to which the same general analysis can be applied. In clause (45) the 

undergoer is Bhrighid, a proper NP. The theme is a state imnidhe ‘worry’, an abstract 

mass NP, into which the undergoer will move as a result o f the causation. The 

undergoer is coded as a location.
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(Seosamh Mhac Grianna: Dochartach Dhuibhlionna: 38)

(45) Chuir sin imnidhe ar Bhrighid.

Put:V-PAST that'.DET worry.N on;PP Brighid.N 

Lit: ’That put worry on Brighid’.

That caused Bridhid to be worried.

[do’(sin) CAUSE INGR [be’(imnidhe, [a r’(Brighid)])]]

Example (46) is very similar to the previous example, the difference being that the 

undergoer is orm ‘on+me’, a prepositional pronoun that conflates the preposition with 

the pronoun to function as a concrete count NP. The theme is the state imnidhe 

‘worry’, an abstract mass NP, into which the undergoer will move as a result of the 

causation.

(Seamus 6  Grianna: Le Clap-Sholus: 22!)

(46) Chuir sin imnidhe orm.

Put:V-PAST that:DET worry:N on:PP+me:PN 

Lit; ’That put worry on me’.

That caused me to be worried.

[do’(sin) CAUSE INGR [be’(imnidhe, [a r’(me)])]]

In example (47) the undergoer is seo ‘this’. The theme is the state mothughadh feirge 

‘feeling of anger’. This is a phrase that contains a verbal noun and an abstract state as 

an abstract mass NP, into which the undergoer will move as a result o f the causation.

(Seamus O Grianna: Le C/ap-Sholus: 255)

(47) Chuir seo mothughadh feirge orm.

Put:V-PAST this:DET feel:VN anger:N on:PP+me:PN 

Lit: ’This put a feeling o f anger on me’.

This caused me to feel angry.

[do’(seo) CAUSE INGR [be’(ag’(m othughadh’(feirge, [a r’(me)])))]]
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In example (48) the state that the undergoer will move to as a result of the causation is 

lasair theineadh ‘a flash of fire’ meaning ‘passion’, an abstract mass NP, whereas in 

example (49), the undergoer is a concrete count NP expressed in the syntax as the 

prepositional pronoun orm ‘on+me’. The state, which will be placed by the Active 

movement of the action onto the undergoer, is cul mor ‘resourcefulness’, an abstract 

mass NP.

(Seamus O Grianna; An Clar is an Fhoireann: 34)

(48) Chuir a ’ t-amhran sin lasair theineadh in mo chuidfola.

Chuir a't-amhrdn sin lasair theineadh

Put:V-PAST the:DET+song;N that:DET flash:N fire:N 

in mo chuid fola.

in:PP my:ADJ_POSS part;QTY blood:N 

LIT: ‘That song put a flash o f fire in my blood.’

That song put passion in my blood.

[do’(an t-amhran sin) CAUSE

INGR [be’(lasair theineadh, [in’(m o’(chuid fola)])]]

(Seamus 6  Grianna; An Cldr is an Fhoireann'. 38)

(49) Chuir eagna an tseanduine cul mor orm.

Chuir eagna an tseanduine cul mor

Put;V-PAST prudence the.DET old;ADJ+person;N back.N largetADJ 

orm.

oniPP me;PN

Lit: ’The prudence of the old person put huge reserves on me’.

The old folk’s prudence made me very resourceful.

[do’(eagna an tseanduine) CAUSE INGR [be’(cul mor, [a r’(me)])]]

In (50), the first argument is an entity of unspecified reference. In the logical structure 

this elaborates the actor role and links to the clause subject. The undergoer role is
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elaborated by a prepositional pronoun air ‘on+him’, a concrete count NP that 

represents an animate human. The resulting abstract end state coded is a shdith 

iongantais ‘his fill of wonder’, an abstract mass NP. Because the clause encodes the 

sense that the action made the undergoer full instantaneously, the situation type is a 

caused achievement. In this example, the abstract state coded by the abstract mass NP 

is caused to move by the actor into the undergoer coded by the concrete count NP.

(Seaghan Mhac Meanman; Mam Eile as an Mhdla Cheadna: 78)

(50) Chuir sin a shdith iongantais air.

Put:V-PAST thatiDET his:PN_POSS full:N wonder:N on:PP+him:PN 

Lit; T h a t put his full amazement on him’.

That made him full o f amazement.

[do’(sini) CAUSE INGR [be’(a2 ’(saith’(iongantas3 )), [a r’(se2 )])]]

In the example (51) following we have caused motion by an actor whereby the 

undergoer, a proper NP, moves from an existing condition to a state represented by an 

abstract count NP and schematically expressed as a location.

(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair: Cditheamh na dTonn: 142)

(51) Chuir sin Donnchadh 6 obair.

Put:V-PAST that:DET DonnchadhiN from:PP work;N 

That put Donnchadh out of work.

[do’(sin) CAUSE BECOME (be’(Donnchadh, [o’(obair)]))]

This clause is a causative accomplishment. The clause contains the verb cuir ‘put’, a 

three-place predicate. The logical structure o f the clause has three participants and the 

clause has three arguments. The first participant in logical structure is sin ‘that’, a 

non-human entity o f unspecified reference and effector o f the caused action. This is 

the actor and clause subject. The second participant, the undergoer and direct object o f 

the clause is Donnchadh, a proper NP and an animate human. The third participant is 

obair ‘work’ is an abstract count NP and appears in the syntax as the object argument
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of the preposition 6 ‘from’. In this construction, we are committed to the end state as a 

consequence of the specific preposition used.

4.3.5 Caused Movement to a State

In this section we examine clauses that code caused movement to a state.

4.3.5.1 Analysis

The sentence in (53) contains three clauses that denote a chain of events of which two 

form a causal chain. The first clause is a causative accomplishment. The second 

clause is an activity and the third clause is caused achievement. The third clause 

contains an instance of a noun used as a verbal predicate. The event of the third clause 

is a direct causal consequence of the action denoted within the second clause such 

that:

(52) [Clause I J c a u s a t l v e  Accomplishment &

[[Clause 2]A ctivity  [Clause 3 ]cau $ ed  Achievement]

The verb in the first clause is cuir ‘put’, a three-place predicate. The first participant is 

se ‘he’, an animate human entity and the volitional instigator of the action. This 

participant is the clause subject. The second participant is an cheasla ‘the paddle’, a 

concrete count NP and a non-human and inanimate undergoer that is the direct object. 

The third participant is toiseach an churraigh ‘the width of the currach’ ,̂ a concrete 

count NP. This participant is fronted by the preposition ar ‘on’. Because the verb is 

transactional the third participant is always the object of a preposition, as we see with 

ar toiseach an churraigh ‘on the width of the currach’.

In this clause we have an example of caused motion where the actor causes the 

undergoer to move to a location. The undergoer and the location are elaborated by 

concrete count NPs.

2 .
A currach is a type of boat used along the Atlantic coast of Ireland.
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair; Cditheamh na dTonn: 171)

(53) Chuir se an cheasla trasna ar thoiseach an churraigh, 

tharraing air a phiopa agus dhearg e.

Chuir se an cheasla trasna

Put:V-PAST he:PN the:DET paddleiN across:ADV 

ar thoiseach an 

on;PP breadth'.N (of) the.DET

churraigh, tharraing air a phiopa agus

currach:N pull:V-PAST on:PP hisrPN POSS pipe:N and:CONJ 

dhearg e.

redden:V-PAST it:PN

He put the oar across the width o f the currach, pulled on his pipe and 

reddened it.

[do’(se,) CAUSE

BECOME [be’(an cheaslai, [trasna’[a r’(thoiseach an churraighs)]])] & 

[do’(proi, [tharraing’(proi, [a r’(a’(piopa4 ))])])] &

[do’(proi, [dearg’(proi, 6 4 )]) CAUSE ESIGR [be’(dearg’(e4 )]]

The second clause has the verb tharraing ‘pull’ and one argument in the syntax. The 

clause is syntactically intransitive. The logical structure o f the verb in the clause 

reveals that it is semantically transitive having two participants. The participant that is 

not expressed in the syntax is the actor. This is represented by proi in the logical 

structure and co-refers to the participant that elaborates the subject argument in the 

first clause. The single argument expressed in the syntax is fronted the preposition air 

‘on’ and by a possessive pronoun a ‘his’ which also co-refers to the subject argument 

in the first clause se ‘he’. The syntactic single argument of this clause is piopa ‘pipe’, 

a concrete count NP and a non-human inanimate participant, and the undergoer o f the 

logical structure.

The third clause contains a single syntactic argument, the pronoun e ‘it’ which co- 

refers to the syntactic single argument of the previous clause piopa ‘pipe’. The 

pronoun has accusative marking suggesting that the verb, as used in the clause.
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requires two participants within the logical structure. The missing argument in the 

syntax is the actor participant in the logical structure. This is expressed in the logical 

structure by proi and co-refers to the actor participant of the logical structure of the 

first clause.

The clause is an example of causation whereby the undergoer is moved to a state 

denoted by an abstract mass NP. In this example this process is lexicalised as a verb. 

The third clause is therefore also interesting for this reason. The predicate dearg is 

normally considered to be in the first instance a noun. The predicate dearg can also be 

used as an adjective to denote an attribute of some nominal entity. When dearg is 

used as an adjective it must appear immediately post adjacent to the right of the NP 

that it is associated with.

(54) ‘red’.

(55) [x:N dearg'.ADi] ‘(a) red x’.

In the third clause of our example dearg is used as a verbal predicate. To be used in 

this manner the verb requires a syntactic argument structure that is motivated by an 

underlying lexical semantics, which we represent with the logical structure 

representation below.

(56) [JeargiVxiNP^^rNP] Syntactic Argument Structure

(57) [do’(x, [dearg’(x, y) CAUSE INGR [be’(dearg’(y))J Logical Structure

where: x: Actor participant

y: Undergoer participant

The use of dearg as a verbal predicate denotes the process whereby a specified 

undergoer entity receives a certain state, and that state being described by the N or 

ADJ form. An entity either is, or is not, dearg. The caused change of state denoted by 

the verbal predicate is therefore inchoative and lexically the situation type is an 

achievement.
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A similar complex example that makes use of dearg ‘redden’ as a verbal predicate 

follows. The sentence contains five clauses that form an event chain. We will examine 

these in some detail. The fifth clause demonstrates caused motion o f the undergoer 

into a state.

The first clause contains an impersonal passive construction with an impersonal actor 

denoted in the logical structure and visible to the syntax. The undergoer is a thobaca 

‘his tobacco’, a concrete mass NP. This is the first argument in the clause syntax and 

the object o f the clause. The second syntactic argument is the prepositional pronoun 

do ‘for+him’, a concrete count NP, and indirect object.

(Seaghan MacMeanman: Cruthadh an Phocditr. 135)

(5 8 ) Fuarthas a thobaca do, ghearr se e, spion e, chuir i n-a gholai e, a's dhearg e.

Fuarthas a thobaca do,

(Someone) got:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST his:PN_POSS tobacco:N for:PP+him:PN 

ghearr se e, spion e,

cut:V-PAST he:PN it:PN peel:V-PAST it:PN 

chuir i n-a gholai e,

put:V-PAST in;PP his:PN_POSS pipebowhN it;PN 

a ’s dhearg e.

andiCONJ redden:V-PAST it:PN

Someone got his tobacco for him, he cut it, peeled it, put it is his pipebowl and 

reddened it.

[do’(xi, [fuair’(xi, [dOfor’(se2, [a2’(tobaca3)])])])] &

[do’(se2, (gearr’(se2, 63) &

[do’(pro2, (spion’(pro2, 63) &

[do’(pro2) CAUSE BECOME [be’(e3, [i’(a2’(golai'4))])] 

&

[do’(pro2, [dearg’(pro2, 63)]) CAUSE INGR [be’(dearg’(e3))J]

In the logical structure, the actor o f the construction is not elaborated but retains a 

participant position. The valency of the syntax is therefore one less than that indicated
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within the logical structure. The second clause contains an accomplishment with two 

participants. The first participant is se ‘he’, an animate human actor. The second 

participant is e ‘it’, a concrete count NP and non-human inanimate entity co- 

referential with the first syntactic argument o f the first clause, a thobaca ‘his tobacco’. 

The third clause contains an accomplishment with one syntactic argument e ‘it’ with 

accusative marking which indicates that it is the clause object. The logical structure 

representation has, however, two participants. The first participant is pro2, which is 

co-referential with the actor of the previous clause, sej ‘he’, a concrete count NP and 

an animate human actor. The second participant in the logical structure is e ‘it’ a 

concrete count NP and a non-human inanimate entity co-referential with the first 

syntactic argument of the first clause elaborated by the concrete mass NP, a thobaca 

‘his tobacco’.

The fourth clause is a causative accomplishment with two arguments in the syntax but 

three participants in the logical structure of the verb within the clause. The verb cuir 

‘put’ is a three-place predicate. The object o f the clause is e ‘it’ and because this is a 

pronoun in object position it appears in clause final position. The indirect object o f the 

clause / n-a gholai ‘in his pipebowl’ therefore appears before the direct object in word 

order as a consequence of the use o f the object pronoun. The actor participant in the 

logical structure is elaborated by pro2 which is co-referential with the actor o f the 

second clause, SC2 ‘he’, an animate human actor. In this clause we have an example of 

caused motion whereby the actor causes the undergoer to move into a location. The 

undergoer and the location are both elaborated in the syntax by concrete count NPs.

The final clause contains the verbal predicate dhearg ‘redden’ with a single argument 

in the syntax. This argument has accusative marking denoting it as the clause object. 

As we have indicated from the previous analysis of dearg as a verb, this is a two place 

predicate, the logical structure representation o f which has the actor participant 

elaborated by pro2, and co-referential with the actor of the second clause, SC2 ‘he’, an 

animate human actor. The second participant is e ‘it’, a non-human inanimate entity 

co-referential with the first syntactic argument o f the first clause, the concrete mass 

NP a thobaca ‘his tobacco’.
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In this clause we have an example o f caused motion by an actor where the undergoer 

is caused to move into the state denoted by an abstract mass NP. The process is 

lexicalised as a verb.

The clause following (60) is an example of caused motion in which the undergoer, a 

concrete count NP, moves into a state, that is, the undergoer was caused to move by 

the actor from a previously existing state to an end state represented by an abstract 

count NP.

This clause has three participants o f which the first is an inanimate non-human actor, 

an effector, that is the clause subject. The second participant deireadh ‘end’ denotes 

the theme and the end-state that befalls the undergoer of the clause liomsa ‘to+me’, a 

prepositional pronoun conflated with a concrete count pronoun. This prepositional 

pronoun is the direct object of the sentence. The undergoer is human and animate. The 

verb cuir ‘put’ is transactional and requires three arguments in its syntactic 

expression. The clause codes for a causative accomplishment.

(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh: Mian na Morhh'. 150)

(59) Chuir an troid sin deireadh liom-sa.

Put:V-PAST the:DET fight:N that:DET end:N with:PP+me:PN+EMP 

LIT:’The fight there put an end to me’.

That fight put an end to me.

[do’(an troid sin) CAUSE BECOME [be’(deireadh, [le’(me)])]]

In this construction (60) the undergoer was caused to move into the state denoted, that 

is, tamall uaigneach ‘lonely time’, the caused end state and an abstract count NP. The 

construction in this example is causative and creates an end state. The first participant, 

a concrete count NP, is an undergoer of the action of the verb, not an instigating actor. 

The second participant tamall uaigneach ‘lonely time’, is an abstract count NP, and 

describes what the undergoer underwent. The final participant, sin ‘that’, denotes 

some unspecified reference, after which the action of the clause happened. It is a 

milestone marker after which the event occurred.
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(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh: Mian na Marhh: 16)

(60) Chuir si isteach tamall uaigneach go leor ina dhiaidh sin.

Chuir si isteach tamall uaigneach go leor 

Put:V-PAST she:PN inside:N time;N lonely:ADJ to:PP welhADV

ina dhiaidh sin.

in;PP+her;PN after.ADV that;DET 

She put in some lonely time after that.

[ina dhiadh sin’(do’(si, [cuir’(sf, [insteach’(tamall uaigneach go leor)])]))] & 

CAUSE [be’(si, uaigneach)]

In (61), we have an example of caused motion in which the undergoer, an abstract 

count NP, moves into a state, that is, the undergoer was caused to move by the actor 

from a depictive state to an end state represented by an abstract count NP.

(Niall O Domhnaill: Na Glirnta Rosannacha: 61)

(61) Chuir na siopai deireadh leis an tseandoigh bhealha.

Chuir na siopai deireadh

Put:V-PAST the:DET-pl shopsiN end:N 

leis an tseandoigh bheatha. 

withrPP the:DET old:ADJ+ways:N life:N 

The shops put an end to the old ways of life.

[be’[an tseandoigh bheatha ] &

[do’ (na siopai, 0)

CAUSE BECOME [deireadh’(leis’(an tseandoigh bheatha))]

& -i[be’[an tseandoigh bheatha ]

This example is a causative accomplishment. The subject is an inanimate actor, an 

effector, and not an agent. The undergoer is the abstract count NP an tseandoigh
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bheatha ‘ the old ways o f life’. The clause is ditransitive with three participants in 

logical structure and three arguments in the syntax. The compound seanddigh ‘old 

ways’ has an adjective as a prefix synthetically joined to the noun. Normally we find 

the adjective occurs as a separate word immediately after the noun. In this causative 

accomplishment construction we have an implied depictive state that held prior to the 

caused event and an actual end state the holds after the event.

In example (62) we have the abstract count NP causing the undergoer, a concrete 

count NP, to move into a state denoted by an abstract mass NP.

(Seamus O Grianna: Le Clop-Sholus: 255)

(62) Bhuail Michedl Ruadh smitm orm a chuir greadfach ionnam.

Bhuail Michedl Ruadh smitm orm.

Hit:V-PAST MicheahN Ruadh:N blow:N on;PP+me:PN 

a chuir greadfach ionnam

that.REL put:V-PAST pain:N in:PP+me:PN 

Lit:‘Micheal Ruadh hit a blow on me that put pain in me’.

Micheal Ruadh hit me a blow that caused me pain.

[do’([do’(Micheal Ruadh, [buail’(Micheal Ruadh, [a r’(me, smitm)])])]) 

CAUSE BECOME (be’(i’(me, greadfach)))]

The sentence in this example contains two clauses, a primary clause and a relative 

clause. The primary clause uses the verb buail ‘hit’ and is a three-argument predicate 

as used here. The logical structure o f the verb in the primary clause reflects this. The 

actor role is elaborated by Michedl Ruadh, a proper NP and an animate human, and 

the undergoer is elaborated by the prepositional pronoun orm ‘on+me’ that conflates 

the preposition ar ‘on’ with the pronoun me ‘me’ as a concrete count NP. The entity 

in motion, the theme, is smitm  ‘blow’, an abstract count NP. When the theme makes 

contact with the undergoer the action terminates and the undergoer moves in to a state 

o f greadfach ‘pain’. The action is inchoative in nature and therefore the situation type 

of the primary clause is an achievement. The relative clause, the second clause, 

contains the verb cuir ‘put’ and requires three arguments in the syntax. Three
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participants are needed within the logical structure o f the verb. The actor in the logical 

structure o f the verb cuir in this clause is smitin ‘blow’. This is left positioned in the 

primary clause as the indirect object of that clause. The undergoer is the prepositional 

pronoun ionnam ‘in+me’, a concrete count NP and the theme is greadfach ‘pain’, an 

abstract mass NP. In this sentence we have a lexical achievement causing an 

accomplishment. The theme of the first event, the abstract count NP smitin ‘blow’, is 

the actor o f the second event.

In (63) we have caused motion where an unspecified actor, that we know to be human 

and animate, causes the undergoer, a concrete count NP, to move into a state denoted 

by an abstract mass NP.

(Seaghan Mhac Meanman; Cralhadh an Phocdin: 153)

(63) Chualathas anois ceol na bpiob ag teacht 6 dhd cheann na srdide agus chuir 

sin fuillsceadh faoi a raibh ag eisteacht.

Chualathas anois ceol na bpiob

Hear:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST now:ADV music:N the:DET pipes:N 

ag teacht 6 dhd cheann na srdide

at:PP coming:VN fromiPP two:NUM head:N the:DET street:N 

agus chuir sin fuillsceadh

andiCONJ put:V-PAST that:DET passion:N 

fao i a raibh ag eisteacht.

under:ADV that:REL be;SUBV-PAST atiPP listening;VN

Lit:’(One) now heard the music o f the pipes coming from both ends o f the 

street and it put passion into all that were listening’.

People now heard the music o f the pipes coming from both ends of the street 

and it put passion into all that were listening.

[anois’[do’(xi, [chuala’(xi,

[6’(dha cheann na sraide3’([ag’(teach’(ceol na bpi'oba))]))])])]

& [do’(sin2) CAUSE

BECOME (be’(faoi’(be’(ag’(eisteacht’(xi), fuillsceadlu)))))] ]
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This complex sentence has two clauses. The first clause is an impersonal passive 

construction with an impersonal actor not expressed in the syntax as an argument, and 

a direct object ceol na bpi'ob ‘music of the pipes’. The NP ceol na bpiob ‘music of the 

pipes’ is also the subject of the oblique argument fronted by the preposition and 

verbal noun ag teacht ‘at+coming’. The verbal noun denotes a one-place predicate. 

The logical structure of the clause indicates that the role of the actor of the impersonal 

is not elaborated but is visible to the syntax. Typically, this impersonal actor is human 

and animate but remains indeterminate.

The second clause after the conjunction agus ‘and’ codes for a causative 

accomplishment and uses the three place transactional predicate cuir ‘put’. The first 

participant in the logical structure of this clause is sin ‘that’. In this instance, sin ‘that’ 

refers to the participant in the logical structure of the preceding clause ceol na bpiop. 

The participant in the undergoer role is complex. It is denoted by a relative clause that 

contains a substantive verb and a verbal noun. The substantive verb and verbal noun 

combination code for a progressing activity. The actor of this inner clause with the 

unbounded activity is not specified in the syntax, as such, but is co-referential with the 

impersonal actor of the first clause. The third participant of the second clause denotes 

the abstract state fuillsceadh ‘passion’, an abstract mass NP, that is the end result of 

the caused action.

This example (64) demonstrates caused motion whereby a state represented by an 

abstract mass NP is moved onto the undergoer, a concrete count NP. The sentence 

contains two clauses of which the second is an embedded relative clause. The primary 

clause uses the verb chuala ‘hear’ in its synthetic form of chualamar ‘we+heard’ and 

therefore has its first argument, the subject, morphologically joined as a suffix. The 

second argument and direct object is sceal ‘story’, a concrete count NP. A third 

oblique argument i Min an tSionnaigh ’in Min an tSionnaigh’, a proper NP, denotes 

the location of the event.

The clause denotes a non-causative accomplishment. In the logical structure, the event 

of the primary clause is coded as the cause of the action of the second clause. As such, 

within the second clause it takes the actor participant position.
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Seaghan MacMeanman; Crathadh an Phocdin: 126)

(64) Chualamar sceal i Mm an tSionnaigh a chuir iongantas orainn.

Chualamar sceal i Min an tSionnaigh

Hear:V-PAST+we;PN story in:PP Min an tSionnaighiN 

a chuir iongantas orainn.

that:REL put wonder:N on:PP+us:PN

LIT: ’We heard a story in Min an tSionnaigh that put amazement on us’.

We heard a story in Min an tSionnaigh that amazed us.

[do’( [do’(muidi, [i’(Mm an tSionnaigh3’(cuala’(muidi, sceala))])])

CAUSE INGR (be’(iongantas4, [a r’(muidi)])) ]

The relative clause describes the causal downstream consequence of the action o f the 

primary clause. This inner event is inchoative in nature and represents a causative 

achievement. In this sentence the accomplishment in the first clause causes the 

achievement within the second clause.

4.3.6 Summary of Periphrastic Causatives

In this section we have provided an analysis of many periphrastic constructions in 

which the underlying schema (65) is that of caused movement. In this schema of 

caused movement the actor causes the undergoer to move into a location, or to move 

into a new state where the new state is possibly coded as a location. We can see that 

the schema allows for a wide range of causation constructions, from the caused 

movement of a concrete entity to an actual location, across to the caused movement of 

an individual into an abstract state.

Underlying Schema of Caused Movement

(65) a: X CAUSES Y to MOVE to LOCATION

b; X CAUSES STATE to MOVE to Y coded as LOCATION

c; X CAUSES Y to MOVE to LOCATION coded as STATE

d: X CAUSES Y to MOVE to STATE
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We have provided evidence that the periphrastic causative construction o f modem 

Irish is sensitive to intrepretation a prototypicality structure and that the schemata 

represent the extensions over this prototype from the base o f (65a).

Our findings are summarised in the table (66). The participants denoted as X and Y in 

the schemata range over the NP types indicated within the table. Similarly, a common 

or proper NP may code the location. The state may be coded by an abstract mass or 

abstract count NP, irrespective o f whether the state is coded as a location or not. The 

table indicates in summary form whether a state was coded, a location was coded and 

whether the state was coded as a location, along with type of NP deployed.

Actor Undergoer State Coded Location Coded

CCNP P-NP no P-NP

CCNP CNP no CCNP

CCNP CCNP AMNP no

CCNP CCNP ACNP no

CCNP ACNP ACNP yes

CCNP P-NP ACNP yes

CCNP CCNP ACNP yes

CCNP ACNP no CCNP

CCNP P-NP AMNP yes

ACNP CCNP AMNP yes

AMNP CCNP AMNP yes

where; CCNP Concrete count NP ACNP Abstract count NP

CMNP Concrete mass NP AMNP Abstract mass NP

P-NP Proper NP

4.4 Make Causation via the RInne Constructions

We have examined in some detail periphrastic constructions with the verb cuir ‘put’ 

and found that the primary ingredient was caused motion. There exists another 

causative construction that has a factitive or resultative quality. These are the make
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constructions with the verb rinne ‘make’. The construction with the verb rinne ‘make’ 

brings into existence a new undergoer, and has a commitment to the result to the 

extent that it can optionally code for a resultative. The use of the verb rinne ‘make’ 

implies the creation of a new entity or undergoer, that is, something new comes into 

existence as a result of the action o f the actor. This verb lexically encodes creation. 

The verb rinne is classified as an irregular verb and, as such, has different 

morphological manifestations across the tenses, of which rinne is the past tense form.

4.4,1 M ake Causation

The make construction can code for either an accomplishment or an achievement 

situation type. A typical example o f this construction is shown in (67) in which the 

actor is me ‘me’, a concrete count NP and an animate human participant that links to 

subject. The undergoer participant na pictiuiri ‘the pictures’, a concrete count NP, is 

inanimate. In (68), the actor is si ‘she’, a concrete count NP and also an animate 

human participant that links to subject. The undergoer is gdire ‘a laugh’, an abstract 

count NP that is inanimate, but it is an entity that has no separate existence from that 

of the actor. Both examples are transitive and, as such, have two arguments coded in 

logical structure. In both examples the undergoer is an inanimate entity, which newly 

comes into existence.

(67) Rinne me na pictiuiri.

Make:V-PAST I:PN the:DET-pl pictures:N 

I made the pictures.

do’(me, [rinne’(me, na pictiuiri')]) CAUSE BECOME [be’(na pictiuiri)]

(O Bailie, Ruaidhri; Dimmhan'i ar an Dart: 51)

(68) Rinne si gdire.

Make:V-PAST she:PN laugh:N 

LIT: ‘She made (a) laugh’.

She laughed.

do’(si,[rinne’(si, gaire)]) CAUSE INGR [be’(gaire)]
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The actor is in control and therefore an interpretation o f accidental causation is not 

possible. The causation is direct and lexically encoded as, in paraphrase, ‘xi causes xi 

to make y such that y now exists’. With the reflexive form of this expression (69), we 

find that the same phenomena are at work. This paraphrases to ‘xj causes X] to make 

y with self] such that y now exists’ and is therefore an example o f direct causation.

(69) Rinne se gdire leis fein.

Make:V-PAST he:PN laugh:N with:PP self:PART 

He laughed to himself

do’(se,,[rinne’([le’(feini)], gaire)]) CAUSE INGR [be’(gaire)]

(Seosamh MacGrianna: Dochartach Dhuihhlionna: 24)

(70) Chuir se an droichead ar an abhainn, agus rinne se an teampall sin thall.

Chuir se an droichead ar an abhainn, agus

Put;V-PAST he;PN the;DET bridge;N on:PP the:DET riveriN and:CONJ 

rinne se an teampall sin thall.

make;V-PAST he.PN the.DET church.N that.DET yonder;ADV 

He put the bridge on the river and he made the church over there.

[do’(sei) CAUSE INGR [be’( an droichead2, [a r’(an abhainns)])] &

[do’(sei) CAUSE BECOME [be’(sin thaH’(an teampalU))]] ]

Example (70) has two clauses of which the first is an achievement and the second is 

an accomplishment. The first clause has three arguments in the syntax and three 

participant roles in its logical structure. The first participant se ‘he’ is an animate 

human actor, and is the clause subject. The undergoer is an droichead ‘the bridge’, 

and the location at which the undergoer is to be placed upon termination of the event 

is coded by the third participant within a prepositional phrase ar an abhainn ‘on the 

river’. The second and third participants are both inanimate non-human entities and 

take direct object and indirect object respectively in the syntax. The second clause 

uses the lexically causative verb rinne ‘make’. This has the sense o f ‘ xi causes xi to 

make y such that y now exists’ and, as such, involves a two place predicate. Two
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arguments are found in the clause and two participant roles are coded in its logical 

structure. The first participant se ‘he’ is the actor of the caused action. This participant 

is the first argument in the clause and is the subject. The second argument in the 

syntax is an teampall ‘the church’. This is also the second participant in the logical 

structure and is the undergoer o f the verbal action. That is, the action o f the verb 

causes an teampall to now exist. The caused end state is the new existence of the 

undergoer.

This second construction has an inner single participant event coded by BECOME 

[be’(--.)] in the logical structure. The instigating actor of this is recorded within the 

logical structure o f the outer event as [do’(sei) CAUSE. When these are combined 

they yield the complete caused event. Because the inner event requires a single 

participant and the outer event also requires a single participant, the complete caused 

event is a two-place predicate. This is expressed in the syntax by the verb rinne 

‘make’, a verb with a valency requirement of two arguments.

In this sentence with two clauses we therefore have two events which do not exhibit a 

causal chain of events. Each event is however itself a causative event. The first event 

is a causative achievement whereas the second event is a caused accomplishment.

The construction in (71) uses the verb rinne and has two arguments in the syntax of 

the clause. The first argument is fear acu sin ‘one of the men’. This takes the actor 

participant role in the logical structure. The verb rinne here has the sense of ‘x causes 

y to become’ and is inherently a causative accomplishment. The second participant in 

the logical structure, the undergoer, is gdire ‘laugh’ and this is the direct object o f the 

verb in the clause and takes the second argument position. The actor is an animate 

human. The undergoer is an inanimate non-human entity but one that has no separate 

existence from the actor participant.
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(Seamus 6  Grianna; Le Clap-Sholus: 233)

(71) Rinne fear aca sin gdire.

Make:V-PAST man:N of;PP+them;PN there:DET laughiN 

One of the men made a laugh.

[do’(fear aca sin, [rinne’(fear aca sin, gaire)] CAUSE BECOME [be’(gaire)]

(Seamus 6  Grianna: Nuair a Bhi Me Og: 81)

(72) Rinne Eoghan e fein mion-ghdire.

Make:V-PAST Eoghan:N him;PN self:PART little;ADJ+laugh:N 

Eoghan made himself a little laugh.

[do’(Eoghani, [rinne’(e2 ’(feini, [mion’(gaire3 )]))])

CAUSE BECOME [be’([mion’(gaire3 )])]

This construction (72) uses the verb rinne and has three arguments in the syntax of the 

clause. The first argument is Eoghan “Eoghan’, an animate human actor that takes the 

actor participant role in the logical structure. The use of the verb rinne here has the 

additional sense of ‘xj causes xj to make y for z\ such that y now exists’, that is, a 

beneficiary or recipient is encoded. The clause is inherently a causative 

accomplishment. The second participant is e ‘him’. This second participant is 

reflexively linked to its antecedent, the upstream actor participant in logical structure 

and clause subject, by use of the reflexive marker fein  ‘se lf . The third participant in 

the logical structure, the undergoer, is mion-gdire ‘little laugh’ and this is the direct 

object of the verb in the clause and takes the third argument position. The actor is an 

animate human. The recipient/beneficiary o f the action has the same attributes as the 

actor because o f the encoded reflexivity. The undergoer is an inanimate non-human 

entity but one that has no separate existence from the actor participant.

Each o f the previous examples of the rinne construction has a strong implication of 

result and, while they have the potential for licensing a resultative, these examples do 

not do so. The verb rinne ‘make’ is frequently used in resultative constructions and 

these make the state resulting from the causation explicit. When the construction
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specifically codes for a resultative, there is the strongest commitment to the resultant 

state, as we can see in the example below.

(73) Rinne Caoimhm cldr den mhiotal.

Make:V-PAST KeviniN flat;VA from;PP+the;DET metaliN 

Kevin made the metal flat.

- 1  [be’(clar’(an miotal))] &

do’(Caoimhm, [rinne’(Caoimhm, [clar’([de’(an miotall)])])])

& CAUSE BECOME [be’(clar’(an miotal))]

In this particular construction, the result is encoded by the verbal adjective cldr ‘flat’. 

The undergoer undergoes a ‘phase shift’ o f some kind into a new state. This 

resultative coding is an optional by-product o f the use o f the rinne’’ make’ verb.

4.4.2 The a dbeanamh Construction

A variant o f make causation with the rinne construction is the a dheanamh 

construction. This utilises the verbal noun form of the rinne verb and exhibits a 

particular typological pattern in clauses that deploy it. These are analytic causative 

constructions that involve a separate causative verb. The verbal noun in the 

construction serves as a ‘downstream’ verb, a defining characteristic of this type of 

construction. The verbal noun is always prefixed by the preposition a ‘at’. These 

constructions facilitate, allow, give permission to, command, assist or require the 

actor of the inner event to do something. In this respect, the verb predicate is a 

causative indicator of applied external force or pressure, but not pressure o f subjective 

necessity. The actor that elaborates the macrorole participant slot exercises control, 

while the actor of the base verb rinne, here in verbal noun form as a dheanamh, 

appears downstream. This type of construction can be utilised by a speaker when the 

required function is that o f a causer issuing a direction, command, order or 

permission, in paraphrase:

(74) ‘ X  CAUSES/ORDERS/PERMITS/ALLOWS/ASSISTS y to DO something’.
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The construction may occur as a two place predicate clause with a finite matrix verb,

a three place predicate with a finite matrix verb or finally with a substantive verb

clause with two arguments. In schematic form, the construction is as follows;

(75) [VPredicate NPi N ? 2  a Two place predicate

(76) [SUBV N ?i N ? 2  a dheanamh] Substantive verb construction

(77) [ V p r e d i c a t e  NPi N ? 2  NP3  a dheanamh] Three place predicate

(78) Chuir se Fiachra fao i bru rud a dheanamh.

Chuir se Fiachra fao i bru

Put:V-PAST he:PN-3sg FiachraiN under:ADV pressureiN 

rud a dheanamh.

thingrN to:PP make:VN 

He put Fiachra under pressure to do something.

do’(se, [cuir’(se, 0)]) &

CAUSE BECOME [be’(faoi’(bru’(Fiachra, [a’(rinne’(rud))])))]

(O Ciosog: Annagael: 65)

(79) Bheadh orm a Idn fiosruithe a dheanamh.

Be:SUBV-PAST on:PP+me:PN PART many:QTY inqureiVN at:PP makeiVN 

Lit: Tt was on me to undertake to inquire a lot’.

I had to make many inquiries.

[be’(ar’(me, [ag’(rinne’(a lan’(fiosruithe)))]))]

In this type o f construction, the action to be carried out by NPi is always encoded in 

N ? 2  in a two place predicate and NP3  in a three place predicate, that is, the NP 

immediately before the phrase a dheanamh, for example;
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(80) a: dochar a dheanamh to do harm.

b: cldr a dheanamh to make a oroeram.

c: an firinne a dheanamh to speak the truth.

d: plean a dheanamh to make a plan.

e: na seomrai a dheanamh to tidv the rooms.

f: airsean a dheanamh to make money.

g: cosadh a dheanamh to make war.

h: triobldid a dheanamh to make trouble.

i: botun a dheanamh to make a mistake.

j: scread a dheanamh to give a scream.

As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, The Choice of the Functional Framework, we 

use ‘construction’ in a theory specific way in this analysis. In the RRG approach to 

constructions and associated constructional templates, it is assumed that there is a set 

of syntactic templates representing the possible syntactic structures in the language, 

which are stored in the ‘syntactic inventory’, and that there is a separate lexicon 

containing lexical items, morphemes and other types of lexical entries. In RRG, 

grammatical constructions are not reducible to simple rewriting, movement or 

placement rules. That is, they have specific semantic and pragmatic properties that 

must be captured. In a full description a constructional template may carry specific 

semantic, pragmatic and other types of information. In Chapter 2, figure 2.1 on page 

45 is an example of a template that represents the syntactic structure of the finite 

construction for Irish. While syntactic templates have a universal basis in the layered 

structure of the clause within RRG, the templates in the syntactic inventory of any 

particular language will reflect the properties of clauses in that language. These 

templates can combine in a principled manner to form more complex structures in a 

way that is formally equivalent to applying the various immediate-dominance rule 

options to create structures.

The RRG paradigm is not one that allows movement or placement rules. In RRG, 

therefore, the d dheanamh construction is not, and cannot be, the result of a syntactic 

movement or placement rule.
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A number o f examples of this construction follow. The examples are o f two-place 

predicates, three-place predicates and substantive verb constructions all within the 

context of the clause. These examples o f the a dheanamh construction show how the 

construction may be deployed to: (a), put pressure on someone to undertake an act; 

(b), require someone to undertake an act; (c), tell someone to undertake an act; (d), 

allow someone to undertake an act; (e) desire someone to undertake an act; (f), assist 

someone to undertake an act; (g), prepare someone to undertake an act. We will now 

show examples o f each of these, starting with (a): Put someone under pressure to 

undertake an act, in (81).

(O Ciosog; Artnagael: 53)

(81) Bhi se riachtanach Plean Oibre a oibriu amach, plean a leagfadh sws conas

tabhairt fao i gach uile gne de na milte rudai ba ghd a dheanamh le go

mbeadh comhdhdil ar bith ann.

It was important to work out a Work Plan, a plan that set out for each activity 

of the thousands of things that must be done, for there to any meeting of 

them.

(O Ci'osog: Annagael: 61)

(82) Ar mhaithe le ham a chur isteach, dhuisios an nomhaire. Ach mo lean, m

raibh aon bhogearrai leis agus ba bheag ar eirigh Horn a dheanamh.

Smaoimos gur thug an boss diosca dom le tabhairt don bhfear ud i bPdras.

After putting in some time, the computer woke. But, unfortunately, there was 

no software with it and there was nothing for it except to me to arise and 

make it. I remembered that the boss gave a disk to me for to give to the man 

in Paris.

The next example shows (b): Requiring someone to undertake an act.
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(O Cxosog: Annagael: 193)

(83) Mhol Tom dam fanacht ag obair, gan aon rud as an gndth 

a dheanamh nd a rd.

Mhol Tom dom fanacht ag obair,

Request:V-PAST Tom:N to;PP+me:PN wait:VN at:PP work:VN 

gan aon rud as an gndth a dheanamh

witout'.ADV any.QTY thing.N from;PP the;DET usual.N at;PP make.VN 

nd a rd. 

orrCONJ at:PP say:VN

LIT: T om  required or me that I stay at work and not make or say anything 

from the usual’.

Tom required of me that I remain at work, without doing or saying anything 

out of the ordinary.

The next example shows (c): Telling someone to undertake an act.

(6  Siadhail: 1989: 261)

(84) Duirt se e a dheanamh.

Said:V-PAST he:PN it:PN at:PP make:VN 

LIT: ‘He told it to make’.

He said to do it.

The next example shows (d): Allowing someone to undertake an act.

(6  Siadhail: 1989: 304)

(85) N i gd a thuile siuloide a dheanamh.

Ni gd a thuile siuloide a dheanamh.

Not:NEG need:N your:PN_POSS flow:VN walk:VN at:PP make:VN 

You needn’t do any more walking.
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(6  Ciosog: Annagael: 69)

(86) Ag spaisteoireacht thart ar an ochtu agus an naou arrondissement a chaitheas 

an trdthnona, mar ba bheag eile a ligfeadh torthai imeachtai an lae roimhe 

sin dom a dheanamh.

Lit:’Hanging around on the eight and the ninth arrondissement I spent the 

afternoon, because there was little else that would let the fruits of the events of 

the day before that for me to make.’

I spent the afternoon hanging around on the eight and the ninth 

arrondissement, because there was little else that would allow me to make 

results from the previous days events.

The next example shows (e): Desiring someone to undertake an act.

(O Ciosog; Annagael: 42)

(87) Dhd bhliain roimhe sin hunaiodh cumann - Gluaiseacht Ndisunta a tugadh air 

ar ndoigh - chun rud eigin a dheanamh faoin difhostaiocht agus chabhraigh 

Tom leis.

Two years before that (some people) formed an association -  it was called The 

National Movement -  to do something about the unemployment and Tom 

helped with it.

The next example shows (f); Assisting someone to undertake an act.

(6  Ciosog; Annagael: 49)

(88) Fuaireas amach cad a thit amach. Nuair a gheibheann bainisteoiri an 

chomhlachta seo eolas faoi na cuairteoiri atd chucu, scaipeann siad bileog ar 

gach einne a bhuailfidh leis an gcuairteoir; agus ar an mbileog sin bionn 

mioneolas mar gheall ar an gcuairteoir: conas an t-ainm a fhuaimniu, aois, 

gno agus dualgais an duine, ainm a shaoiste -  agus roinnt pointi a chuideodh 

leo comhra a dheanamh, mar shampla, im chds-sa, an aimsir in Eirinn!
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I found out what had happened. When the managers of the company here got 

information about the visitors that were coming, they disseminated letters to 

each person that would encounter upon a visitor; and on the letter there would 

be various pieces of information about the visitor; how to pronounce their 

name, age, occupation and responsibilities of the person, the name of their 

boss -  and many points that would assist them to make conversation, for 

example, a point in case, the weather in Ireland!

The next example shows (g): Preparing someone to undertake an act.

(O Ci'osog: Annagael: 61)

(89) Gleas chun caife a dheanamh ann, leis.

Gleas chun caife

Prepare:V-PAST for:ADV coffee:N 

a dheanamh ann, leis 

at:PP make:VN there.DET with;PP+him:PN 

I prepared to make coffee there, with him.

This type of causative construction is essentially concerned with manipulative action 

and can be more precisely paraphrased schematically by the form indicated following.

(90) ‘ X  CAUSE + PRESSURE/REQUIRE/TELL/ALLOW/DESIRE/ASSIST y

to a dheanamhpredicau z’.

What is interesting here with the a dheanamh construction is that the expression of 

these manipulative secondary functions appears to be as important as the causative 

function. The a dheanamh construction is a variant of the make causation with the 

rinne verb. We found that the rinne construction was factitive and optionally 

resultative with the strongest commitment to the end result in that the construction 

caused something to come into actual existence. With the a dheanamh construction, 

there is a softer commitment towards the implication of result in the complement 

sentence because, while the causer strongly compels the causee, the causee may
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override the direction, command, order or permission, and may not actually do the 

forced action.

4.5 Morphological Causatives

4.5.1 Change Marked on Verb to Signal Volition and Agency

Morphological causation requires that, when expressed, some level o f change be 

recorded on the verb. This type of causation is the least common type found in Irish. 

The examples in this study relate to two specific verbs, the first o f which is prefixed 

by diin, as in dun+maru ‘murder’, and the second of which is prefixed by for, as in 

for+eigniu ‘force’. These prefixes modify just two causative verbs. A characteristic of 

both o f these base verbs is that, without the causative morphological prefix, they are 

lexical causatives with a resultant change of state of the undergoer participant. Neither 

dun nor for have any independent existence other than as a prefix. Though now 

opaque, it is possible that historically these may have represented compounds, though 

I am not aware o f any supporting evidence to elaborate on this possibility. A nominal 

with a morphological shape similar to dun does exist with the meaning of 

‘castle/fort/haven’. A verb dun ’close’ also exists. These do not form a compound 

with a verb in any usage. The causative prefix dun serves to signal a very strong 

agency with the highest motivated intent. The actor whose agency is marked with the 

causative morphological prefix on the verb is always animate and human. The 

causative prefix dM  has a highly restricted distribution. Its domain o f use is limited to 

marking the strongest agency with full control, intent, motivation and deliberation on 

the part of the human actor on the base causative verb maraigh ‘kill’. In contrast, the 

causative prefix fo r  functions as a morphological marker in causative constructions 

signalling intensified force.

To motivate this analysis we examine three different ‘cause to die’ contexts. These 

range from the case where: a) the causation may be accidental but a time lag exists 

possibly between the cause and its effect; b) the causation may be accidental but no 

time lag exists between the cause and its effect; to c), non-accidental motivated 

causation on the part of the actor with an immediate consequence for the undergoer. 

We illustrate this as a d ine with the following table.
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(91) Verb Bhdsaigh Mharaigh Dhunmaraigh

Actor ±  Accidental ±  Accidental - Accidental

Causation Causation Causation

Undergoer ±  Immediate +  Immediate +  Immediate

Effect Effect Effect

Time ±  Time lag - Time lag - Time lag

4.5.1.1 Time Distance between Cause and Effect

The causative occurrence of death on the undergoer can be expressed in yet a different 

way by a speaker, particularly when that speaker wishes to convey information as to 

whether the means of causing death is direct, or not. Use o f this particular verb 

bhdsaigh ‘kill’ reflects that the death may have taken place some time after the 

causative act was undertaken, or that the means of the killing was somehow indirect 

but still no less intended. Accidental causation is possible here and its effects are not 

necessarily immediate for the undergoer. A typical example o f this is given next with 

a transitive clause coding for two participants in its logical structure. The clause is 

causative with an animate and human actor and an animate undergoer.

(92) Bhdsaigh Bran an luch.

Kill;V-PAST Bran:N the:DET mouse:N 

LIT: ’Bran died the mouse’.

Bran caused the mouse to die.

do’(Bran,0) CAUSE BECOME [basaigh’(an luch)]

The clause reflects [±  accidental causation, ±  immediate effects, ±  time lag].

4.5.1.2 Possible Accidental Causation

In this section we examine accidental causation where, while the result o f the 

causation is not in question, the agency, control and motivated intent o f the actor may 

be in doubt. We can see an example of this in (93) o f a causative accomplishment
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where there may not be strong control or motivated intention by the actor, indicating 

accidental causation with the possibility of immediate effects for the undergoer.

(6  Baoill 1996; 23)

(93) Muirfidh se e fe in  ag obair.

kill:V-FUT he:PN him:PN self:PART at:PP working:VN 

He will kill himself working.

ag’(obair’, [do’(sei) CAUSE BECOME [m araigh’(e’(feini))]])

{Foinse, 1 October 2001: 15)

(94) Mharaigh siad an t-iriseoir.

Kill:V-PAST they:PN the:DET reporter;N 

They killed the reporter.

do’(siad) CAUSE BECOME [m araigh’(an t-iriseoir)]

Example (94) contains a transitive clause coding for two arguments and is causative. 

The expression of causativity in this example allows for accidental or unintentional 

causation where the intention of actor may be in doubt. There is, however, 

unquestionably a very strong implication of result, that is, death for the undergoer.

(O Ciosog. Amagael: 114)

(95) "Och, chuala tu faoin bheirt leads 6ga a mharaigh iad fe in  toisc nach raibh 

siad in ann obair a flidil. B huel. . . td CoiUn agus cara lets i ndiaidh an cleas 

ceanna d'imirt. Mharaigh siad iad fein  - phluch siad iad fein  istigh i 

ngardiste agus gas ag teacht 6 inneall gluaistedin. Maidin inniu."

“ ... have you heard about the two young lads that killed themselves because 

they could not find any work. Well ... Coilfn and a friend have played the 

same trick. They killed themselves -  they suffocated themselves inside a 

garage with the fumes coming from a car engine. This morning.”
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Another example is given above and, in this, we can see that the effects of the caused 

act unfolded over a very brief time period, but is essentially immediate. The intent 

here appears to be quite intentional on behalf o f the actors.

These clauses reflect [±  accidental causation, +  immediate effects, - time lag].

4.5.1.3 Strong Agency via Morphological Marking

In the logical structure representation (96) of the verb with the causative prefix dun, 

we use the predicate DO’[...] to indicate a very highly motivated actor who is a 

prototypical agent in the causation, after Dowty (1979) and Van Valin & LaPolla 

(1997). The causation reflected here is not accidental and the effects on the undergoer 

are immediate. The verbal noun form of the verb is used in example (97) and (98).

(96) Dhunmharaish an gadai an caiUn.

Murder:V-PAST theiDET thiefiN the:DET girl:N 

The thief murdered the girl.

DO’[do’(an gadai, [dhunmharaigh’(an gadai, an caih'n)])] CAUSE 

BECOME [be’(dunmharaithe’(an cailm)]

(Ni Dhuibhne, Eih's: Dunmharu so Daingean: 139)

(97) Deineadh dunmharu den saghas ceanna i dTrd Li mi 6 shin.

Deineadh dunmharu

Make:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST murder; VN 

den saghas ceanna

of:PP+the:DET same:ADJ kind:N 

i dTrd Li mi 6 shin 

in:PP Tralee:N month;N from;PP then;DET

Lit: ‘(Someone) made a murder o f the same kind in Tralee a month before 

that’.

Someone committed the same kind of murder in Tralee a month before.
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(6  Bailie, Ruaidhrf; Dimmhani ar an Dart: 52)

(98) Chomh maith lets sin, bhi se freagrach as ar a laghad se dhunmharu 

le dhd bhliain anuas.

Chomh maith leis sin, bhi se freagrach 

As;ADV welhADJ with;PP that:DET be:SUBV he:PN answerable:ADJ 

as ar a laghad se dhunmharu

from:PP on:PP that:REL reduce::V-PAST he:PN murder:VN 

le dhd bhliain anuas.

with:PP two:NUM years:N up:ADV

As well as that, he was answerable because he committed murder for the last 

two years.

Because of the constraint o f its fixed distribution on the verb coding murder as 

distinct from killing, this example o f direct causation has the strongest agency, 

intention and control by the actor, and with the strongest implication of the result of 

the action on the undergoer. The result is so strong that it is not in question. The 

intensified agency with the causation is morphologically marked with the prefix dim. 

Quite possibly, it is significant that the use of this prefix is reserved for describing the 

most serious of criminal acts, that of murder. It is this fact which bounds its 

distribution, presumably as a function of the means by which society recognises and 

communicates the height o f its abhorrence for the taking of human life. These 

examples of diin constructions in clauses reflect [- accidental causation, +  immediate 

effects, - time lag].

The deployment o f the causative prefix dun is an example o f morphological marking 

on the base verb. The base verb in this instance is, however, already causative and the 

marking in question indicates a heightened agency, volition, control, intent and 

motivation. The morphological prefix dun is therefore a marker o f intense agency. 

The morphological prefix dun signals the highly agentive action that has immediate 

consequences for the undergoer. We motivated this analysis with an account of three 

cause-to-die verbs and found that a d ine exists with attributes that range over actor 

and undergoer.
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The iconicity pyramid of Haiman (1983) diagrams the vertical d ine between less 

direct to direct causation. The dine we find here in this analysis augments the Haiman 

pyramid horizontally for morphological causation with respect to accidental/non

accidental causation with immediate/delayed effects on the undergoer.

(lexical causative) more direct causation

(morphological causative)

(analytic causative) less direct causation

Figure 4-1. Haiman’s Iconicity Pyramid

4.5.2 Change Marked on Verb to Signal Intensification of Action

The use of the morphological prefix fo r  indicates an intensification of the causative 

force in the act of violence encoded within the base predicate in the clause. The 

difference between the use o f the prefix, and its absence, can be captured using the 

examples o f the verb eignigh ‘to do violence’ and the verb foreignigh  ‘to do extreme 

violence’, within the following table.

(99)

Actor 

Undergoer

We illustrate this in relation to the verb eignigh ‘force/violence/ravish’, which 

lexically records an act o f violence o f some kind undertaken by a human and animate 

actor against a human and animate undergoer. The actor and undergoer roles can be 

elaborated by instances o f singular or plural count nominals. The verb eignigh codes 

for non-accidental causation with immediate consequences for the undergoer.

eighnigh foreignigh

- Accidental Causation ±  Accidental Causation

+  Immediate Effect +  Immediate Effect
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(6  Ci’osog: Annagaeh 184)

(100) Fograiodh freisin go mbeadh pionds an bhdis ann i gcds maru Garda, maru 

saighdiura, drugai a scaipeadh no a dhiol go midhleathach, agus i gcds eisniu 

ban no seandaoine a ionsai.

Fograiodh freisin go

Announced:V-PAST also:PART go:PP 

mbeadh pionds an bhdis 

be:SUBV:fut penalty:N the: DEF death:N

ann i gcds maru Garda, maru saighdiura,

there:ADV in:PN case:N killing:VN Police-Officer:N killing;VN soldier:N 

drugai a scaipeadh no a dhiol go midhleathach,

drugs:N to:REL spread:VN or: CONN to:REL selI:VN to:PN unfortunates:N 

agus, i gcds eigniu ban

and:CONJ in:PN case:N rape:VN women:N 

no seandaoine a ionsai.

or: CONJ old:ADJ+people;N to:REL attack:VN

Lit: ‘Also announced was that there will be the death penalty in the case of 

killing of a police officer, killing a soldier, selling drugs to addicts and in the 

case of rape o f women or attacks on old people’.

Also announced was that the death penalty will apply in the case of killing a

police officer, killing a soldier, selling drugs to addicts and in the case o f rape

of women or attacks on old people.

When the prefix fo r  is added to the verb foreignigh, the act o f violence is signalled as 

intensified with the same immediate consequences for the undergoer. In addition, as 

in example (101) and (102), use o f the prefix appears to soften the commitment to the 

agency, control and motivated intent of the actor.
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(Ciiisle: March 1999; 11)

(101) Bhi daoine eile sa phobal a mhaigh go mbeadh ar an pbobal roganna eile 

neamhfhoreiseanacha a aimsiu chun pie leis an choiriulacht shdisialta, agus i 

dtus na sosanna cogaidg i 1994 dirwdh aird ar chuardach na roganna eile 

seo.

There were other people in the community who claimed that the people had 

other non-violent choices, (and) that aimed for discussion with the social 

parties, and in the beginning of the truces in the fighting in 1994 focused high 

on the search of these other choices.

(Cuisle: March 1999; 11)

(102) Toradh ar chuardach na modanna neamhfhoreiseanacha chun pie le 

coiriulachta aid sa tuairisc ar restorative justice. Is iad inclusion agus 

mediation na priomheiliminti sa chdras.

The fruits of the searching for non-violent methods for discussion with the 

parties are in the report on restorative justice. They are inclusion and 

mediation, the primary elements of the system.

The constructions have the logical structure schema indicated in (103) for eignigh and 

(104) for foreignigh, which thereby identifies for each the situation type and its 

participants. The use o f this prefix is indicative of increased intensity of the violent 

action by the actor. Used with the verb eignigh, the prefix is indicative of extremity o f 

force. With respect to example (103), the undergoer participant, the NP an ban ‘the 

woman’ and the verb eignigh ‘violate’ can form compound into a new verb 

baneignigh ‘rape of a woman’.
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(103) Eignigh an saighiuir an ban.

Force;V-PAST the.DET soldier.N theiDET woman.N 

The soldier violated the woman.

do’(an saighiuir, 0) CAUSE BECOME eignigh’(an ban)

(104) Foreignigh na saighiuin an baile.

Force:V-PAST the:DET-pl soldiers:N the:DET town:N 

The soldiers razed the town.

do’(an saighiuin) CAUSE BECOME foreignigh’(an baile)

We have discussed two morphological prefixes. The prefix dun+V morphologically 

marks the verb as strongly agentive, with all the attributes that that implies. Its 

distribution is highly restricted. The prefix fo r + \  also deploys as a morphological 

marking on the base verb, but codes for an increased intensity of the caused action of 

the verb, with a possible weakening of the agency.

4.5.3 Summary of Morphological Causation

The dine that represents the verbs o f ‘cause to die’, within which the rightmost dun 

prefix operates, is indicated in the following table. We can see that it codes for non

accidental causation on the part o f the actor and immediate causative effects for the 

undergoer.

(105) Verb Bhdsaigh Mharaigh Dhunmaraigh

Actor ±  Accidental ±  Accidental - Accidental

Causation Causation Causation

Undergoer ±  Immediate +  Immediate +  Immediate

Effect Effect Effect

Time ±  Time lag - Time lag - Time lag

The dine for the two verbs of violent action is indicated below. In this, we have at one 

pole non-accidental causation by an actor participant while at the other pole we have
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the possibility of either accidental or volitional causation by the actor. With both poles 

we have immediate effects for the undergoer.

(106)

Actor 

Undergoer

4.6 What Happens to Three-Place Predicates under Causation?

We have seen so far in this chapter on causation that there is a causative counterpart 

to each of the Vendler classes, that is, a causative state, causative activity, causative 

accomplishment and causative achievement. We have also seen compelling evidence 

of periphrastic causatives based on caused motion. We have generalised these 

insights, following Shibatani (1976; 1-2), Song (1996; 142) and Whaley (1997: 191), 

in terms o f an inner event that is caused by an outer event which typically has a NP 

that takes on the actor role in the logical structure representation o f the clause. In this 

generalisation we have indicated that the actor o f the inner event maps to the 

grammatical subject. In a causative construction, the actor o f the outer event links to 

subject and this grammatical relation is no longer available to the actor o f the inner 

event. In simplex clauses with causation, this displaced participant maps to a different 

grammatical relation, that of direct object. In this way, causation increases the 

semantic valency of a predicate in a clause by one, and the syntactic valency is also 

increased by one even though the participants link to different grammatical relations, 

as discussed above. An intransitive inner event will undergo a valence increase in its 

syntactic arguments and become transitive. Similarly, a transitive construction will 

become ditransitive. This generalisation is represented schematically in following.

(107) Schema for Valency Increase Following Causation

Non-causative clause; n*’“'̂ “' ' ‘’*"**semantics Causative clause; n+1 semantics

i I
Non-causative clause; n'̂ '̂ ®‘""®''**syntax Causative clause; n+Isyntax

Eighnigh Foreignigh

- Accidental Causation ±  Accidental Causation

+  Immediate Effect +  Immediate Effect
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A question that arises is what happens under causation when the clause o f the inner 

event already uses a three-place predicate. Does the causation increase the number of 

participants in the logical structure to four, and, if so, how is this grammaticalised? 

What then is the maximum number o f NPs that can occur in a causative construction? 

We have already discussed the simplex case. As we show in the diagram following, 

we need to determine what happens to the indirect object of the inner event in the 

syntax o f the causative construction.

(108) Typical Mapping of Grammatical Relations Following Causation

[ S  >  D O  >  l O ]  inner event

outer event [ S  ^  [ D O  > 10 > ? ] inner event]

We therefore need to revisit causative constructions with three-place predicates to 

determine whether the maximum number o f arguments is still three or increased to 

four and, if  four, to determine whether the fourth argument is oblique, or not. In this 

regard, a review of the causative constructions in this chapter indicates that the 

maximum number of core participants in logical structure is three, and the maximum 

number o f arguments in the syntax is also three. This maximum of three arguments 

applies irrespective o f whether the clauses code for a causative state, causative 

activity, causative accomplishment, or causative achievement. It also applies 

irrespective o f whether the clause is simplex or complex. Comparing the non

causative situation types of the examples of chapter 3 with the causative constructions 

in this chapter one would intuitively expect to have clauses with four arguments. 

Surprisingly, we find that this is not the case.

The maximum number o f core argument NPs allowed with a predicate in a clause, 

causative or not, appears then to be three. The language therefore will need strategies 

to enable its speakers to communicate with other users of the language in situations 

reflecting causation that pertain to a three-place predicate base inner event to which a 

causing actor must be encoded. An indication as to what these strategies are may be
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deduced by observing a number of typological tendencies with these constructions. 

These typological tendencies sometimes occur in combination and are not mutually 

exclusive.

The first of these tendencies is for the downstream argument, i.e., the rightmost 

argument, to be contained within a prepositional phrase, or conflated within a 

prepositional pronoun. These prepositions include ar ‘on, i ‘in, ag ‘at’, do ‘to’. These 

prepositions situate participants of the event within the event frame in the sense of 

Talmy (1996a). A second tendency is for the speaker to break the sentence up into a 

number of clauses, in particular into a primary clause and an embedded relative 

clause. This makes the sentence more complex overall but has the advantage of 

introducing more predicates to cope with an increased participant and argument load. 

A third tendency is the deployment of verbal nouns within the clause as a means of 

distributing the valencies over a number of predicates in a principled and meaningful 

way. This issue may therefore be a factor in the deployment of VNs. That is, 

deploying a verbal noun in a clause may be one means of controlling the density of 

NPs (in the sense of Song 1996) within a construction to be below a language-specific 

maximum, such that the valency requirements are layered out and distributed over a 

number of predicates. We have seen that the maximum number appears to be three.

The control of the maximum number of participants in a predicate appears to be a 

requirement of the language and this motivates a number of strategies to ensure that 

the maximum is never breached. These strategies distribute the participants over a 

number of predicates, thereby reordering the arguments in the syntax into complex 

clauses. Arguments that are no longer core as a consequence of causation, appear to 

be encapsulated in the syntax in peripheral positions within prepositional phrases. The 

participants are thereby situated in an appropriate configuration within the event 

frame. Quite possibly the management of the density of NPs in a clause to stay within 

a maximum of three may be one of the defining factors in the widespread use of 

verbal nouns, preposition and prepositional pronouns, and embedded relative clauses 

within the language.
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4.7 Summary of Chapter

In this chapter we provided an account of causation in Modem Irish. We examined 

lexical, periphrastic and morphological causatives. We discussed two different 

subtypes of lexical causation: no change in the verb when used to express causation, 

lexical pairs with a different verb used to indicate a causative situation.

For periphrastic constructions we claimed that the underlying schema is one of caused 

motion, and that the schema is sensitive to prototypicality. We provided evidence to 

support this claim with a range of examples of the verb cuir ‘put’ in which the 

nominals involved ranged from proper NP to abstract mass NPs and were found to 

represent a) actual people, b) things, and c) locations, through to d) states coded as 

locations. This evidence supports our argument of the caused motion schema, with 

particular reference to the types of motion and nominals involved. We demonstrated 

how the undergoer is caused to move to a location, caused to move to a state, how the 

undergoer is the location into which some state is placed, and how the undergoer is 

placed into a state that is represented as a location.

We found that the rinne ‘make’ constructions created a new entity or affected object. 

A subtype of this rinne construction is the a dheanamh constructions which is 

manipulative in purpose. These manipulative actions (direct, command, order, or 

permit), as secondary functions, are at least as important as the primary function of 

causation. In the a dheanamh constructions, while the causative actor can cause or 

permit the causee to do something, the causee can override the causer and not 

undertake the caused action. This construction therefore sanctions a weaker 

commitment to the veracity of the resultant end-state.

Two specific instances o f morphological markings, ranging over a highly constrained 

and restricted distribution of verbs pertaining to extreme violence against the person 

were explained in terms o f a dine. We found that the morphological markings appear 

to be restricted to indicating causation with the highest level o f agency, in the case of 

the dun prefix, and to intensified violent action in the case o f for. With these two 

prefixes we found that they played a role in indicating a position on a d ine for
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accidental/deliberate causation on the part of an actor and, for the undergoer, whether 

the causative effects were immediate or not.

The valency o f causative constructions is motivated by taking into account the verb 

and its class, its logical structure representation that reflects its aspectual 

decomposition in the context o f the clause, and the mapping o f the macrorole 

participants into the argument structure within the syntax. These arguments are then 

realised as the grammatical relations of subject, object, and possibly indirect object. 

Causation increases the quantitative valency of the base clause by one, such that a one 

place intransitive clause becomes a two place transitive, and a base two place 

transitive clause becomes a three-place ditransitive. For causative constructions, we 

discovered that the maximum number of participants in the logical structure o f a 

predicate is three, and the maximum number of arguments in the syntax is also three. 

This is true with three place predicates in causative constructions, irrespective of their 

situation type. We observed a number o f typological tendencies in constructions 

relating to use of prepositions and prepositional pronouns, verbal nouns and relative 

clauses. These may be indicative o f strategies available within the language to create 

complex clauses that contain additional predicates, such that the density of NP 

arguments in the syntax are distributed, and the valency requirement at the semantics 

and syntax managed to stay below the maximum number o f participant NPs. Other 

less core NP arguments tended to be situated within the overall event frame, and in 

the syntax, fronted by prepositions and appearing after the object, that is, in the X 

position in VSOX word order.
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5 Reflexive Constructions

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we provide an account of reflexive constructions in modem Irish, a 

VSOX language for which the generative analysis of reflexives using c-command is 

problematic. The reflexive occurs in transitive constructions with the reflexive marker 

fein, which can also be used non-reflexively but emphatically. The structure of this 

chapter is as follows. We first discuss issues relating to different approaches to 

reflexivity, especially binding theory and constituent-command (c-command), 

highlighting problems with these as an analysis tool in a VSO language. We examine 

alternative approaches concerned with the notion of obliqueness and obliqueness- 

command (o-command). From this discussion of other approaches we posit the 

existence of an obliqueness condition within a binding domain and we then use this to 

determine whether a construction is reflexive, or not. This condition allows us to 

deliver a unified characterisation of reflexive, emphatic and possessive-reflexive 

constructions

5.2 Approaches to Understanding Reflexive Constructions

In this section we briefly explore the treatment of reflexives in a number of 

frameworks, including the generative framework, as a prelude to the analysis of 

reflexives in Irish. We look at two different generative approaches, that of the 

traditional approach and Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar, and also the 

thematic hierarchy of Jackendoff, and others.

5.2.1 Binding Theory and C-Command

In the literature, reflexive behaviour is generally explicated by binding theory and, in 

the generative tradition, with c-command. For purposes of our discussion, we will 

adopt a general version of this approach without particular concern about specific 

proposals for minor variations. In such an approach, the binding domain for an 

anaphor is the minimal S containing the anaphor and where the following three 

conditions apply:
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(1) a. An anaphor must be A-bound within its binding domain.

b. A pronominal must be A-free within its binding domain.

c. An R-expression must be A-free.

The term A-bound means referentially co-indexed with a suitable antecedent nominal, 

and A-free means being not so co-indexed. The binding domain is the syntactically 

defined scope for the co-indexing relation. In the generative tradition the syntactic 

constraints on binding (co-indexing) are expressed in forms of constituent command, 

or c-command. The notion o f c-command is a structural one, derived from phrase 

marker architecture. It is usually defined in terms similar to the following, adapted 

from Borsley (1999: 96ff)\

(2) A node X c-commands a node Y iff neither dominates the other and 

the first branching node (i.e. node with more than one daughter) 

above X dominates Y.

A reflexive must have a c-commanding antecedent.

In the generative tradition the use o f c-command has been broadly successful, 

particularly with regard to languages where the word order is SVO (English) or SOV 

(Japanese). In languages such as these, the tree structures that may be drawn to 

represent a typical well formed clause follow the usual binary branching with X-bar 

intermediate categories encapsulating a mix of NP and VP categories. Terminal nodes 

at the tree endpoints represent the lexical categories of N, V etc. The orientation of the 

trees reflects a pre- or post-positional bias according to the constituent word order. 

These essentially deliver a generalised top-down tree structural account of the 

grammatical relations hierarchy of subject > direct object > indirect object > oblique.

5.2.2 VSO Word Order and C-Command

In Irish, this grammatical relation hierarchy is reflected in the linear word order and 

not in a tree structural account because the language always maintains a VSO order in 

its finite clauses. Not only does this not easily facilitate the use o f a notion such as c- 

command, it also poses a serious question over the nature of, and the use of, a 

category such as VP in relation to Irish. The notion o f a VP may not actually be viable
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in its usually understood form. Stenson (1981:40) notes that ‘‘̂ because o f  the basic 

word order, with the subject intervening between the verb and object, the notion 'verb 

phrase ’ as a syntactic category is meaningless fo r  Irish. . . . I t  should be noted that the 

association between the verb and subject is in fac t much tighter than that between 

verb and object, apart from the closeness inherent in the linear order. Although 

elements such as adverbs and prepositional phrases can sometimes precede the object 

nothing can ever intervene between the subject and verb.'" (For an alternative 

discussion, see McCloskey 1983).

Irish does not lend itself to a binary tree structural account o f grammatical relations 

without substantial re-arrangement of the constituents to enable the c-command 

machinery to work. Such transformations operate with a base word order of SVO 

upon which the transformations are applied in a procedural manner until the desired 

word order is arrived at. This holds in Principles and Parameters theory and also

within the Minimalist programme where the subject is internal to the VP, but

crucially, within the VP, is left of the V which is in turn left o f the O, thereby positing 

an underlying SVO order (Radford 1997). Bobaljik and Camie {\996:222>ff} undertake 

such an analysis within the Minimalist programme of Chomsky (1995) in which, in 

MP terminology, ‘‘‘'the overt movement consists o f  head movement AgrO T 

AgrS, and the NP movement o f  the object to the specifier o f  AgrOP with the subject to 

the specifier position o f  the Tense phrase (TPy (Bobaljik and Camie 1996:230). 

Within the Minimalist programme there is an ongoing discussion on the dynamics 

leading to the achievement of VSO word order. See, for example, McCloskey 

(1996:241jf/) for an alternative discussion to Bobaljik and Camie of subjects and

subject positions in Irish within the Minimalist program.

5.2.3 Obliqueness and O-Command

A number of researchers and authors have commented on the limitations of both the 

tree stmctural approach and the notion of c-command, and have suggested an 

altemative based on the notion of obliqueness, o f o-command (Sag and Wasow 1999; 

Pollard and Sag 1994; Borsley 1999). In particular, Borsley (1999:102) suggests, in 

relation to Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), the following;
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(3) 0-Command

An argument structure list member X is less oblique than another argument 

structure list member Y if X preceded Y.

In our formalism the logical structure of the verbal predicate in the clause is an 

analogue of the argument structure list.

5.2.4 Jackendoff and the Thematic Hierarchy

Jackendoff (1990) argues that reflexivisation is sensitive to the thematic hierarchy and 

that certain thematic roles tend to control the antecedents for reflexives. This suggests 

that the antecedent o f a reflexive has to be higher on the thematic hierarchy than the 

reflexive particle. Specifically, reflexive may not be higher on the thematic 

hierarchy than its antecedent'' (Jackendoff 1972:148). In support of this, Wilkins 

(1988:21 \ff) has determined that the thematic hierarchy must include both patient and 

affected roles while Kuno (1987:176ff) argues that reflexivisation must be sensitive to 

a hierarchy that includes undergoer categories such as experiencer and benefactive. 

We will call this the Thematic Hierarchy Constraint and refer to it as such in our 

analysis.

(4) Thematic Hierarchy Constraint

A reflexive may not be higher on the thematic hierarchy than its antecedent.

An obvious concern then is what exactly is the thematic hierarchy? This is still a 

debated area with no agreed definition o f either the hierarchy or the thematic roles 

themselves. Within the literature the following rankings, showing a wide range of 

variation, can be found.

(5) Variations in Thematic Hierarchy Ranking

a. Actor > Patient/Beneficiary > Theme > Location/Source/Goal. (Jackendoff 

1990:258). Experiencer and Instrument are not included.

b. Agent > Beneficiary > Recipient/Experiencer > Instrument > Theme/Patient > 

Location (Bresnan & Kanevara 1989:23)
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c. Agent > Dative/Benefactive > Patient > Location > Instrument/Associative > 

Manner (Givon 1983:139)

d. Agent > Effector > Experiencer > Location/Recipient > Theme > Patient (Van 

Valin 1993:75)

5.2.5 An Obliqueness Condition on the Binding Domain

The notion o f obliqueness is used in Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), 

as we discussed, and is inherent in the thematic hierarchy. We will appeal to this 

notion of obliqueness to our analysis, rather than c-command, and refer to it as the 

Obliqueness Condition within the Binding Domain. The use of obliqueness is also 

inherent in the logical structure formalism in our model. To motivate this we appeal to 

the inherent obliqueness of the actor-undergoer hierarchy in logical structure, with the 

actor to the left, as discussed in Chapter 2. Within this, the linking system maps the 

actor participant to the syntactic subject and the undergoer to syntactic object for 

finite clauses. The logical structure representation encapsulates the idea behind the 

thematic hierarchy of Jackendoff, while not depending on a taxonomy of thematic 

roles. The co-indexing mechanism, when applied within logical structure, denotes an 

antecedent leftward o f a downstream referring nominal. We will refer to this as the 

following;

(6) Obliqueness Condition within the Binding Domain

1. A logical structure participant X is less oblique than another logical 

structure participant Y if X precedes Y.

2. An anaphor must be coindexed with a less oblique member o f the same 

logical structure argument in the minimal S containing the verb.

3. The binding domain for a verb is the scope of predication of the verb in 

logical structure.
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5.3 The Deployment of the Particle Fein

In this section we demonstrate the deployment of the particle fein  in a number of 

reflexive and emphatic constructions. For now, we simply indicate, with a brief 

comment, some salient points relevant to particular constructions. Later, we will 

analyse these types of constructions and treat in detail the factors at work in order to 

provide supporting evidence for our account o f reflexivity. Reflexivity can be found 

in constructions that make use of the particle fein  ‘se lf. In the syntax, this particle/e/n 

has the purpose o f acting as a reflexive marker on a grammatical relation in a 

predicate argument position. The particle fein  may also be used simply for emphasis, 

that is, non-reflexively. The same reflexive marker can operate in constructions 

requiring single or plural number agreement, with no overt marking for this on the 

reflexive marker itself. Any necessary agreement marking is on the core antecedent 

referent having the same index (‘left upstream’) in logical structure, the binding 

domain of the clause. The reflexive marker can also be used with lexically reflexive 

verbs, that is, verbs o f understood object.

5.3.1 The Reflexive Marker Associated with Direct Object

In this section we look at how the marker fein  can be reflexively associated with the 

syntactic direct object of clause. The sentence in (7) uses the substantive verb in its 

negative form and has the prepositional pronoun, with its incorporated object leis 

‘with+him’, reflexive with the subject antecedent Mwhedl in virtue o f its use o f fein. 

In the syntax, the reflexive marker is associated with the object signalling reflexive 

use. The grammatical subject is the antecedent. The clause has an actor Michedl 

‘Micheal’ and undergoer leis ‘with+him’. The use offein  disambiguates the undergoer 

reference and co-indexes the participant to the actor. Both Michedl TVIi'chear and leis 

‘with+him’ take argument positions as subject and object respectively.
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair; Cditheamh na dTonn: 135)

(7) Ni rabh Michedl leis fein  ina smaointe.

Ni rabh Michedl leis fein

Not:NEG be:SUBV-PAST MfcheahN with:PP+him:PN self;PART

ina smaointe.

in:PP+his:POSS-ADJ thoughts:N

Mi'cheal was not alone with himself in his thoughts.

In this example (8), sentence-1 is conjoined with sentence-2 and the antecedent of the 

reflexive marker fein is in the 3’̂ '̂ person plural delivering a reading that may be 

reciprocal, depending on the pragmatic context.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Glmta Rosannacha: 25)

(8) Phos cuid acu agus shocair iadfein ar thalamh na mainistreach.

Phos cuid acu\ agus

Marry:V-PAST some:QTY of:PART+them:DET and:CONJ 

shocair iad\ fein\

settle:V-PAST themiDET self:PART 

ar thalamh na mainistreach. 

on;PP land:N (of) the:DET monasteryiN

Some of them married and settled themselves on the monastery land.

5.3.2 Reflexive M arker and Indirect Object

In this section we illustrate how the marker fein  can be reflexively associated with the 

indirect object of a clause. The reflexive marker in (9) is associated with the indirect 

object of the sentence and has as its reflexive antecedent the grammatical subject of 

the sentence. The indirect object is already co-referential with the subject by use of 

the particular prepositional pronoun, and the use of fein directly reinforces the 

reflexivity.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Na Gliinta Rosannacha: 137)

(9) Chuir me ceisteanna orm fein atd gan fhuascladh go fdill.

Chuir me\ ceisteanna orm\ f^ in \

Put:V-PAST I:PN questions:N to:PN+me:PN self 

atd gan fhuascladh go fdill.

that:REL+be:SUBV-PRES without:?? solution:N to:PP yet:PART 

I put questions to myself that are without answer yet.

The grammatical indirect object, the prepositional pronoun do ‘for+him’, o f example

(10) is reflexive with the subject antecedent via the use offein.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Scairl an Diilhchais: 58)

(10) Rinne Buck nead do fein istigh go dluith fa  fhoscadh na beinne.

Rinne Buck\ neadz dd\ J^ii^\ istigh

Made;V-PAST Buck;N nest:N for;PP+him self;PART inside;ADV 

go dluith fd  Jhoscadh na beinne.

to:PP snugly:ADV under:ADV shade:N (of) the:DET company:N 

Buck made a bed for himself, snug under the shade of the company.

(TMiall 6  Domhnaill: Na Glunta Rosannacha: 29)

(11) Rinne na daoine an tseirbhis sin uilig ddibh fein.

Rinne na daoine\ an tseirbhis2 sin uilig

Made:V-PAST the:DET people:N the:DET service:N there:DET

doibh\ fein\

for:PP+them:DET selfPART

The people made the service for themselves.

The example in (11) is structurally similar to the previous example. It differs in that 

its antecedent is the plural subject of the sentence, which potentially delivers a 

reciprocal, as well as reflexive, reading.
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5.3.3 Lexical Reflexive Constructions

The example in (12) is of a lexically reflexive verb with the understood object of 

‘se lf but in this instance, the undergoer is explicitly coded. This coding o f the

undergoer overrides the default by making the object explicit. The marker fein  is

associated with the undergoer. The actor is the antecedent to the undergoer and the 

clause is reflexive.

(12) Gleasann se e fe in  go slachtainne.

Dress:V-PRES he:PN him;PN selfiPART to;PP tidy;VA 

He dresses himself with taste.

5.3.4 Reflexive Marker with Actual Motion Construction

In this section we demonstrate reflexivity within an actual motion construction. The 

clause below in (13) has a grammatical subject, direct object and path, and codes for 

actual motion. The plural subject is the antecedent for the direct object against which 

the reflexive marker is associated. The plural antecedent o f the reflexive also allows 

for a potential reciprocal reading, depending on the pragmatic context.

(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh; Mian na Marhh: 45)

(13) Chaith siadiadfein thart fd  ’n teinidh annsin agus thoisigh an cedi.

Chaith siad\ iad\ fein\

Throw:V-PAST they:PN them:PN self:PART

thart fd 'n  teinidh

around:ADV about:ADV+the:DET fire:N

annsin agus thoisigh an cedi.

then:ADV and:CONJ started:V-PAST the:DET music:N

Lit: T hey threw themselves around about (from) the fire and the music

started’.

They threw themselves into the crowd then and the music started.
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5.3.5 The Reflexive Marker Used Emphatically

We stated in our introduction that not all uses o f the marker fe in  are reflexive. In this 

section we show many uses that are emphatic and not reflexive. In our analysis in 

Section 5.6, we will see that these constructions violate the obliqueness condition. 

Our example below (14) demonstrates the deployment o f an inanimate entity 

associated with emphatic use o f the marker fein  in a substantive verb construction 

with a subject and no object. No antecedent is available.

(Tadhg O Rabhartaigh: Mian na Marhh: 16)

(14) Bhi an gleann fein uaigneach.

Be;SUBV-PAST the:DET glen:N self:PART lonely:ADJ

The glen itself was lonely.

The clause below in (15), in addition to having a subject, has a complex direct object 

that consists of two entities related by conjunction. The subject and object have no 

shared co-reference. The first entity o f the pair in the complex object NP carries the 

emphatic use offein. No antecedent is available.

('I'adhg O Rabhartaigh; Mian na Marhh: 26)

(15) Td me bodhruighthe asat fein asus a s  Nora.

Td me bodhruighthe agat fein

Be:SUBV-PRES I:PN deadened:VADJ with:PP+you:PN self:PART 

agus ag Nora 

and:CONJ with.PP N6ra:N 

I am bored with yourself and Nora.

The above two examples illustrated the use o f fe in  in a substantive verb construction. 

In (16), we have an instance o f the copula verb that codes a double emphasis by use of 

two syntactic devices. The first o f these is the emphatic form on the prepositional 

pronoun {-sa) and the second is the emphatic use of fein  deployed on the conflated 

object of the prepositional pronoun in the subject position.
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(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh; Mian na Marhh: 50)

(16) Is agam-sa fein  atd fhios sin uilig.

Is agam-sa fein

Is:COP at:PP+me:PN+EMPHATIC-PART selfiPART 

atd fhios sin uilig.

that:REL+be:SUBV-PRES knowledge thatiDET of;PP+it;PN 

It is only myself that has knowledge of it.

In contrast to the previous examples of emphatic use of fe in  in substantive and copula 

constructions, the construction in (17) utilises a finite matrix verb and has a subject 

that consists of two entities, of which one is animate and the other inanimate. Both 

entities within the subject NP are related by conjunction in the clause. The marker fein  

is adjacent to the animate entity / fe in  ‘her se lf , coding for emphatic use. The 

sentence also codes for Active motion, as against actual motion, in the sense of Talmy 

(1996b).

(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh: Mian na Marhh: 75)

(17) D'imthigh an stdisiun agus i fein  as a amharc i mbomaite.

D'imthigh an stdisiun agus i fein.

Do;PVP+Went:V-PAST the:DET station:N and:CONJ her;PN selfiPART 

as a amharc i mbomaite

from:PP his:PN_POSS view:N in:PP+a:DET moment:N 

The station and herself went from his view in a second.

The clause in (18) below has the impersonal passive form of the matrix verb with fein  

adjacent to the object and signalling emphatic use as no subject antecedent is 

available.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Gliinta Rosannacha: 166)

(18) Tugadh e fein  chun na modh-scoile i mBaile Atha Cliath ina dhiaidh sin.

Tugadh e fein

Came:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST he:PN self:PART

chun na modh-scoile.

to:PP theiDET model-school:N

i mBaile Atha Cliath ina dhiaidh sin

in:PP Dublin:N in:PP after:ADV that:DET

LIT: ‘(Someone) brought him (self) to the model school in Dublin after that’.

He himself (was) brought to the model school in Dublin after that.

Double emphatic use o f fein  may occur within the same clause (19). With 

constructions such as these, the marker fein  is found to occur twice in sequence in an 

utterance. This is a device that allows for increased emphasis on the part o f the 

speaker. Double emphasis can also be found in other constrictions involving the 

copula verb, the emphatic particle -sa  and the emphatic use of particle fein.

(Sean MacMaolain. Cora Cainte as Tir Chonaill: 74/75)

(19) Duirt Eamann sin liom fe in  fein.

Said;V-PAST Eamonn.N that to;PP+me;PN self;PART self.PART

Eamonn said that to me myself

5.3.6 The Marker Fein with Ownership and Possession

In this section we introduce a construction which appears to be reflexive at first 

glance, but which on closer inspection does not exhibit commonality of attributes 

between the antecedent subject and downstream object NPs. The subject is actually 

co-referenced with a constituent within the object NP, the possessive pronoun, but not 

the NP itself.

We call this construction the possessive reflexive and will treat it in detail in Section 

5.6, Constructions That Violate the Obliqueness Condition. The use o f marker fe in  in 

this sentence (20) serves to denote the conjunction o f ownership and alienable 

possession in relation to the subject o f the sentence.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Glunta Rosannacha: 95)

(20) BM a chuid eadaigh fein  lets.

BM a\ chuid eadaighi fein\

Be;SUBV-PAST his;POSS-ADJ pieces.QTY clothes.N self;PART 

leis\.

with:PP+him;PN

LIT:’Hisi selfi clothesz were with hirtii 

He had his own clothing with him.

Example (21) has two clauses related by conjunction. Each clause codes for reflexive 

use of fein, additionally coding for possession and the subject antecedent of each 

clause shares a common identity.

(Tadhg O Rabhartaigh: Mian na Marhh: 95)

(21) Tharraing se suas a bhristi air fe in  agus theann se a bheilt air fein  go gasta.

Tharraing sei suas a\ bhristiz

Pull:V-PAST he;PN up:ADV his:POSS-ADJ trousers:N 

airi fein\.

on:PP+him:PN selfSELF

agus theann set a\ bheilt^

and:CONJ tightened:V-PAST he:PN his:POSS-ADJ belt:N

air\ fein\

on:PP+him:PN selfPART

go gasta

tO'.PP fast:ADV

Hei pulled hisi trousers2 up on himselfi and rapidly hei tightened hisi belts on 

himselfi.

The sentence in (22) codes the substantive verb with a subject, verbal noun and a 

prepositional phrase indicating possession with ovraership by the possessive-reflexive 

use offein.
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair: Cditheainh na dTonn\ 136)

(22) Bhi Sighle ag tarraingt ar a doras fein.

Bhi Sighlex ag tarraingt ar

Be-SUBV-PAST Si'le:N at:PP pulling:VN on:PP 

a\ dor as 2 fein\.

her:POSS-ADJ door;N self:PART 

Silei was pulling on her ownj door^.

5.3.7 The Underlying Schemata

Morphosyntactically, the reflexive/emphatic marker fe in  is a freestanding word. Its 

use can be represented by an underlying schema that has template positions within 

which fein  can occur reflexively, and in which it can occur emphatically. Used 

reflexively, the marker fein  is tied to specific argument positions. The template 

positions are generalised below, where the indices indicate the co-indexed and co- 

referring participants.

(23) Verb Actori ((Undergoer2) feiny )i 

Reflexive

(24) Verb Actori Undergoer2 ((prepositional-PNa)^^//?! )i 

Reflexive

(25) Verb Actori 

Emphatic

(26) Verb Actori Undergoer2yem2 

Emphatic

(27) Verb Actori [possessive-PNi [Undergoer2 ]]2  (prepositional-PN)yewi 

Possessive-Reflexive
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With (23) and (24), the verb requires two participants. The transitivity of the clause is 

weakened, but not reduced, because of the reflexive co-reference o f the indexed 

participants. In (25) and (26), the valency of the verb is not increased and the particle 

fe in  does not occupy an argument position. In (26), the verb requires two participants 

but there is no reflexive co-referencing between the actor and the undergoer, therefore 

the use o f fein  is emphatic. With (27), we have a situation where the actor NP is 

coindexed with a constituent of a downstream NP, and the marker fein  is co-indexed 

to the possessive pronoun within this NP, rather than to the NP itself.

Van Hoek (1997:172-174) notes that when the marker is used emphatically it tends to 

exhibit a number of characteristics. These are: 1) proximity, when the reflexive 

marker occurs directly adjacent to a nominal with which it corresponds, 2) 

prominence, where the antecedent is the most prominent nominal in relationship to 

the reflexive, and 3) contrast, where there is some implied contrast between the entity 

designated by the reflexive and some other (typically unspecified) set of possible 

entities. In contrast. Van Hoek finds that when the marker is used in a reflexive 

construction, the following characteristics hold: 1) proximity, where the antecedent 

and reflexive code arguments of the same verb; 2) prominence, where the antecedent 

is the most prominent nominal in relation to the reflexive, and 3) the recipient o f the 

action is perceived differently than in a non-reflexive event involving two distinct 

participants.

In the next section we will provide an analysis o f the construction types introduced in 

this section, that is, the reflexive, emphatic, and possessive-reflexive. We also treat 

reflexivity in motion constructions and lexically reflexive verbs.

5.4. The Analysis of Reflexive Constructions

In this section we provide an account of reflexive constructions. In this endeavour we 

employ the obliqueness condition within the binding domain, discussed in Section 

5.2.5 o f this chapter. We posit that constructions that obey this obliqueness condition 

are reflexive, and that constructions that violate this condition are emphatic and not 

reflexive. We will also discuss one type o f construction, the possessive-reflexive 

which violates the obliqueness condition in a typologically interesting way. We will
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then be in a position to validate our hypothesis regarding reflexive and emphatic 

constructions, that they may be characterised in terms of a common underlying 

principle, the obliqueness condition on the binding domain.

Before we proceed with our analysis, there are a number o f considerations that need to 

be discussed, and some additional constraints to be highlighted. We need to assume a 

general background constraint to our discussion of reflexives:

(28) Coindexed elements agree in person and number.

We state this in terms of coindexing rather than coreference for a number o f reasons. 

Firstly, we use indices within our logical structure to indicate that two entities, having 

two distinct expressions in the syntax, refer to the same thing. Second, coindexed 

entities are not necessarily the same as coreferenced entities, though in many 

instances they are. We can see an example of this in the analysis of possessive 

reflexive constructions where there is no coreference between the subject and object 

NPs but a constituent o f the object NP is coindexed with the subject NP.

We have borrowed the idea of obliqueness of arguments from HPSG in the 

formulation o f our obliqueness condition. Within HPSG, a theoretical problem exists 

with respect to reflexives and obliqueness within the HPSG argument structure list 

that is relevant to our discussion here. The problem within HPSG is that the argument 

structure list only contains the highest phrase governed by the head, or in an 

alternative terminology, the maximal projections. In terms of prepositional phrases, 

for example, this means that the prepositional object NP within the prepositional 

phrase would not be represented on the argument structure list. Only the PP itself 

would be listed as an argument o f the verb. The implication of this is that if  a 

reflexive pronoun is inside a prepositional phrase that is a complement of a verb, then 

that reflexive pronoun will not appear on the HPSG argument structure list after the 

subject and object arguments. The issue for this study is to determine whether the 

same problem affects us (or not). In short, we need to determine whether this is a 

theory internal problem to HPSG and if it has any implications for this analysis.
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Sag and Wasow (1999: 155) have noticed that certain prepositions seem to be 

transparent for binding purposes. That is, if  a preposition was simply not there and the 

object o f the preposition was an object of the verb, then the binding theory would 

make just the right predictions. In this case, therefore, the preposition functions as an 

argument marker that indicates what role their object plays in the situation denoted by 

the verb of the clause they appear in. Such prepositions may also be independent 

predicates.

The HPSG problem regarding the argument structure list can be stated as follows, 

from Sag and Wasow (1999: 156): “For prepositions that function as argument 

markers, however, we need to provide some way by which they can transmit 

information about their object NP up to the PP that they project. The higher verb that 

takes such a PP as its complement will then have the information about the P P ’s 

object NP in its ARG-ST, within the P P ’s synsem-struc. Note that without some 

method fo r  transmitting this information up to the PP, the information about the 

preposition’s object is invisible to the higher verb selecting the PP as its 

complement.'' In relation to the HPSG terms, the ARG-ST is the argument structure 

list and the synsem-struc is a syntactic-semantic structural representation. Essentially 

what HPSG proposes is a feature [ANA+] which is percolated up through the 

structure to the level o f the PP, such that it becomes visible to the argument structure 

list, thereby causing the PP object NP to be entered onto the argument structure list.

This problem does not manifest itself within the framework that we employ in this 

study, and is a problem internal to HPSG. The framework that we are operating with 

is not a feature-based approach and therefore there are no binary features such as 

[ANA ±] to be percolated. In addition, within the representation that we employ, all 

entities are represented in an order of obliqueness in the logical structure. A direct 

benefit of our framework is that all arguments are coded in logical structure, and there 

is no sense of certain arguments being not visible, and others visible. As all arguments 

are coded along with their predicates, the obliqueness of the representation of 

arguments is primary. Even though the preposition is a predicate that contains its own 

object, the PP is argument marking with respect to the matrix verb in the clause, and 

coindexing indicates whether the arguments refer to the same entity. According to Sag
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and Wasow (1999: 158), ‘‘'prepositions that are transparent fo r  purposes o f  binding 

should be analysed as argument markers; those whose objects cannot be bound by a 

preceding NP in the clause should be analysed as predicative’’".

As all o f our analysis is motivated by the semantic representation of the clause in 

logical structure, our framework avoids the problem stated above We can therefore 

appeal to the obliqueness condition and the thematic hierarchy constraint relating to 

actor > undergoer, both as earlier formulated. Also, as will become evident from this 

study, only a core argument may be a participant within a reflexive construction, as 

either an antecedent or a “downstream” reflexive pronoun. These participants include 

syntactic arguments headed by prepositions, including prepositional pronouns. All 

core arguments, as represented in the logical structure, may participate in reflexive 

constructions. In this regard, we can therefore say that a logical structure 

representation is well formed with respect to reflexivity if  it obeys the obliqueness 

condition and the thematic hierarchy constraint.

Van Valin and LaPolla (1997: 400) provide a constraint that they call the logical 

structure superiority, as follows, that we will assume for embedded NPs in 

prepositional phrases.

(29) a. LS-superiority

A constituent P in logical structure is LS-superior to a constituent Q iff 

there is a constituent R in logical structure such that

(i) Q is a constituent o f R, and

(ii) P and R are primary arguments o f the same logical structure.

b. Superiority Condition on Reflexivisation

A bound variable may not be LS-superior to its binder.

A construction does not violate the LS-superiority constraint simply because its NP 

argument is embedded within a prepositional phrase. What is important is that the 

logical structure is well formed with respect to reflexivity if it obeys the obliqueness 

condition and the thematic hierarchy constraint, as previously mentioned, but also the 

LS-superiority constraint which specifically covers these types of situations. The
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domain of reflexivity we have earlier defined as being the scope of predication o f the 

verb. The controller of the reflexivity must be left upstream as a legal antecedent 

within the logical structure representation o f the clause. When the prepositional 

phrase encapsulates core arguments, as is frequently the case in modem Irish, these 

arguments are coded and readily visible within the logical structure representation, 

and are naturally represented as downstream in the logical structure. These then are 

available to participate in reflexive constructions. We will now start our analysis with 

constructions that obey the obliqueness condition.

5.4.1 Constructions That Obey the Obliqueness Condition

We start our analysis with an example (30) that is reflexive. Two participants are 

coded and the second participant, the undergoer and object o f the sentence, is 

reflexively coindexed to the first participant, the antecedent actor. The reflexive 

connection between the actor and undergoer is facilitated by use o f the reflexive 

marker /e'/>7. This captures the insight that the initiator and endpoint participants are

distinct while co-referential. The verb mhol ‘praise’ is not inherently reflexive but is

made so in this utterance by the coding by a speaker o f fe in  ‘se lf  against the 

participant in the second participant position. Reflexive use o f the marker fe in  requires 

a transitive construction, that is, with two participants in logical structure and two 

arguments in argument structure.

(30) Mholfainn me fein.

Praise:V-COND+I:PN me:PN selfPART

1 would praise myself

[do’(mei, [mol’(mei, (mei’(feini)) ])]

Example (30) has two participants in logical structure and two arguments in argument 

structure. The leftmost participant in logical structure maps to the first argument, the 

subject. The rightmost participant in logical structure maps to the second argument, 

the object. As the verb in the conditional tense uses a synthetic form, the personal 

pronoun is incorporated as a postfix on the verb. We can observe, therefore, that the 

logical structure actor me, the syntactic subject morphologically expressed within the 

synthetic form of the verb, is antecedent to the grammatical object me (overtly
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expressed in the syntax) and its associated marker fein. The actor and the undergoer, 

are both within the binding domain, that is, the scope of predication o f the matrix 

verb. In addition, the obliqueness condition that we adopted predicts that the 

reflexivity is well formed, as the controller o f the reflexivity is the grammatical 

subject and the reflexive downstream participant is oblique within the binding 

domain. The thematic hierarchy constraint predicts that the thematic role o f the 

reflexive will be lower on the hierarchy than the antecedent. We can observe that this 

is so by noting that the actor is leftmost or higher and the undergoer is oblique to the 

right, and therefore lower.

In contradistinction to the previous example, (31) below does not exhibit these 

characteristics. The marker fein  is simply adjacent to the subject, That the participant 

with which it is associated cannot be reflexive is predicted by obliqueness condition 

and thematic hierarchy constraint. This example therefore is emphatic only, 

demonstrating the veracity of Van Hoek’s proximity principle, as mentioned in the 

introduction to this chapter. The logical structure has two participants, which link into 

two arguments in argument structure. The clause is transitive and has a situation type 

of accomplishment. The use offein  here does not signal reflexivity, merely emphasis.

(31) Mholfainn fe in  e.

Praise:V-COND+I:PN selfPART him:PN-3sg

LIT: ‘I self would praise him’.

I myself would praise him.

[do’(m ei’(feini, [m or(m e’i(feini), 62)] )]

5.4.1.1 The Reflexive Use of Fein in Prepositional Phrases

Syntactically, yew can occur in prepositional phrases that we can relate in a principled 

way to our obliqueness constraint, and semantically, it can occur with beneficiary, 

goal or recipient arguments. A typical transactional verb is cheannaigh ‘buy’. In the 

logical structure representation o f example (32) following, the underlined do’ relates 

to the coding of part of the prepositional pronoun dom ‘for+me’, and is not to be 

interpreted as the standard operator do’ in logical structure.
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(32) Cheannaigh me brontanais dam fein.

Buy;V-PAST I;PN present:N for;PP+me:PN self:PART

I bought a present for myself.

[do’(mei, [ceannaigh’(mei, brontannais2)) &

CAUSE [be’(brontanais2 , [do’(m ei’('feini))1')11

This example is reflexive with three participants in logical structure, which map into 

three arguments in argument structure. The thematic roles of the participants are 

agent, theme and recipient respectively. Each of these thematic roles has a direct and 

distinct reference. What makes this utterance different is that the speaker utilises a 

prepositional pronoun dom (which conflates the preposition do ‘for’ with the pronoun 

me ‘me’) against which is associated the reflexive marker fein, signalling co-reference 

between the actor and the recipient. The animate and human actor is therefore the 

recipient o f the transaction described by the verb. The grammatical subject and the 

indirect object are therefore reflexively co-referential and the indirect object is 

contained within the prepositional phrase. The reflexivity is sanctioned by the 

deployment of the marker fein  post adjacent to the third argument. The thematic 

hierarchy constraint and the obliqueness condition within the binding domain are both 

respected.

A speaker may choose to add emphasis to a construction such as the one above. This 

can be achieved by simply using the emphatic form of the prepositional pronoun, i.e. 

domsa (= dom+sa) ‘for+me’emphatic- We illustrate this in example (33). The (a) 

example is reflexive in virtue of the use o f do+me, with fein. The (b) example uses the 

emphatic form of the prepositional pronoun do+me+sa conflated together, with post 

adjacent fein. The thematic hierarchy recorded here in these constructions is agent > 

theme > locative/recipient.
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(33) a Thug me comhra dom fein.

G ive;V-PAST I:PN advice;N to:PP+me;PN self:PART  

I gave advice to myself.

[do’(m ei, [tug’(m ei, comhra2 )) & CAUSE [be’(comhra2 , rdo’(m ei’(feini))1)11

b Thug me comhra dom sa fein.

give:V-PAST I:PN advice:N to:PP+me:PN+EMPHATIC self:PART  

I gave advice to myself.

In example (33a), the actor, under the reflexivity signalled by the reflexive marker 

fein , is the recipient in the transaction. The co-reference is between the agent and the 

recipient, syntactically reflected as subject and indirect object respectively.

In (34) below we have the reflexive marker fe in  adjacent with the conflated object o f  

the prepositional pronoun leis ‘with+him ’. This is within the binding domain o f  the 

clause and meets both the thematic hierarchy constraint and the obliqueness condition 

allowing for reflexivity to occur with the actor/subject antecedent. O f interest here is 

the change in word order (with e ‘it’ at end o f  clause) that is sanctioned when a 

pronominal object occurs, as in this example. This is a comm on phenomenon within 

Irish (Tallerman 1998a & 1998b, 6  Siadhail 1989, Stenson 1981). N ot withstanding 

the change in word order, the obliqueness condition is respected within the logical 

structure o f  the clause.

(34) Thog se leis fe in  e.

Took:V-PAST he:PN with:PP+him:PN self:PART it:PN 

He took it with himself.

[do’(sei, [thog’([sei, [le’(se ’ 2 (feinO, 6 3 ))] ]) ])]
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5.4.1.2 Reflexive and Reciprocal within the Same Construction

We mentioned earlier that the reflexive marker can operate reflexively over single 

(35) or plural (36) number agreement.

(35) Chonaic se e fein.

Saw:V-PAST he:PN him:PN self:PART 

He saw himself.

[do’(sei, [ESIGR conaic’(sei, [e2’(feini)])])]

Something very interesting can, however, be observed when the marker fe in  is 

reflexively used in the context of plural agreement. That is, the participants appear to 

act on each other. Reflexivity coded with fe in  under plural agreement codes for a 

potential reading for reciprocity. This reading for reciprocity may require a discourse 

context to sanction it. In reality, it may or may not actually exist. Structurally, at the 

level o f the syntax-semantics interface, we denote this as having the logical structure 

in (36). This means that any o f the initiators of the action, the actors, may also, 

depending on the discourse context, be considered as the endpoint o f the action, the 

undergoers. The clause is transitive with an achievement situation type. It has two 

participants in logical structure, which map into two arguments in argument structure.

(36) Chonaic na caiUni iad fein.

Saw:V-PAST the:DET girls:N them:PN self:PART 

The girls saw themselves.

[do’(na cailmi'i, [INGR conaic’(na caih'nii,[iadi’(feini)])])]

In (36), we have simple reflexivity coded by the reflexive marker fein. The reflexive 

marker is adjacent to and immediately following the undergoer participant and this is 

co-referential with the antecedent actor. The clause is transitive with a situation type 

o f achievement. With regards to reciprocity, we potentially have in this example, 

simultaneous but multiple events where each member of the set o f subject participants 

acted on the others. To illustrate how this is reciprocal, we can, for example, assume a
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set of participants { A B C } .  Each individual participant o f this set may act on itself 

(37a), or the participants may alternatively act on each other (37b) in some manner.

(37) a:
A B C

b;
A B C

A B C A B C

5.4.2 Constructions That Violate the Obliqueness Condition

In this section we examine constructions that use the marker fein , but which violate 

the obliqueness condition in the binding domain. We will demonstrate that these 

constructions are not reflexive, but are instead emphatic. One further construction, the 

possessive-reflexive, violates the obliqueness condition in a particular way and we 

will examine this separately in Section 5.4.2.3. These constructions violate 

requirement-2 o f our Obliqueness Condition within the Binding Domain, which we 

repeat below.

(38) Obliqueness Condition within the Binding Domain

1. A logical structure participant X is less oblique than another logical 

structure participant Y if X precedes Y.

2. An anaphor must be coindexed with a less oblique member o f the same 

logical structure argument in the minimal S containing the verb.

3. The binding domain for a verb is the scope o f predication of the verb in 

logical structure.

S.4.2.1 Emphatic Constructions

Example (39) is a causative utterance with the marker fe in  associated with the actor 

and, in word order sequence, occurring immediately following the actor participant. 

Here the marker fe in  is used emphatically, that is, simply for emphasis. The clause is 

transitive and the underlying logical structure has two participants that map into two
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arguments in argument structure as subject and object respectively. As the marker fe in  

is proximate to the first argument, there is no upstream participant to act as the 

antecedent, thereby violating the obliqueness condition.

(39) Bhris an fear fein an gloine.

Break-V-PAST the:DET man:N selfrPART theiDET glass:N

LIT: ‘The man self broke the glass’.

The man himself broke the glass.

[do’(an fear’i(feini)) CAUSE INGR [bris’ (an fear’i(feini), an gloine2 )]]

Example (40) codes for an emphatic construction with plural agreement recorded on 

the NP to which the marker fe in  is associated. The participants in the clause are within 

the correct binding domain but the marker fein  simply exhibits emphatic use against 

the actors of the clause. There is no upstream participant to act as the antecedent, 

thereby violating the obliqueness condition.

( fraditional Irish Song. Anonymous. Title: Thugamarfein an samhradh linn)

(40) Thugamar fe in  an samhradh linn.

Give:V-FUT+we:PN selfPART the DET summer:N to:PP+us:PN

LIT: ‘Wei selvesi will give the summer to usi’.

We ourselves will have our summer.

[do’(muid, [thug’([m uid |’(feini)], [le’(muidi, an samhradh2)]) ])]

The substantive verb construction in example (41) has the subject nominal 

immediately followed by the marker fein. Here again, the use is emphatic rather than 

reflexive. We can note that the subject nominal is inanimate. This, then, is a clause 

indicating a situation type of state with one participant in logical structure and a 

corresponding single participant in argument structure. Reflexivity cannot play a part 

in this construction, as no antecedent is available upstream. It violates our obliqueness 

constraint within the binding domain.
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(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh; Mian na Marhk. 16)

(41) BM an gleann fein  uaigneach.

Be:SUBV-PAST the:DET glen:N self:PART lonely;ADJ 

LIT:’The glen self was lonely’.

The glen itself was lonely.

[be’(an gleann’i(feini), [uaigneach’])]

S.4.2.2 The Marker Fein in Impersonal Passive Constructions

Impersonal passive constructions utilising lexically reflexive verbs are sanctioned for 

normal usage but not, apparently, impersonal passive constructions with the marker 

fein  ‘se lf in reflexive use. The marker fe in  cannot be co-referential with the 

unspecified or impersonal initiator o f the action. The reflexive use o f the marker fe in  

with the impersonal form of a verb is therefore not possible.

The simple and unsurprising reason for this is the reflexive has no upstream 

antecedent argument in the syntax to which it can be bound, as predicted by the 

thematic hierarchy constraint and the obliqueness condition within the binding 

domain. This is also not available at the level of semantics as we can see with the 

example below, which illustrates the use of an impersonal passive matrix verb with an 

accomplishment situation type. This fact is important as it demonstrates a construction 

that violates requirement-2 o f our binding conditions.

In (42), the first participant in logical structure, the actor, is recorded as indefinite but 

specific. This is visible to the syntax as it causes the impersonal marking on the verb, 

but is not sufficiently specific or elaborated at the level of logical structure to allow 

the participant to be recorded in argument structure as the grammatical subject. The 

impersonal argument is semantically present but syntactically unexpressed as subject, 

and it is this fact that delivers the impersonal passive marking on the verb.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Na Gliinta Rosannacha : 166)

(42) Tugadh e fe in  chun na modh-scoile i mBaile Atha Cliath ina dhiaidh sin.

Tugadh e fein

Came:V- IMPERS-PASS-PAST he;PN selfiPART

chun na modh-scoile.

to:PP the:DET model-school:N

i mBaile Atha Cliath ina dhiaidh sin

in:PP Dublin:N in:PP afteriADV that:DET

LIT: ‘(Someone) brought him (self) to the model school in Dublin after that’.

He himself (was) brought to the model school in Dublin after that.

[cun’(na modh-scoiles, [i’(BAC4, [ina’(diadh sin,

[do’[xi, [tugadh’(xi, [e2’(fein2)])]])])])]

Where : X] is an animate and human entity.

The second participant in logical structure is elaborated and mapped into the syntactic 

argument structure as the second argument, the grammatical object of the sentence. 

Impersonal passives are ‘’‘‘functionally equivalent to indefinite personal constructions''’’ 

(Geniusiene 1987:275), with a "‘‘human agen t’’ (Geniusiene 1987:278) but the 

reflexive construction requires a specific, and not indefinite, antecedent in the binding 

domain. Emphatic use o f fein  with a grammatical object is sanctioned, as simple 

proximity to the object entity is all that is required. The example, therefore, illustrates 

the use of fein  with impersonal passive constructions but deployed in emphatic mode 

only and not reflexively. All Irish verbs, whether inherently reflexive or not, have an 

impersonal passive form. Use o f fein  in emphatic mode with the impersonal passive 

form of a verb is sanctioned, and exhibits simple proximity to its argument in the 

syntax. With the impersonal passive form of a verb, a specific and indefinite actor is 

elaborated in logical structure and hence there is no subject available in argument 

structure to act as the reflexive antecedent in the binding domain.
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S.4.2.3 The Possessive-Reflexive Construction

The relationship in (43) following is one of necessary possession of the undergoer by 

the actor, and that undergoer partakes of the action expressed by the verb. This 

example demonstrates a violation of the obliqueness condition whereby the marker 

fein  is attached to a possessive pronoun that is itself a constituent in a complex NP. 

The NP is not co-referential with the actor, but its possessive pronoun constituent is 

co-referential with the actor antecedent. This type o f construction therefore violates 

our obliqueness condition in the binding domain in a very interesting way that is quite 

different from the simple violations o f the emphatic constructions.

(43) Choihgh Mairead\ a\ gruaigei fein\.

Brush:V-PAST MaireadiN her:PN-POSS hair:N self:PART

Mairead brushed her own hair.

[do’(Maireadi, [c6 irigh’(Maireadi, [a’i(gruaigh’2 (feini))])])

& BECOME [c6 irigh’(a’i(gruaigh’2 (feini)] ]

The NP that elaborates the undergoer participant is complex and consists o f a 

possessive pronoun and a concrete mass noun. Quite clearly, co-reference between the 

NP and the actor antecedent is not sanctioned because the undergoer has very 

different attributes to that of the actor participant, Mairead. The possessive pronoun a 

‘her’ within the complex NP does, however, sanction co-reference. The concrete mass 

noun that elaborates part of the undergoer is a component body part o f the actor and 

therefore necessarily and inalienably possessed by the actor. This possession is coded 

by the possessive pronoun that forms a component part of the complex NP that 

elaborates the undergoer. The particle fein  therefore is associated with the possessive 

pronoun within the NP. The nominal in the NP intervenes between the possessive 

pronoun and the particle fein, in this situation. This example is therefore not truly 

reflexive in virtue o f the deployment o f the marker fein. In particular, the marker fein  

is not immediately post adjacent to its referent within the undergoer NP. Most 

importantly, the obliqueness condition is violated. The logical structure representation 

of the clause captures this obliqueness condition violation in a principled way. The 

antecedent Mairead is left upstream and appropriately indexed. The complex NP that
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is the undergoer participant is downstream. The nominal within this NP has a different 

index to that of the actor. The possessive pronoun has the same index as the actor.

The possessed entity in example (44) is not a part of the undergoer but an external 

entity in the world. As such, this possessed external entity may be worn by, or carried 

on, the actor as, for instance, as clothes, coins or rings. Use of the marker fe in  relates 

the possessed inanimate entity back to the actor under this relationship.

(44) D ’oscail se\ a\a chotaj fein \.

Do:PVP+Open:V-PAST he:PN his:PN-POSS coat:N self:PART 

LIT: ‘He opened his self coat’.

He opened his own coat.

a; [do’(sei, [oscail’(sei, [a i’(cota’3 (feini))])])] &

CAUSE BECOME [oscaiI’(a i’(cota’3 (feini)))]

b; [do’(sei, [oscail’(sei, [a2 ’(cota’3 (fdni))])])] &

CAUSE BECOME [oscair(a 2 ’(cota’3 (fein,)))]

Without use o f the marker fein, ambiguity with respect to reference o f the possessed 

undergoer/object would exist, but this is immediately disambiguated when the marker 

fein  is deployed. Givon (1990b:639) has noticed this phenomena of possessive- 

reflexives as a variant of reflexivity that occurs within a specific semantic context 

where "'the subject is the possessor o f  the object'”. In this type of construction, the 

subject and object are not co-referential. They are ^^semantically more transitive than 

true reflexives'' and, as no argument is lost from argument structure, they are not 

valence decreasing and therefore also "'syntactically more transitive than true 

reflexives''.

S.4.2.4 The Conditions on the Emphatic Use of Fein

Based on the analysis on the above construction types that violate the obliqueness 

condition in the binding domain, we can summarise the conditions on the emphatic 

use o f fein  as follows.
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(45) The Conditions on the Emphatic Use o f Fein

a. Emphatic use of fein  requires simple, but immediate post adjacent, 

proximity to the nominal to which it is associated.

b. The nominal with which fein  is associated with in emphatic use may be the 

syntactic subject, object or indirect object.

c. No antecedent to the nominal associated with fein  is coded upstream in the 

logical structure, that is, the obliqueness constraint is violated.

d. The thematic hierarchy constraint is violated.

e. Emphatic use provides the speaker with a strategy to create a contrast 

between the emphasised nominal and the other entities, particularly the 

entity that is the syntactic subject.

We can note that the possessive-reflexive construction is not truly reflexive, but even 

though it violates the obliqueness condition, it is not emphatic either. It represents a 

middle space between the reflexive and emphatic construction types. Specifically, it 

violates the obliqueness condition (45c). It also violates (45a) as it does not have 

simple proximity to its associated nominal.

5.5 Reflexive with Motion Constructions

In this section we look at the use of reflexivity in motion constructions. Specifically 

we look at fictive motion, non-translational and translational motion. We claim that 

reflexive use is to be found with translation motion only and that fictive and non- 

translational motion only allows emphatic use o f the marker fein. We start our 

analysis o f these constructions first with translational motion. We will then 

demonstrate that constructions involving fictive motion or non-translational motion 

must be emphatic, if  they use the marker fein.

5.5.1 Reflexive Translational Motion

In a construction with translational motion, we engage the notion o f self-movement 

along a path. This requires that an actor, undergoer, and path be coded in the 

construction. In this construction actual and not implied subjective motion is coded. 

Use of the reflexive marker is required to signal co-reference between the actor and 

the undergoer. These constructions are reflexive because o f the necessary shared
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reference o f the undergoer with the actor. The example in (46) illustrates the required 

triplet needed i.e. Actor, Undergoer, Path. Constructions o f  this kind cannot be 

intransitive and must always be transitive. The notion o f  translational motion is that 

used in Talmy (1985, 1996b) and additionally, concerns the whole body o f the actor. 

The participants denoting the reflexive translational motion must be contiguous in the 

clause, as in the example.

(46) Chaith se e fe in  ar aghaidh.

Throw:V-PAST he:PN him:PN self:PART on:PP forward:ADV 

He threw him self forward.

[a r ’(agaidh, [do’(sei, [cait’(sei, e2’(feini))])])]

5.5.2 Non-Reflexive Fictive motion

Constructions involving fictive motion can be understood to be metaphorical in the 

sense o f Talmy (1996b). Motion appears to be involved but it is not actual motion. 

The facts are presented as if  motion was occurring, hence fictive motion. In example

(47)-(48), thoughts are moving entities that move to/into the passive thinker. The 

sentence relates, in particular, to cognition on behalf o f the human animate undergoer 

and that phenomena o f  cognition is represented as a macrorole participant, that o f an 

inanimate actor. The phenomenon hinges around the actor role in a transitive clause. 

The actor is cognitively a necessary part o f the undergoer. The phenomenon implies a 

subjective motion on the part o f the actor towards the undergoer. This construction 

has two participants in logical structure and two arguments in argument structure 

linking one to one. The conditions do not otherwise exist to facilitate reflexivity. In 

particular neither the obliqueness condition nor the thematic hierarchy constraint 

holds. In addition, reflexivity is not possible as the actor and undergoer have different 

identify with completely different attributes. Any use o f  fe in  m ust therefore be 

emphatic.
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(Paul, Korky & Valerir Thomas: C itisa Gheimhreadh: 5)

(47) Bhuail smaoineamh Citi

Hit:V-PAST thought:N C/7/:N

A thought hit Kitty.

[do’( 0, [buail’(smaoineamhi, Citi 2)]) &

INGR (be’(smaoineamhi, (ag’(Citi 2)))) ]

(48) Bhuail smaoineamh Citi fein.

Hit:V-PAST thought:N C/7/:N self:PART

A thought hit Kitty herself.

[do’( 0, [buair(smaoineamhi, (Citi’2(feiri2)))]) &

INGR (be’(smaoineamhi, (ag’(Citf’2 (feiri2))))) ]

5.5.3 Non-Reflexive Non-Translational Motion

The example in (49) is an intransitive non-translational motion construction with a 

single participant, that of actor. The clause has one participant in logical structure and 

a corresponding argument in argument structure. The actor undergoes the self

initiated, motivated and controlled action. The motion path is expressed via the adverb 

but the motion is not translational as it not directed, as is the case with translational 

motion. The actor does not move from one place to another. A characteristic of non

translation motion is that the type o f motion involved appears to be implicit in the 

verbal action denoted. Non-translational motion constructions concern the whole body 

of the actor. Only one participant is coded and no upstream antecedent is available 

and therefore, the use offein  here may only be emphatic.

(49) Sui me sios.

Sit:V-PAST I:PN down:ADV 

I sat down.

[do’(mei, [sios’(sur(mei))])]
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(50) Sui me fein  sios.

Sit:V-PAST I:PN self:PART down:ADV 

I sat myself down.

[do’(me’i(feini), [sios’(sui’(»ne’i(feini)))])]

5.6 Reflexive Verb Constructions with Understood Objects

A class of verbs exists which a speaker may deploy for communicative purposes as 

transitive or intransitive, but when used as intransitive assumes an understood object. 

Typical examples of this class are gleas ‘dress’ and coir ‘brush’. The verb gleas, for 

instance, may be used intransitively (with an understood object), transitively (explicit 

object but non-reflexive) or transitively (explicit object but reflexive in virtue of its 

deployment of the marker fein  immediately post adjacent to the second argument). In 

an intransitive usage, the understood object appears in the logical structure o f the 

clause but is not expressed at the level of argument structure in the syntax. We look at 

examples o f each in this section.

5.6.1 Intransitive Lexical Reflexive Construction with Understood Object

The pronoun in example (51) is in the first person singular but expressed, in this 

instance, within the synthetic form of the verb, and therefore recorded as a suffix on 

the verb root. This example literally means, ‘I dress’ but has the sense o f ‘I dress 

m yself under normal usage. This verb then has an understood or default object of 

‘se lf which can be overridden as required by the speaker, as the context requires. 

Notationally, we indicate this understood object in the relevant examples with a bold 

italic underlined feinj against which we associate an index.

(51) Gleasam.

Dress:V-PRES+I:PN 

I dress.

[do’(mei, [gleas’(mei, feini)]) & BECOME rgleas’(/g7/ii)11
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As no object appears in the syntax this clause is ostensibly an activity. It does 

however have an inherent termination, that is, when one is ‘completely dressed’. This 

is because the understood object is visible to the semantics o f logical structure where 

the situation type is determined but not to argument structure at the level o f the 

syntax. The situation type is in reality an active accomplishment rather than a simple 

activity.

5.6.2 Lexically Reflexive Constructions with Emphatic Use of Fein

In example (52), we see an instance of a lexically reflexive verb that uses the marker 

fe in  following the undergoer personal pronoun, for emphatic purposes. Even though 

the overt use of fMn appears in this clause the understood object of se lf still applies. 

The marker fe in  has simple proximity to its referent. As the clause is intransitive, no 

participants exist within the appropriate binding domain for purposes o f reflexivity, 

and neither the obliqueness condition nor the thematic hierarchy constraint is 

satisfied. Semantically, however, in the logical structure this clause is transitive with 

two participants but syntactically it is intransitive with only one participant in 

argument structure.

(52) Gleasann me fein.

Dress;V-PRES I:PN selftPART 

I myself dress.

[do’(mei(feini), [gleas’(mei(feini), feini)}) & BECOME [gleas’(/i?7/ii)]]

5.6.3 Transitive Construction with a Lexically Reflexive Verb

In example (53), we see a transitive use of the verb gleas ‘dress’ where the actor role 

is undertaken by the first person singular masculine pronominal subject as expressed 

in analytical form separate from the verb, and taking an argument position. The 

undergoer role is overtly expressed in the syntax by a third person singular masculine 

pronoun. The actor/subject and undergoer/object have distinct but different reference. 

They are not co-referential. The clause is therefore transitive but not reflexive (or 

emphatic) as there is no use made of the marker fein.
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(53) Gleasann se e.

Dress:V-PRES he:PN him:PN

He dresses him.

[do’(sei, [gleas’(sei, 6 2 )]) & BECOME [gleas’(e2 )]]

The example in (54) is different in that the marker fein  is immediately post adjacent to 

the second participant, the undergoer of the clause, and diagnostic o f reflexivity. In 

this example, by co-reference the actor is also the undergoer o f the action denoted by 

the verb gleas ‘dress’. The undergoer therefore has the same identical agreement 

attributes as the actor, that is, it is animate and human. In this example the usage is 

reflexive, with the participants within the appropriate binding domain and the 

obliqueness condition and the thematic hierarchy condition both satisfied. In 

particular, in this example, the understood object is overridden by the speaker.

(54) Gleasann se e fein go slachtainne.

Dress;V-PRES he;PN him.PN self.PART to;PP tidy;VA

He dresses himself with taste.

[go’(slachtainne, [do’(sei, [gleas’(sei, [e2 ’(feini)])])]) «fe 

BECOME [gleas’(e2 ’(feini))] ]

The conclusion to the analysis o f use of the lexically reflexive verbs is that they 

adhere to the obliqueness condition for reflexive constructions and if they violate this, 

they are emphatic. If these verbs are deployed in intransitive constructions then, by 

definition, they cannot be syntactically reflexive.

5.7 Summary o f Analysis o f Reflexive Constructions

We have examined constructions that use the marker fein  and found that some of 

these are reflexive, some are emphatic, and some, the possessive-reflexives, are 

neither. By abstracting away from the constructions we can identify the template 

positions for the reflexive and emphatic constructions, as generalised following where 

the indices indicate the co-referring participants.
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(55) Verb Actori ((Undergoeri) feirii )i 

Reflexive

(56) Verb Actori Undergoer2 ((prepositional-PNs) fein i )i 

Reflexive

(57) Verb Actori 

Emphatic

(58) Verb Actori Undergoer2 ye/ « 2  

Emphatic

(59) Verb Actori [possessive-PNi [Undergoer2 ] ] 2  (prepositional-PN)/g'wi 

Possessive-Reflexive

Crucial to identifying which constructions are reflexive or not is the obliqueness 

condition in the binding domain. We used the obliqueness condition to motivate our 

claim that constructions that deploy the marker fein  and obey this condition are 

reflexive, and that constructions that violate the condition are not, being either 

emphatic or possessive-reflexive. The possessive-reflexive construction represents a 

mid-point between the emphatic and reflexive constructions. The obliqueness 

condition on the binding domain is restated below.

(60) Obliqueness Condition within the Binding Domain

1. A logical structure participant X is less oblique than another logical 

structure participant Y if X precedes Y.

2. An anaphor must be coindexed with a less oblique member of the same 

logical structure argument in the minimal S containing the verb.

3. The binding domain for a verb is the scope o f predication of the verb in 

logical structure.

The conditions for emphatic constructions are;
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(61) The Conditions on the Emphatic Use o f Fein

a. Emphatic use of fe in  requires simple, but immediate post adjacent, 

proximity to the nominal to which it is associated.

b. The nominal with which fein  is associated with in emphatic use may be the 

syntactic subject, object or indirect object.

c. No antecedent to the nominal associated with /em is coded upstream in the 

logical structure, that is, the obliqueness constraint is violated.

d. The thematic hierarchy constraint is violated.

e. Emphatic use provides the speaker with a strategy to create a contrast 

between the emphasised nominal and the other entities, particularly the 

entity that is the syntactic subject.

At the semantic level, two participant roles may exist for a verb and in many instances 

this is reflected in syntax as two arguments in a transitive clause. The reflexive marker 

fein  preserves the two participant roles at the semantic level but also encodes the fact 

that both roles share the same reference, that of the antecedent. In the syntax, the 

leftmost role is reflected as the grammatical subject and the rightmost role that is co

referenced with it attracts the reflexive marker fein. The reflexive clause is still 

transitive but the transitivity is weakened, not reduced. This is because two 

participants are found in logical structure and two arguments are found in argument 

structure with the reflexive marker immediately after the second argument in the 

syntax. What is important is that the second argument is still recorded in the syntax, it 

is not deleted or replaced by fein  but flagged as co-referential by the deployment o f 

fein  with it. Reflexivity weakens the transitivity and hence the valency, but it does not 

reduce it. Semantically and syntactically the valency is still two (in a transitive clause) 

but the identification o f the human and animate participant in the second argument is 

reflexively linked to the human and animate participant in the first argument. In a 

ditransitive construction, the same holds for the first and third arguments. In the next 

chapter we provide a unified account of the passive construction, o f which modem 

Irish has two primary forms, the personal passive and its variants, and the impersonal. 

We also pose an empirical question as to whether a third passive form exists within 

the language, that o f a functionally defined GET-passive. We claim that this 

functionally defined GET passive does exist and we incorporate this into our overall 

analysis.
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6 Passive Voice Constructions 

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we provide a unified account of the passive construction, of which 

modern Irish has two primary forms, the personal passive together with its variants, 

and the impersonal passive. We claim that the passive constructions characterised in 

this chapter can be unified within an event perspective that takes into account the 

interaction between the event, its semantics as represented within the logical structure 

formalism of our approach, and its expression in the syntax of the clause. This unified 

approach is possible as a consequence of the framework we have deployed throughout 

this study. In addition to our claim that we can provide a unified account of the 

passive constructions, we also pose an empirical question as to whether a third passive 

form exists within the language, that of a functionally defined GET-passive. We claim 

that this functionally defined GET passive does exist and we incorporate this into our 

overall analysis.

We approach the analysis of the passive constructions in the following manner. We 

first discuss what actually constitutes a passive in the literature. We then proceed to 

characterise the personal passive construction through an analysis of a number of 

examples. Irish supports a number of variants of the personal passive construction, 

each of which involves the substantive verb, td ‘be’, in a periphrastic form. The agent 

can optionally be represented obliquely. The active verb takes a non-finite form as a 

verbal adjective or verbal noun, depending on the personal passive variant. We note 

that a number of other voice constructions, specifically the refiexive and middle 

voice, appear to have some qualities in common with the personal passive. We 

identify an underlying schema for the personal passive construction. We then turn to 

the impersonal passive and provide a detailed analysis that characterises this 

construction. The impersonal passive is a “non-promotional” passive and we discuss a 

number of interesting typological features relating to the status of the object in the 

syntax. We will claim with this construction that a specific indefinite subject exists at 

the level of the logical structure that is visible to the syntax, but not expressed in it. A 

surprising outcome of the analysis of the data on the impersonal passive is that it
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provides evidence o f a recent change in the nature o f this construction. That is, recent 

deployments of this construction by native speakers code an oblique object in a way 

somewhat similar to a personal passive. The impersonal passive is also to be found 

with the substantive verb and we provide a characterisation o f this construction, 

relating it to the passives discussed earlier. The impersonal passive form occurs with 

all verbs of Irish, across all tenses, whether intransitive or transitive. The impersonal 

passive form is also to be found productively with the substantive verb across all 

tenses. It does not under any circumstances occur with the copula verb. Our view is 

that the impersonal passive construction has an indefinite actor at the level o f the 

semantics and that the impersonal passive verb expresses this as a third person 

indefinite pronoun in the syntax via a synthetic post-verbal suffix rendered on the 

matrix verb. When considered in this way, the behaviour of the impersonal passive 

verb in the syntax is shown to be the same with respect to definite subject pronouns 

when they are expressed in a non-analytic manner, that is, in the synthetic form o f the 

verb. The analysis here supports the view that there is strong link, reinforced by 

immediate proximity, between the verb and subject underpinning the VSO linear 

word order.

The GET passive is attested in many, but not all, of the world’s languages (Siewierska 

1984). We argue for the existence of a functionally defined GET passive and in 

support o f this we provide a set o f diagnostics that we then use to determine whether 

such a construction type exists in Irish. The evidence that we uncover demonstrates 

that such a functionally defined GET passive construction does occur in common 

usage under certain strict conditions.

Having provided an account of each of the passives, we argue for a common 

underlying characteristic, that is, that the key to understanding the commonality 

between each of the passive construction types is to take an event based perspective 

that mediates over the semantics/syntax interface. In this, we further argue that the 

common event-based characteristic is actually a windowing o f attention on the event 

itself in the sense of Talmy (1996b), that is, a functional analysis with an event frame 

perspective sensitive to intrepretation as a prototypicality structure. In support o f this 

argument we relate each o f the passive types in this event context, indicating which
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component is foregrounded (or backgrounded) within a specific passive construction 

type.

The fact that we can provide a unifying account, across each of the passives, 

demonstrates the ability o f our framework in capturing these. In earlier chapters, we 

have used this framework to account for the behaviour o f situation types, causatives, 

and reflexives. Here, in this chapter, we extend our analysis to include each of the 

passives. Common to the phenomena with each of the constructions is the mediating 

effect of an event perspective between the syntax and the semantics, as represented by 

logical structure. Irish follows a VSO word order with the subject more closely bound 

to the verb than the object. As well as looking at each of the passive constructions, we 

also briefly examine how the VSO word order is maintained through each of the 

passive constructions.

6.2 What Constitutes a Passive Construction?

Before we undertake our analyses it is worth noting that what constitutes a passive 

construction is much debated within the literature. What therefore are the attributes of 

passive in the literature? The passive construction is complex and manifests itself in a 

variety o f ways in the world’s languages. The literature contains a diverse number of 

accounts of, and explanations of, the passive. Because of this, before we begin our 

analysis we survey some of the more important functional accounts o f the passive, 

highlighting key insights within each.

Before we proceed with our analysis, we also need to provide some clarification on 

the term prototype. The use of prototypes in linguistics is derived from work within 

the field o f cognitive psychology and associated studies o f categorisation (Rosch 

1973, Rosch and Mervis 1975). The term prototype as used in the linguistics literature 

has two accepted meanings. The first of these meanings, the informal traditional use, 

is that given by Trask (1997: 179), where a prototype is taken as a ^'particular 

example o f  something which is highly typical o f  its class and which may he taken as 

representing that class''. The second meaning is somewhat more complex and relates 

to the idea o f a prototypicality structure with the prototype as defined by Trask at its 

centre as the prototypical base. This prototypicality structure originates from new
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thinking within categorisation and prototype theory. Some o f the major themes of 

prototype theory are: Family resemblances: The idea that members of a category may 

be related to another without all members having any properties in common that 

define that category. Centrality. The idea that some members of a category may be 

“better examples" o f that category than others. Polysemy as categorisation -. The idea 

that related meanings o f words form categories and that the meanings bear family 

resemblances to one another. Membership gradience: The idea that members (or 

subcategories) that are clearly within the category boundaries may still be more or less 

central. Basic-level categorisation: Ih e  idea that categories are not merely organised 

in a hierarchy from the most general to the most specific, but are also organised so 

that the categories that are cognitively basic are "in the middle" o f a general-to- 

specific hierarchy. Generalisation might, for example, proceed "upwards" from the 

basic level and specialisation proceed "downwards". Lakoff (1987) shows how we 

organise our cognitive and linguistic knowledge via prototypicality structures called 

idealised cognitive models, or ICMs, and that category structure and prototype effects 

result from that organisation. For Lakoff, an ICM is a complex structured whole, a 

gestalt which uses structuring principles. The implications for linguistic categories 

are addressed within Taylor (1995).

These ideas on prototypicality structures with a prototypical central member or base 

have been influential on linguistic research. In particular, Shibatani (1985; 8 2 1 ^  

notes that: ‘’"Increasing awareness in recent years that linguistic structures are not 

isolated, but rather tend to show partial resemblances among themselves, has 

prompted certain linguists to adopt a non-discrete view o f  grammar. Research 

progress in the framework ofprototype theory is one such manifestation....

... This view o f  grammar considers that various constructions exist along a 

continuum; certain ones are prototypical, others are similar to the prototype to a 

limited degree, and still others share no similarities with the prototype. ... such an 

approach not only is essential in understanding the relationships among various 

constructions within a single language, but also is capable o f  providing a useful 

framework fo r  cross-linguistic research”. The sense o f prototypicality as a structural 

notion will be used within this research.
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6.2.1 Givon and The Prototypical Passive

We start with Givon (1990:563) who, in relation to the passive, quotes Langacker & 

Munro (1975) to the effect that the three major syntactic properties o f the prototypical 

passive, (i.e. personal passive) are verb stativisation, unspecified active subject and 

object topicalisation. The key, therefore, to understanding passive constructions 

crucially requires the notion of transitivity.

For Givon (1990: 565ff), there are three semantic dimensions important to the 

semantic definition of transitivity, each o f which corresponds to an aspect o f the 

prototypical transitive event. The first of these is the agent as the volitional, 

controlling, initiating, active entity responsible for the event. Next is the patient as the 

non-volitional, non-controlling entity that registers the state change associated with 

the event, that it, the effect of the event. The third dimension is the verb itself, 

involving the actual bounded action of the event with an appropriate situation type 

within the clause.

6.2.2 Givon and Promotional Passives

The syntactic treatment o f the demoted agent is concerned with the degree to which 

the agent of the passive is demoted down the SUBJ > DO > OBLIQUE hierarchy 

(Givon 1990:575). This can range from being the subject o f the prototype active, to 

being coded in an oblique role at the end o f the hierarchy, to possibly being deleted. 

Correspondingly, the syntactic treatment of the promoted non-agent is concerned with 

the extent to which the non-agent is promoted up the hierarchy, up to and including 

being coded like the prototype subject o f an active clause. In addition, the syntactic 

treatment of the passive verb reflects the degree to which the passive-voice verb 

retains the grammatical features of the prototypical active-transitive verb or, in 

various ways reflects the syntactic form of a stative-intransitive verb. These features 

are important to our understanding of the syntax of the passive because they have a 

consequential grammatical reflex that directly relates to one o f the main functional 

dimensions o f the passive voice, that is, for Givon, agent suppression, non-agent 

promotion and verb stativisation.
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Promotional passives (Givon 1990: 575ff) are passive constructions in which a non

agent takes the subject position, the agent o f the passive optionally appears in an 

oblique position and the coding o f  the passive verb takes a more stative-intransitive 

grammatical form. The non-promotional passive is a passive construction in which the 

non-agent does not undergo full promotion and retains its active clause case marking, 

but which deletes the agent/subject o f active and codes the verb with a more active- 

transitive grammatical form. Givon tends towards the view that the passive essentially 

divides along a promotional/non-promotional axis. From within this perspective, an 

important issue is what theta roles can promote to subject in the passive. Promotional 

passives restrict the range o f  non-agent theta roles that can become the subject o f 

passive whereas non-promotional passives permit a wider range o f  non-agent theta 

roles to become the passive subject. Theta roles are therefore a more important 

constraint on promotional passives than on non-promotional passives. A non- 

promotional perspective on the passive is the demotional passive viewpoint o f 

Shibatani (1988: 8 2 1 ^ .

6.2.3 Shibatani and Demotional Passives

Shibatani (1988: S2lf f)  takes a view o f the passive from a prototype perspective and 

argues that the primary function o f the passive is that o f agent defocusing, rather than 

topicalisation by promotion, the approach to the passive favoured by Givon. Passive 

constructions for Shibatani therefore centre on agents, their principle function having 

to do with the defocusing o f agents. The term focus is used by him specifically to 

include “agent demotion”, “agent suppression” and “agent backgrounding”.

An element which exists in a semantic frame that requires the least amount o f 

attention is subjected to a defocusing strategy and the most obvious means o f 

defocusing an element is not to encode it syntactically (ibid: Syntactically

encoded elements have varying degrees o f focus with subject having the highest. 

Focus decreases along the hierarchy o f  grammatical relations: subject > direct object 

> indirect object > oblique objects and is correlated with the various syntactic and 

morphological properties o f  subject, etc.

The passive avoids the focussing o f  the agent. By not coding the agent in the syntax, 

the passive defocuses to the fullest extent. By coding the agent obliquely, the passive
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defocuses it to the degree assigned by the oblique position, that is, the lowest degree 

o f focus among the syntactically coded elements.

A supporting voice for this particular perspective is to be found in Comrie (1977:58) 

who concludes that “/r is precisely subject removal that links personal passive and 

impersonal passives, and only i f  we accept removal as a possibility independent o f  

promotion (i.e. spontaneous removal, including demotion without deletion) do we 

have an explanation fo r  the similarities, down to morphological identity in many 

cases, between personal passives in many languages"'. Defocusing can also be 

achieved by using indefinite rather than definite, or plural rather than singular, 

nominal referents.

Shibatani (1988; 831) makes the claim that "‘‘passivisation does not generally apply to 

non-agentive intransitives even in those languages where it applies to agentive 

intransitives'”. We will see in the analysis in this chapter that this is factually incorrect 

for Irish, where any intransitive can undergo passivisation into a number of 

impersonal passive constructions and certain types o f perfective personal passive 

constructions.

6.2.4 Frajzyngier and the Passive Form of Intransitive Verbs

Frajzyngier (1982) argues that whenever there is a passive form of intransitive verbs, 

such a form implies that the sentence has an indefinite human agent. In his paper he 

(ibid: 269) argues against elements o f Comrie (1977:48), particularly the position of 

‘̂‘spontaneous demotion''. Instead he provides evidence that the impersonal passive 

sentences do have a subject which is overtly indicated by the structure of the whole 

sentence. His hypothesis is that the primary function o f the passive form of 

intransitive verbs is to indicate that a sentence has an unspecified human agent that is 

the subject o f the sentence. His view is that the passive o f intransitive verbs differs 

from the passive of transitive verbs in that the (ITV passives) do not indicate any kind 

of subject, animate or inanimate, human or non-human.

From his analysis, he suspects that a universal property o f impersonal passives is that 

they indicate an indefinite human subject, noting that “the semantic category o f  the 

indefinite subject seems to have been grammaticalised in Indo-European languages
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by the use o f  already existing devices such as: pluraF  (ibid: 2S5ff). Impersonal

passives for Frajzyngier are therefore passive in form only, their “function is active, it 

differs from other active sentences in having an indefinite human subject: the active 

sentences have a specified subject, human, uman, animate or non-animate"\ihid: 

289).

6.2.5 The Subject of the Passive Construction

Van Valin & LaPolla (1997:176) note that “m a syntactically accusative language, 

the unmarked choice fo r  syntactic subject is the actor, with the undergoer being a 

marked choice possible only in a passive construction’". Stenson (1981:160) quoting 

from Berman (1974) observes that ’’’in a VSO language in which the subject and 

object are distinguished only by linear position relative to the verb, notions such as 

‘First NP after the verb ’ should be relevant input to grammatical rules”. Both of 

these are correct in relation to the passive constructions examined here.

To assist with our understanding of how the actor and undergoer link into the syntax 

we appeal to the notion of a pivot in the sense of Foley and Van Valin (1984: 305), 

that is, the pivot is the nominal to which a grammatical process is sensitive, either as 

controller or as target. The syntactic pivot in active clauses is the subject. To 

understand how passives link into the syntax we need additionally the notion o f a 

semantic pivot. A semantic pivot is primary in that it motivates the syntactic pivot. In 

the passive, as we will see, the undergoer is the pivot that motivates the choice of 

syntactic subject, whereas in active sentences, it is the actor. In the absence o f an 

available actor in an active clause, the undergoer is the next choice for syntactic 

subject. In other words, the default privileged syntactic argument for subject (the 

actor) is overridden and the undergoer becomes the subject.
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6.2.6 The Subject Properties List of Keenan

Keenan (1975:312j^ identifies a '^subject properties” list. Within this list (1) o f the 

properties of subjects, a NP in a basic sentence in a language is a subject of that 

sentence to the extent that it has the properties in this list. If one NP in the sentence 

has a majority of subject properties then it will be called the subject of that sentence. 

His definition of subject represents a cluster o f properties where no one single factor 

is necessary and sufficient for a NP to be considered a subject.

(1) Properties of Subjects

1. The entity that a basic subject refers to exists independently o f the action or 

property expressed by the predicate.

2. A non-subject may often simply be eliminated from a sentence with the result 

still being a complete sentence. This is not generally true o f basic subjects.

3. The reference of a basic subject must be determinable by the addressee at the 

moment of utterance. It cannot be made to depend on the reference of other 

NPs that follow it. The NP whose reference is dependent on that of another 

occurs second.

4. Basic subjects are generally among the possible controllers o f coreference.

5. Basic subjects can usually control reflexive pronouns.

6. Basic subjects are among the possible controllers o f coreferential deletions and 

pronominalisations.

7. The possible controllers of backwards pronominalisation and deletions include 

basic subjects.

8. The NPs which control “switch reference” indicators include basic subjects.

9. The NPs which control verb agreement include basic subjects.

10. Basic subjects are the easiest NPs to stipulate the coreference of across clause 

boundaries.

11. The NPs which can be coreferentially deleted across co-ordinate conjunctions 

include basic subjects.

12. The NPs which can be coreferentially deleted under verb serialisation include 

basic subjects.
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13. In the majority o f cases, if  a basic sentence is true then we understand that 

there is an entity (concrete or abstract) which is referred to, or has the property 

expressed by the basic subject. Even if  the subject of a basic sentence is 

‘indefinite’ we still normally understand that there must be an object with that 

property, whereas this is not often the case for indefinite object phrases. 

Weather expressions are an exception to this.

14. Certain operations like negation, questioning, and conditionalisation have the 

effect o f suspending the reference o f normally referential NPs.

15. These often suspend the reference or existence implications of NPs. Basic 

subjects tend to be the last to abandon their reference.

16. Basic subjects are normally the topic of the basic sentence, that is, they 

identify what the speaker is talking about. The object they refer to is generally 

know to both the speaker and hearer, and is old information.

17. Highly referential NPs such as personal pronouns, proper nouns, and 

demonstratives can always occur as subjects. If an NP position cannot be filled 

by a definite then that is evidence that it is not a subject. If it cannot be filled 

by indefinites then we have evidence that it is a subject.

18. Subjects are the most natural targets of ‘advancement’, for example, the 

English passive advances the direct object to subject.

19. Basic subjects have wider scope than non-subjects.

20. Basic subjects are normally the leftmost occurring NP in basic sentences.

21. The NP that can be relativised, questioned, and cleft include basic subjects.

22. The NPs whose possessors can be relativised, questioned, and clefted include 

basic subjects.

23. A personal pronoun is not usually present in a position relativised if that 

position is a basic subject one.

24. Basic subjects are always among the NPs in a language which can undergo 

raising.

25. Subjects can always be expressed by morphological independent, possibly 

emphatic, pronouns. These pronouns can be conjoined with full NPs.

26. NPs which ‘launch’ floating quantifiers (i.e. ‘all’) include subjects.

27. Basic subjects o f intransitive sentences are usually not case marked if any of 

the NPs in the language are not case marked.
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28. The NPs which change their case marking under causativisation include basic 

subjects.

29. The NPs which change their case marking action nominalisations include 

basic subjects. Usually a basic subject changes to a possessor case or the non

subject agent case.

30. The semantic role o f the referent of a basic subject is predictable from the 

form of the main verb. Some semantic category information, e.g. animacy is 

usually also predictable, but semantic restrictions on objects are usually more 

specific that those on subjects.

31. Basic subjects normally express the agent of the action, if there is one.

32. Subjects normally express the addressee phrase of imperatives.

33. Basic subjects normally exhibit the same position, case marking, and verb 

agreements as does the causer NP in the most basic type o f causative sentence.

34. The basic subject is immediately dominated by the root node S. (This, 

however, is problematic and Keenan notes three categories of cases where 

more than one NP is arguably immediately dominated by the root S. These 

are; (a) Languages whose unmarked word order is VSO. These constitute 

between 5 to 10% of the world’s languages, (b) In some languages the relative 

position o f subject and object is completely free, (c) In many languages cited 

as SOV there is little evidence for a VP constituent.)

On this last point (1.34a) above, we have already noted arguments from Stenson 

(1981:40) that ‘VAe notion o f  ‘verb phrase ’ as a syntactic category is meaningless fo r  

Irish”.

6.2.7 The Passive in the Literature

It would initially appear that there is a wide diversity o f analyses and opinions as to 

the properties o f the passive. Quite likely, to extend Keenan’s insight, there is a 

cluster of properties that describe the passive constructions. The meaning of a verb in 

a construction involves the specification of the particular event that it is involved 

with, and an indication o f the specific parts o f the event that are denoted by the verb 

within the construction.
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The hypothesis in this chapter is that the commonality underlying each of the passive 

constructions is that they each cast a different component of the event frame into the 

foreground, in the sense of a ‘‘̂ windowing o f  attention’'’ (Talmy 1996a). The major 

challenge therefore is to show that this analysis of the data explains the commonality 

underlying the various passive constructions found to hand in this chapter. We do this 

following, starting in the next section with the analysis of the personal passive.

6.3 The Personal Passive 

6.3.1 Introduction

In this section we characterise the personal passive construction of modem Irish. We 

will identify three variants of the personal passive construction, each of which 

involves the substantive verb in a periphrastic form. These variants relate to the nature 

of the aspect and are, accordingly; the progressive, the prospective and the perfective 

(6  Siadhail 1989:294, Stenson \98 \:\45ff, Russell 1995: \00f/)).

We will find in our study that these constructions are passives (i.e. personal, not 

impersonal, passives) in the sense that a noun phrase, which does not represent the 

agent, appears as the subject of the substantive verb in the first argument slot. This 

first argument slot is immediately following the substantive verb, i.e. in the position 

reserved for the grammatical subject. We will demonstrate that the agent can be 

optionally represented obliquely by a prepositional phrase introduced by the 

preposition ag ‘at’ or 6 ‘from’ and containing the nominal denoting the agent. The 

personal passive is also known as the BE passive because o f its underlying stative 

quality.

We claim that the personal passive construction frames the event with a focus on the 

resulting state or the condition of the undergoer participant, depending on the 

particular variant of the personal passive. This state may be static if  the action is 

completed as in a perfective passive, or dynamic, as in a progressive passive 

construction. Each of these potential situations is reflected in the choice o f the passive 

construction template employed. This process o f framing the event to focus on a 

resulting state or undergoer involves the use o f a BE verb, that is, the substantive verb
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(but never the copula). It also involves the use o f less finite verb form, i.e. a verbal 

adjective or verbal noun, and the removal or demotion o f the actor participant to an 

oblique position in the syntax. We will generally refer to actor and undergoer 

macroroles instead of the thematic roles of agent and patient. In the personal passive 

construction, the actor/agent is subject to demotion/suppression while the 

undergoer/patient carries the stative-resultative aspects o f the event in focus. As we 

will see from our examples, the personal passive is usually not actor deleting but actor 

demoting.

We will demonstrate that in the personal passive constructions o f modem Irish, the 

actor is backgrounded by demotion down to an oblique position within a prepositional 

phrase introduced by ag ‘at/by’, or deleted. The next candidate participant in the 

logical structure to become the grammatical subject in the syntax is the undergoer. 

This gives the appearance that the object o f the active verb is promoted up to become 

the subject o f the substantive verb in the personal passive construction irrespective of 

variant. This is, however, a side effect of the defocusing (in the sense of Shibatani 

1985) o f the actor o f the active clause in the passive voice construction.

We will provide an analysis of each of these variants in the sections following but, as 

a prelude to this, we can distinguish between these three different but related forms of 

the personal/BE passive by reference to (2)-(4) below.

Perfective Passive

(6  Siadhail; 1989; 299)

(2) Td an leahhar

Be;SUBV-PRES therDET book:N 

LIT;’Be the book read at me’.

The book is read by me.

[be’(leigh’(0, an leabhar), ag’(me))]

leite agam. 

read;VA at;PP+me;PN
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Progressive Passive

(Cathair 6  Dochartaigh: 1992: 38)

(3) Td an cat dd thogdil ag Una.

be:SUBV-PRES the:DET cat:N da: to:PP+for:PP lifting:VN at:PP Una:N 

The cat is being lifted by Una.

[do’(0, [be’(da’(thogail’(0, an cat)), (ag’(Una)))])]

Prospective Passive

(Padraig 6  Maoileoin: Na hAird O Thiiaidh: 28)

(4) Td andl an tsaoil seo le mothu ag einne ar leacacha an bhaile.

Td andl an tsaoil seo

Be:SUBV-PRES breadth;N the:DET life:N this:DET 

le mothu ag einne 

with:PP feeling:VN at:PP anyone;N 

ar leacacha an bhaile. 

on;PP flagstones:N the:DET town:N

LIT: T h e  breadth o f this life was to be felt by anyone on the pavingstones of 

the town’.

The breadth o f life was to be felt by anyone on the town streets.

[ar leacacha an bhaile’([

be’(le’(mothaigh’(0, anal an tsaoil seo))), (ag’(einne)) ])]

We indicate the underlying schemata for the three variants of the personal passive in

(5) -  (7), following 6  Siadhail (1989:294).
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Personal Passive

(5) Perfective [SUBV N P u n d e r g o e r  VA ( + a g p p  N P a c t o r  ) . . .  ]

Passive

( 6 )  Progressive [SUBV NPu n d e r g o e r  (,dh)dpp  +  A D J p o s s e s s i v e  VN (  +  Ogpp  NP a c t o r  )  • • • ]

Passive

(7) Prospective [SUBV NPundergoer lepp VN ( + agpp  NPactor) ■ ■ • • ]

Passive

We now propose an account o f the variants of the personal passive constructions, 

starting with the perfective variant o f the personal passive, and following this, with 

the progressive and prospective variant constructions respectively.

6.3.2 Perfective Variant of the Personal Passive

The terms ‘adjectival passive’, ‘stative passive’ and ‘resultative passive’ have all been 

used in the literature to describe the personal passive. Because the personal passive 

construction under examination here has three distinct variants we will limit the sense 

of the terms noted above, to the extent that they apply, to the perfective variant o f the 

personal passive.

Our hypothesis is that the key to understanding the underlying behaviour o f each of 

the passive voice constructions relates to the interaction between a state o f affairs, 

event structure and the particular elements o f this that are highlighted in some way by 

one of the passive voice constructions. We restrict the scope o f the terms above, 

therefore, to the perfective personal passives. We will see in later sections that they do 

not have applicability to the other two variants o f the personal passive, or to the other 

passive constructions.

A typical example o f the perfective variant of the personal passive is indicated in (8) 

below. The clause is perfective in that the action is terminated and complete. As the 

event is terminated, the clause indicates that an end result or resulting state is 

available. The clause is therefore resultative and this resultativity is coded by means
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of a verbal adjective. The agent is coded obliquely by use of the prepositional phrase 

introduced by ag ‘at/by’. Specifically in this instance a prepositional pronoun agam 

‘at+me’ is employed. The verbal adjective records the past action o f a transitive verb 

with a situation type of accomplishment.

(6  Siadhail: 1989: 299)

(8) Td an leabhar leite agam.

Be:SUBV-PRES theiDET book:N read:VA at:PP+me:PN 

LIT:’Be the book read at me’.

The book has been read by me.

[be’(leigh’(0, an leabhar), ag’(me))]

The agentive phrase is optional and the construction may equally well be expressed 

without any mention of the agent (9).

(6  Siadhail; 1989; 299)

(9) Td an leabhar leite.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET book:N read:VA 

LIT;’Be the book read’.

The book has been read.

[be’(leigh’(0, an leabhar))]

The relative position of the verbal adjective is unvaried in the perfective passive 

schema and in each of the example clauses that follow in (10). The perfective personal 

passive construction is perfective (by definition), stative, and denotes a result that is 

post-event. It highlights therefore a verbal action that is complete with the present 

state of the entity that received the action indicated by the verbal adjective. That the 

perfective passive is stative is supported by the fact that we can substitute a non

verbal adjective for the verbal adjective and the clause is still grammatical and 

meaningful.
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(10) a: Td an leabhar dearg.

Be;SUBV-PRES the.DET book.N red:ADJ 

The book is red.

b\ Td an leabhar bdn.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET book:N white:ADJ 

The book is white.

c: Td an leabhar beag.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET book:N smalhADJ 

The book is small.

d: Td an leabhar trom.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET book:N heavyiADJ 

The book is heavy.

Q. Td an leabhar ullamh.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET book;N ready:ADJ 

The book is ready.

f; Td an leabhar glan.

Be:SUBV-PRES theiDET book:N clean:ADJ 

The book is clean.

The verbal adjective in the construction represents the present state o f the nominal it 

qualifies as a result o f the past action. This qualified nominal is the subject o f the 

passive. The perfective personal passive construction is perfective (by definition), 

stative, denotes a result that is post-event, and highlights therefore a verbal action that 

is complete with the present state o f the entity that received the action indicated by the 

verbal adjective. This includes the notion o f stative as represented by the logical 

structure operator BE and the notion of perfectivity as denoted by operator HAVE. 

Irish, however, does not have any verb with the meaning o f ‘to have’. As a 

consequence o f this, certain perfective passive constructions, such as (11) are 

ambiguous with respect to the appropriate reading.
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(6  Se: 1992; 52)

(11) rd  se ite.

Be:SUBV-PRES he/it:PN eaten:VA 

a: He has eaten.

b: He/it is eaten.

[be’ (ith’(0, se))]

The (11a) reading is clearly perfective while the ( l i b )  reading is stative-resultative. 

Either reading is valid. When the perfective passive construction is based on an active 

intransitive rather than an active transitive, we see another distinction. The underlying 

verb in the following active example (12) is intransitive. In the corresponding passive 

(13) construction, the actor is the undergoer and the subject of the sentence. No object 

is coded, as the construction is intransitive. As the actor and undergoer are

synonymous, the actor need not be demoted in a backgrounding operation to

foreground the undergoer. At the level of the syntax, no active object is available. 

What happens is that the undergoer participant of the logical structure takes the 

argument structure position in the syntax and becomes the subject of the perfective 

personal passive. This is in line with the expected behaviour where the personal 

passive highlights the undergoer participant and/or a resulting state related to the 

undergoer. The particular behaviour in this instance is motivated by the fact that the 

actor and undergoer are the same and the active construction is intransitive. The 

perfective passive construction is shown in (13).

(12) D ’imigh se.

PVP+Go;V-PAST he/it:PN 

He/it went.

[do’(se, imigh’(se))]
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(13) Ta se imithe.

Be:SUBV-PRES he/it:PN gone:VA

a; He has gone,

b: He/it is gone.

[be’ (imigh’(0, se))]

The (a) readings in the two perfective passive examples (13a) and (14a) are more 

stative in quality than resultative. This appears to be a characteristic of use o f the 

perfective passive on an underlying active intransitive construction or a non-agentive 

passive.

(14) Td se deanta.

Be:SUBV-PRES he/it:PN done;VA

a: It is done.

[be’ (rinne’(0, se))]

When an oblique agent is expressed, as in (15), a resultative reading becomes 

available as well as the simply stative. The resultative reading, by definition, is 

associated with what we would consider to be the object of the active construction, 

but which takes grammatical subject in the perfective passive. When this occurs we 

get two readings, one o f which is a stative reading, while the other is resultative and 

perfective. Either o f the readings in (a) or (b) is valid.

(15) Td se deanta agam.

Be:SUBV-PRES he/it:PN done:VA atl5y:PP+me 

a: It is done by me.

b; I have it done.

[be’ (rinne’(0, se), (ag’(me)))]
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We find something similar with the perfective passive when an oblique prepositional 

phrase is introduced by the preposition ag ‘at/by’. Because this preposition can be 

read as agentive or possessive, an additional level o f ambiguity is introduced. In the 

example of this following we will interpret the pronoun se as ‘it’.

(16) Td se deanta agam.

Be:SUBV-PRES he/it:PN done:VA at/by:PP+me 

a: It is done by me.

[be’ (rinne’(0, se), (ag’(me)))]

b: L IT :‘It is done at me’.

It is done to me.

[ag’(me, [do’(0, [be’ (rinne’(0, se))])])]

The (a) reading is an agentive perfective personal passive construction while the (b) 

reading is non-agentive and codes an undergoer/recipient where this participant 

receives the action of the event denoted by the verbal adjective.

In the previous examples the undergoer was expressed by a pronominal. It may, of 

course, be a full nominal. We see this in example (17) where the undergoer is 

inanimate and non-human and no actor is expressed. The sense o f this is that it is 

stative rather than particularly resultative in character. It is perfective with the event

action complete. Something is now in existence rather than recorded against a

participant.

(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair: Cdifheamh na dTonn: 77)

(17) BM an margadh deanta.

Be:SUBV-PAST the:DET deal:N made:VA

The deal was made.

[be’(dean’(0, an margadh))]
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6.3.2.1 Contexts for the Perfective Passive Construction

In the examples that follow in this section we look at the various contexts in which the 

perfective personal passive finds typical expression. Many of the constructions that 

we will examine have expressed actors in an oblique position while some do not. 

Many of the participants are human and animate, but diversity exists here, as we will 

see. The perfective personal passive can occur in the negative. It can also occur in 

complex sentences. In the next examples we note the key points relevant to each and 

we use these as the basis for finding common distinguishing characteristics relating to 

the perfective passive and the other personal passive variants.

In general we will see that there appears to be no restrictions on the humanness or 

animacy of the undergoer and that the actor may or may not be present. Possession 

may be a factor relating the actor with the undergoer.

6.3.2.2 Actor Oblique

The example in (18) has a non-human, but definitely animate, participant coded 

obliquely that, at first glance, is apparently an actor/agent. The undergoer is inanimate 

and not human. The adverbial of time indicates the time of the event termination, at 

which point the result became evident.

What makes this example interesting is that the sentence is ambiguous between the 

reading that the oblique prepositional phrase introduced by ag meaning ‘by’ and the 

alternative meaning of ‘at’. Each reading delivers a completely different meaning and 

clearly we need to take the correct interpretation for the context. In the example the 

referent Buck is a dog. This information helps us to determine that the appropriate 

interpretation is the (b) reading below, where Buck is the recipient of the action and 

not the oblique agent. The construction is a perfective personal passive but under the 

(b) reading is non-agentive. In this example, the structural ambiguity is resolved by 

the pragmatic context.
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(Niall O Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 75)

(18) Bhi dear mad deant a ag Buck fa d  6 shoin de chomhthrom na Feinne.

Bhi dearmad deanta ag Buck

Be;SUBV-PAST mistake.N made;VA at;PP Buck.N

fa d  6 shoin de chomhthrom na Feinne.

time:N from :?? present:N with:?? measurement:N (of) the:DET truth:N

a: A mistake was made by Buck in the past with an account o f the truth.

[Fad 6 shoin’(de’(coithron na Feinne,

[be’(rinne’(0, dearmad), ag’(Buck))]))]

b; LIT: ‘A mistake was made at Buck in the past with an account of the

truth’.

A mistake was made about Buck in the past with an account of the 

Truth.

[Fad 6 shoin’(de’(coithron na Feinne,

(ag’(Buck, [be’(rinne’(0, dearmad) )]))))]

This example (19) is a perfective personal passive. The obliquely expressed actor is 

human and animate. Before the action the undergoers were human and animate. After 

the action, the result is that the undergoers are still human but now inanimate, being 

dead. A major state change has occurred and the result o f this is expressed as having 

persistant relevance as a resultative state recorded against the subject o f the clause.

(Niall O Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 222)

(19) Bhi f ir  marbh aige.

Be:SUBV-?AST men:N dead:VA ag:??+him:PN 

Lit:’Men were dead by him’.

The men were killed by him.

[be’(maraigh’(0, fir), ag’(se))]
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Example (19) clearly brings out the stative/resultative nature o f these passives. Here, 

the state denoted by the perfective personal passive can be input to another clause in a 

complex sentence, providing evidence that this state is persistent and therefore 

resultative. It may indeed serve as the depictive state for the event chain in a complex 

clause. We see an example of this in (20) next.

(Fadraig 6  Gallchobhair; Caitheamh na dTomr. 148)

(20) An oidhche sin ar a leabaidh, dhearc se siar go curamach ar an tsaoghal a bhi 

caithte aige.

An oidhche sin ar a leabaidh,

The:DET night:N then:DET on;PP his:POSS-ADJ bed:N 

dhearc scj

reflect:V-PAST he:PN

siar go curamach ar an tsaoghah

back:ADV to:PN carefully:ADV on:PP the:DET life:N

a bhi (pf0 2)  caithte aigej.

a:REL be:SUBV-PAST (pro2) spent:VA at:PP+him:PN

That evening on his bed, he reflected back carefully on the life that was spent

by him.

[An oidhche sin ar a leabaidh’(go’(curamach’(do’(dearc’(sei,

siar’(ar’(an tsaoghal2 , a’(be’(caith’(0, pro2 ), ag’(sei))))))))))]

The embedded passive is perfective. The passive is embedded within the relative 

clause and codes a resultative state described by the verbal adjective caithe ‘spent’. 

This in turn acts as the depictive, or pre-state, condition holding as input to the 

primary activity described by the verb dhearch se ‘he reflected’. The actor of the 

primary clause reflected on the event already terminated and whose resulting state is 

denoted by the embedded perfective passive. The leftmost adverbials of place and 

time have scope over the whole complex clause and indicate where, and when, the 

action of the primary clause happened. We can additionally note that the subject of the

embedded clause is now to be found in the template position in the primary clause
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coindexed with a (pron) in the logical structure. The situation type of the primary 

clause is that o f an activity as it is not bounded.

In example (21), the oblique actor is not human but is animate. The Buck referred to 

in the example is actually a dog and not a person. The undergoers siad ‘them’ are 

animate but do not have identified reference.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Scairt cm Duthchais: 28)

(21) Bhi siad coimhthigheach ag Buck.

Be: SUBV-PAST they:PN isolated:VA at;PP Buck:N 

They were isolated by Buck.

[be’(coim hthigh’(0, siad), ag’(Buck))]

The example in (22) has a human and animate actor expressed obliquely in a 

prepositional phrase introduced by ag ‘at’. The undergoer is not human and is 

inanimate. The adverbial phrase of direction, introduced by /«+a:PP+POSS-ADJ, 

indicates the path of action taken by the oblique actor.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Scairt an Duthchais: 58)

(22) BM an bothdn fdgtha ina ndiaidh ag Dyea.

Bhi an bothdn fdgtha

Be:SUBV-PAST the:DET cabin:N leftiVA 

ina\ ndiaidh ag Dyea\.

in:PP+his:POSS-ADJ wake:ADV at:PP Dyea:N 

The cabin was left in his wake by Dyea.

[in’(ai’(diadh), [be’ (fag’(0, an bothan), ag’(Dyeai))] )]

6.3.2.3 Actor Oblique and Undergoer Part of Actor

In example (23), we have a human and animate obliquely expressed actor with an 

undergoer that is non-human and inanimate. The undergoer is, however, a part of the 

actor with no independent existence. This is signalled by use o f the possessive 

adjective on the subject in the clause against which the resulting state is recorded. 

What is interesting here is the fact that while one cannot use a passive construction to 

express this in English, this construction is perfectly legitimate in Irish.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 13)

(23) Bhi a\ chuimhne2 caillte aige\.

Be; SUBV-PAST his;POSS-ADJ memory:NP lost:VA at:PP+him:PN

LIT: ‘Was his memory lost at him’.

His memory was lost by him.

[be’(caiU’(0, [a i’(cuimhne2)]), ag’(mei))]

The example in (24) has a human and animate actor coded in an oblique position 

while the undergoer is not human and inanimate. The undergoer entity is a physical 

part of the actor.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 63)

(24) Bhi suil caillte ag Joe.

Be;SUBV-PAST eye:N lostiVA at:PP Joe:N 

An eye was lost by Joe.

[be’(caill’(0, siiil)), ag’(Joe))]

An interesting characteristic of both these passive constructions is that the participant 

that acts as the object of the preposition is in some sense also affected by the action of 

the verb. We can also observe in these two clauses the important factor that the 

argument in subject position is owned by the participant in the downstream oblique 

position. Specifically in these examples, the argument in subject position is a 

necessary body part o f the downstream participant.

6.3.2.4 Actor Deleted

No actor is recorded in the next example (25), while the undergoer is animate and 

most likely human.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 24)

(25) Bhi se buailte.

Be: SUBV-PAST he:PN beaten:VA 

He was beaten.

[be’(buail’(0, se))]

The perfective personal passive can occur with the negative form of the substantive 

verb (26). This example indicates negative use o f the perfective passive where no 

actor is specified, and the undergoer/subject of the construction is animate and 

possibly human.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 24)

(26) M  rabh se briste.

Not:NEG be: SUBV-PAST he:PN beaten:VA 

He was not broken.

[NEG [be’(bris’(0, se))]]

The example in (27) has no actor coded and its undergoer is animate, but not human.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais'. 63)

(27) Bhi Dub gortuithe go hole i gcionn de na cosa deiridh.

Bhi Dub gortuithe

Be:SUBV-PAST Dub:N wounded:VA 

go hole i gcionn de na cosa deiridh. 

to:PP bad:ADJ i:PP one:NP of:PP the:DET feet:NP back:ADJ 

Dub was badly hurt in one o f his hind legs.

[i’(cionn de na cosa deiridh, [be’(go’(olc’(gortigh’(0, Dub))))])]

The example in (28) is complex in that it has two clauses, the first o f which is

intransitive and codes for an event that is iterative and non-passive while the second is

passive, perfective and resultative.

No actor is coded and the undergoer/subject of the passive clause in this construction 

is a non-human, non-animate, 3‘̂‘* person singular neuter pronominal with the same 

attributes as its antecedent, a weather nominal. This non-referential subject se ‘it’ of 

the passive has coreference with the subject sneachta ‘snow’ of the primary clause, 

hence the shared attributes.

The adverbial phrase, a n  oidhche ‘through the night’, o f the first clause indicates 

a repeating event that is presumably terminated when night is over. The second 

adverbial of time, anois ‘now’, which ranges over the personal passive within this 

complex clause serves to indicate that the state now holds at this time. That is, it
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situates the resuU in a time that is following the terminated event o f  the primary 

clause. Both a verbal and non-verbal adjective are employed within the passive. These 

are curtha ‘spread’ andg/a« ‘clean’, respectively.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt cm Duthchais: 43)

(28) Thuit sneachta fr id  an oidhche agus bhi se curtha glan am is.

Thuit sneachtaifrid an oidhche agus

Fall;V-PAST snow:N through:ADV theiDET night:N and:CONJ 

bhi se\ curtha glan anois. 

be:SUBV it:PNi spread:VA clean:ADJ now:ADVtime 

Snow fell through the night and it was spread clean now.

[frid an oidhche’ [do’(tu it’(sneachtai) &

[anois’[be’(glan’(0, [cu r’(0, sei)] ), ag’(me) )]]

In clause (29), the subject s i ‘she’, the undergoer, is inanimate and not human. Its 

reference is a field used for agricultural purposes and the reading o f the clause 

expresses the sense o f ‘the field was sown’. No actor/agent is expressed. The clause is 

a typical example o f a perfective personal passive.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 34)

(29) Bhi s i curtha.

Be; SUBV-PAST she.PN planted;VA 

She was sown.

[be’(cu r’(0, si))]

The example in (30) has no actor coded while the undergoer is non-human and 

inanimate. In addition to the verbal adjective foscailte ‘emptied’, a second (non

verbal) adjective is employed to further qualify the resulting state.

The adjective is glan ‘clean’. This adds extra information about the nature o f the 

resulting state but clearly does not indicate the nature o f the past action in the way that
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the verbal adjective foscailte does. This is a characteristic inherent in the nature of 

verbal adjectives not found in simple stative attribute-type adjectives. The equivalent 

verbal adjective of the verb glan ‘clean’ is glanta ‘cleaned’.

We have not found any examples where two verbal adjectives occur back-to-back in a 

construction and recorded against the same undergoer participant. This may indicate a 

restriction on the distribution of the verbal adjective in a perfective personal passive.

(Niall 6  Domhnalil: Scairt an Diithchais: 65)

(30) BM Abha an Tnochad Mile foscailte glan.

Be:SUBV-PAST riveriN theiDET thirthy;N mile:N empty:VA clean:ADJ 

The Thirty Mile River was emptied clean.

[be’(glan’(foscail’(0, Abha an Tn'ochad Mile))]

In example (31), we again find that no actor is expressed and the undergoer is 

inanimate and non-human. The in.strument in this example is coded by the 

prepositional phrase introduced by le ‘with’.

(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh; Mian na Marhlr. 44)

(31) Bhi an gleann beo le teinte.

Be;SUBV-PAST the:DET glen:N alive:ADJ withiPP fire;N-pl 

The glen was alive with fires.

[be’(beoig’(0, an gleann), ie’(teinte))]

6.3.3 Progressive Variant of the Personal Passive 

6.3.3.1 Introduction

In this section we analyse the progressive variant o f the personal passive. This 

construction is the passive voice equivalent of the active progressive with a situation 

type of activity.
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6.3.3.2 Analysis

We have already noted earlier that the dynamic states-of-affairs denoted by the 

Vendler aktionsart classes in an active construction (transitive or intransitive) can be 

framed with a passive perspective. In the case of an active clause encoding an ongoing 

progressive activity, we claimed that this may be framed with either the impersonal 

passive construction or the progressive variant of the personal passive. In this section 

we concentrate on the latter construction. We look first at a typical active progressive 

clause and then, in more detail, at the progressive variant of the personal passive.

Active Progressive

(Tadhg 6  Rabhartaigh; Mian na Marbh: 67)

(32) Bhi na milte realtog ag damhsa sa speir.

Bhi na milte realtog ag damhsa

Be:SUBV-PAST the:Det thousands:QTY stars:N at:PP dancing:VN 

sa speir.

in:PP (the) sky:N

Thousands of stars were dancing in the sky.

[sa speir’( [do’(na milte realtog, [be’(ag’(damsigh(na mi'lte realtog, 0)))])])]

The situation type above is that of a simple activity, ongoing and unbounded, and 

therefore this example is that of an active clause. It is not passive even though it uses 

the substantive verb form of clause with a preposition ag ‘at’, followed immediately 

by a verbal noun.

An example of a progressive personal passive is given below in (39). The clause 

indicates the dynamic ongoing state o f the undergoer, the passive subject, hence the 

inclusion of the do’ activity operator in the logical structure representation. This 

indicates that the construction is progressing and dynamic, and, as such, is 

imperfective. The construction utilises [dhd VN] where dhd may be glossed as 

‘to+for’.
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The agentive prepositional phrase introduced by ag ‘at/by’ and containing the NPactor 

is optional. In this instance, the agent is expressed via the prepositional pronoun agam 

‘by+me’. This prepositional form incorporates the pronoun into the preposition to 

form the prepositional pronoun agam. While ag+VN  ‘at VN-ing’ is allowed in 

substantive verb clauses, it do not occur within these clauses in the personal passive. 

The reason being that with the ag^VN  construct the actor is expressed and is the 

clause subject. In the passive, the dhd+VN construct is required, as with this the 

under goer now appears in the argument slot immediately post adjacent to the 

substantive verb and before the dhd+Y'N. The undergoer is then the clause subject.

(Russell: 1995:101)

(33) Td an doras dhd pheintedil agam.

Td an doras dhd pheintedil

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET door:N to:PP+its:POSS-ADJ painting:VN 

agam.

at:PP+me:PN

LIT:’The door is to its painting by me’.

The door is being painted by me.

[do’(0, [be’(dha’(peinteail’(0, an doras), ag’(m e)))])]

The example in (34) has a human animate actor specified in an oblique prepositional 

phrase introduced by ag ‘at/by’. The undergoer is animate but not human. That the 

expression o f the agent is optional is shown in example in (35), which has no actor 

specified whatsoever. The undergoer is animate but not human.

(Cathair 6  Dochartaigh: 1992: 38)

(34) Td an cat dd thogdil ag Una.

Be:SUBV-PRES the:DET cat:N to:PP+for:PP lifting:VN at:PP Una:N 

The cat is being lifted by Una.

[do’(0, [be’(da’(thogail’(0, an cat)), (ag’(Una)))])]
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(Cathair 6  Dochartaigh; 1992; 38)

(35) Td an cat da thogdil.

Be:SUBV-PRES theiDET cat:N to:PP+for:PP liftingiVN 

The cat is being lifted.

[do’(0, [be’(da’(thogail’(0, an cat)))])]

Example (36) has no actor specified in the clause. The undergoer is inanimate and not 

human, a mass nominal. The clause contains an adverb o f manner, go leitheadach, 

which delivers information as to the way in which the action unfolded. The clause 

contains an adverb o f time, ins an am, that situates the action in a particular temporal 

context. The clause also contains an adverb of place, thart annseo, which indicates the 

location where the action unfolded.

(Seaghan Mac Meanman; A4dm Eile as an Afhdla Cheadna: 40)

(36) Bhi an poitm d'd dhednamh go leitheadach thart annseo ins an am.

Bhi an poitm d'd dhednamh

Be:SUBV-PAST the:DET poiti'n:N to:PP+for;PP makingiVN 

go leitheadach thart annseo ins an am.

to:PP profusely:ADV around:ADV here;DET in:PP the:DET time:N 

The poiti'n was made profusely around here at that time.

[ins an am’( [do’(0, thart annseo’(

[be’(dha’(go leitheadach’(dean’(0, an poitm ))))] ))])]

This progressive personal passive construction in (37) utilises dhd ‘to+for’ followed 

immediately by the verbal noun scabadh ‘scattering’. No actor/agent is recorded. The 

conjoined plural undergoers are inanimate entities. The adverbial o f direction denotes 

the path along which the objects in motion travelled as a consequence of the scattering 

action, denoted in verbal noun form.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Scairt an Duthchais: 184)

(37) Bhi hatai agus miotogai dhd scabadh fn d  an aer.

Bhi hatai agus miotogai dhd

Be:SUBV-PAST hats:N and;CONJ beIongings:N to:PP+for:PP

scabadh. fr id  an aer.

scattering:VN throughiADV the:DET air:N

The hats and belongings were being scattered through the air.

[frid an aer’([do’(0, [be’(dha’(scabaigh’(0, hatai agus miotogai')))])])]

This variant of the personal passive may also appear with d ‘to’ instead of dhd 

‘to+for’, as we indicated with (dh)d in the schema in (6) earlier. Some examples of 

this variant follow. In (38), no agent is specified and the undergoer in subject position 

following the substantive verb is an inanimate non-human entity.

(38) Bhi an gloine d bhriseadh.

Be:SUBV-PAST the:DET glass;NP to;PP+for:PP breaking:VN 

LIT:’The glass was to-its breaking’.

The glass was being broken.

[do’(0, [be’(a’(bris’(0, an gloine)))])]

The example in (39) has an oblique agent expressed in a prepositional phrase. The 

agent is inanimate and not human, but projected to have animate qualities. The entity 

is an organisational body. The undergoer cursai teanga ‘language classes’ is 

inanimate and not human. That the action expressed in the clause is repeated on a 

cyclical basis is reinforced by the adverbial phrase introduced by the preposition le 

‘with’, which indicates the duration of the event repetitions todate.
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(Comhar: July 2000: 7)

(39) Td cursai teanga d n-eagru ag an eagrawcht neamhspledch HABE le 19 

mbliana anuas.

Td cursai teanga d n-eagru ag

Be:SUBV-PRES courses:N language:N to:PP+for:PP organised:VN at:PP 

an eagrawcht neamhspledch HABE 

therDET organisarion:VN independent:ADJ HABE:N 

le 19 mbliana anuas.

with:PP 19 year:N down:ADV

Language courses have been organised by the independent organisation HABE 

for the past 19 years.

[do’(0, le 19 mbliana anuas’([be’(a’(eagraigh’(0, cursai teanga)), 

ag’(an eagraiocht neamhspleach HABE)]))]

In example (40), a complex instrument is introduced by the prepositional phrase 

starting with le ‘with’. The instrument is conjoined over a number o f entities, some 

animate, some not. No agent is expressed. The subject of the construction, bddai 

Dhoire ‘the Derry boats’, is a collection of non-human inanimate entities.

(Niall O Domhnaill: Na Glunta Rosannacha: 63)

(40) Bhi bddai Dhoire d bplodu le heallach agus caoirigh agus lucht fomhair.

Bhi bddai Dhoire d bplodu

Be:SUBV-PAST boats:N Derry:Ngenitive for:PP filling-(to-capacity):VN 

le heallach agus caoirigh agus lucht fomhair. 

with:PP Iivestock:N and:CONJ sheep:N andrCONJ goods:N autumn:N 

LIT; ‘The boats of Derry were for filling-to-capacity with livestock and sheep 

and autumn produce’.

The boats of Derry were being packed with livestock and sheep and autumn 

produce.

[do’(0, [be’(a’(plodaigh’(0, badai Dhoire)),

le’(heallach agus caoirigh agus lucht fomhair))])]
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The sentence in (41) is complex in that it contains two clauses. The first clause is a 

progressive personal passive o f which the [d+VN] construct is a diagnostic. No 

actor/agent is expressed in the syntax and the undergoer is animate, but defmely not 

human. The second clause is stative, and uses a non-verbal adjective to denote a 

relevant attribute o f the entity it qualifies.

Both clauses use the substantive verb, but this is not overtly expressed in the syntax of 

the second clause as it is within the scope of predication of the substantive verb at the 

beginning of the initial clause. Both clauses are stative but in different ways. The first 

clause is dynamic, as it describes an imperfective, ongoing, state-of-affairs in which 

activity the undergoer is situated. The second clause is stative but denotes a static 

unchanging state-of-affairs. Both the dynamic state and the following static state are 

represented in the complex sentence.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Glunta Rosannacha: 130)

(41) Bhj an liudar d ruscadh agus na hddai gann.

Bhi an liudar a ruscadh

Be;SUBV-PAST the:DET coal-fish:N foriPP stirring:VN 

agus na bddai gann.

and:CONJ the:DET boats:N scarce:N

LIT:’The coal-fish were for stirring and the boats were scarce’.

The coal-fish were being stirred but the boats were scarce.

[do’(0, rbe’(a’(ruscaigh’(Q, an liudar))) & (gann’(na badai')])]

The sentence in (42) is also complex in that it contains three clauses, each of which 

reflects a different voice and state-of-affairs. The voice in the first clause is a 

progressive variant o f the personal passive which has an agent expressed, not 

obliquely in an adjunct prepositional phrase, but by means o f a possessive adjective 

fronting and preceding the verbal noun.
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(Seamus 6  Grianna; Saoghal Corrach: 279)

(42) Tamall roimh an Id ar maidin bhi an codladh d mo chlaoidhe agus me a' troid 

lets comh maith is thdinig Horn.

Tamall roimh an Id ar maidin

Time:N before:ADV the:DET day:N on:PP moming:N

bhi an codladh

be:SUBV-PAST the:DET sleep:N

d mo chlaoidhe agus

for:?? my:?OSS-ADJ defeating:VN and:CONJ

me a'troid leis

me:PN at:PP+fighting:VN with:PP+it:PN

comh maith is thdinig liom.

as:ADV good:ADJ is:COP came:V-PAST with:PP+me:?N

LIT:’Sometime before the day in the morning the sleep was for my defeating

and I fighting with it as good as came to me’.

Sometime before the day, during the morning, I was being defeated by sleep 

and I fighting it as good as came to me.

[Tamall roimh an Ia’(ar maidin’([do’(0,

[be’(a’(moi’(claoid’((0, an codhladh) &

[comh maith’(IS’[(ag’(troid’(mei, leis)), [a’(tainigh’(le’(mei)))] )]

The second clause is not passive, but active progressive, and contains the third clause 

embedded within it. Because the second clause is active progressive, it must utilise a 

periphrastic construction with a substantive verb. The expected substantive verb is not 

overtly expressed at the start of this clause, as it utilises the substantive verb at the 

beginning of the first clause, being within the scope o f predication o f that verb. 

Evidence for this is found in the syntax with the use of the conjunction agus ‘and’, 

and by the fact that the subject o f the verbal noun in the second clause is to the left of 

the construct ag +VN (i.e. a ’ troid). This means that the subject of the second clause 

me ‘I’ is in template subject position in the argument position immediately after the 

substantive verb, such that the clause maintains the VSO word order. The third clause 

is a copular construction embedded within the second clause. The agent o f the first
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clause, referenced by the possessive adjective, is coindexed to participants in each of 

the other clauses. Fronting the complex sentence are two adverbials o f time, tamall 

roimh an Id ’sometime before the day’ and ar maidin ‘during the morning’.

Example (43) has no actor/agent specified but has an inanimate non-human 

undergoer. The undergoer is a mass noun. The clause contains an adverbial o f time 

oiche dirithe ‘(on a) particular night’, which denotes the start time of the activity. It 

gives information about the condition that will trigger the (unbounded) activity. This 

progressive variant of the personal passive therefore utilises a mass nominal as the 

undergoer in subject position, refers to an unbounded activity in its state-of-affairs, 

and informs us as to the conditions that triggered the activity.

(Mairtin 6  Direain: Feamainn Bheallaine: 123)

(43) Bhi 61 d roinnt oiche dirithe.

Be:SUBV-PAST drink:N for:PP distributing;VN night:N certain:ADV 

Drink was for distribution (on a) particular night.

[oiche airithe’(do’(0, (be’(a’(roinn’(0, 61))))))] 

6.3,4 Prospective Variant of the Personal Passive

In this section we analyse the prospective variant o f the personal passive. We will see 

that constructions in the prospective variant of the personal passive can be classified 

as imperfective as they do not denote an action or event that has finished. As the 

construction is, by definition, prospective, the action has not yet taken place but is 

expected to occur at some future time.

6.3.4.1 Active Prospective Clause

We first show an example of an active progressive clause. We are then in a position to 

usefully contrast this with a number o f prospective personal passive examples. The 

active progressive is shown next in (44).
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Active Progressive

(44) Td me le leamh an leabhair. 

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN with:PP readingrVN the:DET book:N

I am to read the book.

[be’(Ie’(leigh’ (me, an leabhar)))]

The active prospective uses a periphrastic construction with a substantive verb that 

may occur in any o f the tenses followed by a nominal in the subject position. Next is a 

prepositional phrase containing first the preposition le ‘w ith’ and then the verbal noun 

that denotes the prospective action.

6.3.4.2 Passive Prospective Clause

In the passive form o f this example, shown in (45) below, we continue to use a 

construction that has the same components. We can see, however, that there is a 

change in the order in which these components are presented in the syntax. The agent 

is now represented in an oblique phrase and, as to be expected, introduced by the 

preposition ag  ‘at’. The undergoer is now in the argument position following the 

substantive verb as the sentence subject. The preposition le and the verbal noun are 

still in place after the subject. While the agent is illustrated in this example, it is 

optional and therefore may be omitted.

(O S iadh a i l :  198 9 :295)

(45) Td an leabhair le leamh agam. 

Be:SUBV-PRES the;DET book;N with:PP reading:VN at:PP+me:PN 

LIT:’Be the book to read at m e’.

The book is to be read by me.

[be’(le’(leigh’(0, an leabhar)), (ag’(m e)))]

The sentence in (46) has an oblique agent that is human, animate but o f indefinite 

unspecific reference. The undergoer is inanimate and not human, but is a nominal o f 

an abstract nature anal an tsaoil seo ‘the breadth o f this life’. The preposition ar ‘on’ 

indicates where the prospective action is to be located.
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(Padraig 6  Maoileoin; Na hAird O Thuaidh: 28)

(46) Td anal an tsaoil seo le mothii ag einne ar leacacha an bhaile.

Td andl an tsaoil seo

Be:SUBV-PRES breadth:N the:DET life:N this:DET 

le mothii ag einne 

w ith:?? feeling:VN at:PP anyone:N 

ar leacacha an bhaile. 

on:P? flagstones;N the:DET town:N

LIT:’The breadth of this life was to be felt by anyone on the paving-stones of 

the town’.

The breadth of life was to be felt by anyone on the town streets.

[ar leacacha an bhaile’([ be’(le’(mothaigh’(0, anal an tsaoil seo))), 

(ag’(einne)) ])]

6.3.5 Personal Passive Summary

In the personal passive constructions o f modem Irish, the actor is backgrounded by 

demotion down to an oblique position within a prepositional phrase introduced by ag 

‘at/by’, or deleted. The next candidate participant in the logical structure to become 

the grammatical subject in the syntax is the undergoer. This gives the appearance that 

the object of the active verb is promoted up to become the subject o f substantive verb 

in the personal passive construction irrespective of variant. This is, however, a side 

effect of the defocusing (in the sense o f Shibatani 1985, as discussed earlier in this 

chapter) o f the actor o f the active clause in the passive voice construction.

A number of other voice constructions, specifically the reflexive and reciprocal 

appear to have qualities in common with the personal passive. Described in terms of 

promotion and demotion, they all appear to ‘promote’ or ‘upgrade’ the grammatical 

object to subject status in some way and may even indicate a structural similarity 

between subject and object.
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We now examine the impersonal passive construction.

6.4 The Impersonal Passive Construction

6.4.1 Introduction

In this section we provide an account of the impersonal passive construction. A 

characteristic o f  the impersonal passive verb form is that it occurs with all verbs o f 

Irish, across all tenses, whether intransitive or transitive, The impersonal passive form 

is also to be found productively with the substantive verb across all tenses. It does not 

under any circumstances occur with the copula. The impersonal passive form can be 

followed by an instrumental prepositional phrase, but only one that is introduced by le 

‘by/w ith’ or 6 ‘from ’. A typical example o f each o f  these impersonal passive 

constructions follows.

Impersonal Passive Form o f a Verb 

(47) Diritear a shuile ar an pictiuir.

D intear a shuile

Focus:V-IMPERS-PASS-PRES his:POSS-ADJ eyes:N 

ar an pictiuir. 

on:PP the:DET picture:N

LIT: ‘(Someone) focuses his eyes on the picture’.

His eyes are focused on the picture.

[ar’(an pictiuirs), do’(xi, (dirigh’(xi, [a i’(suile2)])))]

Where : xj is an unspecified individual o f  animate and human type, 

and interpreted as ‘someone’, that is, a specific (because they 

exist) indefinite person.
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Impersonal Passive Form of Substantive Verb

(48) Bitear ag obair.

Be:SUBV-IMPER-PASS-HAB-PRES at:PP working:VN 

Lit;’(Someone) is working’.

People are working.

[do’(x, [be’(ag’(obair’(x)))])] where x is unspecified

6.4.2 Impersonal Passive Verb Endings as a Diagnostic Tool

Before we start the analysis of the impersonal passive we should note that the 

impersonal passive shares the same verb ending with a number of active tenses. One 

of the diagnostics to determine whether the verb under examination is in the 

impersonal passive or active non-passive is the use of lenition on the first consonant 

of the verb. If lenition occurs then the verb may be in the active voice. If lenition does 

not occur and the verb stem has one of the endings from the tables following in (49) 

and (50), then the verb is likely to be an instance of an impersonal passive.

We need to know the conjugation of the verb to assist in determining this. Examples 

of the impersonal passive verb endings are to be found in the tables following in (49) 

and (50), for first and second conjugation verbs respectively, and also for irregular 

verb types (51). Verbs that are classified as ‘1̂* Conjugation’ are verbs that have a 

stem with one syllable, or have a stem with more than one syllable and ending in -ail, 

or a certain number of particular verbs with more than one syllable.
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(49) Present tense Vstem+tor Vstem+/ear

Past Tense WstQm+adh Vstem+odh or 
WsXem+odh or 
Wstcm+udh or 
Wstem+eadh or 
Y  stem+ddh or 
Wstem+uadh or 
Wstem+eadh or

Habitual Past Tense Vstem+to/ Vstem+//
Future Tense Vstem+y«r V stem +^ar

Conditional Mood V''stem-tya/ V''stem+Ji
Present Subjunctive go;PP go:PP d+Ystem+tear

d+Vstem+/flr goiPP m+Ystem+tear
Imperative Mood Vstem+tor Y  stem+tear

Verbs that are classified as ‘2"‘̂ Conjugation’ are verbs that have a stem with more 

than one syllable and ending in ~(a)igh, or have a stem with more than one syllable 

and ending in -(a)il, -(a)ir, -(a)is, -(a)in, or a certain number o f particular verbs with 

stems of more than one syllable.

Present tense Vstem+rear
Past Tense Ystem+i'odh
Habitual Past Tense Ystem+ti
Future Tense Ystem+ofar or 

Ystem+eofar

Conditional Mood Vstem+o/a/ or 
Ystem+eofai

Present Subjunctive go:PP m+Ystem+itear or 
go:PP n+Ystem+i'tear or 
go:PP g+Ystem+itear

Imperative Mood Ystem+itear

There are also a body of irregular verbs that have a different verb ending in the 

impersonal passive to those that appear in the above tables for past tense. This is 

indicated following in (51).
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(51) Irregular Verbs

Past Tense Vstem+//za5

6.4.3 Analysis of Impersonal Passive Construction

Geniusiene (1987:279) has argued that the personal passive serves ‘Vo transpose focus 

on the referent o f  the promoted direct object and the impersonal passive serving to 

focus on the verbal action. Both however, serve to defocus the subject referent by 

deleting it or demoting it to a minor syntactic position

In example (52), the verb is in the impersonal form and is accordingly marked with an 

appropriate verb ending. The agent is defocused to a degree that does not allow it to 

be expressed in the syntax. Instead, the action of the verb is highlighted. No syntactic 

subject is evident. An object is present that co-occurs with a possessive adjective. A 

path is indicated along which the gaze of the verbal action is directed. This is 

specified in the syntax via a prepositional phrase, and which contains as its object, the 

entity upon which the gazing rests.

In (53), the matrix verb is in the impersonal passive form. No subject is expressed in 

the clause. A grammatical object is expressed in the form of a third person pronoun, 

marked with accusative case. The marker fein  is adjacent to the grammatical object of 

the sentence giving an emphatic interpretation. The marker fe in  is potentially a trigger 

for reflexivity but in this instance, emphatic use of fein  with a grammatical object is 

sanctioned, as simple proximity to the object entity is all that is required. This 

example illustrates the use o f fein  with an impersonal passive construction but 

deployed in emphatic mode only, and not reflexively.
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(52) Dintear a shuile ar an pictiuir.

Diritear a shuile

Focus:V-IMPERS-PASS-PRES his:POSS-ADJ eyes:N 

ar an pictiuir.

on;PP the:DET pictureiN

LIT: ‘(Someone) focuses his eyes on the picture’.

His eyes are focused on the picture.

[a r’(an pictiuira), do’(xi, (dirigh’(xi, [ai’(suile2)])))]

Where ; x\ is an unspecified individual of animate and human type, 

and interpreted as ‘someone’, that is, a specific (because they 

exist) indefinite person.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Na Glimta Rosannacha\ 166)

(53) Tugadh e fe in  chun na modh-scoile i mBaile Atha Cliath ina dhiaidh sin.

Tugadh e fein

Came:V- IMPERS-PASS-PAST he:PN selfiPART

chun na modh-scoile.

to;PP the:DET model-schooLN

i mBaile Atha Cliath ina dhiaidh sin.

in:PP Dublin:N in:PP afteriADV that:DET

LIT; ‘(Someone) brought him (self) to the model school in Dublin after that’.

He himself (was) brought to the model school in Dublin after that.

[cun’(na modh-scoilea, [i’(BAC4 , [ina’(diadh sin,

[do’[xi, [tugadh’(x,, [e2’(fein2)])]])])])]

Where ;xi is an animate and human entity,

and BAC is used as an abbreviation for Baile Atha Cliath.
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The sentence in example (54) was analysed in the chapter on reflexives because it 

contains the marker fe in  ‘se lf. We repeat the example here in this section on 

impersonal passives because of the special behaviour that this construction exhibits in 

regard to the impersonal construction. That is, at first glance the construction appears 

unusual in that it contains two conjoined clauses, both with the impersonal passive 

form of their respective verbs.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Glunta Rosannacha: 49)

(54) Treigeadh an seanteampall e fein agus fdgadh ina bhalloig e.

Treigeadh

(Someone) deserted:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST

an seanteampall e fein

the:DET old:ADJ+church:N it:PN self PART

agus fdgadh ina bhalloig e.

and;CONJ (someone) left: V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST in:PP ruiniN it:PN

LIT: ‘(Someone) deserted the old church itself and (someone) left it in ruins’.

The old church itself was deserted and left in ruins.

[do’(xi, [treig’(xi, [an seanteampall2’(e2’(fein2))])])] &

[do’(xi, fag’(xi, [C2, [in’[a’2(ball6ig) ]]]))]

Where: x is an animate and human entity, but unknown or irrelevant to 

the context.

In addition, the first clause has apparently two arguments and the marker fein  

associated with the second of these in post adjacent position. The second clause has 

only one argument, the clausal object. This is a complex sentence and the cause o f the 

complexity is these two arguments in the first clause, which look like subject and 

object. This cannot be, as the clause verb is in the impersonal passive form and cannot 

promote the object to subject position, in the sense o f Givon.
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The verb in the first clause actually has two participants in logical structure, the first 

of which is indefinite and specific but human and animate. The second participant in 

logical structure is specific but non-human and inanimate.

The problem lies with a potential ambiguity in the clause that is only removed by the 

insertion of e fein. That is, a speaker uttering Treigeadh an seanteampall fe in  ... 

would be ambiguous between these two readings: 1) ‘The old church itself was 

abandoned ... ’ and 2) ‘Even the old church was abandoned ... ’.

To disambiguate the meaning to the intended first reading it is necessary for the 

speaker to replace fein  with e fein  in the clause, hence the apparent strangeness o f the 

clause. The treatment o f the first participant in logical structure results in the marking 

of impersonal passive on the verb. The second participant is linked to the available 

argument position as the clause object. The additional “3'̂ '' argumenf’ is a dummy and 

does not take an argument position or increase the valency in any way. The marker 

fein  is used emphatically in both of the clauses in this sentence and not reflexively. In 

the first clause, there is no visible human subject to act as reflexive antecedent, as the 

construction is an impersonal passive with no actor/agent in the syntax.

All Irish verbs except the copula have an impersonal passive form. The use o f the 

marker fein  ‘se lf  in emphatic mode with the impersonal passive form of a verb is 

sanctioned on the clausal object as this exhibits simple proximity to its argument in 

the syntax. Reflexive and/or reciprocals constructions are not allowed under any 

circumstances with the impersonal passive.

With the impersonal passive form of a verb, no specific definite actor is elaborated in 

logical structure. The actor is instead specific but indefinite. The actor remains 

specific because we are committed to their actual existance, but is indefinite to the 

degree that there is no subject available in argument structure. The type or kind o f this 

specific indefinite actor is animate, usually human.
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6.4.3.1 Impersonal Construction with an Actor Coded Obliquely

The example in (55) o f the impersonal passive does not have an agent expressed in 

subject position and the verb stem has the appropriate impersonal ending. The 

inanimate and non-human undergoer of the sentence appears as the grammatical 

object. This example is interesting for two reasons. The first is that it deploys the 

phrase le cheile ‘together’ that is normally used as a trigger for reciprocity. Use of 

marker phrase le cheile ‘together’ is not reciprocal as no agents are expressed in 

subject position. The second is that the clause, while impersonal, has an agent coded 

obliquely via a prepositional phrase introduced by ag ‘at/by’.

We might ask are all cases of le cheile equivalent? The situation in this regard is 

similar to that found with English for together where, for example, the Collins 

dictionary (1987:1053) treats the word as polysemic and delivers several dictionary 

definitions. The first of these gives an interpretation as reciprocal whereas the second 

gives a definition based on simple union. The reciprocal reading is held to be more 

primary o f the two. The Oxford dictionary (2000: 690) also treats the word as 

polysemic with several readings. Again, the first o f these gives an interpretation as 

reciprocal whereas the second gives a definition based on simple union. Essentially, 

the same situation applies to le cheile for Irish.

Jn the example in (55), the agent that is obliquely expressed is not o f plural number, 

having singular number. The phrase le cheile in this example simply denotes manner 

in relation to the verbal action. Because English does not have an impersonal passive, 

the gloss does not quite capture the sense o f the sentence. This is better expressed in 

the literal gloss.
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{Comhar: July 2000: 7)

(55) Cuireadh an tuarascdil parlaiminte le cheile gg Astrid Thors MEP; ball de 

phobal na Suailainnise san Fhionlainn.

Cuireadh an tuarascdil parlaiminte

Put:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST the:DET report:N parlament:N 

le cheile ag

withrPP togetheriPART at:PP 

Astrid Thors MEP;

Astrid Thors :N MEP:N

ball de phobal na Suailainnise san Fhionlainn.

member:N of:PP people:N theiDET Swedish:N in:PP+the:DET Finland:N 

LIT; ‘(Someone) put the parliamentary report together at Astrid Thors MEP; a 

member of the Swedish people in Finland’.

The parliamentary report was put together by Astrid Thors MEP; a member of 

the Swedish community in Finland.

[do’(xi, [cuir’(xj, (le cheile’(an tuarascail parlaiminte,

(ag’(Astrid Thors M E Pi))))) ])]

Where :xi is an animate and human entity. In this instance, it is the 

entity expressed obliquely in the prepositional phrase phrase, 

Astrid Thors MEP.

In example (56), the impersonal matrix verb and the verbal noun are both instances of 

different forms of the same verb coexisting in the same sentence and delivering 

different functions. The verb caith literally means ‘throw’ but the verb form 

manifested as caithfear is a verb o f obligation with the meaning ‘will have’. We 

reflect this in the literal translation. No subject is expressed in the sentence, as to be 

expected. The grammatical object is inanimate and non-human, being the quantity of 

money to be allocated. This object of the impersonal passive is the subject o f the 

verbal noun appearing to the left o f the verbal noun phrase. The verbal noun is 

immediately followed by the prepositional pronoun acu ‘at/by them’, marked for 

accusative third person plural. This is co-referential in the logical structure with the 

specific indefinite human animate agent denoted by xi and is another example o f an
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oblique agent recorded within an impersonal passive construction This specific 

indefinite human animate agent is not overtly expressed as grammatical subject in the 

syntax.

(Comhar: July 2000: 7)

(56) Caithfear 1.39 milliun Euro (£1.2 milliiin) d caitheamh acu ar chursai 

Bascaise do mhuinteoin scoile.

Caithfear 1.39 milliun Euro (£1.2 milliun)

Throw;V-IMPERS-PASS-FUT 1.39 million Euro (£1.2 million);NP 

a caitheamh acu ar chursai Bascaise

to;PP+for:PP spending:VN at;PP+them:PN on:PP classes:N Basque:N 

do mhuinteoiri scoile. 

to:PP teachers:N school:N

LIT: ‘(someone) will throw 1.39 million Euro (£1.2 million) for spending by 

them on Basque classes for school teachers’.

1.39 million Euro (£1.2 million) will have to be spent by them on Basque 

classes for school teachers.

[a r’(chursai Bascaise’fdo’(mhuinteoirf scoile,

[do’(xj, [caith’(xi, (a’(caith’(1.39 milliun Euro, (ag’(siadi)) ))))])]))]

Where :xi is an animate and human entity.

These last two examples provide evidence that the actor/agent may be deployed 

obliquely in impersonal passive constructions. Within both o f these examples, the 

agent is specific. In the first example (55) with the agent is definite while in the 

second example (56) the oblique agent is indefinite. The agent is backgrounded in the 

semantics o f logical structure but still visible to the syntax as an conflated subject. 

The evidence for this is that the object does not, and cannot, occupy the grammatical 

subject position in these constructions. The subject that is conflated is specific and 

indefinite, human and animate. Because this participant is specific but indefinite, the 

behaviour is very similar to that of a normal pronoun when expressed in the synthetic 

forms of the verb, for instance, third person pronouns with these human attributes. We
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argue that the behaviour of the impersonal passive is in line with synthetic verb type 

behaviours, i.e. 1̂* person SG and 1̂ ‘ person plural, and others, across the tenses. Irish 

commonly exhibits this mix of synthetic and analytic usages, but to a greater or lesser 

degree depending on the region or locality (6  Siadhail 1989, Stenson 1987). The 

impersonal passive behaviour is motivated by the use o f the device o f conflated 

subject as a means of demoting but not deleting the actor/subject, and highlighting the 

action o f the verb itself. We will see additional supporting evidence for this analysis 

following.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Glimta Rosannacha\\%)

(57) Deirtear gurbh inti a hadhlacadh Dalian Forgaill.

Deirtear gurbh inti.

Said;V-IMPERS-PASS-PRES to;PP+be:SUBV in:PP+her;PN

a hadhlacadh Dalian Forgaill.

that;REL buryingiVN Dalian: N Forgaill:N

LIT; ‘(someone) says that it is her that is burying Dalian Forgaill’.

It is said that it is her that is burying Dalian Forgaill.

[do’(xi, [deir’(xi, (gurb’(in’(i2,(a’(adhlacadh’(/?ro2, Dalian Forgaill)))))))])]

The impersonal passive construction in (57) uses an embedded substantive verb that, 

in turn, contains a relative clause. The verbal noun is contained within this relative 

clause. The object of the relative clause is the person Dalian Forgaill. The subject of 

the verbal noun is to be found to the left within the substantive verb clause and to the 

right o f the verb, as the subject of that verb.

The example in (58) o f the impersonal passive uses a causative verb rinne ‘make’. No 

actor is expressed. The object o f the action is expressed via the complex object 

consisting of two conjoined nominals that each contains a possessive adjective and a 

verbal noun. The reference o f the possessive adjective is unexpressed in the clause.
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair; Cditheamh na dTonn: 89)

(58) Rinneadh a faire agus a hadhlacadh.

Rinneadh a faire

Made:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST his:PN wake:VN 

agus a hadhlacadh. 

and:CONJ his:PN burying:VN 

LIT:’(someone) made his wake and his burying’.

His wake and his burial were organised.

[do’(xi,

[CAUSE BECOME [rinne’(xi, ((a2’(faire’(y2))) & (a2’(adhlacadh’(y2)))))]] 

& CAUSE BECOME [be’((a2’(faire’(y2))) & (a2’(adhlacadh’(y2)))) ]]

In example (59), we can see a construction where the impersonal passive verb has the 

same form as the verbal noun o f the previous example (58). The sentence contains 

two clauses, the first of which contains the impersonal passive clause. The second 

clause uses the state resulting from the past action of the matrix verb in the first clause 

as the depictive state upon which the action of the verb in the second clause unfolds. 

The second clause is active and not passive, and denotes an accomplishment state of 

affairs. The second clause is also reflexive using, as it does, the reflexive marker fein 

‘se lf. Normally use o f the reflexive marker fein  with a plural nominal antecedent 

triggers a reciprocal reading but this does not happen in this example. The reason is 

that the nominal duine is qualified by the universal determiners (g)ach aon ‘all (and) 

every’. This singles out multiple individual references from the plural set of people 

and inhibits any reciprocal reading. We can also note that the phrase gach aon duine 

‘each and every person’ weakens the reference to some extent, such that it becomes 

both specific and indefinite.
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(Seaghan MacMeanman; Rdcdil agus Scuahadh: 39)

(59) H-adhlacadh an marbhdnach agus thug 'ach aon duine a aghaidh 

ar a chro fein.

H-adhlacadh an marbhdnach agus

Bury:IMPERS-PASS-PAST the:DET dead:N and:CONJ 

thug 'ach aon duine i aj aghaidh

give:V-PAST every:DET any:DET person:N their;POSS-ADJ face:N 

ar a I chro feinj.

on:PP their:POSS-ADJ death:N self:PART

LIT:’(someone) buried the dead and every single person gave a face to their 

own death’.

The dead were buried and each and every person faced their own death.

[do’(x, (adhlacaigh’(x, an marbhanach)))] &

[do’(gach aon duine,

[thug’(gach aon duinei, a aghaidh ar ai chro feini)])]

The example in (60) is complex in that it contains three conjoined clauses, the first of 

which is an impersonal passive. What makes this impersonal passive interesting is 

that it contains the adversative sense that ‘something was done on somebody’, that 

‘somebody’ being the undergoer. In this impersonal passive clause, no syntactic agent 

is expressed and the object of the clause is to be found within a prepositional phrase 

introduced by fao i ‘under’.
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair: Cditheamh na dTonn: 181)

(60) Baineadh f a d  Mhichedl sa deireadh agus ar an bhomaite d'imthigh fear an 

churraigh faoi'n uisce agus m fhacthas mos mo e.

Baineadh faoi Mhichedl

Took:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST under:PP Mhi'chealiN 

sa deireadh

(in:PP)+the:DET end:N

agus ar an bhomaite d'imthigh fear

and.CONJ on:PP the:DET momentiN PVP+go:V-PAST man:N

an churraigh

(ofgenitive) thciDET currach:N

faoi'n uisce agus

under:PP+the:DET water:N and:CONJ

ni fhacthas nios mo e.

not;NEG see;V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST any:PART more:ADJ him:PN 

LIT:’(One) took under Michael in the end and on that moment the man of the 

currach went under the water and (one) never saw him any more’.

Michael was taken in the end and at that moment the man o f the currach went 

under water and was never seen again.

[sa deireadh’[do’(x, [bain’(x, faoi’(Mfcheal))])]] &

[ar an bhomaite’[do’(fear an churraigh,

[imigh’(fear an churraigh, (faoi’(an uisce)))])]] &

[NOT ([do’(x, (facha’(x, (nios mo’(e)))))])]

An adverbial phrase sa deireadh ‘in the end’ indicates that the state denoted by the 

action of the matrix verb came into existence at the end o f the event. The second 

clause of the sentence uses the resulting state o f the first clause as the depictive pre

state for its action. The second clause begins with an adverbial phrase ar an bhomaite 

that tells us that the end point o f the first clause event is the same as the start point of 

the second clause event. This can be seen clearly in the gloss o f the example. The 

third clause also contains an impersonal passive used in the negative and denotes the 

final state-of-affairs that results from the linked event chains of the two previous
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clauses. The object o f the verb is a pronoun that is meirked as object and occurs in 

clause final position. We can note that the characteristic o f animacy is more evident 

than that of humanness in relation to the x participant in logical structure.

In (61) below, the impersonal passive construction contains an embedded relative 

clause. While the impersonal passive matrix verb has, by definition, no subject 

expressed in the syntax, we find that the same actually applies to the embedded stative 

clause. The subject o f the substantive verb in the stative clause is deleted in the 

syntax. Because this is an embedded relative clause we might expect the subject to 

appear to the left o f the substantive verb, within the scope of predication of the 

impersonal passive verb but this is not the case. Had that happened, we would have 

arrived at a construction where the impersonal passive had two participants encoded 

in the syntax, the first of which would the syntactic object, with the second a canditate 

for indirect object. The verb does allow for a ditransitive reading.

What appears to be happening here, however, is that the reference to the subject o f the 

relative clause is specific, because we know that the people exist and where they are, 

but indefinite because we do not know how many there are, only that they are human 

and animate. The scope of the relative clause therefore ranges over all that are 

contained within the denoted zone, that is, astigh ‘inside’.

(Seaghan MacMeanman. Crathadh an Phocdbr. 104)

(61) Baineadh bwdhgadh as a raibh astigh.

Baineadh bwdhgadh

Took;V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST movement:N

as a raibh astigh.

from:?? {pro) a:REL be:SUBV inside:ADV

(One) took a sudden movement from (those) that were inside.

[as’([be’(y2, astigh’( [do’(xi, [bain’(xi, biodhgadh)])]))])]

The construction in (62) is simpler than the previous example and codes the sense that 

‘someone took something from me’. The undergoer of the action is contained within
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the prepositional pronoun asam ‘from+me’. No actor is expressed in argument 

structure in the syntax, but does appear within the logical structure at the level o f the 

semantics. It is more difficult to be certain here that the unexpressed agent is human 

from just the information contained within the clause but certainly, in this 

construction, animacy is required.

(Seaghan MacMeanman; Cnilhadh an Phocdin: 143)

(62) Baineadh cliseadh asam.

Took:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST start:N from:PP+me:PN 

(One) took a (sudden) start from me.

[do’(x, [bain’(x, (as’(cliseadh, me)])]

In (63), it is quite evident who the agent of the action is from the information in the 

embedded second clause. It is also obvious that what is important is the action o f the 

verb in the first clause, hence the deployment of the impersonal passive form on the 

matrix verb which casts this into focus.

(Seaghan MacMeanman: Mam Eile as on Mhdla Cheadna: 141)

(63) Baineadh criongdn as an chomhlaigh leis an tailm a bhuail me uirthi.

Baineadh criongdn

Took:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST creaking:VN

as an chomhlaigh leis an

from:PP the:DET door:N withiPP the:DET

tailm a bhuail me uirthi.

thump;N that:REL hit:V-PAST me:PN on:PP+her:PN

LIT: ‘(one) took a creaking from the door with the thump that I hit on her’.

The door creaked from the thump that I gave her.

[leis’(an tailm a bhuail me uirthi’(as an chomhlaigh’([do’(x,

(bain’(x, criongdn)))])))]
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In (64), the construction has two conjoined clauses. The first clause contains the 

impersonal passive construction. The verbal action o f the first clause causes a 

resultant state, and this post-event state is confirmed and described in the second 

clause within a stative construction that uses a substantive verb.

(Seamus O Grianna: Le Clap-Sholus: 21)

(64) Baineadh leim as ar ndoighe agus td an eagla riamh 6 shoin air.

Baineadh Him as\ ar ndoighe

Took:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST jump:N from:PP(+him:PN) on:PP way:N 

agus td an eagla riamh

and.CONJ be:SUBV-PRES the:DET fear:N since:ADV 

6 shoin air\. 

from:PP then:DET on;PP+him:PN

LIT:’(one) took a start from (him) in a way and be the fright since from them 

on+his’.

(one) startled (him) and the fear is with him since then.

[ar ndoighe’(as’(yi, [do’(x, (bain’(x, leim)))]))] &

[roimh 6 shin’[be’(an eagla, (a r’(se)))]]

(Seamus 6  Grianna; Le Clap-Sholus: 109)

(65) Baineadh asam e.

Took.V-lMPERS-PASS-PAST from:PP+me:PN he/it:PN 

LIT:’(one) took from me him/it’.

Someone took him/it from me.

[as’(me, [do’(x, (bain’(x, e)))])]

The object of the simple impersonal passive construction in (65) is in the clause final 

position that is reserved for pronouns marked as clause object (Tallerman 1998a, 

1998b). Between the matrix verb with the impersonal passive verb ending and the 

pronominal object, we find a prepositional pronoun that indicates the source path of 

the object that underwent the action of the verb, that is, was taken away or removed.
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This sentence in (66) is complex with two clauses, the second o f which is an 

impersonal passive. The second clause has a pronominal object marked as accusative 

in clause final position. There is no intervening material between the matrix verb and 

the object. The sense o f the impersonal passive verb is the adversative ‘they were lost 

on someone’.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Ghinta Rosannacha: 140)

(66) Chuaigh siadsan Ath na Cloiche Duibhe agus cailleadh iad.

Chuaigh siadsan

Go:V-PASTthey:PN+in:PP+to:PP+the:DET

Ath na Cloiche Duibhe.

place:N (of) the;DET rocks:N black;N

agus cailleadh iad.

and:CONJ (someone) lost:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST them:PN

LIT:’They went+into (the) Place o f the Black Rocks and (one) lost them’.

They went into Ath na Cloiche Duibhe and they died.

[do’(siad, [chuaigh’(siad, (insan’(Ath na Cloiche Duibhe)))])] &

[do’(x, (caiH’(x, iad)))]

The example in (67) also uses an impersonal passive construction with cailleadh and 

we can see that the adversative ‘lost on us’ sense is still characteristic o f the meaning 

o f the construction through the deployment o f this verb. The construction is complex 

in that it contains two clauses. The first clause denotes an unbounded activity state-of- 

affairs. The second clause has a situation type o f  state. It uses the substantive verb and 

contains the impersonal passive within a prepositional phrase. The object o f the 

impersonal verb is a third person singular pronoun that is marked for object and 

appears within the clause final position (as in example 65). The function o f the 

second clause is to denote the state that accompanies the activity o f the first clause.
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(Mairti'n 6  Direain: Feamoinn Bhealtaine: 19)

(67) Ach thar gach cuimhne a leanfaidh me le mo bheo, td cuimhne na hoiche 

ar cailleadh e.

Ach thar gach cuimhne a leanfaidh me

But:PART across:ADV every;DET memory:N a;Rel follow:V-FUT me:PN 

le mo bheo,

with-.PP my.POSS-ADJ life.N 

td cuimhne na hoiche

be:SUBV-PRES memory:N (ofgenitive) the:DET nights:N 

ar cailleadh e.

on:PP lose;V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST him:PN

LIT:’But across every memory that follows me with my life, there is memory 

of the night on which (one) lost him’.

O f all the memories that follow me through my life, there is the memory of the 

night he died.

[Ach thar gach cuimhne’( a’( lean’(le moi bheo’(mei),

[be’(cuimhne na hoiche, [do’(x2, [caiil’(x2, 63)])])]

In the complex example of (68) we have three clauses within the sentence. The first 

clause contains a stative construction with an embedded copula construction that, in 

turn, contains a construction with an impersonal passive verb fronted by a preposition 

and forming a prepositional phrase. No subject is evident in the syntax. The object of 

the impersonal passive verb is a third person singular pronoun marked for object by 

use of accusative form. To the right of the object pronoun is an adverb that places the 

time of this state as anois ‘now’, and which has scope over the whole o f this first 

complex clause.

The first clause is conjoined to the second clause and this is also complex. The second 

clause contains a substantive verb and the construction is stative in virtue o f its 

deployment of the perfective variant of the personal passive, that is, the resultative 

state is recorded by means o f a verbal adjective cnagtha ‘passed/spent’. This 

resultative state forms a depictive state for the third clause that is introduced by nuair
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‘when’. The third clause is embedded in the second clause and denotes an active 

clause with a situation type of achievement. The agent of this is not evident in the 

syntax and no subject is encoded within this clause. The matrix verb o f this 

construction is in the impersonal passive form and the only nominal in the third clause 

is a third person singular male pronoun marked for object in accusative form.

(Padraig 6  Maoileoin; Nu hAird O Thiiaidh: 87)

(68) Td breis is cead blian ann 6 rugadh e anois, a dearfainn, agus bhi an cheithre 

fichid cnagtha go maith aige nuair a cailleadh e.

Td breis is cead blian ann 6

Be:SUBV-PRES short:ADJ be:COP hundrediQTY yeariN there:DET from:PP 

rugadh e anois,

bring-forth:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST him:PN nowiADV 

a dearfainn,

to:PP say:V-COND+I:PN

agus bhi an cheithre fichid  cnagtha

andiCONJ be:SUBV-PAST the:DET four:QTY twenty:QTY spent:VA

go maith aige

to:PP good;N at:PP+him:PN

nuair a cailleadh e.

when:Q to:PP lost:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST him:PN

LIT:’There is short of 100 years from birth of him now, I might say, and there 

was the four twenty passed well by him when one lost him’.

There is about one hundred years since his birth, I would say, and eighty years 

were passed well by him when he died.

[[a’(deir’(mei, [anois’([be’(breis,

[be’cop’(cead blians o ’(do’(x2, [rug’(x2, es)])))])])]))] &

[[be’(cnag’(y3, an cheithre fichids), (ag’(se3)))] 

when [do’(z4, [caiH’(y4, 6 3 ) ] ) ]  ] ]

The first clause denotes an initial state, that is, the distance in time since a particular

event (coded via the impersonal passive verb) took place. The second clause denotes
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another state, building on the information now available from the first clause and 

which acts as the state that holds for the unfolding of the action of third clause. The 

foregrounded action of the third clause, like the foregrounded action of the embedded 

construction in the first clause, is coded by use of an impersonal passive on the 

respective matrix verbs.

6.4.4 Commonality Underpinning the Impersonal Passive Construction

What is common to the impersonal passive constructions in this section is that the 

agent is backgrounded to the extent that it is indefinite and not in anyway in focus. 

The type or kind o f the agent is available as human and animate, but the animacy may 

be more evident than the human characteristic. In such a case, the humanness may be 

metaphorical. Crucially, this agent must be specific while indefinite for quite 

particular reasons. Semantically, the impersonal construction is transitive with two 

participants recorded in the logical structure, an actor and undergoer. The actor is, 

however, an ‘impersonal agent’.

The clause is syntactically intransitive in that only one argument is expressed in the 

syntax, that o f the undergoer which links to grammatical object. The actor/impersonal 

agent is unexpressed and consequently there is no overt subject in the syntax. 

However, as the object stays in the same position and maintains object marking, the 

situation that holds at the level of the semantics must be visible to the syntax. 

Specifically, the object is not promoted to subject in this construction and the 

unexpressed agent is noted in the syntax by the device of marking by a suffix on the 

matrix verb. The behaviour of the clause object is very evident when the nominal is a 

pronoun.

Ahlquist (1978:172), in relation to the position of pronouns notes that ^"subject 

pronouns in contemporary Modern Irish cannot be separated from  the verb, except in 

so fa r  as so-called subjects o f  passive verbs are concerned. Consider rugadh agus 

togadh ann sa gcdmharsanacht e ‘he (=e) was born and brought up in the 

neighbourhood’. Again, the final position o f  the pronoun is not obligatory as 

illustrated by cailleadh e in n-am ghearr ’he( = e) died within a short time However 

note that the pronoun has the same form  (without s-) as i f  it were the object o f  an
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active verb. Thus one might describe these pronouns as objects o f  impersonal verbs, 

not subjects o f  passive ones”.

More recently, Haspelmath (1997) has examined indefinite pronouns across a 

substantial number of the world’s languages, over nine different fianctional domains. 

These domains are: specific known, specific unknown, irrealis non-specific, question, 

conditional, indirect negation, comparative, direct choice and lastly, free choice. He 

finds that in most languages several indefinite pronouns overlap in their distribution, 

that is, some fianctions may be expressed by several different indefinite pronouns. For 

Irish, Haspelmath (1997:278) identifies an inventory of three series of indefinite 

pronouns, all o f which are derived from generic nouns. The series consists o f 1) the 

non-emphatic eigin ‘some’ series, 2) the negative-polarity series marked by aon ‘any’, 

and 3) the emphatic ar bith ‘at all’ series. Some of these are indicated in (69).

eigin aon ar bith

Person duine eigin aon Duine duine ar bith

some person any person any person at all

Thing rud eigin aon rud rud ar bith

some thing any thing any person at all

Place dit eigin aon dit dit ar bith

some place any place any person at all

M anner ar chaoi eigin in aon chor ar chor ar bith

some way any way any way at all

D eterm iner eigin aon ar bith

some any any at all

An example of an active clause with specific known/unknown is:
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(Haspelmath: 1997:278)

(70) Duirt duine eisin Horn e.

Told:V-PAST person:N some:PN with:PP+me:PN it:PN 

Somebody told it to me.

[do’(duine eigin, (du irt’(duine eigin, (le’(me, e)))))]

The impersonal passive version of the above clause, with exactly the same meaning 

is;

(71) Duradh Horn e.

Told:V-IMPERS-PASS- PAST with:PP+me:PN it:PN 

Somebody told it to me.

[do’(x, (du irt’(x, (Ie’(me, e)))))]

This suggests that the impersonal passive is an extension of the d ine within the 

functional domains. The agentive indefinite actor/agent and syntactic subject of the 

active, non-impersonal passive in (70) is made more indefinite in (71) by the 

backgrounding to the extent that it is no longer explicitly expressed in the syntax of 

the impersonal passive. We still have a commitment to the actual and real existence of 

the actor/agent that is now expressed at the semantic level only, in logical structure, 

and because of this, it is specific but indefinite. The indefiniteness hierarchy may 

therefore be;

(72) se/siVsiad ‘he/she/them’ duine ‘person’ aon ‘any’

confla ted  specific in d efin ite  su b jec t

Impersonal passive

with

Within these examples, the actor is backgrounded in the semantics o f logical structure 

but still visible to the syntax as a conflated subject morphologically recorded on the 

verb. The evidence for this is that the object does not, and cannot, occupy the 

grammatical subject position in these constructions. The subject that is conflated is 

specific and indefinite, animate and human. Because this participant is specific but
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indefinite, the behaviour is very similar to that o f normal pronouns when expressed in 

synthetic forms of the verb, for instance, the third person pronoun with these human 

attributes.

My argument here is that the behaviour of the impersonal passive is in line with 

synthetic verb type behaviours, i.e. person singular and person plural, and 

others, across the tenses. Irish commonly exhibits this mix o f synthethic and analytic 

usages, but to a greater or lesser degree depending on the region or locality (6  

Siadhail 1989, Stenson 1981). The impersonal passive behaviour is motivated by the 

use of the device of the conflated subject as a means o f backgrounding, but not fully 

deleting, the actor, and of highlighting the action of the verb itself

We have however attested several examples above where an oblique agent is 

expressed at the end o f the clause in the same position as the oblique agent of a 

personal passive passive. This appears to only occur in more recent usages o f speech 

and may be indicative o f a change in the underlying template on which the impersonal 

passive is constructed.

6.4.5 Impersonal Passive Summary

Our view is that the impersonal passive construction has an indefinite actor at the 

level o f the semantics and that the impersonal passive verb expresses this as a 

person indefinite pronoun in the syntax via a synthetic post-verbal suffix rendered on 

the matrix verb. When considered in this way, the behaviour o f the impersonal passive 

verb in the syntax is exactly the same with respect to definite subject pronouns when 

they are expressed in a non-analytic manner, that is, in the synthetic form of the verb. 

According to Stenson (1981:146) in relation to the impersonal passive, the ^"subject is 

unspecified as well as incorporated as a verbal affix”. Because of this 3̂ *̂ person 

indefinite pronoun, marked synthetically on the verb, the impersonal passive 

construction does not usually express an oblique agent. We have however attested 

several examples above where an oblique agent is expressed at the end of the clause in 

the same position as the oblique agent o f a personal passive passive. We noted that 

this appears to only occur in more recent usages of speech and may be indicative o f a 

change in the underlying template on which the impersonal passive is constructed.
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Within the impersonal passive constructions, the use o f the prepositions le ‘by/with’ 

and 6 ‘from’ can only be used to denote an instrument (6  Siadhail 1989; 293).

The analysis here supports the view that there is a strong link, reinforced by 

immediate proximity, between the verb and subject underpinning the VSO linear 

word order. We might observe also that while the object NP remains an object in the 

impersonal passive construction, it is normally positioned directly post adjacent to the 

verb in what would be the subject position, except when the NP is expressed as a 

pronoun.

Some (historical) support for our hypothesis can be found in Ahlquist (1978:174) who 

notes that “/« Middle Irish the choice between using a pronoun with s- and one 

without s- was dictated not only by the function o f  the pronoun, i.e. whether it 

occurred as a subject or as an object, but also by its position in relation to the verb, 

i.e. whether it came immediately after the verb or was separated from  it by an 

adverbial complement or even an object. Later, it seems that subject pronouns could 

be no longer separated from  the verb, perhaps because they had been, at least to a 

certain degree, assimilated into the same system as the synthetic verbal endings'”. 

This provides additional evidence that the object is less tightly bound to the verb than 

the subject. More importantly, it supports the view that the impersonal passive 

construction has a specific indefinite actor. Historically, this may have arisen from an 

encoding as a 3'̂ '* person indefinite pronoun, but is now expressed as a synthetic suffix 

on the matrix verb, that is, the impersonal passive verb endings available across all the 

tenses for all verbs, including the substantive, but not the copula.

6.5 Impersonal Passive o f the Substantive Verb

Another form of the impersonal passive construction is to be found with the 

substantive verb. In this section we analyse this construction and relate it to the 

overall analysis of the impersonal passive.

6.5.1 Introduction

Irish has two forms o f the verb ‘to be’, the copula is ‘be’ and the substantive verb td 

‘to be’. The substantive verb can take a conjugation across all the tenses. For each of
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those tenses it also has an impersonal passive form. The substantive verb therefore 

fully supports the impersonal passive construction.

All substantive verb constructions therefore have a corresponding impersonal passive 

construction. This means that a speaker may choose to utilise the active form of a 

matrix verb, or may instead utilise a substantive verb construction for the personal 

passive with any of the three variants discussed earlier in the first section of this 

paper. It also means that personal passive forms using the substantive may also 

directly take the impersonal passive form of the substantive construction.

As a prelude to our examination o f this particular form of the impersonal passive, we 

list below the verbal forms which code the impersonal passive as it is found for each 

of the aspectual tenses. We follow this with an analysis o f this construction.

(73) Impersonal passive forms of the Substantive Verb

Present tense Tdthar

(somebody) is

Habitual Present Tense Bitear

(somebody) is

Past Tense Bhiothas 

(somebody) was

Habitual Past Tense Bhiti

(somebody) used to be

Future tense Beifear

(somebody) will be

Conditional Mood Bheifi

(somebody) would be

Present Subjunctive ^o:PP rabhthar 

may (somebody) be

Imperative Mood Bitear

Let (somebody) be
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6.5.2 Analysis of the Impersonal Passive of the Substantive Verb

An impersonal passive form of a substantive verb in a construction that is 

imperfective is illustrated following in example (74). The state-of-affairs denoted by 

the clause is that of a progressing ongoing activity. The actor of the construction is 

backgrounded and does not appear anywhere in the syntax. The denoted action is 

represented by the verbal noun obair ‘working’, and this is fronted by the preposition 

ag ‘at’. In addition, the finite verb form of the verbal noun is intransitive. 

Consequently, no verb undergoer is expressed and therefore no clause object is 

available to the syntax. The impersonal passive o f the substantive verb is available 

across each of the tenses, but is here indicated with the habitual present tense. The 

verb obair ‘work’ can be deployed in the impersonal passive of the substantive as a 

verbal noun, as in example (74), or with the impersonal passive form of the verb obair 

itself, or in any of the variants of the personal passive.

Impersonal passive and SUBV

(74) Bitear ag obair.

Be:SUBV-IMPER-PASS-HAB-PRES at:PP working:VN 

Lit:’(Someone) is working’.

People are working.

fdo’(x, fbe’(ag’(obair’(x)))])] where x is unspecified

The example in (75) also illustrates the impersonal passive form of the substantive 

verb with a verbal noun denoting a progressing unbounded activity. The verbal noun 

used in this instance has a finite form that is transitive. No actor/agent is expressed. 

The undergoer is expressed as the direct object of the verbal noun, that is, the direct 

object of the construction. The undergoer is not promoted to subject in any sense, and 

remains as the syntactic object.
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(75) Bitear ag bhriseadh an gloine. 

Be:SUBV-IMP-PASS-HAB-PRES at:PP breaking:VN the:DET glass:N 

Lit;’(Someone) is breaking the glass’.

People are breaking the glass.

[do’(x, [be’(ag’(bris(x, an gloine)))])] where x is unspecified

Some more complex examples follow. This sentence in (76) is complex in that it 

contains a copula clause with an embedded relative clause. The matrix verb in the 

relative clause is the impersonal passive form of the substantive verb. The copula is 

conflated with its subject to form se ‘it is’. The object o f the copula is rud ‘thing’, and 

this is qualified by the relative clause that contains the substantive impersonal passive 

verb. Because this verb uses the impersonal passive, no subject is expressed in the 

syntax. This clause contains a verbal noun fronted by a ‘to+for’, a phrase we saw 

deployed within the prospective passive variant o f the personal passive as [(dhd) VN], 

This embedded relative clause contains an impersonal passive version of a non- 

agentive progressive personal passive. In the progressive variant of the personal 

passive, the undergoer was to be found immediately after the substantive verb. In this 

instance, we do not find the undergoer here, the reason being that it is clefted 

leftwards out of the relative clause to become the syntactic object o f the copula verb.

(Seamus O Grianna: Rann na Feirste: 91)

(76) Se rud a bhitear a slugadh.

Se rud a bhitear

Is:COP+he/it:PN thingrPN that:REL be:SUBV-IMPERS-PASS-HAB-PRES

a slugadh.

to:PP+for:PP swallowing:VN

LIT:’This is the thing that (someone) is swallowing’.

This is the thing that is being swallowed.

[b e ’cop’(e i, (rud a’([be’(x2, (a’(slug’(x2, yi))))]))]
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The example in (77) contains three clauses of which the first utilises the impersonal 

passive form of the substantive verb. Like the previous example, there is no argument 

in subject position as, by definition, the verb is in the impersonal passive form. This 

particular clause also contains a verbal noun fronted by a ‘to+for’, usually deployed 

within the prospective passive variant of the personal passive. The underlying finite 

verb of the verbal noun is intransitive. This clause is therefore an impersonal passive 

version of the progressive variant of the impersonal passive. The second clause 

contains a substantive verb in the present subjunctive tense and denotes the state of a 

mac ar dhuine den fhuirinn  “her son is a member of the crew’. Its situation type is that 

of a state.

(Seamus 6  Grianna; Thiar i dTir Chonaill: 7)

(77) Bhitear d aidhbhsiughadh dUhe go rabh a mac ar dhuine den fhuirinn agus go 

ra th  se bdithte.

Bhitear a

Be:SUBV-IMPERS-PASS-HAB-PRES to;PP+for:PP

aidhbhsiughadh dithe

emphasising;VN to:PP+her:PN

go rabh a mac

toiPP be;SUBV-PAST her;POSS-ADJ son.N

ar dhuine den fhuirinn

on:PP person:N of:PP+the:DET crew

agus go rabh se bdithte.

and:CONJ to:PP be:SUBV-PRES he:PN drowned:VA

LIT;’Someone is emphasising to her that her son was on person o f the crew 

and that he was drowned’.

Someone is emphasising to her that her son was a member o f the crew and that 

he was drowned.

([be’(x2, (a’(aidhbhsiugh’(x2)))] &

[be’(ai’(mac3), (ar’(duinne, (de’(an fhuirinn)))))] &

[be’(baigh’(0, sea))]
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The action o f the first clause in (77) is concerned with the state denoted in the second 

clause. The third clause also contains a substantive verb in the present subjunctive 

tense and denotes the state o f the son as bdithte ‘drowned’. The subject o f this clause 

is se ‘he’ and the state is recorded on the subject via a verbal adjective. This 

construction is therefore a typical example o f a perfective variant o f the personal 

passive. Its function is to describe the resultant state that holds after the action o f the 

first two clauses in the construction. We therefore have in the totality o f this example 

an impersonal passive version o f a progressive variant o f the personal passive, 

followed by a substantive clause denoting a state-of-affairs o f state and followed in 

turn by a substantive clause that employs the perfective variant o f the personal 

passive.

The example in (78) is complex and contains two clauses, both o f which contain verbs 

using the impersonal passive form.

The first clause is negative by use o f nior ‘not’ and this has scope over the whole first 

clause. The verb is in the impersonal, that is, with the appropriate ending, and no 

subject is coded in the syntax. The object is a third person singular pronoun marked 

for object. The object occurs immediately after the verb in word order, and not in the 

clause final position that one usually finds with an object pronoun. This is followed 

by an adverbial phrase, an Id sin ‘that day’, that tells us when the action took place. 

The second clause is conjoined to the first, not embedded. The second clause has a 

substantive verb in the impersonal passive form and in the habitual present tense. By 

definition, no subject is coded in the clause. The verb is followed by a prepositional 

phrase containing a verbal noun diospoireacht ‘debating’, fronted by ag ‘at’, and 

which codes for a progressing activity, that is, its situation type is activity. The verbal 

noun is followed by an adverbial that tells when the action took place. At the end of 

the clause is a prepositional pronoun. This encodes a third person plural pronoun, 

marked for clause object, that is conflated into the preposition to form the 

prepositional pronoun and, as such, appears in the clause final position, as to be 

expected. The use o f fe in  on indiu ‘today’ does not signal reflexivity, and is simply 

used for emphasis with the sense o f indiu fe in  ‘this very day’.
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(Seosamh MacGrianna: Ben-Hur 323)

(78) Nior tuigeadh iad an Id sin, agus bitear ag diospdireacht indiu fe in  orthu.

Nior tuigeadh iad

NotiNEG understood:V-IMPERS-PASS-PAST them:PN 

an la sin, 

the:DET day:N thatiDET

agus bitear ag diospdireacht

and:CONJ be:SUBV-IMPERS-PASS-PRES at:PP debating: 

indiu fe in  orthu

today:ADV self:PART on:PP+them

LIT:’(one) did not understand them that day, and (someone) is debating this 

self day on them’.

They were not understood that day, and they are being debated this very day.

[[an la sin’( [NOT [do’(x, [tuig’(x, iad)])]])) &

[indiu fein’([be’(x, (ag’(diosp6irigh’(x, (a r’(iad))))))])]]

The negative form of the impersonal passive of the substantive verb may be 

productively used (79). In this example we have a construction that contains no 

subject in the syntax, as to be expected, but also no object.

The clause (79) contains a verbal noun spreagadh ‘stimulate’ fronted by the

preposition a ‘at’. The verbal noun has no object coded. The subject o f the verbal

noun is not available, as this would, in a non-impersonal substantive verb 

construction, appear immediately after the verb. Because the substantive verb in this 

instance is impersonal, the subject cannot appear. An oblique instrumental phrase 

occurs at the rightmost end of the clause. What we have in this instance is a 

construction with no subject or object in the syntax and yet, is perfectly grammatical. 

The actor and undergoer do appear in the logical structure, however. The actor is 

backgrounded in virtue of the impersonal passive construction and, as such, is not 

expressed in the syntax. The object o f the action o f the construction, as denoted by the 

verbal noun, is also backgrounded and omitted from appearing in an argument 

position in the syntax. This construction therefore provides strong supporting
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evidence that the function of the impersonal passive form is to foreground the action, 

and not the participants, of a construction.

(Seamus O Grianna: Rann no Feirsle: 33)

(79) M  rabhthar dbalta ar a spreagadh le ceol.

N i rabhthar dbalta

NotiNEG be:SUBV-IMPERS-PASS-PRES-SUBJUNCT able:ADJ 

ar a spreagadh le ceol. 

on.PP to;PP stimulate:VN with:PP music:N 

LIT;’(one) may not be on to stimulate with music’.

(Someone) could not be stimulated by music.

[NOT [be’(xi, (ar’(a’(spreag’(y2, (le’(ceol)))))))]]

Where: xi is human and animate and 

yi is human and animate

6.5.3 Summary: Impersonal Passive of the Substantive Verb

We have seen that the substantive verb can take an impersonal passive form across all 

the tenses. All substantive verb constructions therefore have a corresponding 

impersonal passive construction.

The availability o f the impersonal passive of the substantive verb means that a speaker 

has a considerable number of strategies that can be deployed as the situation demands. 

We diagram this map of possibilities in (80).

The personal passive construction foregrounds the active clause undergoer/object and 

backgrounds the actor/subject by either demotion or deletion. In addition, this applies 

whether the matrix verb o f the active clause is transitive or intransitive and under the 

conditions discussed in the personal passive section of this chapter. When the matrix 

verb is intransitive, there is no object available for foregrounding, but there is a 

subject available for backgrounding via demotion or deletion.
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(80) A ctive construction

Impersonal passive construction

Personal passive construction using substantive verb

Impersonal passive construction using substantive verb

For passivisation, these then can utilise the agentive personal passive, agentless 

personal passive, or either form o f the impersonal passive construction - the 

impersonal passive form of the substantive verb or the impersonal passive form of the 

matrix active verb.

6.6 The Functionally Defined GET Passive 

6.6.1 Introduction

This section investigates whether there is a third passive construction to be found in 

Irish, that is, a GET passive. The GET passive is attested in many, but not all, of the 

world’s languages (Siewierska 1984).

From the literature, the defining characteristics of the GET passive include the 

following, which may be used as diagnostics to test for its discovery:

(81) GET Passive Characteristics^

a. GET passives are ^'normally used in constructions without an asent" (Leech & 

Svartvik, 1994; 330).

b. GET passives place "the emphasis on the subject rather than the agent, and on 

what happens to the subject as a result o f  the event” (Quirk et al., 1985:161).

 ̂Note: The underline in the quotations are mine in order to bring out certain points 
for discussion.
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c. GET passives emphasise the subject referent's condition, which is "usually an 

unfavourable condition" (Quirk et al. 1985: 161).

d. GET passives "'describe events that are perceived to have either fortunate or 

unfortunate consequences for the subiecf' (Siewierska 1984:135).

e. The GET passive is likely to have a human subject that is non-agentive. 

affected and involved (Givon. 1983:119ff).

f  The GET passive is more likely to be inchoative and punctual, that is, INGR 

rather then BECOME (Arce-Arenales, Axelrod and Fox 1993:1 Iff). 

g. A GET passive may have an agentive phrase in an oblique position, similar to 

a BE passive (Arce-Arenales, Axelrod and Fox 1993:11//).

6,6.2 The Verb Faigh

Irish has a verb faigh  ‘get’ that is a candidate for this construction in some of it 

usages. To determine whether it meets the required diagnostic characteristics we need 

to look at its deployment over a number o f GET constructions. The verb faigh  has a 

different morphological shape over the tenses and we show this in the table in (82) as 

background information. Indicated on this table are the impersonal passive forms for 

each tense, the non-finite verbal noun and verbal adjective forms. As well as having 

the impersonal passive form, the verb faigh  can undergo each variant of the personal 

passive.

The \Qvh faigh  is transitive, taking two participants, an actor and undergoer. There is a 

particular quality about this verb in transitive usages under certain conditions that are 

particularly interesting. This is when the first participant is not an agent, but an 

undergoer, and the second participant is a nominal that represents a state. The action 

of the verb records, then, the fact o f the first participant undergoing the state change 

identified by the nominal in the second participant position. The verb faigh  ‘get’ is 

used in verbal noun form as fa il ‘getting’ with prepositions such as ar ‘on’ or le 

‘with’, and in the verbal adjective form faighte ‘gotten’.

Even though faigh  constructions are transitive, there is a qualitative difference 

between the construction fuair  [ X NPentity ] and the construction fuair  [ X NPstate ]• 

The second construction codes a state as a nominal, rather than as a verbal adjective 

as found in the perfective personal passive. The substantive verb is not employed.
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(82) Conjugation of the verb Faigh ‘get’ for first and second person singular

Present tense Past Habitual past Future

Faighim Fuair me D 'fhaighinn Gheobhaidh me

I get I got I used to get I shall get

Faigheann tu Fuair tu D 'fhaighted Gheobhaidh tu

You get You got You used to get You shall get

Faigheann se/si Fuair se/si D ’fhaigheadh se/si Gheobhaidh se/si

He/she get He/she got He/she used to get He/she shall get

Faighimid Fuaireamar D faighimis Gheobhaimid

We get We got We used to get We shall get

Faigheann sibh Fuair sibh D 'fhaigheadh sibh Gheobhaidh sibh

You (pi) get You (pi) got You (pi) used to get You (pi) shall get

Faigheann siad Fuair siad D ’fhaighidis Gheobhaidh siad

They get They got They used to get They shall get

Imoersonal oassive Impersonal passive Impersonal oassive Impersonal passive

Faightear Fuarthas D'fhaighti Gheofar

Conditional Present Subjunctive Im perative Verbal noun

Gheobhainn Go bhfaighe me Faighim Fail

I should get That I may get (I) Get Getting

Gheobhfd Go bhfaighe tu Faigh

You should get That you may get you get Verbal adjective

Gheobhadh se/si Go bhfaighe se/si Faigheadh se/si

He/she should get That he/she may get he/she get Faighte

Gheobhaimis Go bhfaighimid Faighimis Got

We should get That we may get we get

Gheobhadh sibh Go bhfaighe sibh Faighigi

You (pi) should get That you (pi) may get you (pi) get

gheobhaidis Go bhfaighe siad Faighidis

They should get That they may get they get

Imoersonal oassive Impersonal passive Imoersonal oassive

Gheofai Go bhfaightear Faightear

The argument in subject position is that o f  the undergoer and not actor. The fact that 

the undergoer is coded in subject position reinforces the non-volitional and non-
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control attributes of the participant. No actor is coded. Indeed no actor coding in 

subject position is possible with this second construction in transitive form. The 

construction is transitive with the undergoer coded as subject, and the state that affects 

the undergoer strongly marked as a full nominal in clause object position. The relative 

coding of these arguments in the construction follows the animacy hierarchy with the 

human and animate participant coded first as subject and the non-human and 

inanimate entity coded next as object. The focus of the event is on the resultant state 

that the undergoer will be in after the event.

Syntactically the construction is transitive as can be seen from (83) and (84). 

Schematically the construction differs regarding the role of the participant that takes 

subject position in the syntax. In example (83) below, the x participant is expected to 

be the undergoer that receives the state change denoted by the second participant, the 

theme. The undergoer must be human and animate.

(83) Fuair x bds.

Got;V-PAST x;N death:N 

LIT: ‘x got death’.

X got killed.

[ ( 1  (bas’(x)) & [do’(0, (fuair’(0, bas’(x)))) & INGR [ be’(x, bas)] ] ]

The above schema may be compared to (84) where the y participant merely receives 

simple possession of the entity denoted by the second participant, the theme. No state 

change takes place in relation to the first participant. The first participant need not be 

human or animate in this version o f the construction. The clause typically codes for an 

accomplishment situation type.

(84) Fuair y  an ul.

Gof.V-PAST y.N the.DET apple.N 

y got the apple.

[do’(0, fuair’(0, an ul) & be’(at’(y), an ul)]
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The situation types underlying the transitive clause are those of accomplishment or 

achievement, depending on whether the state change was instantaneous or gradual. 

This is reflected by either BECOME or INGR in the logical structure representations 

along with possession of resulting state and major state change on the undergoer who 

is actually affected by action of the verb, such that undergoer undergoes the state 

changes denoted in the second NP from the verb. Therefore, the first participant NP is 

not an actor but an undergoer, and the second participant NP is neither actor or 

undergoer but that o f OTHER. Irish codes possession by use o f the preposition ag 

‘at/by’, as against ownership with le ‘with’ and we will see this reflected in the logical 

structure representations o f these constructions.

In first example above in (83), x must be prototypically human and animate but non- 

prototypically, must be animate at the minimum. The NP bds ‘death’ is a nominal, 

from the verb bdsigh ‘die’, denoting the most prototypical state change that a human 

can undergo, that is, from animate to inanimate. The NP in the second example (84), 

an ill ‘an apple’ is an inanimate entity. No state change is involved and the first NP 

merely comes into possession or receipt of the entity. The first example is indicative 

of the GET passive construction whereas the second example does not denote the 

GET passive qualities exhibited by the first example. The particular quality o f x in the 

first example is that x is the undergoer/experiencer/patient. This undergoer macrorole 

maps to the grammatical subject. The NP x in (84) is not agentive and not the 

controller of the action in any volitional way. The undergoer simply undergoes the 

condition denoted by the clause object.

The example in (85) further illustrates the point made, where the subject takes simple 

possession of the object NP.
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{O C\os6g\ Annagael: 106)

(85) Fuair se teach, fuair se talamh ach m bhfuair se bean.

Fuair se teach,

Got:V-PAST he:PN houseiN

fuair se talamh

got;V-PAST he:PN land:N

ach m bhfuair se bean.

but:PART notiNEG got:V-PAST he:PN woman:N

He got a house, he got land, but he never got a woman.

[do’(0, [fuair’(se, teach)])] & [CAUSE BECOME [be’((ag’(se)), teach)]]

&

[do’(0, [fuair’(se, talamh)])] &. [CAUSE BECOME [be’((ag’(se)), talamh)]] 

&

[NOT [do’(0, [fuair’(se, bean)])]

&

[CAUSE BECOME [NOT [be’((ag’(se)), bean)]]

or, more simply:

[do’(fuair’(se, talamh))] &

[do’(fuair’(se, talamh))] & [NOT [do’(fuair’(se, bean))]

The example in (86) demonstrates that the actor participant, the first participant, has 

volitional control over the activity. The second participant describes the theme and the 

third participant denotes the undergoer. The actor/agent is the clause subject, the 

theme of the clause is the direct object and the undergoer is the indirect object. The 

use of the verb here is essentially similar to ditransitive transactional verbs. What is 

important here is that the actor is the clause subject and does not undergo the action of 

the verb.
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(Seaghan MacMeanman; Mam Eile as an Mhala Cheadna: 125)

(86) Fuair se greim  Idimhe orm.

Got:V-PAST he;PN grip:N (ofgenitive) hand:N on:PP+me:PN  

He got a hand grip on me.

[do’(se, [fuair’(se, (ar’(me, greim laimhe)))])]

The example in (87) is complex and contains two conjoined clauses. The first clause 

is a simple transitive and denotes an accomplishment state-of-affairs. The first 

participant is human and animate and identifies the actor/agent o f  the clause. The 

second participant, the undergoer, is inanimate and not human. The two clauses are 

conjoined and the second clause uses the werhfaigh. The first participant o f  this clause 

is human and animate and co-references with the actor o f  the first clause, hence the 

identical characteristics. The second participant is also coreferenced with the 

undergoer o f  the second clause and, as such, also has identical characteristics. The 

first participant o f  each clause is represented by a first person singular pronoun in 

both clauses. In the first clause the second participant is a full nominal obair  ‘work’ 

but this is expressed in the second clause by a third person personal pronoun, female 

and marked for object. Simple possession is coded.

(Seosamh MacGrianna: Dochartach Dhuihhlionna: 10)

(87) Chuartaigh mei obair2  agus fuair m ii 1 2 .

Court:V-PAST I:PN work: and:CONJ got:V-PAST I:PN her/it:PN 

I courted work and I got it.

[[do’(m ei, [cuairt’(m ei, obair2 )])] & [do’(m ei, [fuair’(me, 12)])]]

The example in (88) is structurally very similar to the previous example, being 

complex and containing two clauses. The first clause is transitive with a human 

animate actor and a non-human inanimate undergoer. The clause additionally has a 

prepositional phrase introduced by go  ‘to’ that defines the extent o f  the event in time. 

Like the previous example the two clauses are conjoined. The second clause only 

expresses the matrix verb in the syntax and not the subject or object. These are.
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however, represented in the logical structure and co-refer to the subject and object of 

the first clause respectively. Again, simple possession is coded.

(Seamus O Grianna: Micheal Ruad/r. 9)

(88) D'iarr se ostddh na hoidhche go maidm agus fuair.

D'iarr s i\ ostddh na hoidhcheigo maidm

PVP+Try;V-PAST he;PN lodging;VN theiDET night.N to;PP morning.N 

agus fuair ipro\) (yi).

and:CONJ got;V-PAST

He tried for lodging for the night till morning and got (it).

[[do’(sei, [iarr’(sei, ostadh na hoidhche2)])] & [do’(xi, [fuair’(xi, y2)])]]

6.6.3 GET Constructions That Demonstrate the State Change 

6.6.3.1 State Is Beneficial for Undergoer

The first example (89) that illustrates this phenomenon has two readings of which the 

first encodes the state change while the second does not. The clause is transitive with 

two participants. The first participant is human and animate and the undergoer of the 

action, not the actor. The second participant codes the state change that the first 

participant will undergo. After the event has taken place, the first participant will be 

transformed in a major way and will have as a characteristic the state denoted by the 

second participant. The state change will not be simple possession. What is important 

is the affectedness o f the undergoer as a consequence o f the event. The affectedness is 

beneficial to the undergoer in this particular example.
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(Niall 6  Domhnaill; Scairt an Duthchais: 50)

(89) Fuair se leigheas ar sin.

Got:V-PAST he:PN healing/medicine:N on:PP that:DET

a) He got healed of that.

b) He got medicine for that.

[[NOT [be’(se, leigheas) ]] &

[ar’(sin, [do’(0, [fuair’(se, leigheas) ])])] &

CAUSE BECOME [be’(se, leigheas)]]

The example in (90) is transitive with an undergoer participant as the clause subject. 

The object of the clause is complex with two conjoined nominals. A determiner with 

universal logical scope, uile ‘every’, ranges over the plural subjects, such that each 

member of the set o f undergoers that characterises the plural subjects is affected by 

both of the states denoted in the complex sentence object. The affectedness 

represented by both states is beneficial to all o f the undergoers.

(Niall 6  Domhnaill: Na Glunta Rosannacha:30)

(90) Fuair an uile dhuine a chroi agus a aigneadh ar an tsliabh.

Fuair an uile dhuine a chroi

Got'.V-PAST the.DET every.DET person.N their;POSS-ADJ heart’.N 

agus a aigneadh ar an tsliabh.

and:CONJ their:POSS-ADJ disposition:N on:PP the:DET mountain:N 

Every person found their heart and their character on the mountain.

[ [NOT [be’(an uile dhuine, a chrof agus a aigneadh) ]] &

[ar an tsliabh’[do’(0,

[fuair’(an uile dhuine, a chroi agus a aigneadh) ])]] &

CAUSE BECOME [be’(an uile dhuine, a chrof agus a aigneadh)] ]

In example (91), we have similar characteristics with the use o f the verb faigh, in this 

instance, with a beneficial state change.
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(Seosamh MacGrianna: Pddraic O Conaire agus Aisti Eile: 71)

(91) B'flieidir go bhfuair se suaimhneas agus gur imthigh an phian intinne i 

ndeireadh a shaoghail.

B'fheidir go bhfuair se suaimhneas

Is:COP+maybe:ADV to:PP got:V-PAST he:PN tranquility 

agus gur imthigh an phian intinne i 

and;CONJ to:PP go:V-PAST the;DET pain:N mind:N in:PP 

ndeireadh a shaoghail.

end:N his;POSS-ADJ life.N

LIT: ’Maybe he got tranquillity and the pain that was in his mind left at the 

end of his life’.

Maybe he found peace and the pain that was in his mind left at the end o f his 

life.

[[NOT [be’(se, suaimhneas) ]] &

[[b'fheidir’[do’(0, [fuair’(se, suaimhneas) ])]] &

CAUSE BECOME [be’(se, suaimhneas)]

& [i ndeireadh a shaoghair(imigh’(an phian intinne))] ] ]

In this complex sentence (92) with two clauses conjoined, the first clause codes the 

event that causes the unfavourable state that acts as the depictive state for the second 

clause. The second clause codes the benefactive state change, that is, relief from the 

earlier state.
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(Seosamh MacGrianna: Pddraic O Conaire agus Aisti Eile: 141)

(92) Agus bhris iomldn an uathbhdis agus an uaignis agus an bhrdin amach i n-a 

cheol ar Art agus fuair se faoiseamh.

Agus bhris iomldn an uathbhdis agus

And;CONJ broke:V-PAST fullnessiN the:DET sudden-death:N and:CONJ

an uaignis agus an bhrdin

the.DET lonelyness'.N and.CONJ theiDET sorrow.N

amach i n-a cheol ar Art agus

outiADV in:PP his:POSS-ADJ music:N on:PP Art:N and;CONJ

fuair se faoiseamh.

got;V-PAST he:PN reliefiN

And the fullness of the sudden death and the loneliness and the sorrow broke 

out in his music on Art and he found relief.

[[be’(ar’(Arti), iomlan an uathbhais agus an uaignis agus an bhroin) ] & 

[in’(a i’(cheoI, [do’(0, (amach’[bris’(a r’(Arti),

iomlan’(uathbhais & uaignis & bhroin))]))]))] &

[do’(0, [fuair’(sei, faoiseamh) ])] «fe

CAUSE BECOME [be’(sei, faoiseamh)] ]

(Seosamh MacGrianna: Dochartach Dhuibhlionna: 12)

(93) Leigh me cupla line, agus le sin fuair me solds.

Leigh me cupla line,

Read:V-PAST me:PN severahDET line:N 

agus le sin fuair me solds.

and.CONJ with.PP that.DET got;V-PAST me;PN consolation.N 

I read several lines and I got consolation.

[[NOT [be’(me, solas) ] &

[do’(0, [leigh’(se, cupla line)])] &

[do’(0, [fuair’(se, solas)])]

& CAUSE BECOME [be’(se, solas)] ]
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Example (93) also has two clauses in a complex sentence. The first clause codes for 

an activity without identifying any state that holds. The second clause codes the state 

change that became evident following the activity o f the first clause. In this example, 

the state change is beneficial to the undergoer.

6.6.3.2 State Has Negative Consequences for Undergoer

The example in (94) is complex and contains two clauses. The first clause has a 

negative form on the verb faigh  and shows that this phenomenon is visible in this 

circumstance.

(Niall 6  Domlmaill; Scairl an DuthchaLs: 49)

(94) Ni fhuair se a shdith am ar bith, agus bhi an t-ocras ag sior-phiocadh an 

ghoile aige.

N i fhuair se a shdith am ar bith,

Not:NEG got:V-PAST he:PN his:POSS-ADJ fullness:N time:N on:PP any:ADV

agus bhi an t-ocras

andiCONJ be:SUBV-PAST the:DET hunger;N

ag sior-phiocadh

at:PP continual:ADJ+picking:VN

an ghoile aige.

the:DET stomach:N at:PP+him:PN

He did not get his sufficiency (of food) anytime at all, and the hunger was 

continually picking at his stomach.

[NOT [be’(sei, (a ,’(saith))) ] &

[ar bith’( NOT [do’(0, [fuair’(sei, (a ,’(saith)))) ])]] &

CAUSE BECOME [ NOT [be’(sei, (a i’(saith))) ]] &

[be’(an t-ocras, [ag’(sior-piochadh’(an ghoile, (ag’(se))))])]

An adverbial o f time with scope over the clause gives the extent in time o f the event. 

The second clause contains a substantive verb and a verbal noun fronted by the 

preposition ag ‘at’, diagnostic of an unbounded progressing activity. The first 

participant in the first clause is animate and human and the undergoer. No actor is
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coded. The second participant is inanimate and not human. It denotes the state that 

affected the first participant, but expressed in the negative within the clause. The state 

of the undergoer acts as the depictive state for the second clause. The state-of-affairs

of the second clause is an unterminated, unbounded activity and this is a direct

consequence of the resulting state of the first clause in the event action chain. The 

affectedness here is detrimental to the welfare of the undergoer.

The example in (95) is transitive with a human animate undergoer as the first 

participant and a second nominal representing the state that will affect the first 

participant. An adverbial of time informs us as to when the event happened with 

respect to a certain point in time known to the dialogue participants, that is, ceithre 

hliana roimhe sin ‘four years before that’. The second nominal encodes the most 

major state change that a living human can undergo, that is, death. This is precisely 

what this example encodes. As a consequence o f this event the animate human will be 

dead, that is, human but inanimate. The affectedness is not beneficial to the 

undergoer.

(6  Ci'osog. Annagaeh 208)

(95) Fuair m ’athair bds ceithre bliana roimhe sin.

Fuair tn'athair bds

Got;V-PAST my:POSS-ADJ+father deathiN

ceithre bliana roimhe sin. 

four:NUM years:N before:ADV that:DET 

LITi’Four years before that, my father got death’.

Four years before that, my father died.

[ [NOT [be’(se, bas) ]] &

[ceithre bliana roimhe sin’[do’(0, [fuair’(se, bas) ])]]

& CAUSE BECOME [be’(se, bas)] ]

Examples (96) and (97) demonstrate similar characteristics. The states described have 

two major negative consequences for the undergoer while the state coded in (97) has 

several negative consequences.
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(Seaghan MacMeanman: Crathadh an Phocdin: 25)

(96) Fuair Brighid M  Mhaoldoraidh wsbairt agus an-bhds ins an reagun 

a raibh si.

Fuair Brighid N i Mhaoldoraidh iosbairt

Got:V-PAST Brighid Ni Mhaoldoraidh;N hardship;N

agus an-bhds

andiCONJ violent-death:N

ins an reagun a raibh s i

in:PP the:DET region that:R£L be:SUBV sheiPN

Brighid Ni Mhaoldoraidh got hardship and a violent death in the region that 

she was in.

[[NOT [be’(Brighid Ni Mhaoldoraidhi, iosbairt agus bhas) ]] &

[ins an reagun’[be’(sii, [do’(0, [fuair’(sii, iosbairt agus an-bhas)])])]] & 

CAUSE BECOME [be’(Brighid Ni Mhaoldoraidh], iosbairt)] & 

CAUSE BECOME [be’(Brighid Ni Mhaoldoraidhi, an-bhas)]]]

(Seaghan MacMeanman; Mam Eile as an Mhdla Cheadna: 11)

(97) Fuair se cupla scannradh.

Got;V-PAST he:PN several;DET frights.N 

He got several frights.

[ [NOT [be’(se, scannradh) ]] &

[cupla’ [do’(0, [fuair’(se, scannradh) ])]]

& CAUSE BECOME [be’(se, scannradh)] ]

Example (98) has the state coding NP fronted in a left cleft such that it appears in a 

relative clause. The state coded has negative consequences for the undergoer.
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(Seamus 6  Grianna; An Cldr is an Fhoireann: 181)

(98) Stroc a fuair se.

Stroke:N that:REL got:V-PAST herPN 

A stroke (is what) he got.

[ [NOT [be’(se, stroci) ] &

[do’(0, [fuair’(se, xi)])]

& CAUSE BECOME [be’(se, stroc,)] ]

The following example (99) illustrates the phenomena as coded in a verbal noun 

construction. Here we have a construction with a matrix verb, a substantive verb and a 

verbal noun. The verbal noun contains the non-fmite form of the verb faigh. The 

phenomenon coded is similar to that discussed earlier, but in this case the verb under 

discussion is in the verbal noun form. The subject of the verbal noun occurs as the 

subject o f the matrix verb, and the object of the verbal noun is to be found as the 

object of the substantive verb. The state coded has negative consequences for the 

undergoer.

(O Ci'osog. Annagael: 207)

(99) Uaireanta, cheapas go rabhas chun bds a fhdil den tuirse.

Uaireanta, cheapas go

Occasionally:ADV think:V-PAST+I :PN to:PP

rabhas chun bds

be;SUBV-PAST+I;PN for;PP deathiN 

a fhdil den tuirse.

to:PP get;VN to:PP+the:DET tiredness:N

LIT: ’Occasionally, I thought that I was to get death with the tiredness’. 

Occasionally, I thought that I was to die with the tiredness.

[ [NOT [be’(se, bas) ] &

[uaireanta’[ [do’(0, [ceap’(me, (go’(be’(faigh’(me, bas)))))])]] & 

CAUSE BECOME [be’(se, bas)] ]]
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With regard to the impersonal passive form of the verb in a clause, no syntactic 

subject is available, therefore there is no undergoer visible and available in subject 

position to record the state change denoted by the object.

6.6.4 The GET Passive Construction Summary

Not all GET constructions are functional GET passives, only those where the 

undergoer is the subject and the direct object encodes a state in which the undergoer 

will be transformed, in some non-trivial way. The GET passive is therefore not de- 

transitivising. It orders the participants such that the actor is not coded (or coded 

obliquely), and the undergoer is the clause subject.

A GET passive is not a syntactic passive in the same way that we understand a 

personal passive construction to be, rather it is a functionally defined passive that 

exhibits the characteristics mentioned earlier. In the type of GET construction that we 

have examined, we have found evidence that a particular subset o f constructions 

precisely exhibits these characteristics under strictly defined constraints.

On the basis of this evidence, we claim that this is a functionally defined GET 

passive. We will place the functionally defined GET passive in relation to the other 

passive constructions analysed shortly. Before we can approach this we need to 

examine the word order in the passive constructions.

6.7 Middle-Passive-Like Constructions

The constructions discussed in this section have been listed as passive by 6  Siadhail 

(1989:294) in the sense that the undergoer of the action of the verb is the clause 

subject. They are interesting in that while passive-like, they exhibit some middle-like 

characteristics. These constructions focus on the dynamic activity as a state and 

deliver a way that a speaker may view an activity as a state. According to Langacker 

and Munro (1975) and Givon (1990), verb stativisation is one o f the key syntactic 

properties of the passive.

Klaiman (1991:27) notes that ''the middle, in contrast to the active, signals the 

subject's coincidence with the locus o f  the action’s principal effects’’̂  and in (1991:
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105) that ‘‘̂ the middle, in contrast to the active, correlates with valence reduction or 

detransitivisation ... and ... the middle implicates the logical subject’s qffectedness”. 

Also noted by Klaiman (1991:105) is that the middle displays an association with 

various kinds o f non-eventuality, that is, with atelic, non-punctual categories o f the 

verb and may be manifested either via the tense-aspect of the verb or with particular 

aktionsart classes in a language.

Iwata {\999\52%ff) offers, in relation to the middle, six characteristics. These are:

( 100) Characteristics of Middles

a. Middles are non-eventive. They generally favour and appear in simple 

present tense and denote generic events rather then specific ones.

b. Middles are generally incompatible with progressive aspect. The 

progressive conveys that the event denoted is currently taking place, not 

that any potential agent can perform the action described because o f  the 

inherent properties o f  the subject (like middles in the present tense).

c. Middles typically involve the modal notion of possibilitv and are 

generally not open to a reading without this modality.

d. Middles generally require certain adverbials like ‘easily’.

e. The grammatical subject is responsible for the action denoted by the 

verb. Some property of the subject is responsible for the situation or 

event denoted by the verb.

f. Middles are said to involve an implicit argument.

Frawley (1992:12-13) notes that it is possible to have affected subjects but no middle 

constructions. For the middle, the action must be inchoative and reflect a change of 

state, that is, a before state and an after state. The middle construction therefore is 

typically where the subject o f an intransitive verb is understood as the logical 

undergoer o f the action of the verb. Middles are also constrained by the degree to 

which the grammatical subject is affected by the verbal act. This suggests that middles 

are sensitive to the fact of BECOMEing in logical structure, have an unspecified 

agent, and the syntax is sensitive to the affectedness of the undergoer of the action. 

The notion of self-affectedness appears to be a core ingredient o f middles, with a 

somewhat less commitment to the diagnostic of degree o f involvement of the
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initiating actor along a parameter of “control”. Another diagnostic o f middle voice 

constructions is that they tend to have an inchoative quality about them.

The constructions below involve the possessive adjective. In these examples the 

undergoer of the action is affected and this participant appears in position next after 

the verb with the formerly active matrix verb occurring in a non-fmite form as a 

verbal noun. These examples, while called passives by 6  Siadhail (1989:295), are 

progressive and reflect an ongoing dynamic state. The verbs, here expressed in the 

non-fmite verbal noun form, are a special class of stative verbs. 6  Siadhail (1989:295) 

lists the stative verbs which facilitate this construction as (101)-(108).

(101) rd  me i mo rith.

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN in:PP my:POSS-ADJ running:VN 

LIT: T am in my running’.

I am running.

[be’(me, (i’(mo’(rith))))]

(102) Td me i mo chodladh.

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN in:PP my:POSS-ADJ sleeping:VN 

LIT: T am in my sleeping’.

I am sleeping.

[be’(me, (i’(mo’(chodladh))))]

(103) Td me i mo chonaL

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN in:PP my:POSS-ADJ living:VN 

LIT: T am in my living’.

I am living.

[be’(nie, (i’(mo’(chonai'))))]
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(104)

(105)

(106)

(107)

(108)

Td me i mo dhuiseacht.

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN in;PP my:POSS-ADJ waking:VN 

LIT: ‘I am in my waking’.

I am waking.

[be’(me, (i’(m o’(dhuiseacht))))]

Td me i mo loighe.

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN in:PP my:POSS-ADJ lying:VN 

LIT: ‘1 am in my lying’.

I am lying.

[be’(me, (i’(m o’(loighe))))]

Td me i mo sheasamh.

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN in:PP my:POSS-ADJ standing:VN 

LIT: ‘1 am in my standing’.

1 am standing.

[be’(me, (i’(mo’(chodladh))))]

Td me i mo shut.

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN in:PP my:POSS-ADJ sitting:VN 

LIT: ‘1 am in my sitting’.

I am sitting.

[be’(me, (i’(mo’(shuf))))]

Td me i mo throscadh.

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN in:PP my:POSS-ADJ fasting:VN 

LIT: ‘I am in my fasting’.

I am fasting.

[be’(me, (i’(mo’(throscadh))))]
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Specifically, the construction employs a possessive adjective before the verbal noun, 

which refers to the subject of the substantive verb and the clause. Crucially, however, 

in these examples, the subject is the initiator of the action and is therefore the actor. 

However, the same participant is also in the state o f  undergoing the action denoted by 

the verb in verbal noun form. Uniquely there is no demotion of agent or promotion of 

non-agent. The examples represent a state-of-affairs that is dynamic in nature. In 

order that a contrast be made we indicate the corresponding active clause in (110) and 

schematically in (109). The schema for this progressive middle-passive-like 

construction in given in (111), with an example in (112).

(109) Active Progressive Clause with First Person Singular Participant:

Td me ag VN.

LIT: ‘I am VN-ing’.

I am VN-ing.

fbe’(me, (ag(VN))))]

(110) Td me ag rith.

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN at:PP running:VN 

I am running.

[be’(me, (i’(mo’(rith))))]

(111) Schema Template for Progressive Middle-Passive-like Clause with First 

Person Singular Participant:

Td me I i mo/ VN.

LIT: T am in my VN-ing’.

I am VN-ing.

[be’(me, (i’(mo’(VN))))]
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(112) Td me i mo rith.

Be:SUBV-PRES me:PN in:PP my:POSS-ADJ running:VN 

LIT: ‘I am in my running’.

I am running.

[be’(me, (i’(m o’(rith))))]

As well as having particularly stative qualities, each o f these verbal nouns 

characterises an action that, if  expressed in active voice with a finite verb, would use 

an intransitive verb, for example (113).

Active Clause with First Person Singular Participant

(113) Rith me.

Run:V-PAST me:PN 

I ran.

do’(me, rith ’(me))

We have already commented on the stative characteristics o f intransitive verbs within 

passive voice constructions in relation to the perfective variant of the personal 

passive. We see here a counterpart of this for the progressive variant of the personal 

passive.

Common to each o f these examples is the utilisation of the substantive verb followed 

by the clause subject, followed in turn by the preposition i ‘in’ and a possessive 

adjective coindexed to the subject, followed immediately by the verbal noun. No 

oblique actor is specified, indeed no oblique can be specified because of the nature of 

the construction. The construction is motivated by the stative characteristics of the 

verbal noun and the underlying intransitive verb that it reflects. The actor and 

undergoer in this are the same by identity. Therefore, similar to the situation that we 

found with perfective passive voice constructions o f active intransitive constructions, 

there is no need to demote the actor/agent to foreground the undergoer because they 

are the same. The undergoer therefore becomes the subject o f this progressive variant 

of the personal passive construction.
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6.8 Conclusions

6.8.1 Word Order in the Passive Constructions

We have already mentioned that Irish follows a VSO word order and that the subject 

is more closely bound to the verb than the object. Having looked at the form o f each 

of the passive constructions, we can now briefly examine how word order is 

maintained through each.

The word order in each construction including the active is reflected in (114). 

Clearly, we can see that the VSO order is maintained across each of the constructions.

(114) Word Order in Constructions

Active:

BE Passive:

GET Passive:

Impersonal Passive:

BE Impersonal Passive:

The need to preserve VSO order across all constructions can be understood to 

motivate the various construction schemata, and therefore, some o f the behaviours of 

passives. For example, if the subject is deleted from the active clause with [VSO] then 

we are left with [VO], but this is confusing with intransitive and middle voice i.e. [V 

NP]. If the subject is not deleted but simply demoted from [VSO] then we arrive at a 

structure of [VOS], but this causes confusion with the interpretation o f transitive 

clauses using [V NP NP]. In the case of the impersonal passive where we have [V 

N P do] , the verb is marked morphologically to signify this fact, as we seen in our 

analysis.

The different construction templates are therefore necessary for the avoidance of 

structural confusion and the functional communication of the intended meaning by the 

speaker to the hearer. Throughout, the VSOX order is maintained. Indeed, from the 

evidence presented we can see that VSO order is maintained across each of the

VSOX

SUBV Undergoer/NPsiiBjECT VAA^N (PP N P|o) (ag Actor/NP)

V Undergoer/NPsuBJECT NPstatCoBjECj

V |M P E R -P A S S ‘ /ncfeyim/c Human Actor SU BJEC T  U n d e rg O C r /N P o B J E C T  

S U B V i m p e r  -PASS+/rti/ey?n//e Human Actor SU BJECT PP VN(Undergoer/NPoBjECT)
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passive constructions discussed so far, and that it is necessary to do so, providing an 

interesting example o f the conjunction of form and function.

Givon (1990: 589), following Keenan (1975), ranks three syntactic properties of 

subjects according to their utilisation within the passive. They are ranked as 1) 

Subject linear-order position, 2) Control of grammatical agreement and 3) Subject 

case marking. In the passive, the agent is not obligatorily deleted. We have seen that 

in the personal passive, the VSO word is maintained in that the subject o f the 

substantive clause follows immediately post adjacent to the substantive verb, thereby 

maintaining the VS proximity. In addition, the substantive verb agrees with the 

grammatical subject, that is, the “promoted” non-actor and active sentence object. The 

subject of the active clause very frequently appears as an oblique prepositional phrase, 

that is, it is sometimes demoted and not always deleted. Through out, the VSOX order 

is maintained. Indeed, from the evidence presented in this chapter we can see that 

VSO order is maintained across each of the passive constructions discussed so far, 

and that it is necessary to do so.

6.8.2 A Unified Analysis of the Passive Voice Constructions

In this chapter we have analysed the personal passive and each o f its variants and the 

impersonal passive. We have also analysed the impersonal passive form of the 

substantive verb. Comrie (1977) has claimed that any explanation of ^"Impersonal 

passive should be within the passive domain". This means that ideally, the impersonal 

passive should be explainable in a unified way that includes the other passive voice 

constructions. We have demonstrated this in our analysis.

We posed a question as to whether a third passive form exists, that of a functionally 

defined GET passive. To inform our analysis, we determined the characteristics o f the 

GET passive from the literature in relation to its occurrence in the world’s languages. 

These we then used as a set of diagnostics for testing our hypothesis. We 

demonstrated that sufficient evidence exists to suggest that our hypothesis is true, that 

Irish does have a fiincticnally defined third passive construction, the GET passive.
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To deliver a unified analysis of the various passive constructions we found that a 

perspective that takes account of the complete event is necessary. The notion of 

prototypes as used by Shibatani (1985), and discussed earlier, is useful in this regard.

The impersonal passive, because of the synthetic form of the verb, can be interpreted 

as an example o f the use of a conflated subject as a means of demoting, but not 

deleting, the actor/subject. Both the impersonal passive and the BE passive 

constructions tend to be demotional and not promotional in nature. The promotional 

elements of the BE-passive constructions are simply secondary side effects or 

behaviours to the primary behaviour, that is, to create the necessary focus for the 

construction.

6.8.3 The Window of Attention on Events

The commonality underpinning the passive constructions can be explained in terms of 

the windowing o f attention analysis in the sense of Talmy (1996a), which concerns 

itself with operations on the event frame, i.e. backgrounding, foregrounding, or 

gapping of event participant elements. The strategies for different types of passive 

constructions are primarily motivated by the need to background the actor to some 

degree, or fully. This is informed by the need o f a speaker to create a certain focus of 

some component of the event, that is, by focus considerations.

(115) Window of Attention for Each Construction Type

Active Clause Construction: The logical structure represents the event frame 

with the window of attention resting on the actor.

BE Passive Construction: The logical structure represents event frame with 

the window of attention on the resulting state on the undergoer.

GET Passive Construction: The logical structure represents the event frame 

with the window of attention on the undergoer that transforms to the resulting 

state.

Impersonal Passive Construction: The logical structure represents event 

frame with the window of attention on the verbal action.

BE Impersonal Passive Construction: The logical structure represents event 

frame with the window of attention on the verbal action.
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This commonality between each of these passive forms is clearly demonstrated in

(115). This indicates where the particular window of attention lies with each 

construction type.

6.8.4 The Event Frame Underpinning the Passive Constructions

This posits an event frame that can highlight the following event structure in an 

adequate manner. Such a structure is indicated in (116).

(116) Relationship between perspective on the event frame and clause type

Event Frame

Target o f  Focus 

in clause

Active Impersonal Passive

BE Impersonal Passive

GET passive

Pre-State Actor Action Undergoer Path Post event result

\ r 1 f 1r
Personal Passive

In terms of divergences from the clause prototype base, that is, the active transitive, 

we have found the following:

(117) Divergences from a Clause Prototype

P rosp ective passive; S U B V  Su„dergoer V N  (a^N P aco,)

Progressive passive; S U B V  Sundergoer {d h ^ a V H  (a g  NPa ,̂,,;.)

Perfective passive; S U B V  V A  (a g  NPa<.,or)

A ctiv e  T r a n s itiv e :  V  S O _______________________________ P r o to ty p e  B a se

A ctive  Intransitive; V S  or S U B V  S a g  V N

G E T  passive; V  Su„dergoer O

Im personal p assive . ^ impersonal• indefinite Human AclorSU BJECT ^undergoer

BE Im personal p assive . impersonal' indefinite Human Actor SU BJECT  PP V N  ^un dergoer

By taking the active transitive clause as the base o f the prototype we can project the 

divergences along two divergence dimensions. In one dimension we find substantive 

verb constructions with the undergoer as subject. These substantive verb constructions 

code for the three variants of the personal passive. In these, the verbal action is
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denoted by a verbal adjective in the first divergence and by a verbal noun in later 

divergences. The actor is optional in each. In the divergences dimension in the other 

direction following the prototype base we first have the active intransitive. This can 

take either o f two typological forms. After the active intransitive form we get the 

functionally defined GET passive which has an undergoer as subject and an object NP 

that represents the state. This is followed by the canonical impersonal passive in the 

first instance and by the impersonal passive form of the substantive verb. There is a 

functional basis to these constructions in casting into focus particular elements of the 

event frame. Through each o f these constructions the word order o f VSO is 

maintained.

We have analysed three passive construction types and demonstrated that they have 

an underlying commonality that is best explained in a functional analysis with an 

event frame perspective sensitive to intrepretation as a prototypicality structure. This 

analysis takes the active transitive clause as the base prototype, from which the other 

constructions diverge. Included in this commonality is the functionally defined GET 

passive.

Through-out this study we have seen evidence o f a semantically motivated syntax. In 

this analysis we used a compositional approach in the tradition of Vendler (1967) and 

Dowty (1986, 1991) to characterise the interrelationship between the lexical semantics 

and syntax of verbs. The insights of Role and Reference Grammar (Van Valin & 

LaPolla 1997) allowed us to navigate a path through the well-documented problems 

that are associated with the use of thematic roles in describing argument structure. By 

applying our framework to the analysis, this study therefore does not depend on a 

taxonomy of discrete thematic roles. One important insight of RRG is the 

identification of an Actor-Undergoer hierarchy in the linking system between 

semantics and syntax. We have therefore characterised each of the passives found in 

modem Irish and provided evidence for the crucial role that event structure plays as a 

mediating factor between semantic and syntactic expression.
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7 Conclusions

7.1 The Goals of this Thesis

As we stated in chapter 1, the introduction, the main aim of this thesis is to 

characterise the factors that underpin the syntactic and semantic valency o f the Irish 

verb in terms of a functional approach that is sensitive to aspectuality in the 

Aktionsarten sense of Vendler (1967). Our concern has been with the relationship 

between the semantic representation of a verbal predicate in the context o f a clause 

and its syntactic expression through the argument structure of the verb. One of our 

intentions was to demonstrate that there are semantic motivations to syntax.

We have defended the hypothesis that an account of semantic and syntactic valency 

requires the consideration of event structure as a vital mediating component. In 

particular, we claimed that incorporating event structure into the semantic 

representation would provide for a unified account o f causation, reflexivity, and each 

of the passives of Irish.

In articulating our hypothesis we expanded on the role o f event structure at the syntax 

/ semantic interface over a number o f constructions (causatives, reflexives, personal 

passives, impersonal passives) to characterise the core participants in each. We related 

how the number of participants in the semantic representation finds expression in the 

argument structure of the verb in the clause in the syntax. We will now briefly review 

the results of the analysis.

7.2 Summary of Analysis o f Situation Types

In this analysis we have established the relevant situation type distinctions for Irish 

verbs in the sense of Vendler (1967). We modified a set of diagnostics from the 

literature and applied these to examples of Irish verbs in their clauses to determine 

what situation type distinctions are significant for Irish verbs. We established crucial 

parts o f the logical structure representation that were deployed throughout the study. 

In using this logical structure representation with the diagnostics, we classified the 

situation types. We determined the number of participants at the level o f the semantics
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as represented by the logical structure, and linked these participants into argument 

structure in the syntax, thereby making visible the valency. In this chapter we 

conclusively showed that Irish verbs do fall into different classes that are identifiable 

by the diagnostics and we captured this within the logical structure representation. 

The logical structure representation that we used enabled us to identify the valency 

requirements of verbs in the clause at the level of logical structure, and also to relate 

these to the valency requirements of verbs in their clauses within the syntax.

We recorded the results of each of the diagnostics and found that in many instances it 

was necessary to modify this set to take account of the situation types found with each 

diagnostic. We discussed the implications that arise when the undergoer participant in 

a clause is a mass noun and reviewed two approaches by which a mass noun may be 

coded in logical structure. The combining o f the lexical entries for the matrix verb of 

the construction with the entries for the nominals delivers the appropriate situation 

type reading. A by-product of using our metalanguage to represent each of the 

situation type classes in a logical structure is that the generalisations underpinning 

these constructions become visible to inspection. One of the important generalisations 

is that the number of core participants involved in an event, and the role that these 

participants play in the verbal action, become evident. This is an important product of 

the framework and validates the representation method encapsulated within the 

metalanguage.

7.3 Summary of Analysis of Causation Constructions

In chapter 4 we provided an account of causation in Modem Irish. We examined 

lexical, periphrastic and morphological causatives. We discussed two different 

subtypes of lexical causation: firstly, no change in the verb when used to express 

causation, and secondly, lexical pairs with a different verb used to indicate a causative 

situation. For periphrastic constructions we claimed that the underlying schema is one 

of caused motion and that the schema is sensitive to a prototypicality structure. We 

provided evidence to support this claim with a range of examples of the verb cuir 

‘put’ in which the nominals involved ranged from proper NP to abstract mass NPs and 

were found to represent a) actual people, b) things, and c) locations, through to d) 

states coded as locations. This evidence supports our argument of the caused motion
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schema, with particular reference to the types of motion and nominals involved. We 

demonstrated how the undergoer is caused to move to a location, caused to move to a 

state, how the undergoer is the location into which some state that is placed, and how 

the undergoer is placed into a state that is represented as a location. We identified the 

underlying schema (1).

Underlying Schema of Caused Movement

(1) a: X CAUSES Y to MOVE to LOCATION

b: X CAUSES STATE to MOVE to Y coded as LOCATION

c: X CAUSES Y to MOVE to LOCATION coded as STATE

d: X CAUSES Y to MOVE to STATE

We found that the rinne ‘make’ constructions created a new entity or affected object. 

A subtype of this rinne construction is the a dheanamh construction which is 

manipulative in purpose. These manipulative actions (direct, command, order, or 

permit), as secondary functions, are at least as important as the primary function of 

causation. In the a dheanamh constructions, while the causative actor can cause or 

permit the causee to do something, the causee can override the causer and not 

undertake the caused action. This construction therefore sanctions a weaker 

commitment to the veracity of the resultant end-state. Two specific instances of 

morphological markings, ranging over a highly constrained and restricted distribution 

o f verbs pertaining to extreme violence against the person were explained in terms of 

a dine. We found that the morphological markings appear to be restricted to 

indicating causation with the highest level of agency, in the case o f the dun prefix, and 

to an intensified violent action in the case of for. With these two prefixes we found 

that they played a role in indicating a position on a d ine for accidental/deliberate 

causation on the part of an actor and, for the undergoer, whether the causative effects 

were immediate or not.

The valency of causative constructions is motivated by taking into account the verb 

and its class, its logical structure representation that reflects its aspectual 

decomposition in the context of the clause, and the mapping of the macrorole 

participants into the argument structure within the syntax. These arguments are then 

realised as the grammatical relations of subject, object, and possibly indirect object.
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Causation increases the quantitative valency of the base clause by one, such that a one 

place intransitive clause becomes a two place transitive, and a base two place 

transitive clause becomes a three-place ditransitive. For causative constructions, we 

discovered that the maximum number o f participants in the logical structure of a 

predicate is three, and the maximum number of arguments in the syntax is also three. 

This is true with three place predicates in causative constructions, irrespective o f their 

situation type. We observed a number of typological tendencies in constructions 

relating to use of prepositions and prepositional pronouns, verbal nouns and relative 

clauses. These may be indicative of strategies available within the language to create 

complex clauses that contain additional predicates, such that the density of NP 

arguments in the syntax is distributed, and the valency requirement at the semantics 

and syntax managed to stay below the maximum number of participant NPs. Other 

less core NP arguments tended to be situated within the overall event frame, and in 

the syntax, fronted by prepositions and appearing after the object, that is, in the X 

position in VSOX word order.

7.4 Summary of Analysis of Reflexive Constructions

We introduced chapter 5 on reflexive constructions with a discussion on the 

traditional approaches to the analysis o f reflexivity and found that this was 

problematic for languages with a VSOX word order. We discussed some alternative 

approaches from the literature, including approaches by Jackendoff and Van Valin. 

We examined constructions that use the marker fe in  and found that some o f these are 

reflexive, some are emphatic, and some, the possessive-reflexives, are neither.

By abstracting away from the constructions we identified the template positions for 

the reflexive and emphatic constructions, generalised following where the indices 

indicate the co-referring participants.
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(2) Verb Actor) ((Undergoer2 )yemi )i 

Reflexive

(3) Verb Actorj Undergoer2 ((prepositional-PNa) fe in i )i 

Reflexive

(4) Verb ActoriTfe'/'/?!

Emphatic

(5) Verb Actor 1 Undergoer2 yem 2 

Emphatic

(6) Verb Actori [possessive-PNi [Undergoer2 ] ] 2  (prepositional-PN) fe in i 

Possessive-Reflexive

Crucial to identifying which constructions are reflexive (or not) is the obliqueness 

condition in the binding domain. We used this condition to motivate our claim that 

constructions that deploy the marker fe in  and obey this condition are reflexive, and 

that constructions that violate the condition are not, being either emphatic or 

possessive-reflexive. The possessive-reflexive construction represents a mid-point 

between the emphatic and reflexive constructions. The obliqueness condition on the 

binding domain is restated below.

(7) Obliqueness Condition within the Binding Domain

1. A logical structure participant X is less oblique than another logical 

structure participant Y if  X precedes Y.

2. An anaphor must be coindexed with a less oblique member o f the same 

logical structure argument in the minimal S containing the verb.

3. The binding domain for a verb is the scope o f  predication o f  the verb in 

logical structure.

The conditions for emphatic constructions are:
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(8) The Conditions on the Emphatic Use o f Fein

a. Emphatic use o f fe in  requires simple, but immediate post adjacent, 

proximity to the nominal to which it is associated.

b. The nominal with which fe in  is associated with in emphatic use may be the 

syntactic subject, object or indirect object.

c. No antecedent to the nominal associated with fe in  is coded upstream in the 

logical structure, that is, the obliqueness constraint is violated.

d. The thematic hierarchy constraint is violated.

e. Emphatic use provides the speaker with a strategy to create a contrast 

between the emphasised nominal and the other entities, particularly the 

entity that is the syntactic subject.

At the semantic level, two participant roles may exist for a verb and in many instances 

this is reflected in syntax as two argument in a transitive clause. The reflexive marker 

fe in  preserves the two participant roles at the semantic level but also encodes the fact 

that both roles share the same reference, that o f the antecedent. In the syntax, the 

leftmost role is reflected as the grammatical subject and the rightmost role that is co

referenced with it attracts the reflexive marker fe in . The reflexive clause is still 

transitive but the transitivity is weakened, not reduced. This is because two 

participants are found in logical structure and two arguments are found in argument 

structure with the reflexive marker immediately after the second argument in the 

syntax. What is important is that the second argument is still recorded in the syntax, it 

is not deleted or replaced by fe in  but flagged as co-referential by the deployment o f 

fe in  with it. Reflexivity weakens the transitivity and hence the valency, but it does not 

reduce it. Semantically and syntactically the valency is still two (in a transitive clause) 

but the identification o f the human and animate participant in the second argument is 

reflexively linked to the human and animate participant in the first argument. In a 

ditransitive construction, the same holds for the first and third arguments.
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7.5 Summary of Analysis of Passive Voice Constructions

7.5.1 Personal Passive Summary

In the personal passive constructions of modem Irish, the actor is backgrounded by 

demotion down to an oblique position within a prepositional phrase introduced by ag 

‘at/by’, or deleted. The next candidate participant in the logical structure to become 

the grammatical subject in the syntax is the undergoer. This gives the appearance that 

the object of the active verb is promoted up to become the subject of substantive verb 

in the personal passive construction irrespective of variant. This is, however, a side 

effect of the defocusing (in the sense of Shibatani 1985) o f the actor o f the active 

clause in the passive voice construction.

7.5.2 Impersonal Passive Summary

Our analysis provided evidence that the impersonal passive construction has an 

indefinite actor at the level of the semantics and that the impersonal passive verb 

expresses this as a 3'̂ '’ person indefinite pronoun in the syntax via a synthetic post

verbal suffix rendered on the matrix verb.

When considered in this way, the behaviour of the impersonal passive verb in the 

syntax is exactly the same with respect to definite subject pronouns when they are 

expressed in a non-analytic manner, that is, in the synthetic form of the verb. 

According to Stenson (1981:146) in relation to the impersonal passive, the "^subject is 

unspecified as well as incorporated as a verbal affix''. Because of this 3"̂*̂ person 

indefinite pronoun, marked synthetically on the verb, the impersonal passive 

construction does not usually express an oblique agent. We have however attested 

several examples where an oblique agent is expressed at the end of the clause in the 

same position as the oblique agent of a personal passive. This appears to only occur in 

more recent usages of speech and may be indicative o f a change in the underlying 

template on which the impersonal passive is constructed.

7.5.3 Impersonal Passive of the Substantive Verb Summary

We have seen that the substantive verb can take an impersonal passive form across all 

the tenses. All substantive verb constructions therefore have a corresponding
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impersonal passive construction. The availability o f the impersonal passive o f the 

substantive verb means that a speaker has a considerable number o f strategies (9) that 

can be deployed as the situation demands. The personal passive construction 

foregrounds the active clause under goer/object and backgrounds the actor/subject by 

either demotion or deletion. In addition, this applies whether the matrix verb o f the 

active clause is transitive or intransitive. When the matrix verb is intransitive, there is 

no object available for foregrounding, but there is a subject available for 

backgrounding via demotion or deletion.

(9) ___________________________________________________________________

A

Im personal passive

ctive constructio 

construction

n

jssive construction using substantive verb

Im personal

Personal p

oassive construction using substantive verb

For passivisation, these then can utilise the agentive personal passive, agentless 

personal passive, or either form of the impersonal passive construction - the 

impersonal passive form of the substantive verb or the impersonal passive form of the 

matrix active verb.

7.5.4 The GET Passive Construction Summary

We posited the existence of a functionally defined GET passive. Not all GET 

constructions are functional GET passives, only those where the undergoer is the 

subject and the direct object encodes a state in which the undergoer will be 

transformed, in some non-trivial way. The GET passive is therefore not de- 

transitivising. It orders the participants such that the actor is not coded (or coded 

obliquely), and the undergoer is the clause subject.
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A GET passive is not a syntactic passive in the same way that we vinderstand a 

personal passive construction to be, rather it is a functionally defined passive that 

exhibits the characteristics mentioned earlier. In the type of GET construction that we 

have examined, we found evidence that a particular subset of constructions precisely 

exhibits these characteristics under strictly defined constraints. On the basis o f this 

evidence, we claim that a functionally defined GET passive exists in Irish. We placed 

the functionally defined GET passive in relation to the other passive constructions 

analysed.

7.5.5 Word order in the Passive Constructions

Having looked at the form of each of the passive constructions, we found that the 

VSO order is maintained across each of the constructions.

(10) Word Order across Each Construction Type

Active:

BE Passive:

GET Passive:

Impersonal Passive:

BE Impersonal Passive:

The reason why this is so appears to related to the need to avoid structural confusion

within the different type o f constructions available to a speaker.

For example,

(11) If the subject is deleted from the active clause with [VSO] then we are left 

with [VO], but this is confusing with intransitive and middle voice i.e. [V NP].

(12) If the subject is not deleted but simply demoted from [VSO] then we arrive at 

a structure o f [VOS], but this causes confiasion with the interpretation of 

transitive clauses using [V NP NP].

(13) In the case of the impersonal passive where we have [V NPdo], the verb is 

marked morphologically to signify this fact, as we seen in our analysis.

V S O X

SUBV Undergoer/NPsiiBjECT VAA'N (PP NP,o) {ag Actor/NP)

V  U ndergoer/N PsuB jE C T  N P s ta te o s jE c r

^IM P E R -P A S S  ' InJefimte Human Actor SU BJE C T  U ndergoer/N PoB jE C T  

SUBV|MPER-PASS /nife/ira(e Human Actor SU BJEC T  P P  V N (U ndergO er/N PoB JE C T)
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The different construction templates are therefore necessary for the avoidance of 

structural confusion and the functional communication of the intended meaning by the 

speaker to the hearer. That VSO order is maintained across each o f the passive 

constructions, and that it is necessary to do so, provides an interesting example o f the 

conjunction of form and function.

7.5.6 A Unified Analysis of the Passive Voice Constructions

We analysed the personal passive and each of its variants and the impersonal passive. 

We also analysed the impersonal passive form of the substantive verb. We posed a 

question as to whether a third passive form exists, that o f a functionally defined GET 

passive. We demonstrated that sufficient evidence exists to suggest that our 

hypothesis is true, that Irish does have a functionally defined third passive 

construction, the GET passive. To deliver a unified analysis of the various passive 

constructions we employed a perspective that takes account of the complete event, 

using the notion of prototypes within prototypicality structures in the sense of 

Shibatani (1985). We introduced the idea o f prototypicality structures within a 

discussion in chapter 6.

7.5.7 The Window of Attention on Events

We explained the commonality underpinning the passive constructions by reference to 

the windowing of attention in the sense o f Talmy (1996a), which concerns itself with 

operations on the event frame, i.e. backgrounding, foregrounding, or gapping o f event 

participant elements. The strategies for different types o f passive constructions are 

primarily motivated by the need to background the actor to some degree, or fully. This 

is informed by the need of a speaker to create a certain focus of some component of 

the event (14).
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(14) Active Clause Construction; The logical structure represents the event frame 

with the window of attention resting on the actor.

BE Passive Construction: The logical structure represents the event frame 

with the window of attention on the resulting state on the undergoer.

GET Passive Construction: The logical structure represents the event frame 

with the window of attention on the undergoer that transforms to the resulting 

state.

Impersonal Passive Construction: The logical structure represents the event 

frame with the window of attention on the verbal action.

BE Impersonal Passive Construction: The logical structure represents the 

event frame with the window of attention on the verbal action.

7.5.8 The Event Frame Underpinning the Passive Constructions

We indicated a diagrammatic representation of a schema for an event frame.

(15) Relationship between perspective on the event frame and clause type

Event Frame

Target o f  Focus 

in clause

Active Impersonal Passive

BE Impersonal Passive

GET passive

Pre-State Actor Action Underg()er Path Post event result

r r̂ r
Personal Passive

Taking the active transitive clause as our prototype base within the prototypicality 

structure, we posited that divergences from the prototype base had the following 

representation (16).
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(16) The Divergences from the Prototype Base

Prospective passive: SUBV Su„dergoer le VN {ag NPaco,)

Progressive passive: SUBV S„„aergoer {dh)d VN {ag NPac„r)

Perfective passive: SUBV VA (ag-NParfor)

Active Transitive:____ V S O________ ^_____ Prototype Base

Active Intransitive: V S or SUBV S ag VN

GET passive. V ûndergoer ^

Impersonal passive. ^im personal-indefin ite  Human Actor SU BJECT ^u n d e rg o e r  

BE Impersonal passive. impersonal' indefinite Human Actor SU BJECT  Pf* VN ^u n d e rg o e r

We have analysed the three passive constructions in a functional model and 

demonstrated that they have an underlying commonality that is best explained with an 

event frame perspective that is sensitive to intrepretation as a prototypicality structure. 

Throughout this study we have seen evidence o f  a semantically motivated syntax. In 

this analysis we used a compositional approach in the tradition o f Vendler (1967) and 

Dowty (1986, 1991) to characterise the interrelationship between the lexical semantics 

and syntax o f verbs. The insights o f Role and Reference Grammar (Van Valin & 

LaPolla 1997) allowed us to navigate a path through the well-documented problems 

that are associated with the use o f thematic roles in describing argument structure. By 

applying our framework to the analysis, this study therefore does not depend on a 

taxonomy o f discrete thematic roles. One important insight o f RRG is the 

identification o f an Actor-Undergoer hierarchy in the linking system between 

semantics and syntax. We have therefore characterised each o f the passives found in 

modem Irish and provided evidence for the crucial role that event structure plays as a 

mediating factor between semantic and syntactic expression.

7.6 Final Conclusions: Event Perspective and Valency

This study has provided evidence that predicates are specified for event structure in 

the lexicon, not for thematic roles. This lexical specification is via the logical structure 

representation. The logical structure representation reflects the aspectual 

decomposition o f  the verbal predicate and this determines, with the actor/undergoer 

hierarchy, the mapping into the syntax via the linking system. Event structures can be 

combined into more complex event structures, for example, the basic Vendler classes
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each have a causative counterpart. We provided an account o f the means by which 

event chaining can be reflected within the syntax and how complex event structures 

provide the basis for complex predicates and complex clauses. The deployment of 

complex clauses is a strategy available to language users to maintain the maximum 

valency of a clause at three, the maximum NP density of a clause. A language user 

may frame an event in order to foreground or background certain elements and this 

has grammatical implications.

(17) Event Relationships in a Semantically Motivated Syntax

Semantics; Logical Structure & Valency o f Events Participants 

A ▲ ▲

Linking Svstem 

T ▼ ▼

Syntax: Argument Structure & Valencv o f Syntactic Arguments

DTV TV ITV

These are the factors that characterise syntactic and semantic valency. We 

demonstrated the veracity of this approach by characterising the causative, reflexive, 

and passive constructions using this method. An account o f semantic and syntactic 

valency therefore requires the consideration o f event structure as a vital mediating 

component, reflected in the lexical specification instead o f thematic roles, and 

available for mapping into the syntax according to the communication needs o f the 

speaker.

7.7 Future Research

A  number of areas of promising research have presented themselves from the analysis 

within this thesis. One area of future research of particular interest is on a class of 

verbal predicates at the semantics / syntax interface, those concerning Middle Voice 

Constructions (in the sense of Iwata 1999). The use of the middle voice is not very 

pronounced, but it does exist. Constructs that would be the equivalent o f the 

prototypical English ‘The cloth cuts easily’ appear to be expressed either using an
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impersonal passive (18) or a simple middle construction (19). A previously conducted 

examination of over 500 examples o f the verb predicate gearr ‘cut’ reveals only one 

use o f the middle (19).

( 18) Ghearrtar an t-eadach.

Cut;V-lMPERS-PASS-PAST theiDET cloth:N 

Lit;’(Someone) cut the cloth.

The cloth was cut.

[do’(xi, [gearr’(xi, an t-eadach2 ) CAUSE BECOME [gearr’(an t-eadach2)]]

(19) Ghearr an t-eadach.

Cut:V-PAST the:DET clothiN 

The cloth cut.

BECOME [gearr’(an t-eadach)]

(Seosamh Mhac Grianna; Seidedn Bruithne / Amy Foster; 60)

(20) Laguigh an dochas a bhi aige as fein.

Laguigh an dochas a

Demolish:V-PAST the:DET faith:N a:REL 

bhi aige as fein.

be;SUBV-PAST at:PP+him:PN from:PP self:PART 

Lit:’The faith demolished that was at him from him self 

The faith that he had was demolished from him.

[be’(ag’(sei, an dochas2 )] &

[do’(x3) CAUSE BECOME [lag’(x3 , [as’(feini, an dochas2 )] &

-1  [be’(ag’(sei, an dochas2 )]

As far as I can tell at this point in time, and subject to later research on this matter, 

many expressions of the middle voice construction tend not to appear in simple
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clauses. They appear to have a preference for expression in more complex 

constructions that involve embedded relative clauses containing substantive verb 

constructions (20). No account o f middle voice phenomena in Irish has been 

attempted and there appears to be many issues relating to affectedness, control and 

grammatical marking of these constructs that would warrant such an account.

Another area of future research related to the present study would be the widespread 

use of the verbal noun, and related predicate creation processes. There appear to be at 

least two schemata that underpin the verbal noun.

(21) [V ]v ^ [V ]v N

(22) [N]n^ [ N ] vn

The first (21) is where an already existing verbal predicate with an argument structure 

is used as a NP in a clause. The second (22) is where a nominal takes on an argument 

structure in some usage and is then used to denote some kind o f action. The verbal 

noun process may also reduce the valency of the predicate. The schemata in (21) and

(22) are demonstrated by the examples in (23) and (24), respectively.

(Padraig O Gallchobhair: CdUheamh na dTonn: 141)

(23) Chuir sin ag smaointeadh e ar an tamall a bhi caithte i Meiriced aige.

Chuir sin ag smaointeadh e ar an tamall

Put:V-PAST that:DET at;PP thinking;VN him:PN on:PP the;DET time;N 

a bhi caithte i Meiriced aige.

that:REL be:SUBV-PAST spent:VA in:PP America:N at:PP+him:PP 

LIT;That put him thinking on the time that he was spent by him in America’. 

That set him thinking about the time that was spent by him in America.

[do’(sini) CAUSE BECOME [be’(ag’(smaointeadh’(e2 , [a r’(an tam alls)]))] 

REL [be’(caith’(pro3 , [i’[Meircea4 , [ag’(sc2 ) ] ] ))] ]
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(Padraig 6  Gallchobhair; Cditheamh na dTonn: 171)

(24) Chuir se an cheasla trasna ar thoiseach an churraigh, 

tharraing air a phiopa agus dhears e.

Chuir se an cheasla trasna

Put;V-PAST he;PN the.DET paddle.N across.ADV 

ar thoiseach an 

on:PP breadth:N (of) the:DET

churraigh, tharraing air a phiopa agus

currach:N pull:V-PAST on:PP his:PN_POSS pipe:N and:CONJ 

dhearg e.

redden:V-PAST it:PN

He put the oar across the width of the currach, pulled on his pipe and 

reddened it.

[do’(se,) CAUSE

BECOME [be’(an cheaslai, [trasna’[a r’(thoiseach an churraigh3)]])] & 

[do’(proi, [tharraing’(proi, [ar’(a’(pi'opa4))])])] &

[do’(proi, [dearg’(proi, €4)]) CAUSE INGR [be’(dearg’(e4)]]

Verbal nouns are part and parcel o f the language user’s repertoire o f strategies for 

expression and communication, and a characterisation of the processes by which are 

created, motivated and distributed in the syntax would usefully expand our knowledge 

of these processes. The predicate creation process for verbal nouns appears to have 

some similarities to incorporation processes. Dik (1980:39^ for instance, treats 

incorporation as an example of a predicate formation operation that arises from the 

combination of a verbal and a nominal predicate, resulting in a new predicate. That is, 

incorporation leads to a reduction of the valence by one. Constructions with 

incorporation typically have a more “generic” or “habitual” meaning than their non

incorporating counterparts (1980; 45).

(25) Formation of the Verbal Noun to Control NP Densitv in a Predicate 

f V’* N P /  NP7 -I [ V‘’ N P 3^N P r IY!±NP2^^vn

where IY!±NP2 ^ v n  = NP4

such that [ V*’ NPs^ N P,° [W N P .-Ivm = [ V'’ NPj^ N P ,°N P 4 *°]
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An example of a verbal noun formed via such a process is indicated in (26).The verbal 

noun under consideration here as an example of the process is ag Bearldireacht ‘at 

English-speaking’. We can note the capitalisation on verbal noun in the reference. 

This demonstrates that the object of the action, Bearla ‘English’, is still visible as a 

nominal even though the usage here is of a predicate indicative of a progressive 

activity that occurs habitually.

{Foinse: 15 March 1998; 6 - Sceal: Teilifls ‘dhdtheangach' taohh thiar d'ahhainn na 

Coirhe)

(26) Ni sheanann duine ar bith go mbwnn cuid de mhuintir na Gaeltachta ag 

Bearldireacht le cheile i Telegael, Baile Ard, An Spideal, cuir i gcds, is Idn 

ahead acu.

Ni sheanann duine ar bith go

NotrNEG deny:V-PRES people:N on:PP exist:ADV to;PP 

mbionn cuid de mhuintir

be:SUBV-HAB-PRES some:QTY of:PP community:N 

na Gaeltachta

(of) the.DET Gaeltacht.N

ag Bearldireacht le cheile i Telegael,

aX:PP speaking-English:VN with:PP together:PART in:PP Telegael:N,

Baile Ard, An Spideal,

Baile Ard:N, the:DET SpideahN 

cuir i gcds,

put:V-PAST in:PP circumstance:N, 

is Idn chead acu.

is;COP full:QTY permission:N at:PP+them:PN

Nobody denies that there are some people within the Gaeltacht community 

who speak English amongst themselves in Telegael, Baile Ard, An Spideal, 

which under the circumstances, they have every right to.

The logical structure of the relevant part of the example sentence, (shown underlined 

below, is shown in (27).
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(27) M  sheanann duine ar bith go mbionn cuid de mhuintir na Gaeltachta a s  

Bearldireacht le cheile i Telesael Baile Ard. An Spideal. cuir i gcds, is Idn 

chead acu.

[ i ’(  Telegael-Baile Ard-An Spideal ‘[le’(cheile,

rbe’(cuid de mhuintir na Gaeltachtai. [ag’[caint’[Bearla2]]])])])]

The valency of the predicate in the semantics o f logical structure is for two 

participants, whereas the valency requirement of verb in the syntax is for one 

argument.

We end with these tentative suggestions for extending to other areas of the grammar 

of the Irish verb the approach we have explored in this study.
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Appendix 1: Verb Sorted by Verb Class

Verb Class Analytic Form English Verb VN VA

Appearance/Disapp. dhiiisigh me awake duisu duisithe

Appearance/Disapp. d’fas me grow fas fastha

Appearance/Disapp, dhoirt me spill doirteadh doirte

Aspectual thosnaigh me begin tosu tosaithe

Aspectual croichnaigh me complete croichnu croichnaithe

Aspectual thosnaigh me start tosu tosaithe

Aspectual stad me stop stadadh stadtha

Aspectual stop me stop stopadh stoptha

Assessment anailisigh m6 analyse anailisiu anailisithe

Assessment iniuch me audit iniucu iniuchte

Assessment athbhreithnigh me review athbhreithniu athbhreithnithe

Body Care/ Grooming coirigh me dress coiriu coirithe

Body Care/ Grooming gleas me dress gleasadh gleasta

Body Care/ Grooming gleas me groom gleasadh gleasta

Body Care/ Grooming nigh m6 wash ni nite

Body involvement chodhail me sleep codhail codhailte

Body State ghortaigh me hurt gorthu gortaithe

Change of thug me give tabhairt tughta

Possession

Change of State lub m6 bend lub^il lubhta

Change of State bhris me break bhriseadh briste

Change of State srac me tear sracadh sractha

Change of State stroic me tear stroicadh stroicthe

Chase lean me persue leanamh leantha

Colour dathaigh me dye dathu daithe

Colour dathaigh me paint dathu daithe

Colour pheinteail paint peinteail peintailte

Colour smalaigh me stain smaladh smalte

Colour scathbhreacaigh me tint scathbhreacadh scathbhreactha

Combining/Attaching cumaisc me blend cumasc cumasctha

Combining/Attaching nasc me connect nascadh nasctha

Combining/Attaching cheangail me join ceangal ceangailte

Combining/Attaching cumaisc me merge cumasc cumasctha

Combining/Attaching mease me mix meascadh measctha
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Verb Class Analytic Form English Verb VN VA

Communication d’fiafraigh m6 ask fiafraigh fiafraithe

Communication d’iarr me ask iarr iarrtha

Concealm ent fholaigh m6 conceal foliu folaithe

Concealm ent ceil me hide ceileadh ceilte

Concealm ent leithlisigh me isolate leithlisiu leithliseach

Contact pog me kiss pogail me poghta

Contact ligh me lick li lite

Contact ceaig me sting cealgadh cealgtha

Contact cigil me tickle cigilt cigilte

Contact teaghmaigh me touch teagmaigh teaghmailte

Contact by Impact bhuail me beat buaiieadh buailte

Contact by Impact orlaigh me ham m er orlaiocht oriaithe

Contact by Impact bhuail me hit buaiadh buailte

Contact by Impact mionaigh me pound mionu mionaithe

Contact by Impact smist me pound smistail smiste

Contact by Impact tuairgain me pound tuairgaint tuairgainte

Contact by Impact please me crash pleascadh pl6ascta

(non-agentive)

Contact by Impact bhuail m6 hit buaiieadh buailte

(non-agentive)

Contact by Impact cnag me knock cnag^il cnagtha

(non-agentive)

Contact by Impact smiot me smash smiotadh smiothe

(non-agentive)

Contigious Location lion me fill lion liontha

Contigious Location surround

Cooking bhacail me bake bacail bacailte

Cooking bhruit me bake bruit bruithe

Cooking teigh me heat team h t6ithe

Creation thog me build togail toghta

Creation cocarail me cook cocaraileacht cocaraileachta

Creation fas me grow fas fastha

Creation dean me make deanam h deanta

Creation fuaigh me sew fuail fuaite

Creation figh me weave fi fi'te

Creation of an Im age c6ipeail m6 copy coipe^il c6ipeailte

Creation of an Im age linigh me draw liniu linithe

Creation of an Im age mharcal me mark marcail marcailte
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Verb Class Analytic Form English Verb VN VA

Creation of an image scr^b^iiigh m6 scribble scrab^iladh scr^b^ilthe

Creation of an Image sinigh m6 sign siniu sinte

Creation of an Image stamp^il m6 stamp stamp^il stampailte

Cutting snoigh me carve snol snoithe

Cutting gearr me cut gearr geartha

Cutting sabh me saw safa sabhaithe

Cutting scrion me scrape scriobadh scrioba

Cutting scoraigh me slash SCOradh scortha

Cutting tobgearr me snip tobgearradh tobgearrtha

Cutting (+axe) tuaigh me chop tua tuaite

Desire mianaigh me desire mianu mianaithe

Desire teastaigh me need teastail teastala

Desire easnigh me want easnamh easpa

Destroying scrios me destroy scriosadh scriostha

Emission (Light) drithligh me flash drithliu drithlithe

Emission (Light) lonraigh me glow lonru lonraithe

Emission (Light) lonraigh me shine lonru lonraithe

Emission (Light) taithnin m6 shine taithneamh taithnithe

Emission (Sound) bhuail m6 ring buaileadh buailte

Emission (Sound) chaoin m6 wail caoineadh caointe

Exerting Force tharraing me pull tarraingt tarraingte

Exerting Force bhruig m6 push bru bruite

Existence chonaigh m6 live c6nai conaithe

Existence d’fan me remain fanaimh fanaitha

Existence d’fan me stay fanaimh fanaitha

Existence d’fan me wait fanaimh fanaitha

Expression ghair me laugh gaire gairthe

Nonverbal

Expression srann me snore srannadh srannach

Nonverbal

Expression pluch me sufficate plucadh pluctha

Nonverbal

Feeding (Causative) chothaigh me feed cothu cothaithe

Hold/Keep choimead me hold coimeadh coimeadhta

Hold/Keep coimead me keep coimeadh coimeadhta

Ingesting d’6l me drink 61 olta

Ingesting d’ith me eat ithe ite
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Verb Class Analytic Form English Verb VN VA
Instrument of chomhairligh m6 advise comhairlu comhairlithe

Communication

Instrument of d’6igh m6 complain 6amh 6ite

Communication

Instrument of roimhphoistigh me email roimhphoisteadh roimhphoisthe

Communication

Instrument of facs me fax facsail facsailte

Communication

Instrument of duirt me say ra raite

Communication

instrument of iabhair me speak labhairt labhartha

Communication

Instrument of labhair m6 talk labhairt labhartha

Communication

Judgement bheannaigh me bless beannu beannaithe

Judgement ceiliur me celebrate ceiliuradh ceiliurta

Judgement maith m6 forgive maitheamh maite

Judgement bheannaigh me greet beannu beannaithe

Judgement maslaigh m6 insult maslu maslach

Judgement f^iliigh m6 welcome fdiltiu f^ilte

Learning foghlaim me learn foghlaim foghlaimtha

Learning leigh m6 read I6adh leite

Learning scrudaigh me study scrudu scrudaithe

Leave d’f^g me leave f^gaint f^gtha

Manner of Motion bogshodar me jog bogshodar bogshodattha

Manner of Motion rith me run

Manner of Motion chas me turn casaint castha

Manner of Motion shiui! me walk siul siulta

Manner of Speaking ghiaoigh me cry glaoch glaoite

Manner of Speaking goil me cry gol goiite

Manner of Speaking buir me roar biiireach buireachta

Manner of Speaking scread me scream screadadh screadtha

Manner of Speaking liuigh me shout liu liuite

Manner of Speaking chan me sing canadh canta

Meander snamh me crawl snamh snafa

Meander d’imigh me go imeacht imithe

Measure chosain m§ cost cosaint cosanta

Motion sroich me arrive sroicheadh sroichte
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Verb Class Analytic Form English Verb VN VA

Motion thainigh m6 come teacht thagta

Motion d’imigh m6 depart imu imithe

Motion tuirling me descend tuirlingt tuirlingithe

Motion (go + PATH) ardaigh me ascend ardu ardaithe

Motion (go + PATH) ardaigh me raise ardu ardaithe

Murder mharaigh me kill maru maraithe

Murder dunmharaigh me murder dunmharu dunmharaithe

Murder nimhigh me poison nimhiu nimhe

Obtaining fuair m6 get fail faighte

Obtaining fuair me obtain fail faighte

Occurance teaghmaigh me happen teaghmu teaghmaithe

Perception mhothaigh me feel mothu mothaithe

Perception chuala m6 hear cloistail cloiste

Perception chuala me hear cluinstin cluinte

Perception chonaic me see feiceail feichte

Perception bholaigh me smell bolu bolaithe

Perception bhiais me taste blaiseadh blaiste

Poke r6mhar m6 dig r6mhar romharta

Poke peac me jab peacu peactha

Poke prioc me poke priochadh priochta

Predicate ainmnigh me appoint ainmniu ainmnithe

Complement

Predicate thog m6 elect togh^il toghta

Complement

Predicate tuairscigh me report tuairsceacht tuairscithe

Complement

Predicative aithnigh me know aithniu aithne

complement

Predicative aithin me know aithaint aithinta

complement

Preparing bhacail me bake bacail bacailte

Preparing bhruit me bake bruit bruithe

Preparing bhruit me boil bruit bruithe

Preparing grudaigh me brew grudadh grudaithe

Psychological State bhreathnaigh me admire breath nu breathnithe

Psychological State eiligh me appeal eileamh eilithe

Psychological State scanraigh me frighten scanru scanraithe

Psychological State gr^igh me love gr^ gr^ithe
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Verb Class Analytic Form English Verb VN VA

Putting chuir me put cuireadh cuirte

Putting (spatial) chroch m6 hang croch^il crochta

Putting (spatial) suigh me sit sui suite

Putting (spatial) sheas me stand seasamh seastha

Putting (specific dir) shil me drop sileadh shilte

Putting (specific dir) ardigh me lift ardu ardaite

Putting (specific dir) ualaigh me load ualu ualaithe

Putting (specific dir) isligh me lower Isliu islithe

Putting (specific dir) ardigh me raise ardu adtaite

Putting (specific dir) spreigh me spray spreamh spreithe

Removing glan me clear glanadh glanaithe

Removing aistrigh me remove aistriCi aistrithe

Removing cuimil me wipe cuimil cuimilte

Searching scrudaigh m6 examine scrudu scrudaithe

Searching taisceal me explore taisc6aladh taiscealaithe

Searching seilg me hunt seilg seilgthe

Searching cuardaigh me search cuardadh cuardach

Searching scrudaigh m6 study scrudu scrudaithe

Sending/Carrying thug me bring tabhairt tughta

Sending/Carrying chuir me send cuireadh cuirte

Sending/Carrying thog me take togail thoghta

Seperating/Disassem scoith m6 disconnect scoitheadh scoithu

bling

Seperating/Disassem roinn me divide roinneadh roinnte

bling

Seperating/Disassem dhealaigh m6 divorce dealu dealaithe

bling

Seperating/Disassem scoilt me split scoilteadh scoilte

bling

Social Interaction d’aontaigh me agree aontu aontaithe

Social Interaction comhoibrigh me cooperate comhoibriu comhoibrithe

Social Interaction comhfreagraigh me correspond comhfreagrairt comhfreagrai

Social Interaction phos me marry pos postha

Social Interaction bhuail me (le) meet buaiieadh le buailte

Social Interaction imir me play imirt imeartha

Spatial Configuration lub m6 bend lubdil lubtha

Spatial Configuration dhun m6 close dunadh dunta

Spatial Configuration d’eitilt me fly eitilt eitilte
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Verb Class Analytic Form English Verb VN VA

Spatial Configuration luigh m6 lie lui lufte

Spatial Configuration oscail me open oscailt oscailte

Throwing cice^l m6 kick cice^l cice^lthe

Throwing chait me throw caitheadh caite

Throwing chait me toss caitheadh caite

Throwing (cast) teilg me shoot teilgeann teiltithe

Throwing (dart) scinn me shoot scinneadh scinnithe

Transfer of Message mhinigh me explain miniu mfnithe

Transfer of Message d'inis me tell insint insite
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Appendix 2: Verb Sorted by Verb

Verb Class Analytic Form English Verb VN VA

Removing aistrigh m6 remove aistriu aistrithe

Putting (specific dir) isligh me lower isliu islithe

Putting (specific dir) spreigh m6 spray spreamh spreithe

Putting (specific dir) ualaigh me load ualu ualaithe

Predicate

Complement

ainmnigh me appoint ainmniu ainmnlthe

Predicative

complement

aithnigh me know aithniu aithne

Predicative

complement

aithin me know aithaint aithinta

Assessment anailisigh m6 analyse anailisiu anailisithe

Social Interaction d’aontaigh m6 agree aontu aontaithe

Motion (go + PATH) ardaigh m6 ascend ardii ardaithe

Putting (specific dir) ardigh m6 lift ardu ardaite

Motion (go + PATH) ardaigh m6 raise ardu ardaithe

Putting (specific dir) ardigh m6 raise ardu adtaite

Assessment athbhreithnigh m6 review athbhreithniu athbhreithnithe

Cooking bhac^il m6 bake bac^il bacSilte

Preparing bhac^il m§ bake bac^il bacailte

Judgement bheannaigh m6 bless beannu beannaithe

Judgement bheannaigh m6 greet beannCi beannaithe

Perception bhiais me taste blaiseadh blaiste

Manner of Motion bogshodar me jog bogshodar bogshodattha

Perception bholaigh me smell bolu bolaithe

Psychological State bhreathnaigh m6 admire breath nil breathnithe

Change of State bhris m§ break bhriseadh briste

Cooking bhruit me bake bruit bruithe

Preparing bhruit me bake bruit bruithe

Preparing bhruit me boil bruit bruithe

Exerting Force bhruig me push bru bruite

Contact by Impact bhuail m6 beat buaileadh buailte

Contact by Impact bhuail m6 hit bualadh buailte

Contact by Impact 

(non-agentive)

bhuail me hit buaileadh buailte
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Verb Class Analytic Form English Verb VN VA
Emission (Sound) bhuail m6 ring buaileadh buailte

Social Interaction bhuail m6 (le) m eet buaileadh le buailte

M anner of Speaking buir m6 roar buireach buireachta

Throwing chait m6 throw caitheadh caite

Throwing chait m6 toss caitheadh caite

M anner of Speaking chan me sing canadh canta

Emission (Sound) chaoin m6 wail caoineadh caointe

M anner of Motion chas m§ turn casaint castha

Contact ceaig me sting cealgadh cealgtha

Combining/Attaching cheangail m6 join ceangal ceangailte

Concealm ent ceil m6 hide ceileadh ceilte

Judgement ceiliur me celebrate ceiliuradh ceiliurta

Throwing cice^l me kick ciceal cicealthe

Contact cigil me tickle cigilt cigilte

Perception chuala m6 hear cloistdil cloiste

Perception chuala m6 hear cluinstin cluinte

Contact by Im pact cnag m6 knock cnagail cnagtha

(non-agentive)

Creation c6car^il m6 cook cbcar^ileacht cocarSileachta

Body involvement chodhail m6 sleep codhail codhailte

Hold/Keep choimead m6 hold coimeadh coimeadhta

Hold/Keep coimecid m6 keep coimeadh coimeadhta

Creation of an Im age cbipeail me copy cdipeail coipeailte

Body C are/ Grooming c6irigh m6 dress c6iriu coirithe

Instrument of chomhairligh m6 advise comhairlu comhairlithe

Communication  

Social Interaction comhfreagraigh m6 correspond comhfreagrairt comhfreagrartha

Social Interaction comhoibrigh me cooperate comhoibriu comhoibrithe

Existence chonaigh me live conai conaithe

M easure chosain m6 cost cosaint cosanta

Feeding (Causative) chothaigh me feed cothu cothaithe

Putting (spatial) chroch me hang crochail crochta

Aspectual croichnaigh me complete croichnu croichnaithe

Searching cuardaigh m6 search cuardadh cuardach

Removing cuimil m6 wipe cuimil cuimilte

Putting chuir m6 put cuireadh cuirte

Sending/Carrying chuir m6 send cuireadh cuirte

Combining/Attaching cumaisc m6 blend cumasc cumasctha
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Analytic Form English Verb VN VA
Combining/Attaching cumaisc m6 merge cumasc cumasctha

Waltz

Colour dathaigh m6

dance

dye dathu daithe

Colour dathaigh m6 paint dathu daithe

Seperating/Disassem dhealaigh m6 divorce dealu dealaithe

bling

Creation dean me make deanamh deanta

Instrument of duirt m6 say ra raite

Communication

Appearance/Disapp. dhoirt me spill doirteadh doirte

Emission (Light) drithligh me flash drithliu drithlithe

Appearance/Disapp. dhuisigh me awake duisu duisithe

Spatial Configuration dhun m6 close dunadh dunta

Murder dunmharaigh m6 murder dunmharu dunmharaiti'

Psychological State eiligh me appeal eileamh eilithe

Instrument of d’6igh m6 complain eamh eite

Communication 

Spatial Configuration d’eitilt m6 fly eitilt eitilte

Instrument of facs m6 fax facsail facsailte

Communication

Leave d’f^g m6 leave f^gaint f^gtha

Desire easnigh me want easnamh easpa

Obtaining fuair m6 get fail faighte

Obtaining fuair m6 obtain f^il faighte

Judgement failiigh m6 welcome failtiu f^ilte

Existence d’fan me remain fanaimh fanaitha

Existence d’fan me stay fanaimh fanaitha

Existence d’fan me wait fanaimh fanaitha

Appearance/Disapp. d’f^s me grow fas fastha

Creation fas me grow fas fastha

Perception chonaic me see feiceail feichte

Communication d’fiafraigh me ask fiafraigh fiafraithe

Creation figh m6 weave fl fite

Learning foghlaim m6 learn foghlaim foghlaimtha

Concealment fholaigh m6 conceal foliu folaithe

Creation fu^igh m6 sew fu^il fu^ite

Expression ghair m6 laugh gaire gairthe

Nonverbal
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Cutting

Removing

Manner of Speaking

Body Care/ Grooming

IVlanner of Speaking

Body State

Psychological State

Preparing

Communication

Motion

Meander

Social Interaction

Assessment

Transfer of Message

Ingesting

Instrument of

Communication

Instrument of

Communication

Chase

Learning

Concealment

Contact

Creation of an Image 

Contigious Location 

Manner of Speaking 

Emission (Light) 

Emission (Light) 

Change of State 

Spatial Configuration 

Spatial Configuration 

Judgement 

Murder

Creation of an Image 

Judgement 

Combining/Attaching 

Desire

Transfer of Message

Analytic Form

gearr m6 

glan m6 

ghiaoigh m6 

gl6as m6 

goil me 

ghortaigh me 

gr^igh m6 

grudaigh m6 

d’iarr me 

d’imigh me 

d ’imigh m6 

imir me 

iniuch me 

d’inis me 

d’ith m6 

labhair me

labhair m6

lean m6 

I6igh m6 

leithlisigh m6 

ligh m§ 

llnigh me 

lion m6 

liuigh m6 

lonraigh m6 

lonraigh me 

lub me 

lub m6 

lui'gh me 

maith m6 

mharaigh me 

mharc^l m6 

maslaigh m6 

mease m6 

mianaigh m6 

mhinigh m6

English Verb

cut

clear

cry

dress

cry

hurt

love

brew

ask

depart

go

play

audit

tell

eat

speak

talk

persue

read

isolate

lick

draw

fill

shout

glow

shine

bend

bend

lie

forgive

kill

mark

insult

mix

desire

explain

VN

gearr

glanadh

glaoch

gleasadh

gol

gorthu

gra

grudadh

iarr

imu

imeacht

imirt

iniucu

insint

ithe

labhairt

labhairt

leanamh

l§adh

leithlisiu

li

liniu

lion

liu

lonru

lonru

lubail

lubail

lui

maitheamh

maru

marcail

masiu

meascadh

mianu

miniu

VA

geartha

glanaithe

glaoite

gleasta

goilte

gortaithe

graithe

grudaithe

iarrtha

imithe

imithe

imeartha

iniuchte

insite

ite

labhartha

labhartha

leantha

leite

leithliseach 

I ite

ii'nithe

liontha

iiuite

lonraithe

ionraithe

lubhta

lubtha

luite

maite

maraithe

marcailte

maslach

measctha

mianaithe

minithe
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Contact by Impact mionaigh m6

Perception mhothaigh m6

Combining/Attaching nasc m6

Body Care/ Grooming nigh m6

Murder nimhigh me

Ingesting d’6l m6

Contact by Impact orlaigh m6

Spatial Configuration oscail m6

Poke peac me

Colour pheinteail

Contact by Impact please me

(non-agentive)

Expression pluch m6

Nonverbal

Contact p6g m6

Social Interaction ph6s m6

Poke prioc m6

Instrument of roimhphoistigh m§

Communication

Seperating/Disassem roinn m6

bling

Poke r6mhar m6

Cutting sabh m6

Psychological State scanraigh me

Colour scathbhreacaigh me

Throwing (dart) scinn me

Seperating/Disassem scoilt me

bling

Seperating/Disassem scoith m6

bling

Cutting scoraigh m§

Creation of an Image scrabSiligh m6

Manner of Speaking scread m6

Cutting scn'on m6

Destroying scrios m6

Searching scrudaigh m6

Learning scrudaigh m6

Searching scrudaigh m6

English Verb VN VA

pound mionu mionaithe

feel mothu mothaithe

connect nascadh nasctha

wash nl nite

poison nimhiu nimhe

drink 61 olta

hammer orlaiocht orlaithe

open oscailt oscailte

jab peacu peactha

paint peinteail peintailte

crash pleascadh pleascta

sufficate plucadh pluctha

kiss pog^il me poghta

marry p6s postha

poke priochadh priochta

email roimhphoisteadh roimhphoisthe

divide roinneadh roinnte

dig romhar rbmharta

saw safa sabhaithe

frighten scanru scanraithe

tint scathbhreacadh scSthbhreactha

shoot scinneadh scinnithe

split scoilteadh scoilte

disconnect scoitheadh scoithu

slash scoradh scortha

scribble scrabailadh scrabailthe

scream screadadh screadtha

scrape scriobadh scrioba

destroy scriosadh scriostha

examine scrudu scrudaithe

study scrudu scrudaithe

study scrudu scrudaithe
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Verb Class Analytic Form English Verb VN VA
Putting (spatial) sheas m6 stand seasamh seastha

Searching seilg m6 hunt seilg seilgthe

Putting (specific dir) shil m6 drop sileadh Shiite

Creation of an Innage sinigh m6 sign siniu sinte

Manner of Motion shiuil m6 walk siul siulta

Colour smalaigh me stain smaladh smalte

Contact by Impact smiot me smash smiotadh smiothe

(non-agentive)

Contact by Impact smist me pound smistail smiste

Meander sn^mh me crawl sn^mh sn^fa

Cutting snoigh me carve snol snoithe

Change of State srac me tear sracadh sractha

Expression srann me snore srannadh srannach

Nonverbal

Motion sroich m6 arrive sroicheadh sroichte

Aspectual stad m6 stop stadadh stadtha

Creation of an Image stamp^il me stamp stampail stampailte

Aspectual stop m6 stop stopadh stoptha

Change of State stroic m6 tear stroicadh stroicthe

Putting (spatial) suigh m6 sit sui suite

Motion thainigh m6 come teacht thagta

Searching taisc6al m6 explore taisc6aladh taisc6alaithe

Emission (Light) taithnin m6 shine taithneamh taithnithe

Occurance happen

Exerting Force tharraing me pull tarraingt tarraingte

Contact teaghmaigh me touch teagmaigh teaghmailte

Occurance teaghmaigh me happen teaghmu teaghmaithe

Desire teastaigh m6 need teastail teast^la

Throwing (cast) teilg me shoot teilgeann teiitithe

Cooking t6igh me heat teamh teithe

Cutting tobgearr me snip tobgearradh tobgearrtha

Creation th6g m6 build togail toghta

Sending/Carrying th6g m6 take togail thoghta

Predicate thog m6 elect toghail toghta

Complement

Aspectual thosnaigh m6 begin tosu tosaithe

Aspectual thosnaigh m6 start tosu tosaithe

Cutting (+axe) tuaigh m6 chop tua tuaite
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Verb Class

Contact by Impact

Predicate

Complement

Sending/Carrying

Change of

Possession

Motion

Analytic Form

tuairgain m6 

tuairscigh m6

thug m6 

thug m6

tuirling me

English Verb

pound

report

bring

give

descend

VN

tuairgaint

tuairsceacht

tabhairt

tabhairt

tuirlingt

VA

tuairgainte

tuairscithe

tughta

tughta

tuirlingithe
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